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Further Information
If you require any further information or have any queries please contact:
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Members of the public are welcome to attend this meeting. If you have any specific needs please contact
Facilities Management (020 7926 1010) in advance.
Queries on reports
Please contact report authors prior to the meeting if you have questions on the reports or wish to inspect
the background documents used. The contact details of the report author are shown on the front page of
each report.

@LBLdemocracy on Twitter http://twitter.com/LBLdemocracy or use #Lambeth
Lambeth Council – Democracy Live on Facebook http://www.facebook.com/

Digital engagement
We encourage people to use Social Media and we normally tweet from most Council meetings. To get
involved you can tweet us @LBLDemocracy.
Audio/Visual Recording of meetings
Everyone is welcome to record meetings of the Council and its Committees using whatever, nondisruptive, methods you think are suitable. If you have any questions about this please contact Democratic
Services (members of the press please contact the Press Office). Please note that the Chair of the
meeting has the discretion to halt any recording for a number of reasons including disruption caused by
the filming or the nature of the business being conducted.
Persons making recordings are requested not to put undue restrictions on the material produced so that it
can be reused and edited by all local people and organisations on a non-commercial basis.
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Ward Councillors (details via the website www.lambeth.gov.uk or phone 020 7926 2131) may be
contacted at their surgeries or through Party Group offices to represent your views to the Council:
(Conservatives 020 7926 2213) (Labour 020 7926 1166).
Security
Please be aware that you may be subject to bag searches and asked to sign in at meetings that are held
in public. Failure to comply with these requirements could mean you are denied access to the meeting.
There is also limited seating which is allocated on a first come first serve basis, you should aim to arrive at
least 15 minutes before the meeting commences. For more details please visit: our website.
Please contact Democratic Services for further information – 020 7926 2170 – or the number on the front
page.
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AGENDA

PLEASE NOTE THAT THE ORDER OF THE AGENDA MAY BE CHANGED AT THE MEETING
Page
Nos.

1.

Declaration of Pecuniary Interests
Under Standing Order 4.4, where any councillor has a Disclosable
Pecuniary Interest (as defined in the Members’ Code of Conduct (para. 4))
in any matter to be considered at a meeting of the Council, a committee,
sub-committee or joint committee, they must withdraw from the meeting
room during the whole of the consideration of that matter and must not
participate in any vote on that matter unless a dispensation has been
obtained from the Monitoring Officer.

Town & Country Planning Act (1990), The Planning & Compensations Act
(1991), The Town & Country Planning (Control of Advertisement)
Regulations (1992), The Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation
Areas) Act (1990), The Town & Country Planning General Regulations
(1990), The Rush Common Act 1806 and related legislation: Applications
For information on documents used in the preparation of the reports
contact the Planning Advice Desk, Tel: 020 7926 1180.

2.

Land At Clarence Avenue Poynders Road Atkins Road King's Avenue
New Park Road And Streatham Place Including Clapham Park Estate
Adjacent Land And Agnes Riley Gardens (Thornton, Clapham
Common, Brixton Hill, Streatham Hill)) 17/03733/FUL
Recommendations:
1. Resolve to approve the application, subject to conditions,
completion of a Section 106 agreement and any direction as may
be received following further referral to the Mayor of London.
2. Agree to delegate authority to the Assistant Director of Planning,
Transport and Development to:
 Finalise the recommended conditions as set out in this report
including such refinements, amendments, additions and/or
deletions as the Assistant Director of Planning, Transport and
Development considers reasonably necessary; and
 Negotiate, agree and finalise the planning obligations as set out in
this report pursuant to Section 106 of the Town and Country
Planning Act 1990, including adding to, amending and/or deleting
the obligations detailed in the heads of terms as the Assistant
Director of Planning, Transport and Development considers
reasonably necessary.
3. That if the Section 106 Agreement is not signed within 6 months of
this committee the Assistant Director of Planning, Transport and
Development be given delegated powers to consider refusing the
application in the absence of the legal agreement.
4. In the event that the committee resolves to refuse planning
permission and there is a subsequent appeal, delegated authority is
given to officers, having regard to the heads of terms set out in the

1 - 254

report, to negotiate and complete a document containing obligations
pursuant to Section 106 of the Town and Country Planning Act
1990 in order to meet the requirements of the Planning Inspector.

3.

Appeal and Enforcement Decisions November 2017
To note the Planning Appeal and Enforcement Decisions for
November 2017.

255 - 274

PLANNING APPLICATIONS COMMITTEE (PAC) FAQs - YOUR QUESTIONS ANSWERED
1

Who sits on the PAC?
The Council has established a PAC, which consists of seven Councillors (elected members).

2

Where and when do PAC meetings take place?
Meetings are usually held at the Karibu Education Centre, 7 Gresham Rd, London SW9 7PH.
However, the Town Hall is closed, PAC will be held in a number of different venues across the
borough. Please therefore ensure that you check the front page of the agenda pack before every
meeting.
The meetings are normally held on a Tuesday evening at 7pm, one or two times a month and are
listed on the Council’s calendar of meetings at:
http://www.lambeth.gov.uk/moderngov/mgCalendarMonthView.asp?GL=1&bcr=1

3

Can I attend PAC meetings?
Yes. All PAC meetings are open to the press and public although on rare occasions the Committee
may discuss a matter in private.

4

How can I get a copy of any reports to be considered by PAC?
The officer reports on applications to be considered are circulated to PAC Members and published
on the Council’s website a week before the meeting. Papers for meetings can be viewed at:
http://www.lambeth.gov.uk/moderngov/ieListMeetings.aspx?CommitteeId=600
A limited number of hard copies are also available from Democratic Services at the meeting.

5

Can I make written representations to the PAC meeting?
Yes. Written representations, including any letters, petitions or photos should be:

Sent to the relevant case officer listed on the front page of the officer report preferably by
email.

Sent by 12 noon two clear working days before the meeting. Meetings are normally on a
Tuesday, so the deadline would be 12 noon by the Thursday before the meeting.

6

Can I speak at PAC meetings?
Yes. Up to three supporters (including applicants), three objectors and the Ward Members can
address the meeting at the Committee’s discretion for a maximum of two minutes each.
You must register your wish to speak on any application by telephoning Democratic Services on 020
7926 8703 or emailing democracy@lambeth.gov.uk by 12 noon on the last working day before
the meeting. You will be required to supply in writing an outline of the points you wish to
raise at the meeting. If you telephone, Democratic Services will record these points.
Where the number of requests to speak exceeds three, and/or it is clear the speakers wish to make
similar points, like-minded speakers will be asked to liaise with each other so that all the points can
be raised succinctly.

7

Does the PAC consider applications in the order listed on the agenda?
Not necessarily. The order of business is determined at the meeting taking into consideration:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Applications which are withdrawn or which officers recommend should be deferred.
Applications where there are no notified speakers present wishing to address the committee
and members have no questions to ask the applicant or officers.
Applications which have been deferred from a previous meeting or have been the subject of a
site visit.
Applications for developments which would be in receipt of public funding and which are
subject to deadlines affecting delivery and other applications subject to specific deadlines.
Applications regarded as a priority due to the large number of people present, or where
applicants, objectors or other members of the public have special requirements.

8

What is the process for considering an application at the meeting?
Officers will introduce each application with a brief presentation which will usually include drawings
and photographs of the application site. The Committee will then hear from and question all
interested parties. Any registered objectors will speak first with applicants having the right of reply.
The merits of the application are considered taking into account the views of the interested parties
and planning officers before the committee reaches a decision.

9

What time does the meeting come to an end?
The meeting will be conducted in a business-like fashion and the Committee will endeavour to deal
with reports as quickly as possible.
However if there is a lot of outstanding business at 9.00pm the Chair will advise the meeting if and
how the timetable for the meeting has to be revised, in order to deal with remaining business and
finish the meeting at 10.00pm. At 10.00pm, if the meeting has not ended, the meeting will decide
which business can be completed by 10.45pm and any business not reached by that time will be
deferred to the next meeting.

10

What are site visits?
Site visits are arranged by Planning Officers to allow members of the PAC to observe the site and
gain a better understanding of the impact of the proposal. The decision of whether to have a site
visit is made by the Chair of the committee in consultation with the Director of Planning and
Development.

11

When do site visits take place and can I attend?
Site visits will normally take place on the Saturday morning immediately prior to the committee which
will consider the application. An alternative date can be arranged with the agreement of the Chair.
Other than for reasons of access, the arrangements for site visits will not normally be publicised or
made known to applicants, agents or third parties except in exceptional circumstances. Objectors
are not invited to site visits except in exceptional circumstances.
For more information please see the ‘Protocol for Members of the Planning Applications Committee’
in the Council Constitution.

12

If I am unable to attend the PAC meeting, how can I find out the decision?
Decisions will be posted on Twitter from @lbldemocracy immediately as the decision is taken. You
can also contact Democratic Services by telephone or email. The minutes from the meeting will also
be available on the Council’s website approximately five clear working days after the meeting.
Planning officers will send the applicant and any interested parties who have made written
representations formal notification of the Committee decision.

13

Can I listen to PAC online?
Yes! You can now listen to the any meeting of the PAC live via the council’s website. Simply go to
the specific meeting webpage (via the main PAC webpage) and tune in from the start of the
meeting. You can also listen back to previous meetings via the same method.

14

What is the addendum?
Sometimes planning officers are required to make amendments or add further information to
planning reports after the main agenda pack has been published. These changes will be
documented in an addendum (published the Friday before the meeting), and if necessary a second
addendum (published the day of the meeting). All addenda can be reviewed online as soon as it is
published and hard copies are made available for members of the public at the meeting.

15

Where can I get further information or advice?
If you would like further information or advice, please contact:
(a) Town Planning Advice Desk: Tel: 020 7926 1180, Email: planning@lambeth.gov.uk
(b) Town Planning Webpage: http://www.lambeth.gov.uk/Services/HousingPlanning/Planning/
(c) Democratic Services: Tel: 020 7926 8703, Email: democracy@lambeth.gov.uk

Guide to Use Classes Order in England (May 2013)
The table below is intended as a general guide. Reference needs to be made to the Town and Country
Planning (Use Classes)
Classes

Use/Description

A1
Shops

Shops, retail warehouses, hairdressers, undertakers,
travel and ticket agencies, post offices, pet shops,
sandwich bars, showrooms, domestic hire shops, dry
cleaners, funeral directors and internet cafes.

A2
Financial &
professional
services

Financial services such as banks and building societies,
professional services (other than health and medical
services) including estate and employment agencies and
betting offices.

A3
Restaurants &
cafés

For the sale of food and drink for consumption on the
premises - restaurants, snack bars and cafes.

A4
Drinking
establishments

Public houses, wine bars or other drinking
establishments (not night clubs).

A5
Hot food
takeaways

For the sale of hot food for consumption off the premises.

B1
Business

a) Office other than a use within Class A2.
b) Research and development of products or processes.
c) Light industry appropriate in a residential area.

B2
General industrial

Use for industrial process other than one falling within
class B1 (excluding incineration purposes, chemical
treatment or landfill or hazardous waste).

B8
Storage or

This class includes open air storage.

Permitted change
Mixed use as A1 and up
to 2 flats above.
Temporary permitted
change (2 years) for up
to 150sqm to A2, A3, B1.
To A1 where there is a
display window at ground
floor level and to mixeduse as A2 and up to 2
flats above.
Temporary permitted
change (2 years) for up
to 150sqm to A1, A3, B1.
To A1 where there is a
display window at ground
floor level, and A2.
Temporary permitted
change (2 years) for up
to 150sqm to A1, A2, B1.
To A1, A2 or A3.
Temporary permitted
change (2 years) for up
to 150sqm to A1, A2, A3,
B1.
To A1, A2 or A3.
Temporary permitted
change (2 years) for up
to 150sqm to A1, A2, A3,
B1.
To B8 subject to total
floorspace being no
greater than 500sqm.
B1(a) permitted change
to C3 subject to: prior
approval process;
previous use timings;
limitations and exempt
areas (until 30.05.16).
Temporary permitted
change (2 years) for up
to 150sqm to A1, A2, A3.
To state-funded school,
subject to prior approval.
To B1 and B8. Permitted
change to B8 is subject
to total floorspace being
no greater than 500sqm.
To B1 subject to total
floorspace being no

distribution
C1
Hotels
C2
Residential
institutions
C2A
Secure residential
institutions

C3
Dwellinghouses

C4
Houses in
multiple
occupation
D1
Non-residential
institutions

Hotels, boarding and guest houses where no significant
element of care is provided (excludes hostels).
Residential care homes, hospitals, nursing homes,
boarding schools, residential colleges and training
centres.
Prisons, young offenders’ institutions, detention centres,
secure training centres, custody centres, short term
holding centres, secure hospitals, secure local authority
accommodation or use as a military barracks.
Use as a dwellinghouse: a) A single person or by people
to be regarded as forming a single household; b) Not
more than six residents living together as a single
household where care is provided for residents; c) Not
more than six residents living together as a single
household where no care is provided to residents (other
than use within Class C4).
Small shared houses occupied by 3-6 unrelated
individuals, as their only or main residence, who share
basic amenities such as a kitchen or bathroom. NB Large
HMOs (more than 6 people) are unclassified and
therefore sui generis.
Clinics, health centres, crèches, day nurseries, day
centres, schools, art galleries (other than for sale or hire),
museums, libraries, halls, places of worship, church
halls, law court. Non residential education and training
centres.

greater than 500sqm.
To state-funded school,
subject to prior approval.
To state-funded school,
subject to prior approval.
To state-funded school,
subject to prior approval.

To C4.

To C3.

Temporary permitted
change (2 years) for up
to 150sqm to A1, A2, A3,
B1.

D2
Assembly and
leisure

Cinemas, music and concert halls, bingo and dance halls
(but not night clubs), swimming baths, skating rinks,
gymnasiums or area for indoor or outdoor sports and
recreations (except for motor sports, or where firearms
are used).

To state-funded school,
subject to prior approval.
Temporary permitted
change (2 years) for up
to 150sqm to A1, A2, A3,
B1.

Sui Generis
Uses that do not
fall
within a specified
class

Includes theatres, large houses in multiple occupation,
hostels providing no significant element of care, scrap
yards, petrol filling stations and shops selling and/or
displaying motor vehicles, retail warehouse clubs,
nightclubs, launderettes, taxi businesses, amusement
centres and casinos.

No permitted change
except casino to D2.
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ADDRESS:

Land At Clarence Avenue Poynders Road Atkins Road King's Avenue New Park
Road And Streatham Place Including Clapham Park Estate Adjacent Land And
Agnes Riley Gardens London
Application Number: 17/03733/FUL
Case Officer: Joanne Broadbent
Wards: Thornton, Clapham Common, Date Received: 31st July 2017
Brixton Hill, Streatham Hill
Proposal: Full phased planning permission for the residential-led, mixed use regeneration of
approximately 33 hectares of land comprising the demolition of buildings (864 residential units and
614 sq.m (GIA) of non-residential floorspace) and the construction of new buildings comprising 2,532
new residential units (Class C3); 2,537 sq.m (GIA) of non-residential floorspace providing retail
floorspace (Class A1/A2/A3/A4), community facilities (Class D1/D2) including a new community
resource centre, and office floorspace (Class B1); specified accesses and highway improvements
(including new accesses on to the local road network and new estate roads), demolition of existing
and provision of new bus driver facility; car and cycle parking; the provision of areas of public open
space, play facilities, hard and soft landscaping and public realm works; and an energy centre and
district heating.
Drawing numbers: Refer to Appendix 1
Documents: Refer to Appendix 1

RECOMMENDATION:
1. Resolve to approve the application, subject to conditions, completion of a Section
106 agreement and any direction as may be received following further referral to the
Mayor of London.
2. Agree to delegate authority to the Assistant Director of Planning, Transport and
Development to:




Finalise the recommended conditions as set out in this report including such
refinements, amendments, additions and/or deletions as the Assistant
Director of Planning, Transport and Development considers reasonably
necessary; and
Negotiate, agree and finalise the planning obligations as set out in this report
pursuant to Section 106 of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990,
including adding to, amending and/or deleting the obligations detailed in the
heads of terms as the Assistant Director of Planning, Transport and
Development considers reasonably necessary.

3. That if the Section 106 Agreement is not signed within 6 months of this committee
the Assistant Director of Planning, Transport and Development be given delegated
powers to consider refusing the application in the absence of the legal agreement.
4. In the event that the committee resolves to refuse planning permission and there is a
subsequent appeal, delegated authority is given to officers, having regard to the
heads of terms set out in the report, to negotiate and complete a document
containing obligations pursuant to Section 106 of the Town and Country Planning
Act 1990 in order to meet the requirements of the Planning Inspector.
Applicant:
Metropolitan

Agent:
JLL
30 Warwick Street
W1B 5NH
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SITE DESIGNATIONS
Relevant site designations:
Conservation Area
Flood Risk Zone level
Listed Building Grade

None
1
84 King’s Avenue (Grade II); Richard Atkins Junior
School, New Park Road (Grade II); 67-69 New Park Road
(Grade II); Unknown address within Wallis’s Cottages
(Grade II)
Various

Tree Protection Orders

NON-RESIDENTIAL LAND USE DETAILS
Site area

32.36 hectares
Use Class

Use Description

Existing

Class A1

Retail

Proposed

Class D1
Class B1
Class
A1/A2/A3/B1/D1/D2
Class
A1/A2/A3/A4/B1/D1
/D2
Class A1/A2/A3/A4

Total
Community Resource Centre
Office
Retail1 / office / non-residential
institutions / assembly and leisure
Retail / office / non-residential
institutions / assembly and leisure
Retail
Total

Floorspace
(Gross Internal Area)
614 sq.m
614 sq.m
971 sq.m
648.8 sq.m
445.6 sq.m
311.2 sq.m

216 sq.m
2,592.6 sq.m

RESIDENTIAL DETAILS
Tenure
Existing2

Proposed
within this
application

Completed
site area

1

Private
Affordable
rented
Intermediate
Overall
affordable
Total

Studio
21
23

1
137
363

Accommodation Schedule
2
3
4
5
362
196
36
16
638
414
88
3

23

33
396

76
714

3
417

88

3

112
1,641

44

533

1,076

613

124

19

2,409

497
173

686
298

169
274

12
37

3

1,364
785

178
351

177
475

28
302

37

3

383
1,168

848

1163

473

48

3

2,532

617
423

942
640

300
518

25
84

15
4

211

253

31

634

891

549

84

4

1,907
1,675
(41.1%)
495
(12.1%)
2,170

Private
Affordable
rented
Intermediate
Overall
Affordable
Total
Private
Affordable
rented
Intermediate

8
8

Overall

8

6

Total
768
1,529

Not including Class A4 ‘drinking establishment’ uses
On completion of built out and commenced parts of Section 1 (including those awaiting demolition, new build
completed or under construction and refurbished units)
2
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affordable
Total

16

1251

1835

849

109

(53.2%)
4077

19

PARKING DETAILS
Car Parking
Of which are
Standard
disabled
Existing3
Proposed

Total
On-street
Undercroft (off-street)
Community Resource Centre
To be retained across the remainder of
the estate
Total

976

Unknown

976
103
339
3

Unknown
39
89
3

634

Unknown

1270

131 (+
existing)

CYCLE PARKING DETAILS

Proposed
residential
Proposed
nonresidential

Total

Residential

Vertical
Stacked

Double
stacked

188

3730

Community Resource
Centre
Office
Mixed retail/commercial
units (A1/A2/A3/B1/D1/D2)
Mixed retail/commercial
units
(A1/A2/A3/A4/B1/D1/D2)
188

Cycle Parking
Single
Sheffield
stacked stands (no.
of spaces)
280

Total

4198

10

6

16

8

6
8

14
8

4

10

14

4

310

4250

3748

3 On completion of built out and commenced parts of Section 1 (including those awaiting demolition, new build
completed or under construction and refurbished units)
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ACRONYMS

BNPP
BRE
BREEAM
CHP
DCLG
EIA
ES
ESP
MALP
FTE
FVA
GLA
LLP
LVMF
NPPF
NPPG
PAC
PTAL
PV
RICS
RSS
S106
SPD
TA
TfL
TLRN
TVIA
VSC
ADF
NSL

BNP Paribas – Lambeth’s independent viability assessors
British Research Establishment
Building Research Establishment Environmental Assessment Method
Combined Heat and Power
Department of Communities and Local Government
Environmental Impact Assessment
Environmental Statement
Employment and Skills Plan
Minor Alterations to The London Plan
Full Time Equivalent
Financial Viability Appraisal
Greater London Authority
Lambeth Local Plan 2015
London View Management Framework
National Planning Policy Framework
National Planning Practice Guidance
Planning Applications Committee
Public Transport Accessibility Level
Photovoltaic
Royal Institute of Chartered Surveyors
Regulatory Support Service – Lambeth’s Environmental Health advisors
Section 106 of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990 (as amended)
Supplementary Planning Document
Transport Assessment
Transport for London
Transport for London Road Network
Townscape and Visual Impact Assessment
Vertical Sky Component
Average Daylight Factor
No Sky Line

GLOSSARY
Section 1
2005 OPP
2008 OPP

Any development approved under the 2005 OPP or 2008 OPP which either has
been implemented or remains to be implemented across the estate
05/02372/OUT, granted on 20 June 2006
06/03680/OUT, granted on 11 September 2008
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Planning permission is sought for the residential-led, mixed use redevelopment of the Clapham Park Estate,
which involves:








The demolition of 864 residential units and 614 sq.m (GIA) of non-residential floorspace;
The construction of new buildings comprising 2,532 new residential units (Class C3);
New non-residential floorspace (2,537 sq.m (GIA)), to provide retail floorspace, community facilities
including a new community resource centre and office floorspace; and
Demolition of the existing bus driver facility and provision of a new facility;
Car and cycle parking, accesses and highway improvements (including new accesses onto the local
road network and new estate roads);
Areas of public open space, play facilities, hard and soft landscaping and public realm works; and
An energy centre and district heating.

The application has been subject to detailed pre-application discussions through the Council’s Planning
Performance Agreement process. As part of this agreement, a series of pre-application meetings took place to
discuss the proposals as they developed over a period of more than 18 months. Proposals for the site were also
presented to formal panels: the Council’s Strategic Panel in December 2016 and April 2017 and an Urban
Design London Review in March 2017. The current application was presented to the current Planning
Applications Committee Members at Technical Briefings held on 21st November (incorporating a Site Visit) and
27th November and 11th December 2017.
The proposals comply with the land use principles set out within the Lambeth Local Plan and with the wider land
use strategies of the London Plan through the delivery of a residential led mixed-use development across the
estate.
Officers are strongly supportive of the continued redevelopment of the estate in respect of housing provision.
The development provides an opportunity to improve the living conditions of existing occupiers across the site,
where the majority of dwellings are social rented accommodation and a large number of dwellings are
considered to be in poor condition. Existing tenants will be decanted into the new accommodation on the same
rental regime, whilst any new social housing tenants will have their rents set at London Affordable Rent levels,
which are considered by housing officers to be similarly reduced. The development would provide a policy
compliant level of affordable housing, resulting in 53% affordable housing across the whole estate upon
completion. It also provides an uplift in affordable housing across the estate, providing a net addition of 529
units compared to previous permissions, of which 146 are affordable/social rented and 383 intermediate units
are being provided, which are proposed to be provided as shared equity or shared ownership. Lastly, the
development also provides a significant uplift in market housing across the estate. All residential units across
the estate are considered by officers to achieve high standards in terms of housing quality.
The development provides a policy compliant level of affordable housing. Notwithstanding this, the viability of
the scheme has been assessed and independently verified by both the Council’s viability advisors and the GLA.
Instead, officers have sought to utilise the outcome of the viability appraisal with other benefits which can arise
across the estate. The scheme delivers a package of benefits and infrastructure delivery secured through the
section 106 agreement. Furthermore, the proposed development will command a CIL receipt in proportion to the
development proposed, which will go towards education facilities, community facilities, public realm facilities and
transport initiatives within the borough. The development is also chargeable for the Mayoral CIL, which helps
finance Crossrail.
The proposals are also considered to provide an appropriate level of social infrastructure provision. On-site
delivery is in the form of a permanent Community Resource Centre and extensive improvements to open space
and landscaping across the estate, including both informal and formal child play space facilities and
sports/recreation facilities. Healthcare provision is provided in proportion to the scale of the scheme, in terms of
the relevant CIL contributions which allow existing facilities in close proximity to be upgraded and brought into
use, providing the equivalent of an additional practice.
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The relocation of the existing Local Centre at Poynder’s Road to provide a new Local Centre on King’s Avenue
is considered acceptable, given no unacceptable impacts are anticipated on existing neighbouring Local
Centres and no further suitable locations can be found for the retail provision. The new Local Centre represents
an uplift in the number of units and the balance in terms of the type of uses will be controlled, applying the policy
requirements set out in the Lambeth Local Plan.
The proposals have been assessed in accordance with relevant legislation in respect of heritage and are
considered to be acceptable. The masterplan offers a range of building typologies of varying scales respond to
the surrounding context positively. The massing of building particularly the stepping down in mass adjacent to
existing neighbouring properties ensures that proposed development will not appear dominant in the
streetscene or overbear neighbouring development. Officers are confident that the layout of buildings will create
a well-connected network of roads aiding legibility and movement throughout the estate. Building address
streets with their frontages and prominent entrances and internal uses are carefully considered to animate the
frontage and provide natural surveillance.
The proposals represent a reduction in car parking provision across the estate and encourage more sustainable
modes of transport, including improved cycle routes across the estate, particularly including a cycle lane along
King’s Avenue. Furthermore, whilst there are some concerns in respect of quality, the quantity of cycle storages
across the estate meet London Plan standards. Further car club provision is made as well as public transport
improvements, including contributions to ensure additional bus services and improvements to the relevant
infrastructure, including an improved replacement bus driver facility on the gyratory. Upgrades to the public
highway are also to be secured by a Section 278 agreement.
In terms of amenity, the Development would ensure that levels of privacy and outlook of adjoining residential
uses are maintained and whilst some detrimental impacts to daylight and sunlight received to properties across
the estate are acknowledged, these would not be received to an unacceptable degree. Furthermore, the
construction impact of the Development has been given careful consideration by officers and conditions are
recommended to ensure that any noise and disturbance can be mitigated.
The submitted Environmental Statement (ES) provides the information specified by the EIA Regulations and its
content was informed by the Local Planning Authority. The ES has been independently reviewed by CBRE. The
quality review confirmed that the ES provides the information required by the EIA Regulations. Clarifications
have been provided in response to the review. The findings of the ES have been considered and assessed. The
proposal raises no environmental, amenity, or transport issues that are not mitigated by the imposition of
conditions to the consent or a Section 106 legal obligation.
The package of Section 106 contributions and clauses for the delivery of the scheme have been negotiated
having full regard to the nature of the development, to the normal expectations conferred upon developers by
the various planning policy documents, and to the statutory tests for Section 106 obligations set out in the
Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL) Regulations 2010. The applicant has put forward a comprehensive
package of employment and training obligations which is supported. The development also would be liable for
both the Lambeth and Mayoral CIL.
Officers consider that the Development would be in general compliance with the development plan for the
Borough and that there are no material considerations of sufficient weight that would dictate that the application
should otherwise be refused. Officers are therefore recommending approval of the scheme, subject to
conditions (including securing Section 106 obligations) in accordance with the presumption in favour of
sustainable development conferred upon Local Planning Authorities by the National Planning Policy Framework
(NPPF), further to Stage 2 referral to the GLA.
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OFFICER’S REPORT
Reason for referral to PAC: The application is reported to the Planning Applications
Committee in accordance with (1) (i), (ii) and (iii) of the Committee’s terms of reference as it
relates to a major application for the provision of more than 10 residential dwellings, the
creation of more than 1000sq.m of non-residential floorspace and the site area is in excess of
1 hectare.

1

BACKGROUND

1.1

In February 2000, the Clapham Park area was selected as a ‘New Deal for Communities’
(NDC) neighbourhood, a Government initiative to regenerate deprived areas. The Clapham
Park Project (CPP) was set up to bring forward proposals for the regeneration of this area.

1.2

Following a competitive selection process, CPP chose Metropolitan Housing Trust (MHT) as its
development partner and a new charitable community-based housing association responsible
to CPP and MHT, Clapham Park Homes (CPH), now Metropolitan Clapham Park, was
established.

1.3

In March 2005, residents voted in favour of the proposal that CPH take over management of
the Clapham Park Estate in a stock transfer from the Council.

1.4

For this transfer to proceed, the Government Office for London (GoL) stipulated that a
resolution to grant outline planning permission must be established within one year of the ballot
– i.e. by 26 March 2006.

1.5

Planning permission for the residential-led mixed use regeneration of the site was therefore
sought. The original outline planning permission ‘2005 OPP’ (05/02732/OUT) was granted on
20 June 2006, followed by a second revised outline planning permission ‘2008 OPP’
(06/03680/OUT), granted on 11 September 2008.

1.6

The 2005 OPP, once granted, included amendments to the illustrative masterplan, resulting in
178 market sale units fewer than originally sought. This had an adverse impact on the business
plan for the overall redevelopment proposals and on viability.

1.7

The 2008 OPP was subsequently granted to improve the viability of the overall scheme. This
included additional residential accommodation but did not seek to amend the principles that
were established by the 2005 OPP. In this regard, the location of the blocks, the location and
hierarchy of the estate roads and the location of the junctions remained the same as in the
previously approved scheme. The scale of the development also remained largely unchanged,
with the exception of increases to the heights of blocks B7, C2, C3, E2 and alteration to the
layout so that blocks M2 and M3 were linked.

1.8

The approved masterplan within the 2008 OPP is illustrated in Figure 1 below.
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Figure 1: The masterplan approved under the 2008 OPP

1.9

The table below shows the number of residential units this proposed.

Demolition
New build
Refurbishment

2008 OPP
Up to 1,037
Up to 2,422 (of which 1,368 for private sale)
Up to 960

1.10 In addition to the residential units above, the outline permission allowed provision of the
following ancillary community and commercial buildings.
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Classes A1, A2, A3, A4 (including retail, financial and
professional services, cafes and a public house)
Class B1 (Workspaces and Offices)
Class D1/D2 (Community facilities including a library,
creches, nurseries, a new primary school, a community
hall, gym, youth centre, elderly support facility and a
sports hall)

2008 OPP
Up to 2,422 sq.m
2,500 sq.m
Up to 8,039 sq.m

1.11 Current progress on site
1.12 The 2008 OPP described above has been partially implemented, following some elements of
the scheme which were implemented under the 2005 OPP. These two permissions therefore
remain extant.
1.13 For the purposes of brevity, any development approved under the 2005 OPP or 2008 OPP
which either has been implemented or remains to be implemented is described as ‘Section 1’
within this report.

Figure 2: Progress on site at July 2017
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1.14 Figure 2 above illustrates progress on site (as July 2017), which is listed as follows:





717 refurbished units (shown in yellow);
511 new homes completed (shown in purple):
o Precinct N1 - west of Clarence Avenue;
o Precincts B5 and C2 - west of Kings Avenue and east of Clarence Crescent;
o Precincts H4/H5 - at Bourke Close, east of King’s Avenue. This includes four
retail units facing Kings Avenue);
o Precincts M2/M3 - at the south eastern corner of New Park Road and Streatham
Place; and
o Precinct J3 – at Forster Road (north of Atkins Road and east of Kings Avenue).
237 units under refurbishment, construction or to be constructed (shown in green):
o Precincts B2, B4, B6 - west of Kings Avenue, north of Poynders Road;
o Precincts H1/H2/H3 and H6 - at Bourke Close, east of Kings Avenue;
o Kintyre Court – east of New Park Road (refurbishment is underway); and
o Precincts M1 and M5 – the ‘Telferscot School’ site, described below.

1.15 The buildings to be demolished as part of this application are shown in red in Figure 2.
1.16 In November 2016, Planning Applications Committee resolved to grant a section 73 application
and accompanying reserved matters application for Precinct M1 and M5 (the ‘Telferscot
School’ site), to the south of Streatham Place and east of New Park Road. This enables the
delivery of a 2FE Primary School and nursery, with 36 residential units (private) above (LPA
Refs: 16/03950/VOC, 16/03952/REM). This application is awaiting the completion of the section
106 Agreement.
1.17 A full table showing the staged delivery of the masterplan to date in terms of unit numbers, with
the proposed growth from this application, is shown in Appendix 1.
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2

SITE AND SURROUNDINGS

2.1

The site area covers a total of 33 ha and sits to the south of Brixton, to the north of Streatham
and east of Clapham.

2.2

King’s Avenue dissects the centre of the site from north to south. The South Circular (part of
the TfL Road Network) crosses the southern part of the site from west to east, known as
Poynders Road/Atkins Road to the west of King’s Avenue and Streatham Place to the east of
King’s Avenue.

2.3

Figures 3 and 4 below shows the boundary of the site and its surrounding context.

Figure 3: Clapham Park Estate (broad location) in its wider context
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Figure 4: The red line application boundary in its wider context

2.4

The estate is predominantly residential in character, with the exception of a retail parade
located at the south-western edge of the site (Poynders Road Local Centre), small scale
commercial, community and leisure uses also located on King’s Avenue (to the north of Tilson
Gardens) and Langholm Close, and the temporary Maytree Nursery on Clarence Crescent.

2.5

In terms of specific planning designations within the site which are of relevance, the area to the
north of Headlam Road is an area of District Open Space Deficiency, whilst the majority of the
site is an area of Local Open Space Deficiency (excluding areas to the south of New Park Road
and surrounding Agnes Riley Gardens). There are no heritage assets within the site, with the
exception of the locally listed New Park Road Baptist Church.

2.6

The majority of the site has a PTAL rating of 3, showing moderate public transport accessibility,
with lower PTAL ratings of 2 to the north-west of the site and higher ratings of 5 and 6a to the
south-east. There are bus stops located within the site on King’s Avenue and the South
Circular,

2.7

The current estate is made up of a mix of tenanted, leaseholder and freeholder occupation in a
range of houses, apartments and duplexes. This ranges from 1930s blocks, 1970s blocks and
recently completed blocks built out in accordance with the outline planning permission and
approved reserved matters. The site is described in more depth as follows.
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2.8

Within the north-west of the site around Morton Close and Clarence Avenue1, the estate is
predominantly formed of two storey terraced dwellings and three and four storey flats and
maisonettes, shown in figure 5 below at the entrance to Morton Close. This is a relatively low
density part of the site, with a large area of open space central to Morton Close. It also has the
lowest PTAL rating of 2, demonstrating relatively high distances from frequent public transport
services. This falls directly to the south of Glenbrook Primary School, which falls outside of the
red line area.

2.9

To the south of this part of Clarence Crescent, is an enclosed MUGA Sports Pitch falling within
the red line boundary.

Figure 5: Entrance to Morton Close (Source: Google Street View)

1

This area forms Site A within the Proposals section.
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2.10 There is a narrow and poorly overlooked pedestrian access route east from Morton Close
through to Clarence Crescent, with areas of disused land either side. Building heights increase
in this direction towards King’s Avenue, along with the PTAL rating to a more moderate level of
3. There are existing four storey maisonettes to the east2 and west of Clarence Crescent,
shown in figure 6 below. Part of the existing Maytree Nursery is shown to the right, with
Maytree Children’s Centre further south within a single storey timber building. These are
temporary facilities, prior to the permanent facility being provided within Precinct B2 directly to
the east which is currently under construction.

Figure 6: Clarence Crescent, showing four storey blocks of maisonettes (Source: Google Street View)

2.11 Four, five and six storey residential blocks built out as part of Section 1 form the northern part
of ‘the Crescent’, shown in figures 7 and 8 below.

Figures 7 and 8: Blocks built as part of Section 1, east of Clarence Crescent and west of King’s Avenue

2 The existing four storey maisonette block to the east of Clarence Crescent forms Site B, as described in the
Proposals section.
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2.12 Further residential blocks at this height are currently under construction as part of Section 1
adjacent to King’s Avenue (Precincts B2, B4 and B6). These will face King’s Avenue and also
complete the northern part of ‘the Crescent’3.
2.13 Between those blocks described above and Poynders Road (the South Circular) are further
rows of five and six storey residential blocks, oriented diagonally away from King’s Avenue and
linked by Plummer Road, Moberley Road, Headlam Road and Bowie Close4, shown in Figure 9
below.

Figure 9: Existing blocks north of Poynders Road and west of King’s Avenue (Source: Bing Maps)

2.14 These blocks are also shown in Figure 10 below, as viewed from Plummer Road. These are
considered to be in the poorest condition and despite their relative height, also represent a low
density in comparison to other areas within the red line boundary, with large amounts of green
open space surrounding the buildings.

Figure 10: Existing blocks at Plummer Road (Source: Google Street View)

3

This forms part of the proposed residential amenity space, as described in the Proposals section.
These blocks, with the Poynders Parade Local Centre described below, form Site C, as described in the
Proposals section.
4
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2.15 To the west, opposite the junction of Clarence Avenue and Poynders Road is Poynders Parade
Local Centre, which comprises a block of nine individual retail units at ground floor level with
residential accommodation above and a derelict former public house, shown in figure 11 below.
A fenced area of child play space is sited the rear of this block set within a wider area of public
open space. The Clapham Park Project Bike Club5 is also located to the rear of the block within
three shipping containers. This area has a moderate PTAL rating of 3.

Figure 11: Poynders Parade Local Centre from Clarence Avenue (Source: Google Street View)

2.16 Agnes Riley Gardens is located diagonally opposite the Local Centre and provides 1.5 ha of
public open space to surrounding residents. Further details on the inclusion of the Gardens
within the red line boundary is given in the Planning Assessment section, where public open
space and child play space is discussed.
2.17 A vehicular gyratory on the South Circular (A205) forms the junction leading west of King’s
Avenue, creating a fork in the road with Atkins Road to the south and Poynders Road to the
north. It also creates an ‘island’ which is currently in use as a bus stand, with a simple single
storey pitched roof brick building providing W/C facilities for bus drivers.
2.18 To the west of the gyratory is a five storey residential block, known as ‘Tressider House’, shown
in figure 12 below.

Figure 12: The vehicular gyratory at the South Circular, with the bus driver facility to the left and Tressider
House to the right.

5 The Clapham Park Bike Club provides Bike Building Sessions for children, allowing them to teach children and
young people how to repair bikes and to take away the ones they have made.
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2.19 Moving to the east of King’s Avenue, at the most northern point of this half of the red line area
is Bourke Close, where Sites H1/H2/H3 and H6 have recently been completed as part of
Section 1, providing 20 no. 2, 3 and 4 storey houses. These are located to the rear of two rows
of two storey terraced dwellings.
2.20 To the south of this are Precincts H4 and H5, again completed as part of Section 1. H4 is a
seven storey residential block facing King’s Avenue, curving away from it at the south towards
Tilson Gardens. This provides a row of 3 retail units at ground floor level, currently occupied by
the Met Hub (run for community purposes by Metropolitan), Sainsbury’s Local and Anytime
Fitness. The southern part of this block is shown in Figure 13 below. H5 is a 5 storey residential
block located to the rear, on Mullins Place. This area has higher, yet still moderate PTAL
ratings of 3 to 4.

Figure 13: ‘Precinct H4’ as built out under Section 1, east of King’s Avenue and north of Tilson Gardens
(Source: Google Street View)

2.21 Also shown in Figure 13 is one of two existing three storey residential blocks located
immediately to the south of H4.6
2.22 There are no further parts of the site within the red line area to the north of Poynders
Road/Streatham Place (the South Circular) which are directly relevant to the proposed
development. The area to the east of King’s Avenue around Tilson Gardens largely comprise of
blocks that were refurbished as part of Section 1. These are four storey red brick residential
blocks, with a fifth storey within the pitched roof.
2.23 The properties within the site area to the south of Streatham Place (the eastern part of the
South Circular) firstly comprise four white rendered buildings at three storeys in height. There
are six red brick residential blocks in between this and New Park Road, again four storeys with
a fifth storey within the pitched roof.7 These are shown in Figure 14 below. This part of the site
has higher accessibility to frequent public transport, with a PTAL rating of 6a.

6

This forms Site D, as described within the Proposals section.
The properties described in paragraph 2.23 all collectively form Site E, as described within the Proposals
section.
7
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Figure 14: Existing site to the south of Streatham Place and west of New Park Road (Source: Bing Maps)

2.24 The western part of the site shown in Figure 14 is approximately 10m lower than the eastern
part – an individual walking west along Streatham Place would be walking downhill. The locally
listed New Park Road Baptist Church is also shown at the bottom right corner of Figure 11,
however this does not form part of the application site.
2.25 Precincts M2 and M3 as built out under Section 1 are immediately east of this on New Park
Road. These form a part 6/part 7 storey residential block with a mixture of brick, render, tile and
glass facades, with offices at the ground and first floors, currently occupied by Metropolitan.
2.26 Immediately to the south of this is the currently vacant site where the new Telferscot School
has been approved by Planning Applications Committee, subject to the Section 106 agreement
being signed.
2.27 Further south is Hayes Court8, a five storey brick and render residential block, shown in Figure
12 below.

Figure 15: Hayes Court (Source: Google Street View)
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2.28 South of Hayes Court is Fortrose Gardens, which is a residential cul-de-sac with a two storey
terrace of flats facing the street frontage, and an ‘L’ shaped four storey block of maisonettes9,
shown in Figure 16 below.

Figure 16: Within the cul-de-sac at Fortrose Gardens (Source: Google Street View)

2.29 Tierney Road runs parallel to New Park Road to the east and comprises a row of semidetached three storey dwellings, with Knight’s Youth Centre at the northern end (all outside the
red line boundary). To the east of this is Perry House and 1-16 Brunel House and surrounding
open amenity space fronting Streatham Place10, which all falls within within the red line
boundary as the dwellings were refurbished within Section 1. This is shown in Figure 17 below.

Figure 17: Open green amenity space to the north of Perry House fronting Streatham Place,
referred to in the application as ‘Tierney Gardens’

8

This forms part of Site F, as described in the Proposals section.
This forms Site F, as described within the Proposals section.
10 This forms part of a proposed area of improvements to amenity space land, as described within the Proposals
section.
9
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2.30 The Surrounding Area
2.31 To the north is Glenbrook Primary School, with higher rise residential in close proximity,
comprising of three, 13 storey residential towers and a six storey residential block (Precinct N1,
as built out within Section 1). No. 84 King’s Avenue is Grade II listed, falling adjacent to the Site
B boundary in between Clarence Crescent and King’s Avenue. The context in this direction is
otherwise a combination of smaller residential blocks and terraced, semi-detached and
detached dwellings. Further to the north is the Clapham Park Road / Northbourne Road
conservation area.
2.32 Brixton Town Centre is approximately 1.6 km north-east of the site, with Brixton Prison close to
the eastern boundary of the site and terraced residential streets in between with typically two
storey dwellings.
2.33 Brixton Hill (the A23) runs parallel to the eastern side of the site. Brixton Hill has various
designations: as an Air Quality Focus Area; a Site of Local Nature Conservation Importance at
Rush Common which runs alongside the road; as a local centre starting adjacent to the eastern
boundary of the site; and lastly, and as a conservation area further to the east. Brockwell Park
falls further east of this, which is designated as Metropolitan Open Land and a Site of Borough
Nature Conservation Importance.
2.34 Streatham Hill falls to the south-east of the site, with a further three conservation areas (Telford
Park; Streatham High Road and Streatham Hill; and Leigham Court Estate).
2.35 To the south of the site is further low density housing, comprising streets of terraced, semidetached, detached housing. The boundary of the London Borough of Wandsworth falls
approximately 400m from the southern boundary of the site, at Tooting Bec Common which
falls outside the jurisdiction of the London Borough of Lambeth.
2.36 To the south-west of the site is the Grade II listed building at 126 Atkins Road (The Laurels
School), falling immediately adjacent to the application boundary.
2.37 Beyond this is further low density housing, comprising streets of terraced, semi-detached and
detached housing, with two further Grade II listed buildings at 24 and 58 Thornton Road.
Terraced streets around and south of Burnbury Road comprise the Hyde Farm conservation
area, which also has an Article 4 direction. North of this, La Retraite RC Secondary Girl’s
School and its immediate surroundings forms the La Retraite conservation area. The Borough
boundary with Wandsworth falls immediately to the west of this.
2.38

Approximately 300 metres to the west of the application boundary at Clarence Avenue,
Bonneville Junior School is Grade II listed. South of this is the Oaklands Estate conservation
area.

2.39 Abbeville Road runs parallel to Clarence Avenue and is partly designated as a conservation
area, with the Grade II listed Church of the Holy Spirit on Narbonne Avenue adjacent to the
west. The wider line of Abbeville Road running north and south forms a Roman Road, which is
designated as an Archaeological Priority Areas.
2.40 Abbeville Road is also a designated Local Centre, as is Clapham South falling closely to the
south-west.
2.41 Further west is the Clapham conservation area and Clapham Common, approximately 800m
from the western boundary of the site.
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3

PROPOSALS

3.1

Full planning permission is sought for the following development:
“Full phased planning permission for the residential-led, mixed use regeneration of
approximately 33 hectares of land comprising the demolition of buildings (864 residential units
and 614 sq.m (GIA) of non-residential floorspace) and the construction of new buildings
comprising 2,532 new residential units (Class C3); 2,537 sq.m (GIA) of non-residential
floorspace providing retail floorspace (Class A1/A2/A3/A4), community facilities (Class D1/D2)
including a new community resource centre, and office floorspace (Class B1); specified
accesses and highway improvements (including new accesses on to the local road network
and new estate roads), demolition of existing and provision of new bus driver facility; car and
cycle parking; the provision of areas of public open space, play facilities, hard and soft
landscaping and public realm works; and an energy centre and district heating.”

3.2

Full planning permission is sought to partially supersede1 the development permitted under the
2005 OPP, the 2008 OPP and subsequent reserved matters submissions which have been
partially implemented. These previous permissions will, however, remain extant and any
conditions and any section 106 obligations relating to buildings which either will be
implemented or are fully implemented are proposed to remain in force. The previous
permissions will be superseded insofar as the section 106 agreement relating to this application
will include terms to prevent any further reserved matters applications from coming forward,
therefore ensuring that only the development proposed in this application can be built out in its
place (notwithstanding any future amendments or new applications which may come forward).

3.3

As noted in Part 1 of this report, the development seeks to demolish the buildings shown in red
in Figure 2. These comprise 864 residential dwellings and 614 sq.m of non-residential
floorspace at Poynders Parade Local Centre.

3.4

The proposed masterplan is residential-led. The application seeks full planning permission for
2,535 new homes, replacing the 864 homes to be demolished and creating a net addition of
1,671 homes. This must be understood in the context of the previous permission, as set out in
Part 1 of this report.

3.5

The development is sought across the masterplan area and has been divided into 6 different
sites - A to F, as shown in Figure 18. The red line includes elements previously included within
the 2008 OPP to seek consistency and continuity between the previous section 106 agreement
and the one to be agreed in relation to this application2.

1

We note that the previous permission will be superseded under the section 106 agreement only
There are minor variations in the red line, namely the removal of individual units on the boundary where no
development was proposed within the previous application and a reduction in the length of the road areas of New
Park Road to the south and Kings Avenue to the north.
2
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Figure 18: The proposed masterplan, divided into ‘Sites A-F’
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3.6

Non-Residential

3.7

Retail

3.8

The proposals include the demolition of the existing retail units (Class A1) at Poynders Parade
and the vacant ‘Bank of Swans’ public house. This involves the removal of the designated
Poynders Road Local Centre and results in the loss of 614 sq.m of retail floorspace.

3.9

These demolished elements are proposed to be replaced with flexible retail accommodation at
Kings Avenue, within seven separate units, totalling 2,716 sq.m of floorspace. For these units,
flexibility sought between retail (Class A1), professional services (Class A2), food and drink
(Class A3) and drinking establishments (Class A4), business (Class B1), non-residential
institutions (Class D1) and assembly and leisure (Class D2). The approximate location of these
is shown where it is labelled as ‘The Community Hub’ in Figure 18 above.

3.10 As noted in Section 1 of this report, there are already four existing retail units (built out within
Precinct H4) at Bourke Close, east of Kings Avenue. These, alongside the additional seven
existing retail units listed below, are proposed to form the new Clapham Park Local Centre.
These fall within Sites C and D, at ground floor level of residential blocks adjacent to Kings
Avenue.
3.11 Block C07 is the proposed retirement living block located to the west of Kings Avenue and
north of the South Circular, opposite the existing retail units. This is proposed to comprise the
following units facing east towards Kings Avenue:
 Two linked commercial units at Block A (94.4 sq.m and 84 sq.m respectively); and
 Three linked commercial units at Block B (101.2 sq.m; 83.3 sq.m; and 82.7 sq.m
respectively).
3.12 Block C08 is proposed to be located immediately to the north of Block C07, again west of Kings
Avenue and opposite the existing retail units. Here two commercial units are proposed at
ground floor level, one facing north (122.2 sq.m) and one facing south (189 sq.m).
3.13 Site D Block A is proposed to be located immediately to the south of the existing retail units.
Here two separate retail units are proposed at ground floor level (127 sq.m and 89 sq.m
respectively).
3.14 These retail units each have access at street level around Kings Avenue.

Figure 19: Proposed commercial floorspace shown in the blue hashed blocks, with Blocks C07 and C08 to
the west of King’s Avenue and Site D Block A shown to the east of King’s Avenue.
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3.15 Community Centre
3.16 A new Community Centre is proposed at the south-eastern corner of Block C04, which is
located at the corner of the Linear Park (see below) and Kings Avenue. This includes 528 sq.m
of gross internal floorspace at ground floor level and 396 sq.m at mezzanine level, giving a total
floorspace of 924 sq.m. This is proposed to be accessed by pedestrians from the frontage of
Kings Avenue and the frontages of the Community Centre are proposed to face both the South
Circular and the Linear Park.
3.17 Office
3.18 This is proposed within Block C04, to the south-western corner of King’s Avenue and the South
Circular, with pedestrian access from the South Circular. This is proposed as two storey, with
282.5 sq.m at ground floor level and 366.3 sq.m at first floor level, giving a total of 648.8 sq.m
of gross internal floorspace.
3.19 Residential
3.20 Each Site (A-F) is described in turn below, with specific details of residential tenure and mix, as
well as car and cycle provision, provided within tables at the end of this chapter.
3.21 Site A
3.22 The location of Site A is shown in Figure 18, with three existing three storey blocks of flats and
maisonettes, to the north, east and south of the Close. These blocks are surrounding an
existing area of open green space. The site slopes gently upwards from north-east to southwest.
3.23 The application proposes to demolish the existing units at nos. 1-36 Morten Close and replace
them with 67 new residential units, in the layout shown below, within seven separate blocks
surrounding shared open space in the centre of the site.
3.24 Vehicular access is provided into the site from Clarence Crescent to the west, with a circular
route proposed around blocks C and F. The existing pedestrian access leading to the east is
proposed to be retained and rationalised into a straight route, in between Blocks D and G. On
street parking is proposed across the site, with two disabled parking spaces provided to the
rear of blocks B and E. Refuse provision is provided by the ‘URS’ system at four separate
locations across the site.
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Figure 20: Proposed ‘Site A’ layout

3.25 The application proposes to replace the existing units with 67 new units, of which 4 are
affordable rented, whilst the remaining 63 units are market units.
3.26 Blocks B and E

Figure 21: Site A, Blocks B and E frontage facing Clarence Avenue CGI
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3.27 These are two five storey brick built blocks at the entrance to the site from Clarence Crescent,
providing 9 flats within each block. The blocks are set back between 18 and 22 metres from the
roadside. Block B is 5.3m to the south of no. 47 Clarence Crescent, whilst Block E is 6m north
of no. 59 Clarence Crescent. Each block is 17.3m to the height of the flat roof. The fifth floor
level of each block is set back, reducing the northern and southern sections of each block
respectively to four storeys in height. The blocks are designed as mirror images of each other
externally, when viewed from Clarence Avenue.
3.28 Both blocks have entrance foyers on both the Clarence Avenue side of the building from the
west and from the proposed internal vehicular road to the east. Two separate cycle stores with
double stacked racks are provided within the internal core of each block at ground floor level,
adjacent to each entrance. All units are dual aspect 2 bedroom flats with the exception of two
single aspect 1 bedroom flats at ground floor level. Each unit has a private balcony, in addition
to a shared roof amenity space. The upper floor units can be accessed by stairs or lift from the
central core.
3.29 Block A

Figure 22: Proposed ‘Block A’ south elevation
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3.30 Block A is a 54.3m long linear brick built terrace running east to west, comprising of 7, 3
bedroom 6 person dwellings, located at the north of the site approximately 19m to the south of
the rear of 88-96 Clarence Crescent. Three further terraced dwellings on Clarence Crescent
are approximately 5m diagonally to the north-east of the block, corner to corner. The block is 3
storeys in height (10.6m) with entrances facing south, a private garden to each unit to the rear
to the north, backing onto the existing gardens at 88-96 Clarence Crescent.
3.31 All units are dual aspect, with Juliet balconies proposed at first and second floor levels to each
unit. Vertical stacking space for 2 bicycles is provided at ground floor level within each unit.
Four parallel on street parking spaces are proposed in front of the units, of which two are
disabled spaces. The eastern 4 of the houses are affordable rented.
3.32 Blocks C and F

Figure 23: CGI view facing Blocks C (left) and F (right) surrounding the central amenity space
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3.33 Blocks C and F are two 38.5m long linear brick built terracess running east to west, comprising
of 6, 4 bedroom 8 person brick built dwellings located to the south of Block A. The blocks are 4
storeys in height (14.4m) with parapets dividing each dwellings, adding a further 1m in height.
The two blocks are located north and south of the shared amenity space within the centre of
the site and are identical in their elevation facing onto this space.
3.34 The dwellings are accessed from the south (Block C) and the north (Block F), where the blocks
face onto the central shared open space. Internal garage spaces are proposed at the ground
floor of each unit, accessed from the north (Block C) and south (Block F). Vertical stacking
space for 2 bicycles is also provided within these spaces. All units are dual aspect at the upper
floors.
3.35 Private amenity space is provided in two locations for each unit, at first floor level within an
external deck and a balcony facing onto the central shared open space and within a terrace at
roof level.
3.36 Block D

Figure 24: Proposed ‘Block D’ west elevation

3.37 Block D is a 59.5 m long linear brick built block running north to south along the east of the site,
comprising a terrace of 20, 3 bedroom 5 person duplex flats, approximately 19m to the west of
35-54 Clarence Crescent. The block is 5 storeys in height (17m), with parapets dividing each
dwelling at the set backs of the 5th floor.
3.38 The block faces west, where the accesses are provided on street, facing the central amenity
space. The upper floor duplexes are accessed from street level via internal stair cores, each
serving two units. All units are dual aspect.
3.39 Each stair core is proposed to provide four vertical stacked cycle parking spaces, whilst two
vertical stacked bicycles are provided at ground floor within the ground/first floor units. 17
perpendicular car parking spaces are provided in front of the block.
3.40 Private amenity space is proposed to the ground and first floor units within gardens to the rear
and balconies to the front of each unit at first floor level. Private amenity space is proposed
within the upper duplexes at roof level within a roof terrace. The fifth floor level of the block is
set back on both sides of the building, with the roof terrace provided facing to the west.
3.41 Block G
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Figure 25: Proposed ‘Block G’ north elevation

3.42 Block G is a 71.7m long linear brick built block running east to west along the south of the site,
comprising a terrace of 10 dwellings, with 3, 2 bedroom 4 person townhouses to the west and
7, 3 bedroom 6 person townhouses to the east. The block is 3 storeys in height (10.7m) with a
flat roof. The block is sited north of the Clarence Avenue cul-de-sac. Whilst the block has a
uniform frontage to the north facing the new road and 8 parallel parking spaces, the block is set
back at the rear to the west, reducing the depth of the block from 9.4m to 4.9m, where the 2
bedroom townhouses are. The existing neighbouring detached dwellings at nos. 73 and 73a
Clarence Crescent are approximately 22m to the south of this part of the block. No 75 Clarence
Crescent sits perpendicular to the south of the deeper part of the block to the east, at a
distance of approximately 12m.
3.43 Access to the units is provided at the northern elevation at ground floor level. Private amenity
spaces is provided to the rear of each block within gardens. Private first floor rear terraces are
provided to the rear of the 2 bedroom 4 person houses only, there are otherwise no balconies
proposed except for Juliet balconies at first and second floor levels facing north.
3.44 Space for two vertical stacked cycle spaces is provided within each of the three bedroom units,
whilst stands for two bicycles are proposed in the rear gardens of the two bedroom units.
3.45 Site B
3.46 Site B is located to the east of Site A, east of Clarence Crescent and west of Blocks B2 and B4
which were approved under the previous permissions and are currently under construction. The
location is shown below.

Figure 21: Existing ‘Site B’ layout
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3.47 The application proposes to demolish the existing four storey residential block at 140 to 154
Clarence Crescent, including the existing Maytree Nursery School accommodation which falls
within this building and reprovided within Block B2. The application also proposes to demolish
the temporary Children’s Centre at Helby Road.
3.48 The application proposes to replace the existing 14 maisonettes with 97 affordable rented flats,
split between two buildings in the layout shown below.

Figure 22: Proposed ‘Site B’ layout
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3.49 The entirety of this site is proposed as affordable rented accommodation.
3.50 Block A
3.51 Block A to the north is proposed at 6 storeys (21.3 m in height), with a set back to the northwestern corner to 5 storeys, where the block falls immediately south of the rear amenity space
of 13-31 Victoria Court. Block A is an ‘L’ shaped block, set back to the north-east.
3.52 Vehicular access to the off street parking provided to the east leads from the new road to the
south, where two further on street parking spaces are provided adjacent to the pedestrian
entrance. Flats are accessed from a communal lobby space at ground floor level, with access
from Clarence Crescent in the south-west corner of the block. Two lifts are provided as well as
a staircase. A rack of external cycle parking is provided to the east of the block within the car
parking area, whilst a further larger cycle store is provided within the ground floor level.
3.53 The majority of the 33 affordable rented 1, 2 and 3 flats are dual aspect, with the exception of
the west facing two bedroom units at all levels and south facing one bedroom units at all levels.
All units have their own private amenity space in the form of balconies, with the single 3
bedroom flat at roof level having a larger balcony/terrace space.
3.54 Blocks B and C
3.55 Blocks B and C to the south is proposed at 5 storeys (17.6 m in height). It is formed of two
connected ‘L’ shaped buildings, angled in plan to the western elevation to run parallel to the
frontage of 35-54 Clarence Crescent, whereas to the east and south it falls parallel to Blocks
B4 and B5 respectively3.

Figure 23: Proposed ‘Site B’ Blocks B and C ground floor layout

3

Site B is proposed to partially take the place of Site B3 as approved within the 2008 OPP
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3.56 Block B comprises the core to the northern part of this block, where there are 30 affordable
rented 1, 2, 3 and 4 bedroom flats. The majority of these are accessed from a lobby at the
northern elevation, with internal cycle storage provided adjacent to the lobby. Two lifts and a
staircase are provided internally. Two on street parking spaces are provided adjacent to the
northern entrance, with two URS refuse storage pods.
3.57 Block C comprises the southern part of this block, where there are 34 affordable rented 1, 2, 3
and 4 bedroom flats. Again, the majority of these are accessed from a lobby, in this case at the
southern elevation, with internal cycle storage provided adjacent to the lobby. Two lifts and a
staircase are provided internally. The lobby frontage is angled towards the south-west, with an
on street disabled parking space immediately in front with an adjacent Sheffield cycle stand,
and a further on street space further to the east.
3.58 At ground floor level, 3 units to the east and 3 at the west are accessed from street level,
through an enclosed private amenity space, in addition to the private amenity space to the rear
of each unit. 7 on street parking spaces are proposed along the east elevation at street level.
The remaining flats have either their own private amenity space in the form of a balcony or an
enclosed space at ground floor level. Shared amenity space is provided within an internal
courtyard, accessed from both the north and south lobby spaces. A further cycle stand is also
provided within this space.
3.59 Site C
3.60 Site C is the largest of all the development sites and covers all proposed development within
the red line boundary to the west of Kings Avenue and to the south of Sites A and B, as well as
the blocks approved under Section 1 which are already completed or under construction. The
existing area of Site C is shown below and includes numerous linear residential blocks as well
as the existing Poynders Parade Local Centre. All existing blocks within the red line area east
of Clarence Avenue, north of Poynders Road, west of King’s Avenue and south of Blocks C2,
B4 and B6 are proposed to be demolished.

Figure 23: Existing ‘Site C’ layout
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3.61 The proposed layout of Site C is shown below.

Figure 23: Proposed ‘Site C’ layout

3.62 There are 8 separate blocks proposed within Site C (C01 – C08) which are considered below.
3.63 Streets are proposed in between Sites C01, C02, C03 and C04 leading north from Poynders
Road, providing only vehicular access for access to the undercroft parking for each block and
refuse/emergency vehicles. The street in between Sites C01 and C02 is shown below.

Figure 24: Proposed CGI view facing north along a proposed street, in between Sites C01 and C02
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3.64 The Central Park / Linear Park runs through this site and is described later in this report.
3.65 Site C01
3.66 This building is located furthest west within Site C, is the largest individual building within the
masterplan and varies between 8 and 10 storeys in height, at a maximum of 34.6m. The block
is 135m long and 62.5m wide.
3.67 This site is proposed to provide a total of 423 flats within a mixture of tenures and unit sizes.
The building is divided into 8 separate cores (Blocks A-F, named in order counter-clockwise
from the north-eastern block), of which blocks A, D and H are affordable rented; B, C and G are
market sale; and E and F are a mixture of intermediate and market sale. Blocks D, G and H are
10 storeys; C, E and F are 9 storeys; and A and B to the south are 8 storeys. The ground floor
layout is shown below.

Figure 25: Proposed ‘Site C01’ ground floor layout

3.68 Pedestrian access is provided to each block at ground floor level, leading into a lobby with two
lifts and a staircase to the upper floors. All flats are accessed from the internal circulation
space.
3.69 Car parking spaces are provided within an undercroft space at ground floor level, accessed
from the east from Clarence Avenue. Pedestrian access is also provided internally to each
block from within this space. Double stacked cycle parking is provided within numerous
individual stores within each block, accessed from the main corridors at ground floor level. 6
further Sheffield stands provide visitor cycling spaces, provided outside various blocks. URS
refuse storage is provided outside of each block, close to each entrance.
3.70 Each flat has its own external private amenity space. At ground floor level these are enclosed
courtyard spaces, whilst at the upper floors these are provided as private balconies. At first
floor level, above the undercroft space at the podium level, is an external shared amenity
space, which is accessible from each core at first floor level.
3.71 Site C01 also includes an energy centre, comprising 942 sq.m across two floors within the
northern part of the block.
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3.72 Site C02
3.73 This block falls immediately to the east of Site C01 and again varies between 8 and 10 storeys
in height, at a maximum of 33.9m. The block is parallel to the South Circular to the south,
slanted in plan to the north, adjacent to the linear park. The block is 59.6m wide at the south
elevation, 115m wide at the west elevation and 93.3m wide at the east elevation.
3.74 This block is proposed to provide a total of 323 flats within a mixture of tenures and unit sizes.
The building is divided into 6 separate cores (Blocks A-F) (named in order counter-clockwise
from the north-east) of which A and B are affordable rented and blocks B to F are a mix of
intermediate and market sale. Blocks C-F are 10 storeys in height whilst blocks A and B are 8
storeys in height, with the 7th and 8th storeys set back from the parapet. The ground floor layout
is shown below, which indicates an identical set up to C01 in terms of pedestrian, vehicular and
cycle storage access and private and shared amenity space. 9 on street parking spaces are
provided to the west, of which one is wheelchair accessible.

Figure 26: Proposed ‘Site C02’ ground floor layout

3.75 Site C03
3.76 This block falls immediately to the east of Site C02 and mostly varies between 6 and 11 storeys
in height, at a maximum of 39.3m. As with C02, the block is parallel to the South Circular to the
south and slanted in plan to the north, adjacent to the linear park. The block is 59.6m wide at
the south elevation, 93.2m wide at the west elevation and 70.2m wide at the east elevation.
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3.77 This block is proposed to provide a total of 285 flats within a mixture of tenures and unit sizes.
The building is divided into 5 separate cores (Blocks A-E, named in order counter-clockwise
from the north-east) of which A and B are affordable rented and blocks B to E are a mix of
intermediate and market sale. Blocks D and E are 11 storeys in height, with a set back from the
parapet at 10th and 11th floors. Block A is 10 storeys in height, as is Block C, which also has a
set back at 9th and 10th storey levels. Block B is 6 storeys in height. The ground floor layout is
shown below, which indicates an identical set up to Blocks C01 and C02 in terms of pedestrian,
vehicular and cycle storage access, refuse provision and private and shared amenity space. 6
on street parking spaces are proposed to the north.

Figure 27: Proposed ‘Site C03’ ground floor layout

3.78 Site C04
3.79 This block falls immediately to the east of Site C03 and varies between 8 and 15 storeys in
height, at a maximum of 50.3m. As with C02 and C03, the block is parallel to the South Circular
to the south and slanted in plan to the north, adjacent to the linear park. The block is 68.5m
wide at the south elevation, 58.9m wide at the west elevation and 32.6m wide at the east
elevation.
3.80 The tallest element is Block C to the north, adjacent to the Central Park. Block A to the east,
facing King’s Avenue, includes the community centre and office at ground and first floor levels,
as set out earlier in this section.
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3.81 This block is proposed to provide a total of 196 flats within a mixture of tenures and unit sizes.
The building is divided into 3 separate cores (Blocks A-C) with a mix of intermediate and
market sale. 28, 2 bedroom flats are provided as wheelchair accessible, across the three
blocks. Block C to the north is 15 storeys in height adjacent to the Central Park, where partially
walled amenity space is provided at 15th floor level. The remainder of the block is 14 storeys
throughout. Block B sits immediately to the south and is 8 storeys in height, of which the 7th and
8th storeys are set back from the street level. Block A to the east, above the community centre
and office, is 11 storeys in height.

Figure 28: Proposed ‘Site C04’ ground floor plan

Figure 29: Proposed ‘Site C04’ north elevation, with King’s Avenue to the left and the Linear Park to the
right.
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3.82 The ground floor layout is shown above, which indicates that undercroft parking is provided, as
accessed by vehicles from the west elevation, via the new road leading from the South Circular.
This parking is proposed to be accessible from blocks A, B and C. Pedestrian access to Blocks
B and C are provided through communal lobbies facing west at ground floor level, with cycle
stores in various blocks accessed from these lobbies.
3.83 Above this, as with the earlier Site C buildings, there is a podium providing shared amenity
space which is accessed from all individual cores (Blocks A, B and C) at first floor level. Further
shared amenity space is also provided at second floor level in between blocks A and B, and at
6th floor level as accessed from Block B. Each flat has its own external private amenity space.
At ground floor level these are enclosed spaces, whilst at the upper floors these are provided
as private balconies.
3.84 Site C05
3.85 This site falls immediately to the south of Site C03 on the opposite side of the South Circular,
on the existing site of Tressider House as referred to in Section 2 of this report.
3.86 The proposed development on this site is split into two blocks. Block A faces the gyratory and is
proposed at part 9 / part 11 storeys in height, at a maximum of 37.5m, providing 95
intermediate and market tenure flats. Site A is accessed by pedestrians from the east, facing
the gyratory. The cycle storage is provided within the ground floor level, in two separate double
stacked storage rooms. Access to the flats is provided by two lifts and stairs from the ground
floor lobby area. Refuse storage is provided to the back of the block, within a separate internal
refuse storage facility.
3.87 Blocks B is split into two falling behind this block, one part extending to the rear along Poynders
Road and another extending to the rear along Atkins Road. These blocks are each four storeys
in height and collectively provide 16 affordable rented 3 bedroom maisonettes, each two
storeys in height. The ground and first floor units are accessed from street level, whilst two
separate communal staircases provide access to two separate second and third floor units
each. Cycle storage is not indicated within these units. Private amenity space is provided in
gardens to the lower units and by a roof terrace for the upper units.
3.88 Vehicular parking is provided in an undercroft area in between Blocks A and B, accessed from
Atkins Road, with pedestrian access provided to the ground floor internally.
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Figure 30: Proposed ‘Site C05’ ground floor plan

3.89 Site C06
3.90 This brick built building falls north-east of Site C03 and provides 97 affordable rented 1, 2 and 3
bedroom flats. The building is adjacent to the crescent to the north-east, the linear park to the
south-west, and south of block C2 as built out from the previous permissions. The block is
proposed to be 9 storeys in height, at a maximum of 31.2 m in height, 9 providing 107 market
flats (with a mix of unit sizes as shown below), with the 9th storey proposed as open with a
partially walled exterior.
3.91 Access is provided from the north of the block, from the crescent, into a lobby area and a large
atrium where two lifts and staircases are provided to access the upper floors. Cycle parking
provision is provided within 3 double stacked stores accessed internally at ground floor level.
Refuse storage is provided by URS provision adjacent to the northern entrance and to the east.
5 on-street car parking spaces are provided directly to the north.
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Figure 31: Proposed ‘Site C06’ ground floor plan

Figure 32: Proposed ‘Site C06’ north elevation
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Figure 33: Proposed CGI from the crescent, showing Site C08 to the left, C07 in the centre and C06 to the
right.

3.92 Site C07
3.93 This block falls east of C06. The block is located adjacent to the crescent to the north-west and
the linear park to the south-west, with King’s Avenue to the east. The block has four separate
blocks within itself (A, B, C and D) providing 288 units in a variety of tenures and unit sizes. The
heights of this site vary, as shown below.

Figure 34: Proposed ‘Site C07’ north-west elevation
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3.94 All blocks A-D are linked, giving Site C07 a continuous frontage. The linked internal space in
between the blocks provides a single storey undercroft parking area, accessed from the northeast, in between blocks A and D. Within this, the car parking is proposed, as well as further
cycle parking provision, with vehicular access provided from the north-east of the site, off King’s
Avenue.

Figure 35: Proposed ‘Site C07’ ground floor plan

3.95 Blocks A and B
3.96 Blocks A and B form one individual building facing King’s Avenue to the east of the block, which
accommodates 5 commercial units at ground floor level, as referred to in the non-residential
section above. These blocks are proposed to provide retirement living on the upper floors,
within individual residential (Class C3) units. The blocks are 11 storeys in height, of which the
upper 2 storeys are set back.
3.97 The units are to be accessed through a ground floor lobby, with a concierge, staff facilities
including offices and meeting rooms, as well as facilities for residents including hair and beauty
and therapy facilities. A further shared lounge and hobby room is proposed at first floor level,
with aspect and access out to the external amenity space in the centre of the site, shared with
Blocks C and D. The upper floors are accessed via 4 separate lifts and staircases across two
cores. Standalone units are provided to residents, each with their own private balconies.
Internal shared amenity space is provided to the 9th floor, with a shared outdoor terrace.
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3.98 Block C
3.99 Block C sits to the west of Blocks A and B, with frontages to the south towards the linear park
and towards Site C06. This block is entirely residential, providing 77 intermediate and market 1,
2 and 3 bedroom flats across 10 storeys, up to a height of 33m. The block is accessed by
pedestrians via a lobby from King’s Avenue, leading to 2 lifts and a staircase providing access
to the upper floors. A double stacked cycle store is also provided at ground floor level, as well
as a single Sheffield stand in front of the entrance.
3.100 Private external amenity space is provided to the ground floor flats and private balconies are
provided to all units at the upper floors. As with Blocks A and B, access is provided to the
shared external amenity space from the first floor level.
3.101 Block D
3.102 Block D sits to the north-west of Block A, facing the crescent to the north. The block is the
tallest within the proposed development, at 14 storeys, with a 15th floor proposed as open with
a partially walled exterior, resulting in a total height of 51.5m.
3.103 The block is also entirely residential, providing 71 intermediate and market flats across the 1st
to 14th floors.
3.104 Pedestrian access to the flats is provided from street level from the crescent, at the north
elevation. A lobby is provided at ground floor level, with 2 lifts and a staircase providing access
to the upper floors. Three internal double stacked cycle stores are provided at ground floor level
which are accessed from this area.
3.105 Private external amenity space is provided to all flats by private balconies. As with Blocks A-C,
access is provided to the shared external amenity space at first floor level.
3.106 Site C08
3.107 Site C08 forms a single 9 storey residential building, with frontages facing Block B6 (as
approved under the previous permissions) to the north, King’s Avenue to the east, Site C07 to
the south and the crescent to the west. At ground floor level, two commercial units are provided
as described earlier in this section, as accessible from King’s Avenue.
3.108 The block provides 49 1, 2 and 3 bedroom market flats from the 1st to 7th floors, with a partially
walled open space provided at the 8th floor. The units are accessed from a lobby at the west
facing crescent frontage by staircase or 2 lifts.
3.109 All residential units have their own private external amenity space in the form of balconies. URS
refuse storage pods are provided adjacent to the entrance at ground floor level.
3.110 Double stacked internal cycle parking spaces are provided at ground floor level, with eight
sheffield stands externally.
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Figure 36: Proposed north facing CGI, showing Site C07 to the left and C08 to the right, with the retail
frontage in the foreground
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3.111 Site D
3.112 Site D is located to the east of Site C, facing King’s Avenue and immediately to the south of
Tilson Gardens and an existing 7 storey block with retail units at ground floor level and
residential units above, forming part of the proposed Local Centre as referred to elsewhere in
this report. The existing buildings on the site comprise Prendergast House and Hutchins
House, which are proposed to be demolished.
3.113 Site D is formed of three separate blocks, providing 50, 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 bedroom affordable
rented units, as well as two retail units provided at ground floor level within Block A, as referred
to earlier in this report.

Figure 37: Proposed ‘Site D’ ground floor layout
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3.114 Block A mirrors the 7 storey block to the north, with a curved frontage facing both Tilson
Gardens and King’s Avenue. Whilst the proposed block is also 7 storeys in height, it is taller, at
approximately 21.2m in height (in comparison to the 16.9m block to the north, also falling at a
slightly lower land level).
3.115 Pedestrian access is provided to Block A via a lobby in the centre of the frontage, facing northwest. This provides access to two internal lifts and a staircase to the upper floors and a ground
floor vertical and double stacked cycle store. URS system refuse storage is provided adjacent
to the entrance.
3.116 Each flat has its own private amenity space in the form of an enclosed external amenity space
at ground floor level or a balcony to the upper floors. A communal garden is provided to the
rear of the block at ground floor level, as accessed from the lobby area.
3.117 9 additional on street parking spaces are provided surrounding the Site to the south and to the
west, where two of which are disabled spaces. 29 off-street parking spaces are provided to the
east and south of the site as a whole, as accessed from Tilson Gardens and from the road to
the south, however some these are existing and the application rationalises the arrangement of
these, to serve surrounding units.

Figure 38: Proposed east facing CGI, showing the frontage of Site D Block A, with the curved frontage
facing King’s Avenue
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3.118 Block B comprises two separate terraces of brick built flat roofed townhouses.
3.119 A 3 storey (10.6m high) row of 3 townhouses (Block B1) sits to the south of Block A with
frontages facing King’s Avenue. These comprise 3, 4 bed 6 person townhouses, with rear
gardens to the rear and balconies to the front and rear at first floor level. URS system refuse
storage is provided directly in front of these units.
3.120 A further row of 6, 3 storey townhouses (10.6m high) (Block B2) is proposed to the east of this
block, with frontages facing south. The row alternates between 4 bed 6 person units and 5 bed
8 person units, providing 3 of each, all of which have rear gardens. The 4 bedroom homes are
set back from the rest of the block to the rear at first floor level, providing balconies. The 5
bedroom homes are set back from the rest of the block to the front at second floor level,
providing balconies. URS system refuse storage is provided directly in front of these units.

Figure 39: Proposed south facing elevation of Site D, showing the frontage of Block B2 in the foreground,
the side view of Block B1 to the east, and Block A behind

3.121 Site E
3.122 Site E is located to the south of Atkins Road and east of New Park Road. The proposals involve
the demolition of a number of existing residential buildings, including 1-43 Langholm Close and
the associated small community centre at no. 31, Angus House, Currie House, Cotton House
and Crossman Houses. An existing vehicular access is provided to Langholm Close from
King’s Avenue, with another into the remainder of the site from New Park Road. The locally
listed New Park Road Baptist Church is located within the site to the south-east and is
proposed to be retained.
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Figure 40: Proposed east facing CGI, showing the frontage of Site D Block A, with the curved frontage
facing King’s Avenue

3.123 Site E is entirely residential, providing 372 affordable rented flats in total, including duplex flats,
within 3 separate buildings, E01, E02 and E03. Site E slopes downwards from east to west by
approximately 10m (an individual walking west along Atkins Road would be walking downhill).
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Figure 41: Proposed Site E site plan

3.124 Block E01
3.125 Block E01 is a linear brick built flat roof block to the east of the site, running north to south, to
the rear of nos. 180-184 Atkins Road (evens) and 203-217 King’s Avenue (odds). The block is
110m long from north to south and the majority of the block is 22m wide.
3.126 Due to the gradient of the site, it is proposed to be partially excavated to accommodate the
block. There is therefore a lower ground floor level, as shown below. The ground floor is
accessible from the east elevation, where it meets the slightly raised remainder of the site.

Figure 42: Proposed section of Site E01, facing north, with King’s Avenue to the east.
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3.127 The block is a maximum of 20.9m in height at 6 storeys to the west elevation. The majority of
the block is 5 storeys in height, with part 6 storey elements set back from the parapets and part
4 storey elements extending to the west of the northern and southern parts of the building.
These 4 storey elements have no windows facing west.
3.128 The block provides 97, 1, 2, 3 and 4 bedroom affordable rented flats. The building is divided
into 3 separate cores, the northern core is shown below. The lower ground floor plan is shown
to the left, where access is provided to both cores from the pedestrian/cycle link leading from
the south of the site. This leads to cycle storage provided at this level in the form of Sheffield
and double stacked stands. It also provides stair and 2x lift accesses to the upper floors. The
ground floor shown to the right provides lobby access from the east elevation, facing the rest of
Site E where new roads are to be created. The central and southern cores is identical in format
in terms of accessibility. All flats are accessed from the internal circulation space.

Figure 43: Proposed lower ground and ground floor levels of the northern core of Block C01

3.129 Each flat has its own private amenity space in the form of an enclosed external amenity space
at ground floor level or a balcony to the upper floors. A communal garden is provided to the
rear of the block at lower ground floor level.
3.130 A row of perpendicular on street parking spaces are provided immediately to the east of the
block, providing 20 parking spaces of which 5 are disabled spaces. URS system refuse storage
is provided immediately in front of each core.
3.131 The proposals seek to use the existing vehicular access which currently leads into Langholm
Close, to provide access along the south of the proposed block E01, also leading into
undercroft car parking in Blocks E02 and E03 (described below) and through to another access
on New Park Road.
3.132 Block E02
3.133 This block provides 191 affordable rented and intermediate 1, 2 and 3 bedroom flats (including
22, 2 bedroom affordable rented wheelchair units within Block A).
3.134 This is another linear brick built flat roof block, running along the north of the remainder of the
site from east to west. The block is 107m long from east to west at its north elevation to Atkins
Road, 31.9m wide to its east elevation facing New Park Road and 45.6m wide to its west
elevation, facing Block E01.
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3.135 The block is split into three separate buildings, which are linked at ground floor level providing a
continuous frontage. The ground floor level follows the downward gradient of the site from east
to west, with no excavation proposed. Block A sits furthest west and is 8 storeys in height at
27.1m and 21.3m wide at its north elevation; Block B is in the centre (26m east of Block A) and
is the tallest block at 11 storeys in height at 36.9m and 19.4m wide at its north elevation; and
Block C sits furthest east (22m east of Block B) and is 8 storeys in height at 27.2m and 21m
wide at its north elevation.

Figure 44: Proposed CGI of block E02 facing west from Streatham Place, showing Block C to the left

3.136 Starting with Block A, furthest west, the pedestrian access is opposite the entrances to Site
E01, leading from the new street. Pedestrian access to the centre of Block B is provided from
the south, and pedestrian access from the centre of Block C is provided from the east and from
the north, retaining thecontinuous ‘stretcher railing’ border to the north-east corner (alongside
the majority to the north and eastern boundaries of Site E). In each block this leads into a lobby
area which leads to stairs and double lift access to the upper floors, and two separate cycle
stores with double stacked storage. URS system refuse storage is provided adjacent to the
pedestrian entrances of blocks A and C.
3.137 Undercroft car parking is provided behind each block, within the ground floor level, where a
vehicular accesses is provided from the south. This car parking area also provides disabled
parking, with the appropriate pedestrian/wheelchair access from the adjacent core.
3.138 Each flat has its own private amenity space in the form of an enclosed external amenity space
at ground floor level or a balcony to the upper floors. Two communal gardens are provided at
podium level above the undercroft parking. These are accessible from first floor level within
each block.
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3.139 Block E03
3.140 This block provides 84 affordable rented 1, 2 and 3 bedroom flats.
3.141 This block is more square in plan form, measuring 63.7m to the north elevation and 42.6m to
the west elevation, with two separate individual blocks sharing a ground floor level. The block
sits in the south-eastern part of Site E, behind the New Park Road Baptist Church.
3.142 The block is formed of two linear brick built flat roof blocks (A and B) which share an undercroft
parking space. Both blocks appear the same height as a result of the land level changes, with
Block A at 6 storeys (20.5m) and Block B also as 6 storeys (17.8m) but as similar to Site E01, it
is partially set into the land, creating effectively a lower ground floor level to the east of the site.
3.143 The undercroft area provides car parking accessed from the south. Cycle parking provision is
also at this level within the two separate cores, accessed from the lobbies (facing west on Block
A and east on Block B, where it is one floor higher). Each core has 2x lift and stair access to
the upper floors.

Figure 45: Proposed ground floor level of Block E03

3.144 Each flat has its own private amenity space in the form of an enclosed external amenity space
at ground floor level, or a balcony to the upper floors. Two communal gardens are provided at
podium level, above the undercroft parking. These are accessible from the adjacent floor within
each block.
3.145 Site F
3.146 Site F is located south-east of Site E, south of the proposed land for educational purposes and
accessed from New Park Road. This involves the demolition of Hayes Court and all properties
at Fortrose Gardens.
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3.147 The Site is split into 4 separate sites, 1-4. Vehicular access is provided from two separate
points from New Park Road. This provides a ‘loop’ around Site 2 in the centre of the site. This
route has 15 parallel parking spaces around it, of which 4 are disabled. 5 separate URS refuse
storage pods are provided along this route.

Figure 46: Proposed site layout plan for Site F
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3.148 Block F01
3.149 Block F01 is furthest north on New Park Road. This block comprises two separate blocks within
itself, linked together at ground floor level. The Site provides 57 intermediate and market sale 1,
2 and 3 bedroom units.
3.150 Block A is 6 storeys in height (20.4m to the front parapet) and 37.9m wide at its west elevation,
facing New Park Road, and 20.9m to its south elevation, facing the new vehicular and
pedestrian access. This block provides 49 1 and 2 bedroom intermediate flats. Pedestrian
access is provided from the west elevation, leading into a lobby area with 2x lifts and stairs to
the upper floors and cycle stores at ground floor level. A further cycle store is accessed from
street level to the south elevation of the block.
3.151 Block A can be accessed by stairs leading directly from New Park Road, or by wheelchair
access via the pathway adjacent to the new vehicular entrance into the site. A Sheffield stand
for visitor cycle parking is also provided in this location.
3.152 Block B is 5 storeys in height (16.8m) and is a row of 8, 3 bedroom market sale duplexes, with
a 24.2m wide frontage facing south. The ground floor duplexes are accessed from street level,
with two further street level cores each providing stair access to two of the upper duplexes at
third floor level. Cycle storage for two bicycles is provided within the ground floor level of the
lower duplexes, whilst the same quantum of cycle storage to the upper floor duplexes is
proposed in the cores.
3.153 Undercroft parking (including disabled parking spaces) is provided at ground floor level,
accessed from the south elevation in between Blocks A and B. Disabled pedestrian access is
provided into Block A.
3.154 In terms of amenity space, the lower duplexes within Block B have rear gardens, whilst the
upper duplexes have south facing roof terraces at the top floor. The flats within Block A have
private external amenity space at ground floor level, whilst the upper floor flats each have
individual private balconies. A podium level of shared amenity space is provided to Block A,
above the undercroft parking and accessed from the east elevation at first floor level.

Figure 47: Proposed CGI from Site F, facing north towards Site 1 with Site 2 to the left and Site 4 to the
right
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3.155 Block F02
3.156 Block F02 is immediately south of Block F01. It comprises a single 7 storey block (23.5m in
height) facing New Park Road, with a frontage facing New Park Road which is 38m in width. It
accommodates 61 intermediate and market sale 1 and 2 bedroom flats.
3.157 The block is stepped back from New Park Road to its west elevation, where pedestrian access
is provided at ground floor level, leading into a lobby area with 2x lifts and stairs to the upper
floors. Rear pedestrian access is also provided, leading towards the parallel parking spaces
and Site 4. There is no cycle storage within this block, however adjacent cycle stores are
provided as accessed from the south elevation of Site 1 and from the north elevation of Site 3.
3.158 Each flat has its own private amenity space in the form of an enclosed external amenity space
at ground floor level or a balcony to the upper floors.
3.159 Block F03
3.160 Block F03 is furthest south and largely mirrors Block F01, however provides fewer units at 39
market sale 1, 2 and 3 bedroom units. Fewer units are provided as a result of Block A being 4
storeys in height in this instance (14.1m to the front parapet), whilst being 37.9m wide at its
west elevation, facing New Park Road, as identical to Site 1 Block A. The pedestrian access
and cycle store arrangement is identical to Site 1 Block A, with a further cycle store accessed
from street level to the north elevation of the block.
3.161 Block A can be accessed by stairs leading directly from New Park Road, or by wheelchair
access via the pathway adjacent to the new vehicular entrance into the site. A Sheffield stand
for visitor cycle parking is also provided in this location.
3.162 Block B is again 16.8m in height and 24.2m wide facing north and has an identical pedestrian
access and cycle storage to Site 1 Block B.
3.163 The amenity space arrangements for Site 3 are identical to Site 1.
3.164 A strip of land to the south of Site 3 is provided as shared open amenity space to the block,
providing communal growing facilities.
3.165 Block F04
3.166 Block F04 is furthest east and is a row of 7 2 bedroom market terraced houses, at a maximum
height of 3 storeys (9.1m) and 45.6m in width.
3.167 Pedestrian accesses are at ground floor level facing east. Cycle storage for two bicycles is
provided within each unit.
3.168 Each unit has private amenity space to the rear in the form of gardens, in addition to a private
roof terrace, facing east at the second floor level. This results in a partial 3 storey appearance
to the block.
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Figure 48: Proposed south elevation to Site 3, within Site F

3.169 Public and Private Open Space and Play Space
3.170 The Crescent
3.171 In terms of public open space and play space, the proposed development seeks to complete
‘The Crescent’ – a circular area of open space, with the form of the blocks to the south.

Figure 49: Proposed illustrative masterplan, showing the circular Crescent to the right, the northern part of
the linear park to the left, with the MUGA to the north of Site C01 to the top left
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3.172 The Crescent is a large open green designed for a range of informal recreation and events.
3.173 The Central Park
3.174 The Crescent is proposed to be linked to the ‘Central Park’ (otherwise referred to as the Linear
Park in this report) running from north-west to south-east within Site C.
3.175 The ‘Central Park’ is divided into separate sections described below.
3.176 The ‘King’s Avenue Arrival Square Play Area’ is proposed furthest east within the Central Park.
A feature play hill is proposed, as well as a climbing wall, slide and stepped seating area, with
swings, spinning dishes, trampolines and balancing features. Continuous seating is also
proposed.
3.177 To the west of this is the ‘Western Woodland Play Area’, which is proposed to be set within
mature trees and will contain climbing, balancing and communal swing play features that use
both timber play equipment and natural logs.
3.178 Further informal play is proposed within the park, with kerbs to the avenues proposed to
encourage them to use their balance as they walk. The kerbs will be interspersed with stepping
stones and seats. A further series of lawns are incorporated into the park for informal recreation
and play.
3.179 Green Avenues
3.180 The green avenues in between the individual sites within the wider Site C and within Sites E
and F are proposed to incorporate seating and stepping stones to encourage young children to
climb, balance and engage in imaginative play. ‘Garden rooms’ are proposed to offer further
opportunity for children to meet and play (see Design and Access Statement page 258).
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3.181 Courtyards and Podium Gardens
3.182 The courtyards and podium gardens provided within each site as described earlier in this report
are proposed as secure sheltered spaces with lawns where children can run and play. Each
garden is proposed to contain seating elements that are proposed to be used for informal
imaginative play, climbing and balancing.
3.183 Multi Use Games Areas (MUGAs)
3.184 Two MUGAs are proposed. The first is proposed to the western end of the linear park, adjacent
to Clarence Avenue to the north of the proposed energy centre within Site C01. This is
proposed for a range of ball games and will be flood lit to be used in the evenings. A pergola
will provide a sheltered seating area next to the MUGA. Seating in the surrounding area is
proposed with solid plinths with profiled steel edges to enable them to be used by
skateboarders.
3.185 A further MUGA is proposed on Site E, to replace the existing facility next to the Baptist Church
and is proposed to again provide play opportunities.
3.186 Fitness and wellbeing facilities
3.187 The open spaces are proposed to include more intimate sanctuary spaces for peaceful
relaxation, within the central woodland glade gardens in the Central Park and within resident’s
podium and courtyard gardens.
3.188 An outdoor gym is located at the western end of the Central Park. A jogging route is also
proposed within the Central Park, with each 100 metres marked into the paving.
3.189 Tierney Gardens
3.190 Improvements are also proposed to the green space located to the east of the site to the south
of Streatham Place and to the east of Tierney Gardens, which is to the east of New Park Road.
These improvements include new seating and timber play equipment to increase the network of
play opportunities on key routes within Clapham Park.
3.191 Community Growing Areas
3.192 Community growing areas are proposed to be provided within the following locations:
 To the north-western corner of Agnes Riley Gardens;
 Within the Green Avenues in between Sites C01, C02 and C03;
 To the north-west of Site C06;
 To the west of Site E01;
 Within podium garden spaces to Sites C01, C02, C03, E03, F01 and F03; and
 Within the open space to the south of Site F01.
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3.193 Further related works
3.194 Amenity will be preserved to the public realm spaces above by ensuring that the appropriate
related facilities are provided, namely dog waste bins, bollards preventing access for vehicles
into certain areas and drinking water fountains.
3.195 Transport Improvements
3.196 The scheme proposes improvements to King’s Avenue north of the South Circular, in the form
of the provision of a 2m wide cycle lane to either side of the road.
3.197 New cycle routes are proposed throughout the site, along the green avenues and new streets
proposed within the site, as well as through the proposed areas of public open space within the
Central Park and the crescent.
3.198 A future TFL cycle hire location is indicated outside the Community Resource Centre,
earmarked for when the scheme may reach the area in the future.
3.199 Bus Driver Facility
3.200 A replacement bus driver facility is proposed within the middle of the gyratory. This is proposed
to replace the existing facility on a similar footprint. This is proposed to provide facilities to bus
drivers using the adjacent rest stops on the island.
3.201 The building remains a single storey structure which is rectangular in plan, measuring 12.4m
long at its east elevation where the entrance is provided and 7.4m to the south elevation. It has
an angled roof, sloping downwards to the north-west and south-east corners.

Figure 49: Proposed east elevation to the bus drivers facility

3.202 The proposed facility provides approximately 70 sq.m in gross internal area, to include a mess
room, CCTV cupboard and WCs.

3.203 Scheme Amendments
3.204 Various minor amendments have been made to the scheme in ongoing negotiations since the
application was received. These are listed below:


Additional details to the Arboricultural Impact Assessment and Tree Survey, as detailed
in Section 5 of this report;
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Additional details pertinent to the Environmental Statement, as detailed in Section 5 of
this report;
Additional details pertinent to the Transport Statement, as detailed in Section 5 of this
report;
Corridor widths to all sites have been increased at ground floor level, in order to facilitate
better shared access for both wheelchair users and cyclists;
3 bedroom single aspect apartments facing the South Circular within floors 1-5 of Blocks
C01, C02 and C03 have been swapped with the adjacent 2 bedroom units, resulting in all
except 5 of the 3 bedroom units being converted to dual aspect (whilst the 2 bedroom
units became single aspect);
Additional disabled car parking spaces have been provided within Sites C01-C04; E01E03, F01 and F03;
Introduction of obscure glazing to vehicular entrances at Sites A, C01, C02 and C05;
Amended landscaping to Site B01;
Provision of rear amenity within the communal garden to Site B01;
Provision of access doors to courtyard amenity spaces;
Metal clad balustrading replaced with glass;
Further detail has been provided on the external appearance of the flue to the energy
centre, to the north elevation of Block C01;
Adjustments have been made to the public realm outside of the proposed Community
Resource Centre at Block C05, where it faces King’s Avenue and meets the end of the
Central Park. Here the quantity and positioning of car parking has been reduced to reduce
its prominence;
The two elements of Block E01 which extend outwards towards King’s Avenue to the
north and south of the block have been reduced from 4 storeys to 3, with a further set
back created at fifth floor level behind. This has removed 2 flats from the building;
Two south facing ground and first floor apartments within Block E01 have been converted
to duplex apartments to improve the relationship with the adjacent vehicular access,
reducing the no. of units by 1;
Provision of a pedestrian access route to Block E02 from the South Circular, creating
better alignment with desire lines;
Improvements have been made and access has been provided to the strip of land to the
south of Block F03, providing community growing spaces; and
The provision of cycle lanes to either side of King’s Avenue;

3.205 Residential Mix, Car and Cycle Parking
3.206 The proposed residential mix and car and cycle space provision of each block within the
development is given in Appendix 2 of this report.
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4

RELEVANT PLANNING HISTORY

4.1

Planning Applications
The site has an extensive planning history. As such, only the key outline and variation
(Section 73) applications considered directly relevant to this proposal are set out below:


05/02732/OUT
A residential-led mixed use re-development scheme of approximately 38 hectares of
land comprising the demolition of buildings (including up to 1,003 residential units
(Class C3)), the refurbishment of retained housing stock (including up to 948
residential units (Class C3)) and the construction of new residential buildings
(including up to 2,366 residential units (Class C3)) and ancillary community and
commercial buildings for the following purposes:
- uses falling within Classes A1, A2, A3, A4 (including retail, financial and
professional services, cafés and a public house) (up to 2,332 m2), B1
(Workspaces and Offices) (up to 2,888 m2) and D1/D2 (Community facilities
including a library, crèches, nurseries, a new primary school, a community
hall, gym, youth centre, health centre, elderly support facility and a sports
hall) (up to 8,106 m2);
- sui generis uses (including a maintenance yard);
- car, motorcycle and bicycle parking;
- general servicing for the new facilities;
- the provision of a Local Park, pocket parks and other areas of public open
space, play facilities, hard and soft landscaping and public realm
improvements;
- a bus pick-up and set-down area and bus driver facility;
- biomass heating facility and other renewable energy technologies; and
- specified accesses and highways improvements (including the remodelling of
the gyratory junction on the A205 South Circular road and new accesses on
to the local road network).
Approved 26/06/2006



06/03680/OUT
A residential-led mixed use regeneration of approximately 36 hectares of land
comprising the demolition of buildings (including up to 1,037 residential units (Class
C3)), the refurbishment of retained housing stock (including up to 960 residential units
(Class C3)) and the construction of new residential buildings (including up to 2,422
residential units (Class C3), an elderly extra care facility (including up to 51 units
comprising up to 5,488m2 (Class C2 and a community hub (sui generis uses)) and
ancillary community and commercial buildings for the following purposes:
- uses falling within Classes A1, A2, A3, A4 & A5 (including retail, financial and
professional services, cafés and a public house) (up to 2,289 m2), B1
(Workspaces and Offices) (up to 2,500m2) and D1/D2 (Community facilities
including a library, crèches, nurseries, a new primary school, a community
hall, gym, youth centre, health centre, elderly support facility and a sports
hall) (up to 8,039 m2);
- sui generis uses (including a maintenance yard);
- car, motorcycle and bicycle parking;
- general servicing for the new facilities;
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-

-

the provision of a Local Park, pocket parks and other areas of public open
space, play facilities, hard and soft landscaping and public realm
improvements;
a bus pick-up and set-down area and bus driver facility;
Energy networks and centres and renewable energy technologies; and
specified accesses and highways improvements (including the remodelling of
the gyratory junction on the A205 South Circular road, new accesses on to
the local road network and new estate roads).

Approved 11/09/2008


13/05157/VOC
Variation of condition 5 (height of buildings) of planning permission ref:
06/03680/OUT ((Residential-led mixed use regeneration scheme of approximately 36
hectares of land comprising the demolition of buildings; the refurbishment of retained
housing stock and the construction of new residential buildings; an elderly extra care
facility and ancillary community and commercial buildings for uses falling within
Classes A1, A2, A3, A4, A5, B1, D1, D2, and sui generis uses. Car, motorcycle and
bicycle parking; the provision of a Local Parks and public open space, landscaping,
public realm improvements; a bus pick-up and set-down area and bus driver facility;
Energy services accesses and highways improvements) granted on 11.09.2008.
Precinct B2 is located at 90-104 Kings Avenue. Precinct B4 is located at Helby Road
and 35-74 Muller Road.
The variation would seek to allow the following minor material amendments to the
approved scheme:
1. To increase the height of Precinct B2 by 1.8m
2. To increase the height of Precinct B4 by 0.9m
Approved 21/02/2014



16/03950/VOC
Variation of conditions 1 (approved drawings), 3 (land use), 5 (scale parameters), 6
(Siting) and 8 (Phasing) of planning permission ref 06/03680/OUT (A residential-led
mixed use regeneration of approximately 36 hectares of land comprising the
demolition of buildings (including up to 1,037 residential units (Class C3), the
refurbishment of retained housing stock (including up to 960 residential units (Class
C3)) and the construction of new residential buildings (including up to 2,422
residential units (Class C3), an elderly extra care facility (including up to 51 units
comprising up to 5,488m2 (Class C2 and a community hub (sui generis uses)) and
ancillary community and commercial buildings for the following purposes: uses falling
within Classes A1, A2, A3, A4 & A5 (including retail, financial and professional
services, cafés and a public house) (up to 2,289 m2), B1 (Workspaces and Offices)
(up to 2,500m2) and D1/D2 (Community facilities including a library, crèches,
nurseries, a new primary school, a community hall, gym, youth centre, health centre,
elderly support facility and a sports hall) (up to 8,039 m2); sui generis uses (including
a maintenance yard); car, motorcycle and bicycle parking; general servicing for the
new facilities; the provision of a Local Park, pocket parks and other areas of public
open space, play facilities, hard and soft landscaping and public realm improvements;
a bus pick-up and set-down area and bus driver facility; Energy networks and centres
and renewable energy technologies; and specified accesses and highways
improvements (including the remodelling of the gyratory junction on the A205 South
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Circular road, new accesses on to the local road network and new estate roads)
Granted 11.09.2008.
Variation sought: To make minor material amendments to the development
parameters for Precincts M1 and M5 (New Park Road) for erection of a six storey
block comprising a primary school at ground and first floor, with 36 residential units
above.
Resolution to grant planning permission, subject to conditions and variation to the
Section 106 Agreement (29/11/16)
4.2

Section 106 Agreements
The outline application (ref. 06/03680/OUT) was accompanied by a Section 106 Agreement,
which superseded the previous agreement associated with the earlier outline permission (ref.
05/02732/OUT. This is known as the 2008 Section 106 Agreement.

4.3

The 2008 Agreement has been subsequently varied three times, along with two supplemental
agreements associated with separate full applications elsewhere on the site. The following
Agreements are considered relevant and link back to the original outline application:






Deed of Variation (Maytree) – signed 23/01/2014
First Phase 1 Deed of Variation – signed 19/02/2014
Second Phase 1 Deed of Variation – signed 19/02/2014
Thorold House Supplementary Agreement – signed 26/09/2014
Bourke Close Supplementary Agreement – signed 26/09/2014

4.4

In addition, two further variations are currently being finalised. The first, associated with the
2016 Section 73 application (ref. 16/03950/VOC), which upon completion of an associated
Development Agreement can be signed. This variation also includes a minor alteration to
remove the Code for Sustainable Homes (CfSH) requirement on the remaining blocks in
Phase 1 (ref. 17/01590/S106). This reflects changes in policy and legislation. The second
variation to be agreed relates to further provisions and amendments to the Maytree variation
(ref. 17/01978/S106). These changes are in respect to the delivery of Maytree Nursery and
the lease.

4.5

Pre-application discussions/design review

4.6

This application is subject to a Planning Performance Agreement (PPA), which sets out an
agreement between the Agent/Applicant and the Local Planning Authority on how the preapplication and application processes are to be managed, thereby ensuring all relevant issues
are ‘front-loaded’ prior to the planning application submission.

4.7

As part of this agreement, a series of pre-application meetings took place to discuss the
proposals as they developed over a period of more than 18 months. In addition, a number of
formal panels were also convened to review the progression of the scheme. As such, the
scheme was referred to the Council's Strategic Sites Panel in December 2016 and again in
April 2017. The scheme was also subject to an Urban Design London Review in March 2017.
The application was also subject of a Technical Briefing to the current Planning Applications
Committee Members on 21st (incorporating a Site Visit) and 27th November and 11th
December 2017.
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5

PLANNING POLICY

5.1

Section 38(6) of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 requires planning
decisions to be made in accordance with the development plan unless material
considerations indicate otherwise.

5.2

The National Planning Policy Framework was published in 2012. This document sets out the
Government’s planning policies for England including the presumption in favour of sustainable
development and is a material consideration in the determination of all applications.

5.3

The development plan in Lambeth is the London Plan (2016, consolidated with alterations
since 2011) and the Lambeth Local Plan (September 2015). The new Draft London Plan was
published on 1 December 2017 for consultation and will eventually supersede the current
2016 consolidation London Plan once the final version is published (anticipated Autumn
2019). The Draft London Plan is a material consideration in planning decisions and is
currently afforded very limited weight, although the weight given is ultimately decided by the
decision maker.

5.4

The current planning application has been considered against all relevant national, regional
and local planning policies as well as any relevant guidance. Set out below are those policies
most relevant to the application, however, consideration is made against the development
plan as a whole.

5.5

The London Plan (2016)
Policy 1.1 Delivering the strategic vision and objectives for London
Policy 2.9 Inner London
Policy 2.14 Areas for regeneration
Policy 2.15 Town Centres
Policy 2.18 Green infrastructure: the multi-functional network of green and open spaces
Policy 3.1 Ensuring equal life chances for all
Policy 3.2 Improving health and addressing health inequalities
Policy 3.3 Increasing housing supply
Policy 3.4 Optimising housing potential
Policy 3.5 Quality and design of housing developments
Policy 3.6 Children and young people’s play and informal recreation facilities
Policy 3.7 Large residential developments
Policy 3.8 Housing choice
Policy 3.9 Mixed and balanced communities
Policy 3.12 Negotiating affordable housing on individual private residential and mixed use
schemes
Policy 3.13 Affordable housing thresholds
Policy 3.14 Existing housing
Policy 3.16 Protection and enhancement of social infrastructure
Policy 3.17 Health and social care facilities
Policy 3.18 Education facilities
Policy 3.19 Sports facilities
Policy 4.1: Developing London’s economy
Policy 4.2: Offices
Policy 4.4: Managing industrial land and premises
Policy 4.5: London’s visitor infrastructure
Policy 4.6: Support for and enhancement of arts, culture, sport and entertainment
Policy 4.7: Retail and town centre development
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Policy 4.8: Supporting a successful and diverse retail sector and related facilities and services
Policy 4.9: Small shops
Policy 4.12 Improving opportunities for all
Policy 5.1 Climate change mitigation
Policy 5.2 Minimising carbon dioxide emissions
Policy 5.3 Sustainable design and construction
Policy 5.5 Decentralised energy networks
Policy 5.6 Decentralised energy in development proposals
Policy 5.7 Renewable energy
Policy 5.8 Innovative energy technologies
Policy 5.9 Overheating and cooling
Policy 5.10 Urban greening
Policy 5.11 Green roofs and development site environs
Policy 5.12 Flood risk management
Policy 5.13 Sustainable drainage
Policy 5.14 Water quality and wastewater infrastructure
Policy 5.15 Water use and supplies
Policy 5.16 Waste self-sufficiency
Policy 5.18 Construction, excavation and demolition waste
Policy 5.21 Contaminated land
Policy 6.1 Strategic approach
Policy 6.3 Assessing effects of development on transport capacity
Policy 6.5 Funding Crossrail and other strategically important transport infrastructure
Policy 6.7 Better streets and surface transport
Policy 6.9 Cycling
Policy 6.10 Walking
Policy 6.11 Smoothing traffic flow and tackling congestion
Policy 6.12 Road network capacity
Policy 6.13 Parking
Policy 7.1 Lifetime neighbourhoods
Policy 7.2 An inclusive environment
Policy 7.3 Designing out crime
Policy 7.4 Local character
Policy 7.5 Public realm
Policy 7.6 Architecture
Policy 7.7 Location and design of tall and large buildings
Policy 7.8: Heritage assets and archaeology
Policy 7.12: Implementing the London view management framework
Policy 7.14 Improving air quality
Policy 7.15 Reducing and managing noise, improving and enhancing the acoustic
environment and promoting appropriate soundscapes
Policy 7.18 Protecting local open space and addressing deficiency
Policy 7.19 Biodiversity and access to nature
Policy 7.21: Trees and woodlands
Policy 7.22: Land for food
Policy 8.2 Planning obligations
Policy 8.3 Community Infrastructure Levy
5.6

Lambeth Local Plan (September 2015)
Policy D1: Delivery and Monitoring
Policy D2: Presumption in favour of sustainable development
Policy D3: Infrastructure
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Policy D4: Planning Obligations
Policy H1: Maximising housing growth
Policy H2: Delivering affordable housing
Policy H3: Safeguarding existing housing
Policy H4: Housing mix in new developments
Policy H5: Housing standards
Policy H8: Housing to meet specific community needs
Policy ED2: Business, industrial and storage uses outside KIBAs
Policy ED6: Town Centres
Policy ED7: Evening economy and food and drink uses
Policy ED9: A2 uses
Policy ED10: Local centres and dispersed local shops
Policy ED11: Visitor attractions, leisure, arts and culture uses
Policy ED14: Employment and training
Policy S1: Safeguarding existing community premises
Policy S2: New or improved community premises
Policy S3: Schools (including Site 4)
Policy T1: Sustainable Travel
Policy T2: Walking
Policy T3: Cycling
Policy T4: Public transport infrastructure
Policy T6: Assessing impacts of development on transport capacity and infrastructure
Policy T7: Parking
Policy T8: Servicing
Policy EN1: Open space and biodiversity
Policy EN2: Local food growing and production
Policy EN3: Decentralised energy
Policy EN4: Sustainable design and construction
Policy EN5: Flood Risk
Policy EN6: Sustainable drainage systems and water management
Policy EN7: Sustainable waste management
Policy Q1: Inclusive environments
Policy Q2: Amenity
Policy Q3: Community safety
Policy Q4: Public art
Policy Q5: Local distinctiveness
Policy Q6: Urban design: public realm
Policy Q7: Urban design: new development
Policy Q8: Design quality: construction detailing
Policy Q9: Landscaping
Policy Q10: Trees
Policy Q12: Refuse/recycling storage
Policy Q13: Cycle storage
Policy Q15: Boundary treatments
Policy Q16: Shop fronts
Policy Q17: Advertisements and signage
Policy Q22: Conservation areas
Policy Q23: Undesignated heritage assets: local heritage list
Policy Q25: Views
Policy Q26: Tall and large buildings
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5.7

Other Guidance
The following other guidance is also considered relevant to the application proposal:
Regional
 Affordable Housing and Viability Supplementary Planning Guidance (August 2017);
 Housing Supplementary Planning Guidance (March 2016);
 Social Infrastructure Supplementary Planning Guidance (May 2015);
 Accessible London – Achieving an Inclusive Environment Supplementary Planning
Guidance (October 2014);
 The control of dust and emissions during construction and demolition Supplementary
Planning Guidance (July 2014);
 Town Centres Supplementary Planning Guidance (July 2014);
 Character and Context Supplementary Planning Guidance (June 2014);
 London Planning Statement (May 2014);
 Use of planning obligations in the funding of Crossrail, and the Mayoral Community
Infrastructure Levy Supplementary Planning Guidance (April 2012);
 Shaping Neighbourhoods: Play and Informal Recreation Supplementary Planning
Guidance (September 2012);
 Sustainable Design and Construction Supplementary Planning Guidance (April 2014);
 London view management framework Supplementary Planning Guidance (March
2012); and
 Planning for Equality and Diversity in London (October 2007).

Lambeth
 Refuse and Recycling Storage Design Guide (July 2013);
 Waste and Recycling storage and collection requirements – Technical specification
for Architects and Developers (October 2013);
 Approved CIL Charging Schedule (1st October 2014);
 Lambeth Regulation 123 List (1st October 2014);
 Lambeth Development Viability SPD (9th October 2017);
 Lambeth Employment and Skills SPD (5th February 2018); and
 Lambeth Air Quality Guidance Note.
5.8

Technical Housing Standards
In March 2015 the Government published a set of national space standards for new
residential dwellings. These standards came into force on 1st October 2015 and form part of
the assessment of residential quality.
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6

CONSULTATIONS

6.1

Statutory and External Consultees

6.2

Greater London Authority (GLA) Stage 1 Report (16 October 2017)


Housing: The estate regeneration scheme would result in no net loss of units based on social
rent levels, which is supported. The applicant’s viability assessment will be robustly
interrogated to ensure the maximum reasonable amount of affordable housing within the new
build element. Review mechanisms in accordance with the Mayors Affordable Housing and
Viability SPG will be secured.
Officer’s comment: All matters relating to housing are considered below in section 7.1 and
7.2.



Urban design: The overall design strategy is supported, including scale, massing and the
architectural approach. The plans demonstrate suitably high residential quality, amenity
provision and public realm, which would contribute towards enhancement of the estate. The
introduction of front doors and direct access to communal cores from the road frontages
should be secured.
Officer’s comment: All matters relating to urban design are considered below in section 7.6.



Climate change: further information is required regarding overheating, CHP and renewable
energy, including scope for further carbon savings, before an appropriate contribution to the
Council’s carbon offset fund is secured.
Officer’s comment: All matters relating to climate change are considered below in section 7.5
part (m).



Transport: An increase in blue badge spaces is required, and a number of specific mitigation
measures and contributions need to be secured, including highways works, delivery of bus
interchange and welfare facilities. Further discussion is required in relation to highway
modelling, junction safety and the cycling network.
Officer’s comment: All matters relating to transport are considered below in section 7.5 part
(b).

6.3

Planning Policy:
 Housing: The overall scheme will provide over 50% affordable housing overall (53.2% of the
total units will be affordable) and there is no loss affordable housing, thereby the requirements
of policy H2 are met. In respect of mix, further justification should be provided in respect of
the variation from the Lambeth borough-wide 70:30 ratio and in terms of mix.
Officer’s comment: All matters relating to affordable housing are considered below in section
7.2.


Open Space: Policy EN1 states that the Council will meet requirements for open space by
protecting and maintaining open spaces and their function. The proposal is noted to be
providing 4.81 ha of public amenity space. Further understanding of the open space
proposals is sought.
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Officer’s comment: All matters relating to open space are considered below in section 7.1 and
7.4.


Retail: As the total amount of floor space (including the existing floor space) will result in
over 2500sqm, an impact assessment is required. It is noted that an impact assessment has
been submitted. Whilst the proposal for the relocation of the Poynders Road Local Centre will
be consulted on during the Lambeth Local Plan Review Issues consultation, this currently has
very limited weight and it is necessary to consider the location of the proposed new centre in
relation to other existing town centres. It is therefore recommended that a sequential test is
also submitted.
Officer’s comment: All matters relating to retail are considered in section 7.1(d).

6.4

LBL Housing: In support of the application.
Officer’s comment: All matters relating to housing are considered below in section 7.2.

6.5

Viability (BNPP): The applicant’s viability assessment has been robustly interrogated by BNPP.
Officer’s comment: All matters relating to viability are considered below in section 7.2.

6.6

NHS Lambeth Clinical Commissioning Group (CCG): In support of the application as it supports
some of the key strategic priorities in the CCG estate plans and would improve the local area
which should bring long term improvements to the local population’s health and wellbeing.
The proposed plan will have an impact on local health services which the CCG have identified
and are currently seeking to ensure this is planned for. The CCG recognise there will be in
increase in patient registrations linked to the proposed development. The CCG have identified
that Clapham Park Surgery which is situated in the proposed development area as needing
redevelopment due to its current and future space requirements and prioritised this in our
estate plans.
Officer’s comment: All matters relating to the proposed healthcare provision are considered
below in section 7.1(c).

6.7

Transport for London (TfL): All matters raised by TfL are considered below in section 7.5(b).

6.8

LBL Transport and Highways: All matters raised by LBL Transport and Highways are
considered below in section 7.5(b).

6.9

London Underground: No comments.

6.10 Environment Agency (EA): No objection, subject to conditions relating to:
 Groundwater and land contamination – the site is located over a Secondary Aquifer and
within a groundwater Source Protection Zone (SPZ2). The EA note that both confirmed and
suspected contaminants have been identified, and that it is likely that some remedial
measures will be required for the protection of controlled waters. The Local Authority’s
environmental health department should also be consulted, with regard to the evaluation of
any risks to human health arising from the site.
 Flood risk – The EA note that the site is located within Flood Zone 1, which is defined as
having a ‘low probability’ of river and sea flooding. The uses within the proposed development
– including office and retail space, community facilities and residential accommodation –
would be classified from ‘less vulnerable’ to ‘more vulnerable’ according to the ‘flood risk and
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coastal change’ section of the national PPG. The Lead Local Flood Authority (LLFA) has the
lead role in flooding matters relating to other sources of flooding.
6.11 Climate Integrated Solutions (Sustainability)
6.12 The sustainability statement and environmental statement address a number of areas such as
transport and waste. The report details how the development will be sustainable.
6.13 As a major mixed use development, the following requirements apply in terms of conditions:







Internal residential water use of 105L/person/day or less – details to be secured by
condition
BREEAM excellent for non-residential areas - to be secured by condition
Green roofs – plans showing the proposed locations have been provided, details to be
secured by condition
Carbon offset payment – to be calculated and included in the section 106 agreement
PV panels – installation of the proposed PV panels in accordance with the drawings will
be secured by condition
Energy Strategy – compliance with the approved Energy Strategy to achieve a 35%
reduction in carbon dioxide emissions to secured by condition.

6.14 Thames Water




Waste – no objection in terms of sewage infrastructure capacity.
Water – no objection in terms of water supply infrastructure in light of the impact study
received.
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Conditions are sought to prevent piling from taking place until a piling method statement has
been submitted to and approved in writing by Thames Water to ensure satisfactory impacts on
London underground water utility infrastructure.
6.15 LBL Flooding Team (LLFA)
6.16 The applicant submitted a Flood Risk Assessment (FRA) and drainage strategy for all of the
proposed sectors of the development. The proposed development will exceed the minimum
requirements set out by the London Plan.
6.17 Whilst there is a high portion of green space and green roof area, no plans of how spaces will
incorporate SuDS have been submitted, therefore details of a final drainage strategy are sought
by condition.
6.18 LBL Sustainability
6.19 The Air Quality Assessment (AQA) submitted as part of the application has been reviewed. No
objections have been raised, with conditions requested to secure further detail relating to the
Combined Heat and Power (CHP) to meet the standards set out in the GLA’s Sustainable
Design and Construction Supplementary Planning Guidance (2014) and in relation to all nonroad mobile machinery (NRMM) to be used on site has been registered. Further conditions
have also been requested including:
6.20 A comprehensive Air Quality and Dust Management Plan (AQDMP) should be submitted to the
Council and approved by the Sustainability Team prior to the commencement of works
6.21 Automatic continuous PM10 monitoring should be carried out on site. Baseline monitoring
should commence at least three months before the commencement of the demolition phase
and continue throughout all construction phases. Details of the equipment to be used and its
exact positioning should be submitted to the Council as part of the Air Quality Dust
Management Plan and approved prior to use.
6.22 It was suggested that at a minimum the number of car parking spaces within the development
should be reduced.
6.23 Natural England: No comments.
6.24 London Wildlife Trust: No comments.
6.25 Historic England: The application should be determined in accordance with national and local
policy guidance, and on the basis of specialist conservation advice.
6.26 Historic England (Archaeology): No objection, subject to a condition to be applied relevant to
the historic buildings (WWII air raid shelters) seeking for demolition or development to take
place in accordance with an appropriate written scheme of investigation to be approved.
6.27 Metropolitan Police - Designing Out Crime: Key design principles relating to ensuring the
satisfactory design of the proposed development to prevent crime were set out in the response.
Officer comment: All matters raised by Metropolitan Police are considered in Section 7.8.
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6.28 LBL Design and Conservation: All matters raised by Design and Conservation are considered
below in section 7.6.
6.29 LBL Parks and Open Spaces: No objection, subject to appropriate conditions to ensure
biodiversity within the proposed landscaping.
6.30 LBL Arboricultural officers: All matters raised by Arboricultural officers are considered below in
section 7.7.
6.31 Veolia Waste
6.32 Recommendation that swept path analysis be completed using underground refuse collection
vehicle (dimensions provided) as opposed to refuse collection vehicle
Officer’s comment: All matters relating to waste are considered below in section 7.4 part (i).
6.33 Food Safety: No objection, subject to conditions to ensure direct extract ventilations to any food
premises where hot food is prepared.
6.34 London Cycling Campaign: Concerns at accessibility of information online. No provision for
cycle routes through the estate. Object to level of car parking provision. Support the
introduction of new CPZ. Cycle parking provision supported, but details as to accessibility and
location required.
Officer’s comment: The concerns have been picked up under section 7.5(b). New cycle lanes
have been secured on King’s Avenue and alterations to improve access to cycle parking
imposed via condition.
6.35 Building Control: No comments, the basement impact assessment in relation to Site E is
considered satisfactory in building control terms.
6.36 No response was received from the following statutory consultees:













National Planning Casework Unit at DCLG
Highways Agency
London Borough of Wandsworth
London Borough of Croydon
London Borough of Southwark
London Borough of Merton
LBL Leisure
UK Power Network
London Fire Brigade
LBL Licensing
LBL Education
LBL Regeneration

6.37 Other Consultees and Community Groups
6.38 A response was received from Thornton Ward councillors, referred to as follows:
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Issue
Relationship with the broader neighbourhood in terms of the
provision of shops and services on the estate. In the interests
of maintaining the relationship between Clapham Park and its
hinterland, accepting a less than commercial return from
commercial floorspace at Poynders Parade to retain
provision in that location is justified.
Provision of shops and services – we would like to see the
range of services that at least matches that previously
available to Clapham Park residents (i.e. of particular interest
are the chemist and the post office).
Parking – we support the broad principle of minimising car
ownership in the cause of reducing car use and promoting a
more productive use of land. We understand revisions have
taken place to increase disabled parking provision and trust
the principle of convenient access has been pursued in these
revisions.
Play space – it is not clear that the quantity of play space to
be provided would be sufficient to meet the needs of the
whole estate in accordance with the council’s standards. In
respect of the quality of play space, we would like to see
more formal play space to include swings and roundabouts
for younger children. The distribution of the playspace is of
some concern and there does not appear much in the way of
provision for younger children in site E and travel to spaces
elsewhere on the estate would involve journeys crossing
busy roads.
Agnes Riley Gardens – we feel that a section 106
contribution to improvements to the park should be provided
through section 106 rather than CIL as a result of the direct
effect on the use of the particular park.
Health facilities – referring to the loss of surrounding
surgeries, we are sceptical that a financial contribution will be
adequate to cater for the needs of the increased population.
Construction impacts – we understand that the phasing of
development broadly seeks to complete development in one
part of the estate before starting development in another.
Given residents on the west side of the estate have already
had to endure the effects of construction and the length of
the construction, construction impacts need to be especially
well considered, particularly in respect of noise and dust and
the timings of deliveries to the construction sites. A
management plan for the bus stands that would prohibit
idling is also requested.
Daylight, sunlight, sense of enclosure – with particular
reference to Site A and with particular reference to effects on
35-64 Clarence Avenue, residents feel the proposed terrace
that backs onto the cul de sac is either too close or too high
and are concerned about the impact of the development on
established trees. With reference to Site E, there are
concerns in terms of sense of enclosure to surrounding
properties. We have been unable to find an assessment of
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Response
Please refer to Section 7.1
(d)

Please refer to Section 7.1
(d)

Please refer to Section
7.5(b)

Please refer to Section
7.4(b).

Please refer to section 7.1(f).

Please refer to section 7.1
(c).
Please refer to section
7.5(a).

Please refer to section
7.5(g).
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the impacts on the existing developments to the north of
Clarence Crescent and 84 Kings Avenue and the
development to the rear, especially the amenity space at the
back of the housing association accommodation.
Transport – concerns about the impact of the development
on the Northern line in terms of extra trips. Improvements to
bus services taking residents to Brixton Underground station
are sought, noting 355 route improvements are being funded
but not 84 bus route. Routes within the estate for
pedestrians are also important, in ensuring desire lines are
maintained even at the expense of additional inconvenience
to construction activities.
Waste – underground bins can have insufficient capacity for
recycling – euro bins for recycling have worked well in other
estates. The details of waste arrangements should be
secured by condition accompanied by a study of the efficacy
of the current underground facilities.
Employment offer – we would expect a comprehensive
package of measures to ensure that the jobs and training
opportunities created both during the construction phase and
by the ongoing commercial facilities are available to local
residents and given the extensive nature of Clapham Park
some opportunities should be made available to residents of
the estate itself. Monitoring reports of aspects offered to be
delivered by Metropolitan themselves should be made
publically available.
Trees – as Clapham Park is covered by a TPO, we are
assuming that the greatest care has been taken in preserving
existing trees to the maximum extent, replacing any that are
lost and taking measures to protect trees during the
construction process. We also urge that all boundaries are
suitably greened to create buffers between old and new
development.
6.39 No response was received from the following further groups:

Chuka Umunna MP

Florence Eshalomi (GLA member)

Brixton Hill ward councillors

Clapham Common ward councillors

Streatham Hill ward councillors

Arlington Lodge Residents Association

Brixton Business Forum

Brixton Society

Brixton Business Improvement District (BBID)

Acre Lane Residents Association

Arlingford Brailsford Residents Association

Blenheim Gardens RMO

Friends of Rush Common

Holmewood Neighbourhood Association

Renton Close Tenants Association
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Please refer to section
7.5(b).

Please refer to section 7.4(i).

Please refer to section 7.5(d)
and 7.9.

Please refer to section 7.7.
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Friends of Windmill Gardens
Friends of Windrush Square
Porden Road Residents Group
Rosebery/Thornbury/Kingswood & Wingford Road
Baytree Road Residents Association
Windmill View TRA
Streatham Society
Streatham Action
Streatham Business Improvement District
Regeneration Team Streatham
Friends of Hillside Gardens
Telford Court Residents Tenants Association
Clapham Society
Friends of Clapham Common
Clapham Business Improvement District (BID)
Clapham Common MAC
Bonneville Gardens Tenants Association
Crescent Grove Tenants Association
Clapham Park New Deal for Communities
Clapham Park West Tenants and Residents Association
Clapham Southside Avenues Residents Association
Englewood Road Residents Association
Grafton Square Neighbourhood Association
Northbourne Road Residents Association
Telferscot Radbourne Residents Association
Clapham Park Tenant Residents Association
Water Lane Society
Tulse Hill Estate Tenants and Residents Association
Water Lane Residents Association
Sulina/Morrish/Wallis Cottages Residents

6.40 Adjoining owners/occupiers
6.41 Letters were sent to all adjoining properties and wider neighbours (1154). In addition, site
notices (x18) were displayed around the site from 17th August (for a six week consultation
period), and the application was advertised in the local paper (South London Press) on 8th
September 2017.
6.42 In response to the public consultation a total of 94 representations have been received.
Objections - 85
Support – 7
No comments - 2
6.43 Support
6.44 A total of 7 letters of support and other general comments have also been received in response
to the Council’s public consultation exercise. A summary of the points raised are set out below:
Summary of support
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Fully support appropriate regeneration of the Clapham Park area in principle.
It is a long time over due to increase housing numbers.
It helps update the area as well as create future job opportunities and a quality
standard of living for residents.
The efforts to improve the housing stock and general infrastructure of Clarence
Avenue are welcomed. It is a lovely green area but the flats and houses have been
allowed to fall into disrepair.
Support for the application that has submitted because there is going to be new
building, parks, a new community centre which residents have be asking for a long
time and a lot of facilities such as the landscape for the community to show they have
listen to us as residents and all our comment have be put in place. The height of the
buildings are satisfactory.
6.45 A petition in support was also received (through the applicant), containing 147 responses from
residents, including no further points raised than those referred to above.
6.46 Object
6.47 A petition was received from the residents of Scrutton Close (49 signatories to the petition) in
objection to the scheme based on the following issues:
Summary of objections
The inappropriate height and scale will overshadow and
dominate the close

The loss of sky, daylight, sunlight and outlook
Inappropriate design and scale will cause pollutants to
become trapped at low level, compromising the health and
well-being of residents
Loss of privacy
Increased noise and crime/anti-social behaviour

Response
Please refer to Sections
7.6 (design) and 7.5(g)
(daylight, sunlight and
overshadowing)
Please refer to section
7.5(g)
Please refer to section
7.5(f)
Please refer to section
7.4(k)
Please refer to section
7.5(e) and 7.8

6.48 A summary of the concerns and objections also received as part of the Council’s public
consultation exercise is set out below:
Summary of objections
Loss of trees
The plan proposes that most of the mature trees along the southern
border and the interior of this area would be cut down, leaving only a
thin screen of trees along King's Avenue.
Presently looking along Poynders Road on the Northside there is a
line of very mature trees which create a pleasant green canopy. In
order to achieve every inch of space for these buildings many
(if not all) of those trees will need to be felled as they are in the
“footprint” of the plans.
The development will require hundreds of established trees to be
felled, many of which are supposed to have Tree Preservation
Orders. Other developments have managed to design new
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Response
Please refer to section
7.7.
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developments around the natural environment and incorporate
established trees into the designs; these proposals require
everything to be flattened to make way for more enormous
skyscrapers which is unacceptable.
Impacts on the “Field of Hope” with 75% proposed to be felled,
contrary to Policies Q10 and Q14.
Although tree preservation orders have been in situ on the Estate for
some, the proposed loss of mature tree; trees that are probably older
than the Estate is unacceptable.
The boundary between Clarence Avenue and the housing in Morton
Close is protected by a number of mature trees. Retaining these is
very important and should be of benefit to the green imprint of the
area for both existing and new residents. To conduct a wholesale
clearance of the green space would be an act of total vandalism.
Public open space
The corner plot would be transformed into (what seems to be) an
asphalt car park. This coincides with the plan to eliminate the
extended green open space, and all the trees for 200metres, along
the A205. The pleasant vista from King's Avenue, and the splendid
view of the sunset from Atkins Road, would be drastically impaired.

Lack of green space - the plan claims to create the same amount of
green space but I disagree that it achieves the same objects stated.
The previous plan created 3 distinct circular or oval-shaped green
areas between buildings where local residents could mingle, play ball
games, etc. The new plan retains Clapham Park Circus but replaces
the other two with "green streets" and an intense garden strip. I do
not believe children would or could make the same use of what is
effectively a tree lined street just off a major A road. Nor would they
be able to play in the intense garden strip where the focus appears
to be on mature plants and trees. I feel the plan is designed to create
something that "ticks the box" of matching green space commitments
but will not actually deliver the benefits intended. It put a huge focus
on Clapham Park Circus which will be overwhelmed with residents
and visitors and be detrimental to those living immediately nearby
who had expected to live in a relatively peaceful area.
The "Field of Hope" meets the council criteria of a green amenity
space at the end of a terrace. The proposed flats critically reduce this
space.
When the redevelopment started in 2010 local residents were
promised a new central park to compensate for the significant loss of
green space that the redevelopment has caused. We are now 7 years
on and there is still no date for the central park (now "The Crescent")
to be open even though the space has now finally been cleared.

I currently have access to green space in Morten Close that will no
longer be available if project goes ahead.
Transport and access
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This area has been
amended during the
application process to
reduce car parking in
this
location
and
improve
the
appearance.
Please refer to section
7.1(f)

Please refer to section
7.1(f)
The phasing of the
landscaping provided
within the
development will be
sought via condition,
where the early
implementation of the
Crescent will be
prioritised.
Please refer to section
7.1(f)
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The traffic and amenity impacts of the Site E development on King's
Avenue are unacceptable. Elements of the access layout proposed
are impractical and unsafe.
Langholm Close is unsuitable and unsafe for the uses proposed and
could become a rat-run from Streatham Place and New Park Road
to King’s Avenue. Tailbacks in Langholm Close might be anticipated.
There would be a major negative impact on the safety of pedestrians
using the walkway in King’s Avenue, and on the amenity and security
of adjacent Kings Avenue properties to Site E.
Overspill parking around the estate including overnight parking and
possibility that those living around the estate will no longer be able to
park outside their homes.
We were recently consulted on a new CPZ for the Brixton Hill area
which is now in implementation. As part of this the zone includes a
small area to the west of Kings Avenue which previously held just a
few abandoned houses. Now as the zone is being implemented it
appears that area is having a block with what must be hundreds of
flats in it. This should be removed from the CPZ or residents of these
flats should not be able to buy permits for it, otherwise it negates the
whole purpose of having a CPZ - resulting in our still being unable to
park in Rosebery, Thornbury Roads but having to pay for the privilege
of trying.
Although tube stations are equidistant from Kings Avenue, the
condition of Kings Avenue is such that it will not be able to cope with
the proposed exponential increase in population. Kings Avenue is
classed as B-road but functions like an A-road. Transport for London
should consider adopting Kings Avenue and re-classing it as an Aroad.
Bus routes in the area should be revised and changes funded if
necessary from S106. Routes to Clapham North, Clapham Junction
and Clapham South should be provided
Kings Avenue is already heavily used by traffic and is dangerous for
cycling. I can't see any provision to improve this.

My only objection to this otherwise seemingly positive proposal is that
Kings Avenue is currently already unsafe for cyclists due to the
extremely poor road surface and lack of a dedicated cycle lane (the
junction of Kings Avenue & Acre Lane is particularly bad at all times
of day).

The huge number of additional residents on my road will impact
negatively on public transport in the area, reducing the efficiency of
the bus system for all incumbent residents. An increased bus service
would mean greater noise levels caused by the increased flow of
traffic.
My right of access through my front door will be eliminated (Clarence
Avenue) any delivery of large goods such as sofas though my door
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Please refer to section
7.5(b)

The proposed
development
incorporates
improvements to
Kings Avenue to
include a dedicated
cycle lane.
The proposed
development
incorporates
improvements to
Kings Avenue to
include a dedicated
cycle lane.
Please refer to section
7.5(b)

The proximity of the
new block would not
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will be impossible
The proposed plan to construct 20 flats in the green space between
49 and 51 Clarence avenue will significantly increase congestion and
traffic, and parking space almost impossible to find
Clarence Crescent is a small residential road. The Clapham Park
development has already impacted on this road as it now facilitates
high foot traffic and extra cars. This will cause further extreme
impacting on residents in a road where it is single tracked and limited
parking available. The Community Football pen is sited on this small
single tracked road which already has cars parked up on the
pavement if spaces cannot be found for football pen users.
Pedestrians have limited use of the pavements and 3 accidents have
happened in the last 2 years since the last regeneration to some parts
of this crescent. This is a threat to highway safety.
The scheme will have an unacceptable increase in car parking stress
in the locality and surrounding streets. The A205 (South Circular) is
a major transport route that is already subject to major congestion
issues in accessing central London. Adding the transport issues
associated with an increase in over 2000 dwellings is likely to lead to
gridlock in the South Clapham area.
It is clear that the development of Site E as planned, including the
material uplift in density, would generate a significant increase in
vehicular and pedestrian traffic using this section of King's Avenue,
not limited to Site E residents. The planned redevelopment of the
project zone north of the A205 would increase vehicular traffic on this
section of King's Avenue.
The planned development would demand substantial changes to this
section of King's Avenue, for traffic management purposes, and
would have a major adverse impact on traffic and amenity - safety,
noise, pollution, damage to the road surface and fixtures, and visual
detriment.
In view of the increase in road traffic on King's Avenue, long tailbacks
(with additional air and noise pollution) can be anticipated and onstreet parking may be intensified.
Provision for cyclists could have an adverse impact on traffic flow.
Bus routes in the area should be revised and changes funded if
necessary from S106. Routes to Clapham North, Clapham Junction
and Clapham South should be provided
There would also be a significant adverse impact on the condition of
the walkway.
There would be a major negative impact on the safety of pedestrians
using the walkway, and on the amenity and security of 217 and 219
King's Avenue.
Brixton tube station is not included in the research and the Transport
Plan. There is no assessment of impact on rush hour buses down
Brixton Hill and on the tube station and service. This is the route of
choice for those of us living at the East side of Clapham Park.
The A205 is currently an emergency route used by the Police and
London Ambulance used to reach St George's, King's College & St
Thomas's Hospitals. Emergency services response is already under
pressure and access will be further critically compromised at peak
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times in the current design by sheer volume of additional traffic.
The addition of heavy construction vehicles plus additional residential
& commercial traffic will serve to worsen the potential safety issues
for cyclists and pedestrians.
Loss of car parking will be a problem for local residents, particularly
the elderly and those with mobility issues and given the sites location
in relation to public transport.
Construction/Demolition
Langholm Close would be a key access point for Site E during the
demolition and construction phase. This would have various major
adverse impacts, especially on the corner of King’s Avenue and
Atkins Road, over four years with the following issues expected:
- dirt and dust
- litter
- noise
- vibration
- air pollution
- light pollution
- pedestrian diversions
- damage to the road surface and fixtures
- damage to the grass verges and walkways
The building works have often started before 7am on weekdays and
8am on Saturdays. I have complained about this to Lambeth Town
Council.
The noise and inconvenience of all the new buildings works is a
distration to the quite enjoyment of our property which we would
reasonable expect
The addition of heavy construction vehicles plus additional residential
& commercial traffic will serve to worsen the above (negative cycling
environment) and I believe this issue should be addressed in
advance of construction works to minimise the risk of potential
injuries or fatalities to cyclists.
Amenity impacts
There would be a drastic loss of light and sky, and the vista would be
lost for surrounding properties.
Overlooking into rear gardens on Kings Avenue as a result of Site E.
Loss of privacy - the elevations of the existing buildings currently
facing Cameford Court and neighbouring properties do not have
windows on them. I therefore urge planners to reconsider the picture
windows included in the plans.
Loss of light (from Site E) - the new buildings are both more
concentrated and much higher than the existing buildings - how will
neighbouring home owners be compensated for this loss? I therefore
recommend that the plans be altered to ensure new buildings are
more in line with existing ones and to minimise impact on
neighbouring residents.
I feel that MHA have a responsibility to the inhabitants of these new
properties and should not site them so close to the South Circular,
one of the most polluted roads in London. Balconies should not
overhang the South Circular Road which is a health hazard (as well
as aesthetically displeasing when they are used for purposes other
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than that intended e.g. storage space and to hang out washing).
Referring to Site E: Presently, at the rear of these houses (Kings
Avenue and Atkins Road), there are some small, three-storey
sheltered housing blocks. These are only 17.5 metres away from
the houses, but have minimal impact on amenity. The blocks are
set widely apart, allowing the houses ample light and sky, with a
vista to the south-east.
There are two blocks of flats (4+1 storeys) 65 metres distant from
the houses, with no access to King's Avenue. There are no impacts
from these blocks or the rest of the existing estate.
The plan proposes to replace the sheltered housing blocks with
Block E01, a six-storey, monolithic building 110 metres long and 72'
high - twice the height of the sheltered housing. In an attempt to
reduce its impact, the central block is set back 30 metres from the
houses, but the overall impact on amenity (and the oppressive
effect on the residents) would be horrendous.
There would be a drastic loss of light and sky, and the vista would
be lost. There would be a serious invasion of privacy, with
overlooking from the windows and balconies of the block. The
protruding pavilions (E01A and E01C) at each end of E01 would
have a dire effect on 203, 205/207 King's Avenue and, especially,
on 217 King's Avenue and 184 Atkins Road. E02 would be visible
beyond E01.
We object to this planning application on the basis of light, noise
and nuisance value (Lafone House)
We are particularly badly affected by the development of Block G of
Site A and will block our light and interferes with our right to privacy
both in our garden and in the 2 flats.
New building at Morten Close will be very close to my back garden
hence loose Light and Privacy. If new block is made at the same
location as the existing block that can be acceptable.
They will block out natural light. They will affect people’s privacy, as
nearly everyone will be overlooked by them.
Because the new building (east of Morton Close) will be effectively
built in the garden of the previous building, many of the existing 4
story trees which currently sit between the 2 buildings will be felled,
so there will no longer be anything to help obscure the view of the
new building, with the new properties having direct line of sight
down into our bedrooms.
The height of the buildings opposite my flat (Thorncliffe Court)
exceeds the height of my building by two storeys. As the site is west
of my block of flats, this will block all evening light to my flat (and my
entire building). The lack of natural light will greatly affect a large
number of people in my building.
Erection of a 5 storey house adjacent to mine will severely deplete
my garden of light and invade my privacy (Clarence Avenue)
Increase in height of buildings on New Park will negatively impact
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the natural daylight in my apartment (at Streatham Place).
This will have an adverse effect on the residential amenity of
neighbours, by reason of noise and disturbance. The Crescent is a
small side road that is residential; many of the residents have lived
in this area for many years. The regeneration of Clapham Park has
already increased heavy foot and car traffic. The rebuilding of a
newly regenerated football pen is only going to escalate noise,
disturbance and anti-social behaviour that already exists.
There would be a serious invasion of privacy, with overlooking from
the windows and balconies of the block. The protruding pavilions
(E01A and E01C) at each end of E01 would have a dire effect on
203, 205/207 King's Avenue and, especially, on 217 King's Avenue
and 184 Atkins Road. E02 would be visible beyond E01.
Even though 65% of the Environmental Statement daylight impact
observations are rated negative, the summary concludes that
overall, the results show that no further mitigation measures will be
required. However, the negative findings are clearly significant, and
dismissing them is unjustified.
Similar impacts, some severe, would be suffered by:
- 120-136 and 219-225 King's Avenue
- Birkwood Close
- houses north-east of the King's Ave and Atkins Rd junction The
height and scale of E02 and E03 would impact these houses.
The proposed flats will critically affect the privacy and potentially
right to light specifically for 111 Clarence Avenue due to the
properties open corner location and the aspect of the properties
garden. Furthermore the inclusion of balconies on the front of the
proposed development further impacts privacy in that over 5 storeys
of tenants will directly overlook 111 Clarence Avenue's garden.
Object to the proposed new build on Clapham Park Westside. High
rise blocks along the main South Circular Road Poynders Road
Section up to 11 storeys and site of Tressider House due for
demolition which will be replaced with high rise 11 storey and nine
storey blocks of flats. This build does not take into consideration
existing buildings which are mainly low rise and will be completely
overshadowed by these high rise properties.
Balconies on the Atkins Road site are too close and overlooking
houses and gardens.
Although trees are present on the north side of the road the south
side does not have significant established trees to even be
considered providing any aspect of privacy for 111 Clarence
Avenue from the proposed 8-storey development so close to
Poynders Road.
The newly-proposed blocks which will affect the sunlight to many of
the properties as well as the quality of life of the residents more
generally. How will neighbouring home owners be compensated for
this loss?
This comment specifically opposes to Block G in Site A. The
proposed east side of the block will be in a distance of less than 12
meters to the neighbour buildings on the south side (Clarence
Avenue no. 75 and 75A) and just 5 meters from their garden fence
(Clarence avenue 73A).
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Design
The most significant visual and townscape change will be the taller
Blocks C04 and C07 which, combined with tree loss along Poynders
Road, will result in a significant urbanising effect.
The proposed 6 feet wooden fence dividing this massive new
development and the gardens of Kings Avenue & Atkins Road is
completely inappropriate and will compromise the security of our
houses & gardens.
New projecting balconies. Permanent screening can be used to
prevent overlooking of habitable rooms or nearby gardens. However,
if the resulting appearance of this screening is of poor quality, the
balcony proposal may be resisted on design grounds alone or if the
amenity value of the balcony itself is seriously compromised by the
screening. Plants are not considered permanent screening
solutions."
In conclusion I feel the overall height of Sites CO1, CO2, CO3, CO4,
CO5 should be lowered, the upper ﬂoor to be set back to reduce bulk
and mass.
The proposed 6' fence is totally inadequate, given open access to a
site with 375 units and the siting of the E01 courtyard area behind
the houses.
The minimum requirement would be an 8' brick wall, plus defensive
shrubs extending 4' away from the wall and 2' above.
The proposed buildings on Site E are inappropriate in context,
The plans do not give adequate consideration to the effect of the new
buildings on the existing properties the local area. The height of the
two 'landmark' buildings overlooking the Crescent Park is completely
out of character with the local area and will overshadow and
dominate everything around it resulting in significant loss of light to
all the existing blocks (C2 and B5) to the north and north west of the
park
due
to
the
trajectory
of
the
sun.
Overall there is lot of high rise blocks of buildings in the plan that will
make the area very conjusted and parking problems.
I would like to object to the Height of the new block proposed on the
site of Tressider House After being informed on 2 occasions by
represenatives of MPH that it would be kept at the same height as
what was already there I now find this to be untrue and will be 11
storeys
High as some of our light (Scrutton Close) comes direct from above
this block
the new row of buildings along the east end of Morton Close which
back on to the existing building on Clarence Crescent will be far too
close to existing the buildings on Clarence Avenue and too tall. The
new building will block 5 stories of light and is planned to be built only
a few meters from our homes.
Completely out of keeping for the area (which is mostly low level
housing.) They should be no more than five storeys. They are
oppressive
and
dominate
the
surroundings.
The re siting or redesign of the football pen does not fit the design of
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the development at the planned site. This should be sited alongside
the other play facilities to house them in one area rather than be
separated.
Metropolitan not able to provide increase in density numbers for
proposed (re)development of New Park Road and Atkins Road.
The proximity and height / mass of the proposed 8 storey
development on this junction (A205 / Clarence Avenue) will
imbalance the current open aspect of the junction and is completely
out of keeping with the predominant building in this area.
The current proposal fails to abide by these planning principals in that
the overall massing of the design is excessive and out of keeping for
the area.
Taken together with the amenity impacts of Site E, the visual impact
of Site C04 and the hard-edged urbanisation of the ambient
environment, the pleasant setting of the houses in King's Avenue
would be destroyed.
The height and proximity of the Block C04 landmark building
compromise the residual corner plot, and need to be mitigated.
To harmonise with the surrounding existing buildings, Block C04
should be reduced to (at most) six storeys in height, reduced in bulk
and enhanced architecturally. This may affect the height of the
proposed tall building behind.
Planning priorities may have changed since the inception of the
project back in 2005, but the size of Site E, and the scale and
character of the surrounding houses, have not.
The existing blocks of flats and sheltered housing on Site E are
entirely acceptable in context. However, they need upgrading and
should be refurbished soon, in phases.
The proposed buildings on Site E are inappropriate in context, and
permission should be refused. The properties chiefly affected by the
proposals are 203-217 King's Avenue and 180-184 Atkins Road,
which are traditional, two-storey semi-detached houses in a garden
suburb setting.
The 14 storey building would be a monolith in the centre of the estate,
with harmful bulk and massing.
The plan proposes to replace the sheltered housing blocks with Block
E01, a six-storey, monolithic building 110 metres long and 72' high twice the height of the sheltered housing. In an attempt to reduce its
impact, the central block is set back 30 metres from the houses, but
the overall impact on amenity (and the oppressive effect on the
residents) would be horrendous.
Retail
Object to the loss of the shops and cafe at Poynders Parade which
are important and well used community facilities and services. This
local link and community spirit will be broken if all the services move
away from the Poynders Parade area.
A cafe should be provided at the Clarence Avenue end of the new
estate. There are some elderly residents who rely on the Poynders
Parade services - day to day shopping, pay point, the cafe, the
chemist and the post office. Many of these will not be able to walk the
distance to Kings Avenue.
Density
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Site E would contain 375 housing units on an estimated 1.5 hectares,
whereas (at the maximum density of 150 units per hectare envisaged
in 2005) it should contain only 225 units.
Density of the area will increase dramatically, mass and bulk of the
buildings will look totally out of place and private properties in the
immediate vicinity will lose privacy and light (by common law).
Potential harmful impact on the increased quantum of residents on
the existing shops and services (including public transport
infrastructure).
Sustainability and environment
The energy centre which appears to be a gas-fired CHP and I would
hope sufficient due diligence is completed and abatement technology
implemented to ensure emissions remain within safe levels.
The siting of two high rise blocks opposite each other on Poynders
Road, CO3 Northside and
CO5 Southside will create a ‘canyon’ effect trapping in pollutants
increasing the problem of air
quality which already poses a threat to our health and general
wellbeing, but the development
proposed will signiﬁcantly increase our exposure to exhaust
pollutants.
Unacceptable air quality impacts and light pollution matters as a
result of the increase quantum of residential units and potential car
users.
The increased local traffic and congestion will also significantly
increase the Nitrogen Dioxide and Particulate Matter concentrations,
which are already lethally high and the subject of repeated legal
cases against central government.
High-rise developments as proposed are not safe and are not
sustainable for residents.
My only other observation would be with regards to the energy centre
which appears to be a gas-fired CHP and I would hope sufficient due
diligence is completed and abatement technology implemented to
ensure emissions remain within safe levels.
The Crescents vehicle traffic has already escalated since the last
regeneration on parts of this Crescent to the extent that windows &
window coverings needs to be replaced or cleaned more often due
to the traffic pollution.
The air quality at the junction at Kings Avenue, Atkins Road, and the
South Circular is already so poor it has a disproportionately
detrimental effect on people using it. The proposed bus terminus and
development of that area is no doubt likely to increase the risk of
respiratory problems especially for toddlers in wheelchairs. There is
nothing in the proposed planning application to address this problem.
Infrastructure
What provisions are being made for Schools, GP Surgeries, Hospital
and transport for the influx of people into the area. It is already at
breaking point. There is no more capacity on the tube until crossrail
2 either.
Concern that there are no proposals to review and update the
drainage and sewage systems in the area generally to cope with the
increased number of homes.
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The A205 (South Circular) is a major transport route that is already
subject to major congestion issues in accessing central London.
Adding the transport issues associated with an increase in over 2000
dwellings is likely to lead to gridlock in the South Clapham area.
Concern that there are no proposals to review and update the
drainage and sewage systems in the area generally to cope with the
increased number of homes.
No plan for additional new health provision for people living in an
extra 2000 units has been articulated. We have been told that
Metropolitan will is working with Lambeth CCG who will fund
expansion of current surgeries. No plan as to which surgeries will be
expanded has been presented
Aspects of the development are welcomed - community based
building e.g. school, library and recreational areas. However
epidemiological studies have demonstrated a deleterious effect on
the health of inner city inhabitants as a result of:
- Over population - proposed by this density of development
Excessive high rise living
- Increasing crime resulting from over populated high-rise areas.
No new amenities proposed for this side of Clapham Park (east of
Kings Avenue), everything is centred at Kings Avenue. With the
already approved school on New Park Road and point 1, this is an
issue.
Crime/Security
The plans do not pay enough attention to addressing crime and
anti-social behaviour which remain a problem on the estate. The
drawings for the Crescent show multiple flat benches in the centre
which will encourage rough sleepers at night and will become a
magnet for antisocial behaviour. CCTV should be installed
throughout the site along with better street lighting.
The current underground carpark has been locked shortly after it was
built due to crime such as robbery, antisocial behaviour and constant
flooding. These issues were raised in relation to the gang rape that
occurred in an underground carpark at Brixton Hill but the developers
paid no attention. To propose more underground carparks without
addressing these problems us unacceptable.
Security concerns knowing that anyone from the new development
housing can see/climb into my property as the building will be very
near my back garden.
Other
The community football pen should not be sited on an extremely busy
road as could be sited elsewhere for example alongside the other
play facilities and community area. This will enable parent to visible
see their children and enable vulnerable children to be safe in an area
away from a road. This promotes safe playing for children.

No plans available for comment.
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Disturbance (both cosmetic and more fundamentally) to existing
neighbouring properties - what assessments and inventories will be
undertaken to ensure the residents of existing buildings are not
liable for the costs?
Concerns on RICS market valuation and guiding principles.
My experience is that RICS are conservative in their valuation
especially when that suits the client that is paying them – conflict of
interest.

Damage to landscaping arising from the temporary community
centre and sales office.

There is also no information re the proposal as to existing leasehold
owners and residents and where they are expected to go or how?

There nothing in the proposed planning application that convinces
me that Metropolitan have paid sufficient attention to designing out
crime, anti-social behaviour, loss of daylight/sunlight hours, and
irreparable damage to the social and physical landscape that
currently plague the Estate.
Even the new build B5 and C2 blocks suffer from recurring rodent
and other pest infestations, reduced daylight/sunlight hours, rising
damp, social isolation, and antisocial behaviour due to poor design.
Nothing in the proposed planning application and building
regulations addresses these ongoing issues or suggests how these
problems will be prevented in the future.
The proposed Park avenue does very little to prevent the loss of
sunlight/daylight hours to the surrounding properties, and the
contact with the rest of the community within Thornton Ward. The
orientation and design of some properties in C2 & B5 already suffer
from unlawful reductions in privacy and sunlight/daylight hours
because of poor design and room orientation. The Park avenue
now leads away from shops and Agnes Riley Gardens that were
shared by residents from Poynders Gardens, weir, Oaklands
Estates. The reduced opportunity to integrate will almost certainly
lead to social problems in the future.
I also believe that the consultation period has been far too short for
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on the Lambeth
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The viability has been
independently
assessed by BNPP
and the GLA and
considered
acceptable, subject to
comments provided.
Refer to section 7.2(e)
These are not
relevant to the current
application as they
are already approved
applications.
This is not a material
planning
consideration.
However,
the
development is to be
decant led ensuring
residents
are
rehomed.
Refer to section 7.8

Refer to section 7.5
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a major development and has been kept under the radar, so you
can pass this project off without too many objections.
Have the residents of Tierney Road been included in the
consultation and sent copies of the application? As they will be
directly impacted by the New Park Road proposals.
Not sufficient time between notification of application, consultation
reviews and 21 day period to contact Lambeth Council.

Risks to public health from electricity sub-station which should be
moved to a more suitable location.
The plans do not pay enough attention to addressing crime and
anti-social behavior which remain a problem on the estate.
Properties will be devalued.

This redevelopment should be considered as a single application as
some aspects of the redevelopment are more appropriate than
others and I'm concerned that comments in relation to specific
aspects of the site will be lost within this consultation.
Additional plans and information have been submitted without new
consultation.

Metropolitan did not inform us of the planning application number

There has been no meaningful legal consultation to date.

Formal request to speak at the local planning authority committee
meeting at which the application may be decided.
The consultation undertaken by Metropolitan Housing was
inadequate and failed to address concerns raised by residents in
attendance.
The regeneration project will price property out of our range
increasing values in the area with virtually no affordable housing.
Residents are being forced out of the area.

Metropolitan Housing have not been able to produce any
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period was extended
from the statutory 21
days to 42 days
Residents in Tierney
were consulted and
site notices erected.
The
consultation
period was extended
from the statutory 21
days to 42 days
This is not a material
planning
consideration.
Refer to section 7.8
This is not a material
planning
consideration.
The scheme is being
considered as a single
application.
All additional
information/amended
plans have been
made available on the
Council’s website.
This planning
application number
was made available
via the Council’s own
public consultation
exercise.
The LPA has carried
out consultation in
excess of statutory
requirements on the
planning application.
Noted.
This is not a material
planning
consideration.
The scheme will
deliver 53.2%
affordable housing as
part of the overall
development,
including more than
1600 social/affordable
rented homes.
This is not a material
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documentation informing residents of change of freeholder.
Leasehold issues and disputes raised with Metropolitan Housing.

Structural and subsidence concerns from the proposed
development.
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planning
consideration.
This is not a material
planning
consideration.
Refer to section 7.5(j)
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7

PLANNING ASSESSMENT

7.1

Land Use and Principles

7.1.1

The proposed development is a residential-led mixed use scheme, demolishing 864
residential units and replacing them with 2,532 new residential units, resulting in a net
increase of 1,668 units delivered across the site within this application.

7.1.2

The proposals also seek to provide new cultural, community and employment uses to be
accessed from King’s Avenue, demolishing 614sq.m of retail floorspace at Poynders Parade
Local Centre, with a new Local Centre designated around King’s Avenue.

7.1.3

The principle of redeveloping the site is supported by the NPPF, which encourages the
effective use of land by re-using land that has been previously developed, provided that it is
not of high environmental value (para. 111). The identified allocations of the site and the
review of the Environmental Statement accompanying this application has established that
the site is not of high environmental value, therefore redevelopment is supported.

7.1.4

Policy 3.3 of the London Plan also recognises the pressing need to significantly boost the
supply of housing within London.

7.1.5

Areas for regeneration are shown on Map 2.5 of the London Plan (2016, as amended). Part
of the site area is shown within this, noted as being part of 20% of the most deprived areas
in London according to the Index of Multiple Deprivation. London Plan Policy 2.14 sets out
the Mayor’s intention for the sustained renewal of these areas, by prioritising them for
neighbourhood-based action and investment.

7.1.6

The extant outline permission has also established the acceptability of the residential-led
mixed use redevelopment of this site. The site includes the Local Plan allocation of Site 4
‘New Park Road’, where education use is allocated as the preferred use for the site. This is
dealt with in part (c) of this section. Otherwise, there are no allocations or policies within the
Lambeth Local Plan relating specifically to this site which are relevant to the principle of
development.

7.1.7

The proposal as a whole seeks to improve housing stock, neighbourhood centres, local
parks, community facilities, and to make better connections within the area and with its
surroundings. These are all fundamental planning priorities set out within the Lambeth Local
Plan.

7.1.8

In this context, the principle of a residential-led mixed use development is acceptable and in
accordance with the objectives of the area.
(a) Residential

7.1.9

This proposed development is considered by officers to demonstrate an opportunity to
deliver sustainable new housing through estate renewal, as a continuation of the
development which has taken place to date on the site.

7.1.10 The redevelopment includes proposals to demolish and re-build substantial areas of
housing. The principle of demolishing poor quality housing stock was agreed in determining
the extant permission and it is considered that the proposed demolition is appropriate and
necessary to facilitate the wider redevelopment, in the context of the poor quality of the
majority of the remaining housing stock which is proposed for demolition within this
application.
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7.1.11 The extant outline permission permitted the demolition of up to 1,037 residential units, of
which 530 have already been demolished. Any further demolition proposed beyond those
530 units is included within this application, which includes the demolition of 864 further
units, in the locations set out in Section 3, to be replaced with 2,532 new units.
7.1.12 The proposed development comprises a net addition of 1,668 residential units, to be
delivered across a phased period of 16 years (2018-2034), contributing to Lambeth’s annual
housing target across these years and uplifting the provision made in the previous
permissions. The full implementation of the previous permissions alongside this proposed
development will result in 4,077 units across the 33 ha site area – a significant uplift from
the 1,997 units on the site in 2006.
7.1.13 It is considered that the provision of an additional 1,668 residential units accords with policy
objectives and would contribute to maximising the delivery of new housing in Lambeth and
meeting the annual housing target (1,559 homes) across the phased implementation period.
The scheme therefore complies with London Plan Policies 3.3 (Increasing Housing Supply)
and 3.4 (Optimising Housing Potential) and Lambeth Local Plan Policy H1 (Maximising
Housing Growth).
(b) Retirement Living
7.1.14 Site C07 is proposed to provide 133 individual units of retirement living accommodation,
with shared lounge and hobby rooms and further amenity space. These 133 individual units
are included in the total figure of 2532 new residential units. Whilst the application does not
specify that this residential block is proposed to provide any specific type of specialist
housing other than generic retirement living, the principle of this use is considered most
appropriately in relation to Local Plan Policy H8, which supports the provision of housing
which meets specific community needs, where specific criteria is met.
7.1.15 The proposed retirement block is considered to contribute to creating a mixed, balanced and
inclusive community across the estate as a whole. The block is also considered to be of a
high design quality and ensures inclusive design throughout, with the majority of units
meeting M4(3) standards of wheelchair accessibility, with an appropriate quantum of internal
and external amenity space. Appropriate levels of visitor and carer parking is also provided
and whilst there is no specific area for the safe storage of wheelchairs and mobility scooters
highlighted, the block meets cycle parking standards which can be altered to appropriate
storage as demand requires. The block will also be a part of the new Local Centre, with
retail and community facilities in close proximity to the block.
7.1.16 There are also two small ground floor units within Block C07 annotated as ‘hair and beauty’
and ‘therapy’, however these are proposed to be ancillary to the function of the retirement
living block (Class C3), which is considered acceptable due to their scale and function
serving the wider use of the building.
7.1.17 In light of the above, the retirement living accommodation is considered appropriate in
relation to Policy H8 (Housing to meet specific community needs).
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(c) Community Uses/Social Infrastructure
7.1.18 At a strategic level, London Plan Policies 3.16 (Protection and enhancement of social
infrastructure), 3.17 (Health and Social Care Facilities) and 3.18 (Education Facilities) seek
to protect existing community uses and support proposals for additional and improved
community uses in accessible locations. Local Plan Policy S1 (Safeguarding existing
community premises) seeks to safeguard existing premises for community uses (within
Classes D1 and D2), while Policy S2 (New or improved community premises) supports the
provision of new or improved facilities in accessible locations that are designed to be flexible
and adaptable in the longer term.
7.1.19 In respect of healthcare uses, discussions were held with Lambeth Clinical Commissioning
Group (CCG) prior to the submission of the application to ensure healthcare facilities were
appropriately accounted for in relation to the proposed development. As noted in their
consultation response, the CCG recognise that the proposed development will have an
impact on local health services. The CCG have identified these impacts and are currently
seeking to ensure they are planned for, taking into account the merger of a local practice
(Courtyard Surgery) with Clapham Family Practice, growing popularity and the closure of a
local Wandsworth CCG practice (a branch site of Trinity Cavendish Road Surgery). The
CCG have indicated that improvements to healthcare provision within the local area can be
best addressed through improvements to existing facilities, namely the Rathmel Health
Centre, as opposed to the provision of a new facility. This aligns with the Council’s
Regulation 123 list, which identifies healthcare provision to fund by the Community
Infrastructure Levy (CIL).
7.1.20 The proposed development will generate a significant Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL)
liability, as set out in section 7.9 of this report. A specific application has been made by the
CCG to Lambeth Council to seek £1.7 million of CIL funding to fund the improvements to the
Rathmel Health Centre. The CIL receipt for this application will be significantly higher than
this. Whilst this is a key benefit arising from the application, this focussed CIL funding is not
a material consideration in the determination of this planning application, as CIL funding
cannot be used to make the development acceptable in planning terms.
7.1.21 A Community Resource Centre (CRC) is proposed within Block C04, at 971 sq.m (GIA).
This provides a larger and more permanent provision than the existing provision within
temporary buildings to the west side of King’s Avenue, as well as the temporary facility due
to replace this which was granted temporary planning permission for a period of 5 years in
2017 (ref. 17/02358/FUL). The current activities and events which take place within the
existing CRC are listed as being predominantly local community groups, with activities
ranging from Tai Chi, to Councillor’s Monthly Surgeries. Metropolitan also currently runs
courses for the local community from the building and notes that the existing centre can be
hired privately.
7.1.22 The Community Use Management Framework submitted with the application details the
proposed use of the CRC, noting that the internal layout of the facility has been left flexible
to enable the facility to be tailored to meet the requirements of the community at any point in
time, however also noting the key facilities that are anticipated to be included as follows:






Hall / double height space suitable for sports;
Kitchen;
Computer room;
Meeting rooms;
Centre manager office;
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Storage; and
WCs.

7.1.23 The CRC will also be accessible for wheelchair users.
7.1.24 The indicative phasing anticipates that Plot C04 and thus the new CRC will be delivered
from 2027 to mid-2029. As a result, flexibility has been left to enable the facility to be
tailored to meet the requirements of the community at that point in time. The temporary CRC
will provide community provision in the meantime.
7.1.25 In terms of the management of the facility, it is intended that the CRC continues to be
managed by Metropolitan, as per current arrangements, with a dedicated Community
Centre Co-ordinator continuing to be employed by Metropolitan.
7.1.26 It is proposed for the CRC to continue to be available between 09.00 and 22.00, with these
hours to be secured by condition.
7.1.27 The provision of the permanent CRC is considered to be a positive addition to the estate. It
will be subject to appropriate conditions to ensure satisfactory impacts on amenity to
surrounding residents.
7.1.28 The previous permissions also secured delivery of the new Maytree Nursery, within Block
B2 which is currently under construction, adjacent to proposed Site B.
7.1.29 No education use is specifically proposed on the site. The previous permissions did,
however, include provision of education uses.
7.1.30 The previous permissions did include the provision of land to the north of site F, where the
‘Site 4 – New Park Road’ Local Plan designation for preferred education uses applies.
Originally, this was to be provided by way of the transfer of the relevant land (not less than
0.45ha) to the Council at nil cost, with a financial contribution from Metropolitan of £2.25m to
enable delivery of a primary school (or other education use within Class D1) by the Council.
However, a different approach to its delivery was part of a planning permission granted
subject to a section 106 agreement at Planning Applications Committee on 29th November
2016 (refs. 16/03950/VOC and 16/03952/REM). This granted the required variations and
approvals under the previous permissions to allow a primary school (an expansion of
Telferscot Primary School) to be delivered by Metropolitan, with residential accommodation
above.
7.1.31 The section 106 relevant to this application is awaiting completion, subject to completion of
a Development Agreement. Should this not happen, the allocation will remain in place
(pursuant to the 2008 outline planning permission).
7.1.32 In light of the positive consultation response received from Lambeth CCG, the provision of a
community centre on the site, in the context of the provision of a new educational use as
part of the previous permission, officers consider that the application makes appropriate
social infrastructure provision in accordance with London Plan Policies 3.16 (Protection and
enhancement of social infrastructure), 3.17 (Health and Social Care Facilities) and 3.18
(Education Facilities) as well as Local Plan Policies S1 (Safeguarding existing community
premises) and S2 (New or improved community premises).
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(d) Flexible Main Town Centre Uses
7.1.33 Local Plan Policy ED10 is relevant to Local Centres and seeks to support and protect the
role of local centres and local shops in meeting the day to day needs of communities.
7.1.34 The 2008 OPP, as the extant planning permission, permitted in outline up to 2,289 sq.m of
retail and restaurant floorspace. The 2008 OPP included the demolition of the Poynders
Parade Local Centre, with the majority of the replacement retail and restaurant floorspace
proposed within replacement blocks at King’s Avenue, Poynders Road and Streatham
Place.
7.1.35 Of the previously approved retail floorspace, 776.48 sq.m of Class A1 floorspace has been
built within Block H5, now 1-3 Mullins Place, located to the east of King’s Avenue and to the
north of Tilson Gardens and proposed Site D (Block A).
7.1.36 The proposed development results in the loss of 614 sq.m of non-residential floorspace,
comprising the existing retail units at Poynders Parade, which are designated within the
Local Plan as a Local Centre.
7.1.37 This application as a whole proposes to re-provide a total of 2,592.6 sq.m (GIA) of nonresidential floorspace. This is proposed to be split as shown in the table below.
Location

No.
of
units
1

Total
floorspace
(sq.m)
971

Site C04
Site C07 –
Block A

1
2

648.8
178.4

Site C07 –
Block B

3

267.2

Site C08

2

311.2

Site D –
Block A
Totals

2

216

11

2,592.6 sq.m
(GIA)

Site C04

Proposed
use

Proposed
use classes

Community
Resource
Centre
Office
Retail* /
office / nonresidential
institutions /
assembly
and leisure
Retail* /
office / nonresidential
institutions /
assembly
and leisure
Retail / office
/ nonresidential
institutions /
assembly
and leisure
Retail

D1 (with ad
hoc D2)
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Labelling of
unit on
drawings
Community
Centre

B1
A1/A2/A3/B1/
D1/D2

Office
Commercial

A1/A2/A3/B1/
D1/D2

Commercial

A1/A2/A3/A4/
B1/D1/D2

Commercial

A1/A2/A3/A4

Retail
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*Retail uses including shops, financial and professional services and restaurants and cafes, but
excluding drinking establishments (Class A4)
7.1.38 All of the proposed units above with the existing units at 1-3 Mullins Place represent a new
Local Centre surrounding Kings Avenue. Whilst this is not yet allocated, it is proposed for
designation under the forthcoming Local Plan review.
7.1.39 The proposals seek to provide retail units in an out of centre location, therefore the
acceptability of the proposed units is considered in the context of the sequential test and
retail impact assessment which have been submitted with the application. The former has
been provided to assess the potential suitability of alternative sites for the proposed retail
uses at the site, whilst the latter has been provided to ensure that the impact over time (up
to 10 years) on existing town centres is not significantly adverse.
7.1.40 Firstly in respect of the sequential test, officers are satisfied that an appropriate catchment
area has been assessed and although there are vacant units within surrounding town
centres, none of the town centres are considered suitable, available or viable to
accommodate the development of 11 retail units. It is relevant to note that case law requires
that sequential tests look at the development as proposed, rather than supporting any
disaggregation of units. The sequential test is therefore considered by officers to have been
passed, in accordance with paragraph 24 of the NPPF.
7.1.41 The Local Plan does not set a locally appropriate threshold specific to Lambeth above which
a retail impact assessment should be provided. The threshold is therefore 2,500 sq.m of
gross external floorspace. As the test relates to retail, office and leisure development (not all
main town centre uses), it is not considered that the threshold is met by the proposed
development. However, given that the proposed development seeks to remove an existing
Local Centre and relocate it elsewhere, officers considered it prudent that an Impact
Assessment should be provided in this instance.
7.1.42 The retail impact assessment considered the impact of the proposed development on the
following surrounding Local Centres:







Brixton Hill / New Park Road Local Centre
Abbeville Road Local Centre
Clapham South Local Centre
Brixton Hill / St Saviours Local Centre
Acre Lane Local Centre
Streatham Major Centre

7.1.43 The conclusion of the retail impact assessment sets out that all local centres are
underpinned by the provision of convenience goods retail, which is relative to their role and
function within their community and localised catchment.
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7.1.44 The closest local centre to the site is at Brixton Hill / New Park Road, at approximately 250m
to the south-east of the new local centre. Here, the Local Centre is described to be showing
signs of decline, with a high vacancy rate (22%), limited cohesion in terms of groupings of
shops, low footfall and a high proportion of fast food takeaways. For its scale, the local
centre is therefore considered to have a limited role in meeting the shopping needs of the
local area – it is only home to a small number of convenience retail units. The remaining
local centres have a greater distance from the proposed local centre (550m+) and all of
which are considered healthy and fulfilling their role serving their catchment areas.
7.1.45 It is relevant that the proposed development will result in a significant uplift in population
alongside the provision of the relocated local centre. Officers agree with the conclusions of
the retail impact assessment in stating that the increased expenditure this will generate will
mean that the proposed local centre will not have a detrimental impact on the surrounding
local centres referred to above. Officers consider that health of each surrounding centre and
the role and function that they perform will not be detrimentally affected by the proposed
development.
7.1.46 In terms of impacts of the loss of the retail units at Poynders Parade in terms of provision to
surrounding residents, whilst it is acknowledged that the proposed development moves the
retail provision away from this area, thereby increasing distances to convenience provisions
in some instances, the distribution of retail units overall is considered to remain appropriate
to ensure the long term viability and vitality of the local centre as per the tests set out above
under planning policy.
7.1.47 Whilst the assessment above establishes the acceptability of the principle of providing the
units, the mix of uses in the local centre as a whole needs to be established against the
relevant town centre policies. Appropriate conditions are applied to ensure that at any given
time, the retail units do not exceed the following thresholds, or any which are considered
appropriate within future policy contexts, to ensure the vitality, viability and function of the
local centre:



No more than 15 per cent of total ground floor units or more than 2 in 5 consecutive
premises should be in Class A2 use (Local Plan Policy ED9); and
The proportion of retail (A1) units should not fall below 40 per cent (Local Plan Policy
ED10). In this instance, this requires at least 5 of the 11 proposed retail units to be in
A1 use.

7.1.48 The proposals for Block C08 include further flexibility, to allow for drinking establishments.
Whilst this allows for potential amenity impacts on existing and future surrounding residents,
these proposed uses are considered acceptable in this location as impacts can be
acceptably controlled by condition.
7.1.49 Further amenity impacts in terms of extract ventilation required to prevent smell nuisance
have also been considered, as relevant to potential restaurant and café uses. Relevant
conditions will be applied to protect the amenity of surrounding residents and non-residential
occupiers.
7.1.50 Overall, the proposed development, in respect of the flexible main town centre uses
proposed, is considered acceptable in accordance with the tests set out paragraph 26 of the
NPPF, subject to appropriate conditions referred to above.
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(e) Office Uses
7.1.51 Local Plan Policy ED2 sets out that development for business (B1) uses will be supported
on all sites, subject to other plan policies. Part (c) notes that mixed-use development
including housing, work-live or other mixes of compatible uses will be supported where the
existing quantity of B class floorspace is replaced or increased. As there is currently no
office floorspace within the application site, the proposed office floorspace proposed within
Site C04 is considered to be new provision and the principle is therefore supported in
planning terms.
(f) Public open space and parks
7.1.52 The scheme delivers two major new public open spaces in the form of the Central Park and
the Crescent. In addition new Green Avenues within sites C, E and F aim to provide more
localised public open space for the immediate residents. Improvements to Tierney Gardens
to the east of the estate and better access to Agnes Riley Gardens through an improved
crossing also broaden the estate’s access to open spaces. Improvements to King’s Avenue
will also see the delivery of usable public open space that links directly to the larger park.
7.1.53 These elements form a network of open spaces that provide recreation, sport/fitness, play
and community growing provision across the estate that will serve not only the existing and
new residents of the estate but the wider area.
7.1.54 The existing estate provides very limited provision of public open space of a sufficient
quality. Of the 13.92ha of useable open space shown at the point of transfer, 8.54ha was
designated as Housing Amenity Land with limited use, accessibility and quality. Only Agnes
Riley Gardens (at circa. 1.6ha) provides any public open space of a reasonable quality.
7.1.55 The 2008 outline planning permission sought to deliver an uplift in the provision of public
open space with a new park in addition to Agnes Riley Gardens. This would deliver a total of
4.18ha of public open space (including Agnes Riley Gardens), with an overall no net loss
from the 13.92ha on the original estate. The 2008 outline application also secured a £150k
contribution towards improvements to Agnes Riley Gardens within the Section 106
Agreement, to be paid on commencement of Phase 2.
7.1.56 In providing a broad range of spaces and a new park as part of these proposals, the
scheme delivers an uplift in public open space to 4.81ha, comprising Agnes Riley Gardens,
Central Park, the Crescent, Green Avenues and Tierney Gardens. The Housing Amenity
Land has been replaced by more than 7ha of community amenity space. In total the scheme
would provide 14.63ha of useable open space, as shown by Figure 50, below. The final
detailing as to the layout and zones within the parks is subject to condition, but overall
strategy is considered to be acceptable in principle. On this basis the proposals are
considered to satisfy Policy EN1 and EN2 in the Lambeth Local Plan.
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Figure 50: Proposed open space
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7.1.57 Delivery and Management
In terms of delivery, the Section 106 Agreement will include clauses to ensure delivery of
the park in accordance with a landscaping phasing plan. This ensures that the residential
units will have access to open space upon occupation. The overall management of the
parks would be by Metropolitan, in accordance with a management plan to be submitted to
and approved by the Council.
7.1.58 Agnes Riley Gardens
A contribution of £150k towards Agnes Riley Gardens was secured under the 2008 outline
planning permission. The contribution was to be spent wholly on the park. The payment was
index linked and was payable prior to commencement of Phase 2. As of December 2017 the
contribution stood at £205,921.
7.1.59 Following the adoption of the Lambeth Community Infrastructure Levy Charging Schedule in
2014, new development is bound by the provisions in the CIL regulations, specifically
regulations 122 and 123. Under regulation 123, the Council has published a list setting out
the types of infrastructure projects that the Council intends "will be, or may be, wholly or
partly funded by CIL". The list includes "improvements and maintenance of existing parks
and open space" under the Public Realm Improvements heading.
7.1.60 Officers consider that the improvements to Agnes Riley Gardens are fundamental to the
delivery of the wider open space strategy to ensure high quality open space is provided to
all new and existing residents across the estate.
7.1.61 The park is located within the development red line and is therefore directly linked to the
development. As a result officers consider the contribution would satisfy the three tests in
regulation 122 in that is necessary to make the development acceptable in planning terms,
is directly related to the development, and is fairly and reasonably related in scale and kind
to the development. The existing contribution should therefore be included in the new
Section 106 Agreement, starting at £206k and subject to indexation. The trigger for payment
is indicatively prior to first occupation of Block C01, which is closest to the park.
7.2

Affordable Housing
(a) Affordable housing provision

7.2.1

London Plan (Policy 3.12) makes clear that the “maximum reasonable amount of affordable
housing” should be sought from new residential development, subject to a number of factors
being considered. At the borough level, LLP Policy H2(a) also seeks the maximum
reasonable amount of affordable housing based on a borough-wide target to deliver 50%
affordable housing from individual sites capable of accommodating 10 or more units and
where public subsidy is available (or 40% required where no public subsidy is available).

7.2.2

For context, this application provides the following split of housing across the estate, when
looking at the proposed new build accommodation within this application in isolation.
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Affordable units, of which:
Affordable rented
Intermediate
Market
Total

Proposed new
build
accommodation
1,168
785
383
1,364
2,532

Percentage split

46.1%
67.2%
32.7%
53.9%

Table 7.1: Affordable housing - new build split

7.2.3

As this application forms part of the wider Clapham Park masterplan (alongside the earlier
outline planning permissions), the application also results in the following split of housing
across the whole estate upon completion. This is the basis for assessment in terms of the
split of affordable housing for the purposes of LLP Policy H2.

Affordable units, of which:
Affordable rented
Intermediate
Market
Total

Proposed estate
upon completion
2,170
1,675
495
1,907
4,077

Percentage split
53.2%
77.2%
22.8%
46.8%

Table 7.2: Affordable housing - full estate split

7.2.4

As an Estate Regeneration scheme the Council’s approach under Policy H2 is that at the
point of any redevelopment being completed, the overall affordable housing provision on an
estate should be at least 50%. The table above shows that the development results in the
provision of 53.2% affordable housing across the estate. This provision of affordable
housing meets therefore the requirements of LLP Policy H2(a).
(b) Tenure split

7.2.5

In terms of the 70:30 tenure split between social/affordable rented and intermediate
affordable units sought under LLP Policy H2 (a)(iii), the final estate-wide split of 77:23 is
more weighted towards affordable rented accommodation. In isolation, the new build
affordable housing provided as part of this application is split 67:32.

7.2.6

Part (c) of LLP Policy H2 notes that in considering the nature of the affordable housing
sought, the council will need to take into account the specific circumstances of individual
sites, the characteristics of the area, the site and type of development proposed, and the
site and type of affordable housing needed in particular locations, as well as the impact on
mixed and balanced communities within a local neighbourhood.
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7.2.1

The proposed tenure split of the new build accommodation proposed within this application
would be 67:32 in favour of affordable rented units. This is proposed alongside the
demolition of 864 residential units and does not represent what will be on site at any given
time.

7.2.2

Therefore the proposed estate-wide tenure split on completion of the development (77:23) is
more relevant in this regard. This takes into account the uplift in units from Section 1 and
from this proposed development.

7.2.3

The previous permissions are heavily weighted towards affordable rented accommodation
as a result of the policy context at the time of approval and would result in a tenure split of
86:13. The completion of Section 1, without the approved development, would result in a
split of 93:7 on site. As a result, in order for the estate-wide split to be 70:30 on completion
of the proposed development, a much higher proportion of intermediate units would need to
be provided within the new build accommodation, which would reduce the number of
additional affordable rented units to be provided. Metropolitan have confirmed that the
proposed tenure is driven by the tenant requirements in terms of commitments to re-provide
housing for its existing tenants and by the overall viability of the development.

7.2.4

There is also the factor of current housing need. Officers consider that the need for
additional affordable rented accommodation, particularly in the form of 3 bedroom units,
outweighs the need for additional intermediate accommodation.

7.2.5

As a result, the tenure split is considered acceptable in accordance with Local Plan Policy
H2 (a)(ii), as a result of the specific circumstances of the individual site and the specific
current affordable housing need.
(c) Affordable housing uplift

7.2.6

As specific to estate regeneration schemes, London Plan Policy 3.14 (Existing Housing) and
Local Plan Policy H3 (Safeguarding existing housing) resists the net loss of affordable
housing units.

7.2.7

The proposed development results in an uplift in the affordable housing provided across the
estate, both in terms of numbers and habitable rooms. The proposed development results in
an uplift in comparison to:
1 – The estate at the point of land transfer to Metropolitan in 2006:
At land transfer
Affordable units,
of which:
Affordable rented
Intermediate

Net increase

1,448

At completion of the
estate
2,170

1,448
0

1,675
495

227
495

2 – The previous planning permissions (if built out in full):
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Affordable units,
of which:
Affordable rented
Intermediate

Previous
permissions
1,676

At completion of the
estate
2,170

Net increase

1,451
225

1,675
495

227
470

+494

3 – The estate upon completion of Section 1, i.e. the net increase in affordable housing
across the estate resulting from the proposed development:
Section 1
Affordable units,
of which:
Affordable rented
Intermediate
7.2.8

Net increase

1,641

At completion of the
estate
2,170

1,529
112

1,675
495

146
383

+529

From the figures above, it is clear that the proposed development does not result in a net
loss of affordable housing units, in accordance with Local Plan Policy H3. Furthermore, it
results in a net increase of 494 affordable units in comparison to the previous permissions
and a net increase in 529 affordable units from the comparison to the completion of Section
1, i.e. the net increase of affordable housing across the estate resulting from the proposed
development.
(d) Affordable housing mix

7.2.9

Policy H1 part (ii) supports development proposals that provide a mix of housing types and
tenures, to meet current and future housing need, and accord with applicable policies set out
in the development plan.

7.2.10 The dwelling mix across the site is specifically assessed in the context of Lambeth Local Plan
Policy H4. This seeks for an appropriate range of dwelling sizes and types to meet current
and future housing needs. London Plan Policy 3.9 (Mixed and balanced communities) is also
relevant here, which seeks to create a more balanced mix of tenures across London,
particularly in some neighbourhoods where social renting predominates and there are
concentrations of deprivation.
7.2.11 Part (i) of Policy H4 relates specifically to the affordable housing element of residential
developments, setting out that it should reflect the preferred borough-wide housing mix for
social/affordable rented and intermediate housing set out below.




1-bedroom units – no more than 20%
2-bedroom units – 20-50%
3-bedroom+ units – 40%
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7.2.12 Part (ii) of the policy sets out that for market housing, a balanced mix of unit sizes including
family-sized accommodation should be provided.
7.2.13 Part (b) of Policy H4 notes that the size of accommodation provided through estate
regeneration and housing for specific community needs will be dependent on the existing
mix and the particular needs of both existing and prospective future residents of the estate
and the needs of the intended occupiers of specialist housing.
7.2.14 The proposed estate-wide dwelling mix at completion of the development is set out in the
table below, compared against tenures.

Social/
Affordable
rented
Intermediate
Total
affordable
Market

Dwelling mix (no. of bedrooms)
1 (incl. studios)
2
3+
431 (25.6%)
638 (38.1%)
606 (36.2%)

Total
1,675

211 (42.6%)
642 (29.5%)

253 (51.1%)
893 (41.1%)

31 (6.3%)
638 (29.4%)

495
2,173

625 (32.7%)

942 (49.4%)

340 (17.8%)

1,907

Table 7.3: Estate wide tenure / mix split

7.2.15 The proposed overall affordable housing mix across the site is set out in the table below, in
the context of the planning history of the site and its evolution.

Existing at land
transfer

%

Studio
2.2

1-bed
27.2

Affordable dwelling mix
2-bed
3-bed
4-bed
40.7
24.7
5.0

As approved
under application
ref. 06/03680/
OUT
At completion of
Section 1
Proposed within
this application
Completed site
area

%

0.4

25.6

43.4

24.8

4.9

0.5

0.5

%

1.4

24.5

44.1

25.8

5.4

0.8

0

%

0

30.1

40.7

25.9

3.2

0.3

0

%

0.4

29.2

41.1

25.3

3.9

0.2

0

Table 7.4: Evolution of affordable housing mix split
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5-bed
0.2

6-bed
0
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7.2.16 The most accurate figures to be assessed is the overall housing mix across the site, within
the red line boundary, upon completion of the development. This allows the proposed
development to be assessed more accurately in the context of part (b) of Policy H4.
7.2.17 This shows that the provision of 1 bedroom units exceeds the 20% limit at 29.5%; the
provision of 2 bedroom units falls within the 20-50% bracket at 41.1%, whilst the family
sized (3 bedroom +) units fall under the 40% requirement at 29.4%.
7.2.18 Part (b) notes the need for flexibility based on site specific circumstances. As with tenure,
Metropolitan have confirmed that the proposed mix is driven by the tenant requirements in
terms of commitments to re-provide housing for its existing tenants and by the overall
viability of the development. By its nature as an estates regeneration scheme, the existing
mix of units is influential on the proposed development, as a result of the need for existing
tenants to be rehoused into like-for-like accommodation.
7.2.19 As a result, it is more telling to look at the percentage splits of the uplift in affordable
housing, in comparison to the site at completion of Section 1.
7.2.20 The proposed development provides an uplift of 529 affordable housing units, i.e. those
units are not replacing those which have been demolished. Of those 495 are intermediate,
of which:
 178 are 1 bedroom units – 36%;
 177 are 2 bedroom units – 36%; and
 28 are 3+ bedroom units – 5.7%.
7.2.21 Of the 146 additional affordable rented units:
 45 are 1 bedroom units – 30.2%;
 101 are 3+ bedroom units – 67.8%.
7.2.22 This shows that of the affordable housing uplift, as similar to the high uplift of market
housing units which is being provided at the site, a high proportion of intermediate units are
being provided. This is understood to have been driven by ensuring the viability of the
scheme. Nonetheless, of the additional affordable rented units, the majority are being
provided as family sized units.
7.2.23 Overall, given the unique scale and nature of the scheme, the proposed mix is considered
appropriate in the context of the uplift of affordable housing being provided, in accordance
with Local Plan Policy H4 and London Plan Policy 3.9.
(e) Viability approach
7.2.24 As set out in the paragraphs above, this application, along with the already implemented
elements of the previous outline planning permissions would deliver an estate regeneration
scheme resulting in 53.2% of the total homes on the estate being affordable upon
completion. In addition, the tenure split of the affordable homes would be weighted in favour
of social/affordable rented units to intermediate by 77:23. In the context of Policy H2 and
Policy H4, this is considered to be acceptable.
7.2.25 Part (d) of Policy H2 requires a Financial Viability Appraisal to be submitted where a
scheme would not deliver a policy compliant level of affordable housing, both in terms of
overall quantum and tenure mix. On this basis, officers do not consider that part (d) of policy
H2 is triggered.
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7.2.26 The Mayor’s Affordable Housing and Viability SPG sets out the Mayor’s own approach to
viability. Para. 2.66 and 2.67 refer to estate regeneration schemes in respect of policy 3.14,
ensuring there is no loss of existing affordable housing. It goes on to state that all estate
regeneration schemes should follow the ‘Viability Tested Route’ to deliver the re-provision of
the existing affordable floorspace and maximise additional affordable housing.
7.2.27 The SPG was adopted by the Mayor some two months after the submission of this
application. In any case officers had already considered that, notwithstanding the
assessment under Policy H2, the scale of the scheme and the need for a comprehensive
section 106 agreement covering various contributions to secure delivery of affordable
housing and supporting infrastructure, it was necessary to require a viability review to be
undertaken as part of the application.
7.2.28 The applicant submitted a FVA prepared by JLL. The FVA is specific to the current
application in isolation (i.e. 2,535 residential units plus non-residential elements) as the
remainder of the wider estate regeneration scheme is either already complete or under
construction/due to start on site.
7.2.29 The FVA has been assessed by officers and by BNP Paribas Real Estate on behalf of the
Council. The key inputs into the appraisal are considered to be Gross Development Value
(GDV), Development/Construction Costs and Benchmark Land Value. These provide an
output expressed in the form of an Internal Rate of Return (expressed as a percentage).
Each of the inputs is considered in turn.
7.2.30 Gross Development Value (GDV)
The GDV is split into private sales values, affordable housing values, ground rents and
commercial revenue yields. Officers, in consultation with BNPP have considered further and
subject to some further queries, have adopted the values in the FVA in the appraisal. In
particular subject to additional values being attributed to the car parking spaces indicatively
shown for the market units (approx. 428 spaces) and a reduction in ground rent yields.
7.2.31 Development/Construction Costs
BNPP have suggested, following advice from WTP (cost consultants) a number of
amendments to the appraisal inputs here, particularly in relation overall construction costs
(reduction circa. £15m) along with assumptions on professional fees (12% down to 10%),
removal of some other costs relating to NHBC costs, disposal costs and non-recoverable
VAT. Officers consider these amendments to be acceptable.
7.2.32 Benchmark Land Value (BLV)
The applicant has sought to adopt an existing use value (EUV) approach to determining the
benchmark for this scheme. This was based on the value of the existing residential and
commercial units to be demolished (within this application only). Officers and BNPP agree
with the overall approach, but consider that the EUV would therefore be no greater than £1,
given the state of disrepair of the existing stock and the fact that the site was transferred to
Metropolitan from the Council in 2006 at nil value.
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7.2.33 Viability Position
When taking into account the changes suggested by BNPP to the appraisal, the scheme
generates an un-grown Internal Rate of Return (IRR) of 9.5%. JLL has also provided a
figure for grown IRR, which reaches 20.8%. However, this is based on a forecast in growth
in value and cost inflation over the build period (17 years). This is incredibly risky given
market conditions. Therefore officers, in consultation with BNPP consider the ungrown IRR
to be appropriate and broadly in line with market evidence. In effect the scheme is shown to
be able to support the level of affordable housing proposed and the level of infrastructure
being sought through the development itself and/or secured through planning obligations.
7.2.34 Review Mechanism
The provision of review mechanisms for the delivery of additional affordable housing are set
out in the Local Plan, with further guidance in the Council’s Viability SPD. On the basis of
this assessment a review would not normally be required as the scheme already delivers
more than 50% affordable housing across the estate upon completion. However, the
Mayor’s Affordable Housing and Viability SPG (and emerging London Plan policy) also
require the provision of review mechanisms on estate regeneration schemes in order to
secure the maximum affordable housing in addition to the re-provision, irrespective of the
level provided at application stage.
7.2.35 Therefore, in accordance with the guidance set out in the Council’s Viability SPD and the
Mayor’s SPG, three reviews will be secured via the Section 106 Agreement. The first to take
place only if the development has not been implemented within 24 months, the second at a
mid-point in the development and a late stage review prior to completion of the final phase.
Should these reviews generate a surplus, these will be secured either through additional
affordable provision on-site or off-site as a cash-in-lieu payment in agreement with the
Council.
7.2.36 Conclusion
In conclusion, officers consider that the overall scheme is delivering the maximum
reasonable amount of affordable housing, alongside significant new transport and social
infrastructure. The scheme would re-provide the existing level of affordable housing with
further additionality. As such, there is no loss of affordable housing on this Estate and the
proposed mix is considered to be in accordance with Policy H2 and H4 and London Plan
Policy 3.9 in delivering mixed and balanced communities.
7.3

Housing Density

7.3.1

London Plan Policy 3.4 and Policy H1 part (ii) seek to optimise housing potential having
regard to the context, in terms of the provision of other uses on the site, availability of local
services, access to and capacity of public transport, urban design context, quality of design
and impact on existing and future residents and the local environment.

7.3.2

The majority of the site has a Public Transport Accessibility Level (PTAL) of 3, although the
site varies from 1a to 6a. Table 3.2 of the London Plan sets a density matrix for sustainable
residential quality. At this PTAL level and within the urban context of the development, a
target of 45-170 units per hectare (200-450 habitable rooms per hectare) is sought.

7.3.3

On completion of the built out and commenced parts of Section 1, there will be 2,409 units
across the estate, with a density of 73 units per hectare. The proposed development seeks
an uplift in residential units across the site which on completion results in 4,077 units across
a 33 hectare red line area – a gross residential density of 124 units per hectare (an uplift of
51 units per hectare). This is considered appropriate within the context as per the thresholds
set with London Plan Policy 3.4.
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7.4

Housing Standards

7.4.1

This section examines the quality of the residential accommodation proposed throughout
the site, in terms of all aspects relevant to the future users of the dwellings.

7.4.2

The proposed development has been assessed against the housing standards set out in
London Plan Policy 3.5 ‘Quality and design of housing developments’ and Local Plan Policy
H5 ‘Housing Standards’, which together seek for housing developments to be of the highest
quality internally, externally and in relation to their context and the wider environment.
Further relevant planning policies are referred to in each section below as they arise.

7.4.3

This section also refers to further guidance set out within the National Planning Practice
Guidance (NPPG), London Plan Housing Supplementary Planning Guidance and within the
technical housing standards published by the Department for Communities and Local
Government (DCLG) in 2015.
(a) Private and communal amenity space

7.4.4

Local Plan Policy H5 requires 30 sq.m of private amenity space to be provided per house.

7.4.5

Noting that duplexes are considered as flats for the purposes of planning policy
requirements, new houses are proposed at Site A, within Blocks A and G and within Block
F04. All of these meet the 30 sq.m requirement with the exception of 1 of the 2 bedroom
houses within Site A Block G where the garden is 23 sq.m.

7.4.6

All houses and ground floor flats have direct access to a private garden. The majority of
family-sized dwellings also have access to a private garden, however where 3 bedroom flats
are provided above ground floor level, each have access to their own private balconies, as
well as further communal amenity space.

7.4.7

The remainder of the proposed dwellings are flats, whereby communal amenity space of at
least 50 sq.m per scheme should be provided, plus a further 10 sq.m per flat to be provided
either as a balcony/terrace/private garden or consolidated with the communal amenity
space.

7.4.8

Across all sites A-F, all flats are provided with their own private external amenity space in
the form of a balcony/terrace and/or private garden, although not all units provide the
required 10sq.m per unit. The quantity of communal amenity space required and proposed
per site is shown in table 7.5 below and accounts for the amenity space shared between the
residents of each site only. The table also takes into account any deficit in the private
external amenity space provision within the requirement.
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Site

Private
amenity
space deficit
(sq.m)

A

50.4

Total
communal
amenity
space
requirement
(incl. 50 sq.m
policy
requirement)
(sq.m)
100.4

B

208.5

258.5

293

34.5

C01

1044.8

1094.8

1165

70.2

C02

593.7

643.7

837

193.3

C03

702.2

752.2

702

-50.2

C04

482.5

532.5

306

-226.5

C05

242.7

292.7

223

-69.7

C06/C07/C08

1004.2

1154.2

486

-668.2

D

81.4

131.4

153

21.6

E01

100.7

150.7

1019

868.3

E02

530.5

580.5

769

188.5

E03

162.1

212.1

353

140.9

F01

252.6

302.6

220

-82.6

F02/F04

279.5

379.5

232

-147.5

F03

120.5

170.5

213

42.5

Totals

5805.9

6756.3

7556

799.7

Proposed
communal
amenity
space (sq.m)

Overall
Deficit/
surplus
(sq.m)

585

484.6

Table 7.5: Amenity space deficit / surplus

7.4.9

The table above indicates that the proposed development meets the policy requirement of
50 sq.m of communal amenity space per site, and 10 sq.m per dwelling with any deficit
accounted for in the communal amenity space, across all sites except for sites C03-C08,
and Site F (excluding F03). When looking at the estate as a whole, the requirement is
exceeded by 799.7 sq.m.
(b) Children’s Play Space

7.4.10 In terms of children’s play space, the expected child yield from the development is
calculated using the London Plan ‘Shaping Neighbourhoods: Play and Informal Recreation’
SPG (2012). The figure sets out the GLA minimum of 10 sq.m of dedicated play space per
child. The table below shows the child play space requirement for each site.
Site

Children’s play space requirement (sq.m)

A

370

B

1180

C01

2380

C02

1240

C03

1310
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C04

220

C05

400

C06/C07/C08

460

D

830

E01

1590

E02

820

E03

1070

F01

40

F02/F04

30

F03

30

Totals

11970

Table 7.6: Child play space requirement

7.4.11 The table above shows a requirement for 11,970sq.m of children’s play space across the
development. The provision of 7,556sq.m of private communal amenity space will go some
way to providing the required level of play space. However, the requirements will also be
met through a range of private and publically accessible areas of open space throughout the
estate, including:








The Crescent - provides 4,975sq.m of open space designed for a range of informal
recreation and events, notably in close proximity to Site B and Site D where higher
deficits are shown, providing informal play;
The Central Park - provides 12,244sq.m of open space and includes two designated
individual play areas, as well as informal play; and
Two replacement MUGAs are provided at the site, one immediately to the north of
Site C01 and another to the east of Site E, again where higher deficits are shown;
Further green avenues are provided in between the individual sites within the wider
Site C and within Sites E and F, to include informal play; and
Improvements are proposed to Tierney Gardens (2,422 sq.m), to the east of Site E
to include new seating and timber play equipment to increase play opportunities.
Agnes Riley Gardens (existing provision) is within close proximity to Site C01 and
provides 15,622 sq.m of public amenity space.

7.4.12 This provision of public amenity and open space and designated children’s play space is
considered to be appropriately located across the site to compensate for the deficits in
terms of communal amenity space shown in Table 7.5.
7.4.13 Officers consider it appropriate to secure a children’s play space strategy to ensure that the
overall quantum, location and quality of play space meets the needs of the estate.
7.4.14 In terms of quality, all communal amenity spaces proposed are acceptable in terms of their
receipt of natural light, screening from parking areas, ease of access to occupants and
overlooking from habitable rooms to ensure safety and surveillance.
7.4.15 Specific areas for community food growing are also proposed across the site, within a
combination of public open spaces and communal amenity spaces areas across the site, as
specified in Section 3 of this report. This provision is considered appropriate a positive
contribution to the quality of these spaces for surrounding residents.
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7.4.16 Conditions requiring detailed specifications are proposed to ensuring quality throughout all
of the proposed communal and public amenity spaces and child play space areas, including
the proposed food growing areas.
(c) Entrance and approach to dwellings
7.4.17 All main entrances to houses, ground floor flats and communal entrances are considered to
be in visible locations and directly accessible from the public realm. They are anticipated to
be clearly identifiable, albeit further entrance details are to be sought by condition to ensure
these are of suitable design quality.
7.4.18 Throughout discussions during the application process, the distances from accessible car
parking spaces to the relevant block entrance or lift core have been assessed and
adjustments have been made to floor plans to ensure satisfactory access, particularly
manoeuvrability for wheelchair users. Gently sloping ground surfaces have been provided in
the appropriate areas.
(d) Active Frontages
7.4.19 Active frontages have been maximised on the ground floor of buildings facing publicly
accessible space, in order to provide natural surveillance and activity.
7.4.20 The north elevation of Block E02 has been the subject of pre-application discussions in
respect of whether there should be direct access to blocks from the South Circular. There is
now a single entrance to the central block within the South Circular, providing limited direct
access and no direct access to individual units. Whilst there are further no entrances into
the building from the South Circular, active frontages are still provided in respect of windows
to all floors facing the street, thereby maintaining natural surveillance. In addition the inward
facing balconies within the block will give further east and west aspect from the building and
maximise the activity of the block as perceived from street level.
7.4.21 The same strategy is taken for Block E01 and all buildings within Site C, which face south
onto the South Circular.
(e) Accessibility
7.4.22 London Plan Policy 3.8 ‘Housing choice’ is also relevant in this instance. The Housing SPG
notes that 100 per cent of new build homes should be accessible. 90 per cent of new build
housing should meet Building Regulation requirement M4(2) ‘accessible and adaptable
dwellings’ with the remaining 10 per cent meeting Building Regulation requirement M4(3)
‘wheelchair user dwellings’.
7.4.23 M4(2) dwellings require level access to be provided. The National Planning Practice
Guidance divides M4(3) into two categories, ‘wheelchair accessible’ (a home readily usable
by a wheelchair user at the point of completion) and ‘wheelchair adaptable’ (a home that
can be easily adapted to meet the needs of a household including wheelchair users).
7.4.24 The Housing SPG recognises that in certain specific cases, the provision of a lift to achieve
step-free access to dwellings above the entrance storey may cause practical difficulties and
notes that the requirements of Policy 3.8 should be applied flexibly to ensure that residential
or mixed use development is deliverable.
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7.4.25 Section 7 of the Design and Access Statement provides an Inclusive Design Statement.
This and the Schedule of Accommodation provided with the scheme (summarised in
Appendix 2), indicates the quantum of accessible units provided within the scheme in
relation to the standards above.
7.4.26 Of the 2532 new dwellings proposed within this application:





257 (10.2%) are M4(3) ‘wheelchair user dwellings’. These are provided within sites
C01-C05, C07, E02, F01 and F03 (See Appendix 2). The majority of these dwellings
are 2 bedroom with a relatively even split between affordable and market tenures
(106 are provided as affordable rent, 15 as intermediate and 136 as market sale).
The largest number (78) are provided within the residential care block at Site C07;
2271 (89.6%) are M4(2) ‘accessible and adaptable dwellings’; and
36 (1.4%) are M4(1) ‘visitable dwellings’. These are upper duplexes provided in Sites
A, C05 and F.

7.4.27 Circulation corridors in all proposed buildings have a minimum of 1200mm clear width for
residents, with two lifts serving all floors.
7.4.28 Whilst the requirement for 100 per cent of homes to be accessible has not been met, the 10
per cent requirement for M4(3) dwellings has been exceeded and only 1.4% of the
remaining units do not meet M4(1) requirements. As per Policy 3.8 referred to above,
flexibility is applied as this small deficit is considered necessary to ensure the development
is deliverable, given the constraints of specific sites and the variety of tenures and unit sizes
provided.
7.4.29 In terms of the provision of wheelchair car parking, 127 spaces are providing within the
scheme, which equates to 0.5 designated accessible parking bays per wheelchair user
dwelling (M4(3)). With the exception of Site C01 (where 28 intermediate and market
wheelchair user dwellings are provided and only 18 disabled parking spaces are provided)
and Site C04 (where 28 intermediate and market wheelchair user dwellings are provided
and only 3 disabled parking spaces are provided) the disabled parking either meets or
nearly meets the total number of wheelchair user dwellings provided in each building. The
disabled parking is provided with appropriate access arrangements from the units.
7.4.30 The full wheelchair parking provision across the site in respect of the 257 M4(3) ‘wheelchair
user dwellings’ is shown in the table below:
Site

C01
C02

C03

C04

Unit Type

2 bed 4 person
(wheelchair)
2 bed 3 person
(wheelchair)
2 bed 4 person
(wheelchair)
2 bed 3 person
(wheelchair)
2 bed 4 person
(wheelchair)
2 bed 3 person
(wheelchair)

Affordable
Rented
0

Tenure
Intermediate
4

Total

Disabled
spaces

24

28

18
21

Market

14

0

0

14

0

0

8

8

14

0

0

14

0

0

4

4

0

3

25

28
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C05
C07

E02
F01
F03

2 bed 3 person
(wheelchair)
1 bed 2 person
(wheelchair)
2 bed 3 person
(wheelchair)
2 bed 4 person
(wheelchair)
2 bed 3 person
(wheelchair)
2 bed 3 person
(wheelchair)
2 bed 3 person
(wheelchair)
Totals:

0

3

5

8

6

56

0

22

78

13

0

0

32

32

0

0

13

13

22

0

0

5

0
106

Total for Site C:
0

217
22

82
24

0

5

14

0

3

3

15

136

257

120 (+ 7
further
spaces
provided
across other
sites)

Table 7.7: Wheelchair accessible dwellings (M4(3) and corresponding disabled car parking provision

(f) Shared Circulation
7.4.31 The core of each building is accessible to no more than eight units on each floor in all
instances except for in Site C02 Block C (9 units), Site C05 Block A (10 units), where the
layout has been carefully considered in two ‘wings’, and Site C06 (14 units) which also has
an internal atrium which widens the central core. All dwellings entered at the seventh floor
(eighth storey) and above are served by at least two lifts. All wheelchair user dwellings are
served by more than one lift.
7.4.32 All corridors are proposed to receive natural light and ventilation, with very few exceptions.
Blocks B and E within Site A do not have any windows to the circulation space, however
windows are provided to the top floor which is also expected to provide ventilation.
7.4.33 Access control systems with entry phones in all dwellings where the core serves more than
4 dwellings is expected to be provided and is sought by condition.
(g) Car parking
7.4.34 This is further considered in section 7.5(b) on transport, in respect of wheelchair accessible
dwellings being given access to a car parking space. In all cases, such car parking is
considered to have been designed in order that it does not negatively affect the use and
appearance of open spaces.
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(h) Cycle parking
7.4.35 All dwellings are provided with dedicated storage spaces for cycles, exceeding the minimum
standards set within London Plan Policy 6.9. All individual and communal cycle storage
where it is provided outside of the home is considered to be secure and sheltered. Instances
where the convenient access to the street is considered to be compromised is discussed
further in section 7.5(b) on transport.
(i) Refuse and recycling facilities
7.4.36 Communal refuse and recycling is provided to the majority of units within an ‘Underground
Refuse System’ (URS), with the exceptions being Site C05, where there is not sufficient
space for URS to be located and C07, the retirement living block, which has refuse chutes
on each core and is accessed on all floors to avoid the need for the resident or guests to
travel far from their apartment.
7.4.37 The URS system is built in at street level, adjacent to the road side and is collected by
specific refuse vehicles, which pick up and empty each ‘pod’. There are two pods provided
in each location, one for mixed recyclables and one for general waste. These have already
been implemented in recently built areas in the existing estate.

Figure 51: ‘URS’ refuse storage as shown within the existing estate (Source: Google Street View)
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7.4.38 The Lambeth Refuse and Recycling Design Guide SPG and includes below ground refuse
storage in part 3. The proposed design is akin to the example shown.
7.4.39 The SPG states that storage areas should not cause householders to carry refuse further
than 25m (excluding vertical distance). The URS system exceeds this in a number of sites,
however in every instance the URS is conveniently located in close proximity to all
residential lobbies. These are also highly visible to the residents and guests at the site and
will be fully integrated into the landscape so there are no level changes.
7.4.40 Notwithstanding further detail will need to be provided by condition, to ensure that the
design and capacity of the URS and refuse stores are acceptable, the proposed refuse and
recycling facilities are considered in accordance with Local Plan Policy Q12
(refuse/recycling storage) and the SPG.
(j) Dwelling Space Standards
7.4.41 Table 3.3 of the London Plan (under Policy 3.5) sets out the minimum space standards for
new dwellings, specified by the number of bedrooms, the number of bed spaces and the
number of floors, including more specific elements for specific room sizes and built-in
storage.
7.4.42 All proposed units within the development comply with the standards, with only minor
exceptions in terms of 12 individual units falling less than 1 metre below the nationally
described space standards. Officers consider that these discrepancies are mitigated by
good quality of aspect and above the normal standards in terms of private amenity space in
these instances.
(k) Privacy and Visual Amenity
7.4.43 The London Housing SPG notes that in the past, a minimum distance of 18 – 21m between
facing homes has been used as a yardstick for achieving visual separation and privacy,
however whilst this is useful, adhering rigidly to these measures can limit the variety of
urban spaces and housing types in the city, and can sometimes unnecessarily restrict
density.
7.4.44 This assessment is given in further detail below on a site by site basis, also considering
surrounding development.
Site A
7.4.45 In respect of the surrounding dwellings, a minimum distance of 18-21m between facing
homes has been achieved, with the following exceptions:






Block G is 12m to the north of 75 Clarence Avenue, however this existing dwelling
has a low north elevation with minimal fenestration and high existing boundary
treatments;
Blocks B and E fall approximately 6m south and north of nos. 49 and 59 Clarence
Avenue respectively, however these existing dwellings do not have windows facing
the proposed development; and
Block A is 13m to the east of the rear of the properties north of no. 49 Clarence
Avenue, however the west elevation of Block A does not have any proposed windows.
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7.4.46 The rear elevations of Blocks A, D and G which face onto existing terraces to the north, east
and south do not propose any balconies, are considered to be at appropriate distances and
have appropriately minimised window sizes to maintain privacy.
7.4.47 Within the proposed development itself:
 There is a 10.8m distance between Block B and Block C, however windows are
appropriately off-set to maintain privacy;
 There are 11m distances in between Blocks A and C and F and G, however the single
storey rear elements of Blocks C and F are appropriately inactive and the distances
between windows to the full height elements exceed 18m; and
 There are 15.2m distances in between Blocks C and F and Block D, however windows
are appropriately off-set to maintain privacy.
Site B
7.4.48 Block A is 12m to the south of 13-31 Victoria Court. There are numerous windows proposed
to the north elevation, there are no south facing windows to the adjacent façade of the
existing building. Whilst a degree of overlooking will be created to the rear gardens of the
adjacent property, this is expected to be minimised by proposed landscaping to the north of
the Block.
7.4.49 Block A is proposed to sit west of Block B2 approved under the previous permissions and
currently under construction. There are numerous windows and balconies proposed to the
east elevation of Block A, however the minimal windows on the approved west façade of
Block B2 correlate well with the window positions to the east elevation of Block A, therefore
minimising any overlooking.
7.4.50 In respect of further surrounding dwellings, both Blocks A and B within Site B follow the
street pattern approved under the previous permissions and therefore maintain appropriate
distances.
7.4.51 Within the site itself, an internal courtyard is proposed. Within this, privacy is maintained as
access to individual units is provided from internal walkways, therefore setting the majority
of windows back and minimising the outlook into the courtyard itself and the proposed
amenity space. Where windows do face each other, any privacy impacts are reduced by the
off-set angle of the building.
Sites C01-C04
7.4.52 This section covers all four sites, as they follow a similar pattern to each other. In respect of
existing surrounding dwellings, substantial distances are proposed, exceeding 40m, which
are considered appropriate to maintain privacy, taking into account the height of these
buildings and the existing urban grain.
7.4.53 The proposed blocks propose distances of 29.3m in between each other, which again is
considered appropriate to maintain privacy, taking into account the height of the buildings
and the existing urban grain. Whilst balconies are proposed which directly face each other,
this distance is considered substantial enough to ensure privacy. The same is said for the
majority of dwellings facing into the internal courtyards, where distances exceeding 20m are
provided, unless otherwise stated below.
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7.4.54 Within Site C02, there is only a 12m distance in between Blocks C and D and again in
between Blocks F and E. Whilst this is not ideal and some negative impacts on privacy will
be experienced, this is reduced by balconies only being provided on one side and by
windows being off-set. The same is said for Site C03, where there are the same distances in
between Blocks C and D and again between Blocks A and E.
7.4.55 In terms of maintaining privacy to the proposed units within Site C04 Block E, due to its
height and prominent position from King’s Avenue, obscured glazing to the proposed
balconies is proposed on the south elevation, to minimise views into flats from street level.
Site C05
7.4.56 Looking at surrounding dwellings, privacy is maintained in relation to neighbouring
properties to the west, due to the orientation of the blocks and the blank facades to the west
elevations of Block B. Whilst there will be numerous windows to the 11 storey west facing
façade of Block A, the distance from surrounding properties (c. 40m) and the differences in
height is sufficient enough to prevent impacts on privacy. The approximately 25m distances
from Site C03 to the north is also considered sufficient, as are distances to properties to the
south.
7.4.57 Within the proposed development itself, privacy impacts are prevented between Block A and
Block B by the blank east façade to Block B. There will be some overlooking into the
proposed roof terraces and rear gardens to the dwellings in Block A, however the distance
is considered appropriate.
Sites C06 and C08
7.4.58 These two sites are considered together in respect of privacy, as they are of a similar design
in plan form and height. There are substantial distances in between these sites and
surrounding development, further increased by the adjacent Central Park, the Crescent and
King’s Avenue. There are no impacts to consider in respect of privacy.
Site C07
7.4.59 As with Sites C06 and C08 above, there are substantial distances in between these sites
and surrounding development, further increased by the adjacent Central Park, the Crescent
and King’s Avenue. There are no impacts to consider in respect of privacy in terms of
surrounding dwellings.
7.4.60 Within the development itself, the individual blocks face each other above the internal
podium. Privacy impacts are considered acceptable, given the distances in the majority of
this area exceeding 18m, the angles of the blocks and the variations between protruding
and recessed balconies and the careful positioning of windows.
Site D
7.4.61 In terms of surrounding development, distances to the north and west are appropriate and
provide significant distances between dwellings. The south of the site is approximately 9m
north of no. 143 King’s Avenue, however any privacy impact is minimised by the existing
boundary treatments and the minimal fenestration to the north of no. 143 King’s Avenue.
7.4.62 Fenestration to the east elevation of Block B is minimal and the distance from Rigg House to
the east is sufficient enough to prevent impacts on privacy. The east elevation of Block A
has minimal fenestration which is suitably off-set from the adjacent fenestration at 1-20
Tilson Gardens.
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7.4.63 Within the site itself, distances between units are sufficient enough and windows are placed
appropriately enough to ensure privacy to all units.
Site E
7.4.64 In terms of existing surrounding dwellings, the majority of properties on King’s Avenue are
approximately 28.5m in distance to the west of Block E01. This distance is considered
appropriate, taking into account the height of the proposed block E01 and the required
provision of landscaping of an appropriate to mitigate any overlooking between the two
properties, which will be sought by condition.
7.4.65 Block E01 gets significantly closer to the adjacent properties at no. 184 King’s Avenue to the
north of the block and no. 217 to the south, at 5.1m and 13.2m respectively. In terms of
visual amenity, it is considered that these two adjacent properties will experience some
minor loss as a result of the height and proximity of block E01, however this is expected to
be mitigated by the proposed landscaping which will be sought by condition. In terms of
privacy, no windows are proposed to the west façade of block E01 where it faces the
side/rear of these properties. Balconies are proposed at the fourth storey of this building, at
the top of the section of the block facing these two properties, however, as the boundary
treatment to these balconies are proposed in brick to 1.4m in height, this prevents any
overlooking impact to the neighbouring property.
7.4.66 The properties to the south of Site E either have blank north facades or are at an
approximately 20m distance from the proposed buildings. There are no further impacts in
terms of privacy to consider in terms of surrounding properties, given significant distances
from properties on the other side of the South Circular and New Park Road.
7.4.67 Block E01, E02 and E03 is considered acceptable in respect of proposed levels of privacy in
between the proposed units as the distances exceed 18m.
Site F
7.4.68 To the north is the proposed Telferscot Primary School building1, which has residential units
above it. The distance between the north elevation of Site F01 and the south elevation of
the proposed building is 10.7m. Whilst there are windows to both elevations, these are not
immediately facing each other, therefore whilst there will be some overlooking, this has
been minimised.
7.4.69 To the west, there is a significant distance of approximately 60m from the eastern part of
Site F01 Block B and the adjacent dwellings at Tierney Gardens. There are residential units
at 43a Tierney Gardens adjacent to Site F01, however these are single storey and therefore
any privacy impacts will be prevented by boundary treatments. Further south of this at 18m
to the east of Site F03 are the rear of nos. 21-31 Kirkstall Gardens. There are no windows to
the east elevation of Site F03 and therefore no resulting overlooking to the adjacent
properties.
7.4.70 Within the development itself, there are no privacy impacts as a result of careful window
positioning, sufficient distances and a black façade to the west elevations of F01 Block B
and F03 Block B.
Summary

1

Application refs. 16/03950/VOC and 16/03952/REM. Given resolution to grant planning permission at
committee on 29th November 2016
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7.4.71 The proposed development has been carefully considered in terms of privacy throughout, in
terms of the position and aspect of habitable rooms, gardens and balconies and avoiding
windows facing each other where privacy distances are tight. This ensures maintained
privacy to surrounding residents and ensures privacy to future residents.
7.4.72 In addition, appropriate distances between buildings ensures visual amenity from the public
realm is not unacceptably compromised; adequate outlooks are ensured and undue senses
of enclosure or unacceptable levels of overlooking or perceived overlooking are prevented.
Conditions are proposed to ensure service equipment is fully integrated into the building
envelope or located in visually inconspicuous locations.
7.4.73 Subject to the conditions referred to in this section, the proposed development is therefore
considered to be in accordance with Policy Q2 in terms of ensuring acceptable privacy and
visual amenity.
(l) Dual Aspect
7.4.74 Local Plan Policy H5 requires dual-aspect accommodation to be provided, unless
exceptional circumstances are demonstrated. Standard 29 of the London Housing SPG also
requires the number of single aspect dwellings to be minimised and in particular, single
aspect dwellings that are north facing, or exposed to noise levels above which significant
adverse effects on health and quality of life occur, or which contain three or more bedrooms
should be avoided.
7.4.75 The development provides three separate types of dwellings in respect of aspect for the
2532 units proposed.
7.4.76 ‘Dual 1’ relates to ‘true’ dual aspect, whereby the unit has windows to at least two distinct
elevations of the dwelling. 1374 (54.26%) of dwellings are proposed to meet ‘Dual 1’
standards.
7.4.77 ‘Dual 2’ is considered to be dual aspect in accordance with the definition set out within the
London Housing SPG, whereby the dwelling has openable windows on two external walls,
or on adjacents sides of a dwelling where the external walls of a dwelling wrap around the
corner of a building. One aspect may also be towards an external access deck or courtyard.
477 (18.8%) dwellings are provided at ‘Dual 2’ standards.
7.4.78 The remaining 681 (26.9%) dwellings are single aspect. Of these, only 2 are north facing,
which are a 1 and 2 bedroom apartment on the ground floor of Block C of Site C04, facing
towards the Central Park. Only 5 of these are 3 bedroom dwellings, provided within Sites
C01, C02 and C03 facing south onto the South Circular. It is not anticipated that any single
aspect dwellings will be exposed to noise levels above which significant adverse effects on
health and quality of life will occur, particularly given the set back and extensive landscaping
buffer in this location.
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7.4.79 The quantity of dual aspect accommodation has been maximised throughout the site and
where this has been compromised and single aspect accommodation has been provided, it
is considered to be as a result of the limitations of increasing the density of the site and
accounting for other requirements set out within this ‘housing standards’ section.
Furthermore, where single aspect dwellings are provided, the negative impact on the quality
of the accommodation are considered to be off-set by other factors, specifically the wide
frontage to the dwellings within Site C04 and their aspect towards the Central Park and the
wide frontage and south facing aspect of the dwellings within Sites C01, C02 and C03.
7.4.80 The proposed development is considered acceptable in respect of provision of dual aspect
accommodation.
(m) Floor to ceiling heights
7.4.81 The nationally described space standard sets a minimum ceiling height of 2.3 metres for at
least 75% of the gross internal area of the dwelling. To address the unique heat island effect
of London and the distinct density and flatted nature of most of its residential development,
a minimum ceiling height of 2.5m for at least 75% of the gross internal area is strongly
encouraged so that new housing is of adequate quality, especially in terms of light,
ventilation and sense of space.
7.4.82 Ceiling heights within the development exceed the minimum standards above in all
instances and in some cases exceed this, with ceiling heights of 2.4m or higher.
(n) Further environmental considerations
7.4.83 Further environmental factors relevant to assessing the quality of the residential
accommodation are considered elsewhere in this report, including daylight, sunlight and
overshadowing impacts, noise, air quality, climate change adaptation and mitigation,
environmental performance, overheating, water, flooding and drainage and ecology. These
are all assessed within Section 7.5 in respect of the Environmental Impact Assessment.
7.5

Environmental Assessment

7.5.1

Due to the size, location and nature of the development, the project is a Schedule 2
(Category 10b Urban Development Projects (more than 150 dwellings and exceeding 5
hectares) development under the Town and Country Planning Environmental Impact
Assessments) Regulations 2011 requiring an Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA). The
applicants commenced discussions relating to the scope of the Environmental Statement
(ES) and further consultation took place with statutory and other consultees as part of the
scoping opinion issued on 21st April 2017. The applicant has used this to inform the content
of the ES submitted with this application. The ES has appropriately considered the likely
significant environmental impacts of the development project and this report has been
produced taking the environmental information into account. Members should consider the
ES information as an integral part of their assessment.

7.5.2

Since the submission of the planning application the ES regulations were updated on 16th
May 2017 (The Town and Country Planning (Environmental Impact Assessment)
Regulations 2017). However, as the request for a scoping opinion was received prior to this
date, these new EIA regulations are not relevant to this application and the previous
regulations are relevant in this instance.
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(a) Construction Methodology and Programme
7.5.3

This is not a technical topic within the ES, nonetheless it is included as a chapter to address
the appropriate phasing and key activities for enabling works and demolition across the
estate. Relevant aspects to the construction methodology are dealt with under the topics
below, which form the technical chapters of the ES. It is relevant that a scheme of phasing is
to be required by condition, notwithstanding the details set out within the application. The
development is broadly expected to follow the following timescales:










7.5.4

Phase 1 - Sites A, D
Phase 2 – Site C01
Phase 3 - Site B01
Phase 4 - Site C02
Phase 5 – Sites C03 and C06
Phase 6 - Site C08
Phase 7 - Site C07 and C04
Phase 8 - Site C05 and E
Phase 9 - Site F

A condition shall be applied that will seek to ensure that phasing is appropriate, specifically
in terms of ensuring permeable routes through the estate throughout the construction, and
adequate retail provision is sustained across the estate in respect of the local centre. On the
latter, officers therefore seek to ensure that Site D is completed in advance of the demolition
of Poynders Parade.
(b) Traffic and Transport

7.5.5

Site context

7.5.6

The site has a PTAL score of 3 across the majority of the site, which is considered
moderate, with part of the site to the north-west with a PTAL score of 2 (poor/moderate) and
part of the site to the south-east with higher PTAL scores of 4-5 (good). This is due to the
closer proximity to bus services on Brixton Hill (A23), which give access to Brixton and
Streatham Hill stations.

7.5.7

There are no underground stations within close proximity to the site – the closest stations
are all at least 1km from the site: Brixton (to the north-east); Balham (to the south-west),
Herne Hill (national rail) to the north-east; Tulse Hill and Streatham Hill (both national rail) to
the south-east; and Clapham South (to the west). However, bus services are available from
Kings Avenue and on the South Circular.

7.5.8

The figure below shows current Controlled Parking Zones (CPZ) covering public roads
around and within the site. Most areas around the site are covered by existing public CPZs,
with the exception of the areas to the south-east. Consultation has recently taken place on a
new CPZ in that area.
Public CPZs are as follows:





Brixton Hill ‘D’ – east of King’s Avenue, north of Atkins Road/Streatham Place and
west of King’s Avenue. This became operational in October 2017.
Clapham ‘L’ – North and South of Poynders Road, west of King’s Avenue, north of
Atkins Road but including Scrutton Close. This was extended to include the area
to the east of Clarence Crescent, becoming operational in October 2017.
Thornton ‘R’ – South of Atkins Road, west of King’s Avenue.
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7.5.9

Roads within the site that are not adopted are mostly covered by an estate parking control
scheme. At present, 605 parking permits are issued to residents across the estate, whereas
976 spaces are available. Until recently however, parking was unrestricted across much of
the site. Parking controls have now been implemented across the majority of the estate and
may follow in adjacent areas, allowing on-street parking to be controlled across the whole of
the estate before the development is fully completed and occupied.

7.5.10 The site is bisected by the A205 South Circular road (TfL controlled) and the B221 Kings
Avenue (borough controlled), with Clarence Avenue providing alternative access. Traffic
analysis indicates that the existing network to the north has no reserve capacity (any further
traffic will have a significant impact on congestion), with other sections operating at a degree
of capacity of more than 90%, with little scope to accommodate more traffic in the future.
The existing network to the south has a small amount of reserve capacity.
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7.5.11 The nearest existing cycle route is the London Cycle Network Route 25 which runs east –
west to the north of the site and provides a link to Cycle Superhighway 7 (CS7) on the A24
Clapham Common Southside and to Quietway 5 at Clapham Common. CS7 provides a link
between Merton and the City of London. The Kings Avenue corridor is not currently
designated as a cycle route, but has been identified by Transport for London as a medium
priority connection based on London-wide analysis of potential cycling demand. See figure
below.

Figure 1: Cycle Demand

7.5.12 A pedestrian and cycling audit utilising the Pedestrian and Cycling Environment Review
Systems (PERS / CERS) has been undertaken by the applicant across the estate. This
resulted in the following outcomes in terms of pedestrians:





An identified lack of signage and missing dropped kerbs along several links;
A few crossings where poor drainage caused ponding and some crossings where poor
maintenance was evident;
Public transport waiting areas, where several stops lacked shelter, surveillance systems
and refuse bins;
Many routes lacking signage and rest points, with some routes scoring negatively
because of high traffic volumes.

7.5.13 These are to be addressed through the section 278 agreement and the other highway works
sought.
7.5.14 This resulted in the following outcomes in terms of cyclists:


No cyclist links or junctions were identified as having poor conditions, the majority were
considered as average; and of the 33 cycle parking facilities examined in the vicinity, all
were considered good except for one cycle parking facility at Clapham South Station.
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7.5.15 Forecast trips and travel modes
7.5.16 LLP Policy T6 (Assessing impacts of development on transport capacity and infrastructure)
states that planning applications will be supported where they do not have unacceptable
transport impacts, including cumulative impacts on highway safety; traffic flows; congestion
of the road network; on-street parking; footway space; desire lines and pedestrian flows;
and all other transport modes, including public transport and cycling; or, where they provide,
or contribute towards, improvements that would make them acceptable.
7.5.17 The trip generation analysis methodology which has been used for the development was the
subject of extensive discussions during the pre-application stage. The standard approach to
trip generation utilises existing data in terms of comparable sites, trip rates, census data and
traffic growth factors. There are specific factors to consider in this case, namely:






The scale of the application and nature of the site location;
Uncertainty around the number of existing residents who will remain on the estate and
remain in possession of a parking permit at 2034;
The impacts of the recent introduction of public CPZs and parking controls within the
estate and the influence of any future CPZs / controls affecting the area;
The lack of comparable sites of this scale with a similar context, in terms of PTAL ratings;
and
Any future proposals up to 2034 in terms of improvements to public transport.

7.5.18 Considering the uncertainties involved, Transport officers raised concerns that the approach
taken and datasets provided might not accurately reflect future trip making. In response to
these concerns a peer review was commissioned by the applicant. This concluded that a
standard approach had been followed and that the conclusions could be considered
reasonable. TfL is also broadly supportive of the approach taken. Officers advise, however,
that some concerns remain, especially given congestion on the adjacent road network and
consequently the impact of any trips above those predicted in terms of network
performance. Officers have therefore placed particular emphasis on the need for the
development to promote public transport trips, reduce car trips as far as possible and
ensure that improved conditions for walking and cycling are secured.
Development impacts and mitigation measures
Bus services
7.5.19 The 2008 OPP sought to create two-way working on the A205, creating signalised junctions
at King’s Avenue and a new ‘gyratory’ to the north in order to provide the required bus
stands and bus driver facilities. Discussions between the Council, Metropolitan and TfL back
in 2014/15 concluded that the delivery of the highway layout in this form would not represent
an optimum outcome, resulting in a poor urban design in terms of the setting of the new
blocks and ultimately pushing the gyratory northwards into the estate. As a result, it was
agreed to consider options that optimised the existing gyratory layout. This was the starting
point for discussion on the new application. Further work (as part of the new application) in
regard to underground utilities also demonstrated that the proposed 2008 OPP was not
workable or deliverable on the ground without diverting major services.
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7.5.20 Proposals have therefore been developed with TfL to deliver improvements to the bus
interchange on Poynders Road A205. The proposed layout utilises both sides of the
gyratory island and accommodates 5 bus stands. The principle of the layout and welfare
facility has been agreed by TfL. A Stage 1 Road Safety Audit was provided during the
application to assess whether the development would result in the safe operation of the
A205, and as a result, TfL are generally satisfied that the impacts of the development can
be adequately mitigated, subject to appropriate transport improvements being secured by
condition and through the section 106 agreement.
7.5.21 The full costs to deliver the bus interchange and welfare facility will be met by the applicant.
The delivery will be included within the section 106 agreement, with the earliest possible
delivery in the Masterplan scheme and the facilities including any temporary arrangement to
be available at all times throughout the build process. Additionally, separate land/lease
agreements as well as specific covenants in the s106 agreement will be required to protect
TfL’s interest.
7.5.22 In terms of bus services, TfL has requested a contribution through the s106 agreement to
provide additional bus capacity in the AM peak hour (£750,000, reduced to £650,000 due to
the £100k payment in the previous application). A further £98,398 is sought to upgrade 12
bus shelters within the Masterplan area.
London underground and rail services
7.5.23 The assessment for London Underground services indicates that the proposed development
will result in 17 additional passengers per tube train, assuming all travel towards London in
the am peak.
7.5.24 The assessment for rail services indicates that the proposed development will result in 14
and 9 additional passengers (in each direction) at Streatham Hill station in the am peak.
7.5.25 London Underground has not objected to these changes and therefore no mitigation is
proposed in response.
Walking and Cycling
7.5.26 Transport officers have sought to ensure that the development delivers significant benefit to
pedestrians and cyclists, especially given that the proposal will rely on high levels of walking
and cycling. Officers have also sought improvements that will contribute to the development
of strategic cycle links in this part of the borough. Kings Avenue has been identified as a
high cycle demand corridor by TfL and officers have therefore worked with the applicant to
develop a highway design that responds to this, with dedicated space for cyclists. The
originally proposed ‘informal’ crossings on Kings Avenue have been revised to controlled
‘green man’ crossings to ensure inclusive access. Concerns raised by local schools have
also been addressed in the provision of new crossing facilities on the A205. In summary the
agreed works to be secured through section 106 / section 278 are:






Redesign of the existing bus terminus at the Atkins Road / Kings Avenue gyratory;
A new pedestrian and cycle crossing across the A205;
A new controlled diagonal crossing at the junction of the A205 / Clarence Avenue;
A new signalised pedestrian crossing on Kings Avenue, removal of on-street parking
spaces and provision of cycle lanes (see figure below);
The junction of Atkins Road and Kings Avenue will be subject to further review with
funding secured by s106 agreement to develop and part fund improvements, particularly
to cycling level of service.
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7.5.27 The full costs to implement and maintain the highway works will be met by the applicant
under a Section 106 / 278 agreement.

7.5.28 Highway impacts
7.5.29 Previous proposals had planned for the removal of the gyratory system on the A205 South
Circular which would have represented a significant change to the strategic road network
adjacent to the development. These proposals however have not been included in the
current application and changes to the highway proposed have focussed on smaller scale
improvements discussed further below.
7.5.30 Three points of vehicular access are proposed on the A205 Poynders Road. Whilst two
access points currently exist along this section of the A205, the locations of the existing
accesses would be changed. It is noted that these accesses will only serve the car parking
areas for the buildings which front the A205 and there will be no general through traffic. All
three accesses will have a left-in left-out arrangement.
7.5.31 A traffic model has been prepared by the applicant in order to assess the impacts of the
development and the acceptability of changes proposed to the strategic road network.
7.5.32 A Stage 1 Road Safety Audit was provided during the application to assess whether the
development would result in the safe operation of the A205, and as a result, TfL are
generally satisfied that the impacts of the development can be adequately mitigated, subject
to appropriate transport improvements being secured by condition and through the section
106 agreement.
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7.5.33 TfL is satisfied that the modelling produced in respect of delays and journey times are
acceptable for assessing the impacts of the development. These models suggest a potential
increase in journey times by a maximum of 55-60%. Due to constraints of both software and
methodology used for this assessment the delay values should be treated with caution. It is
therefore recommended that once highway proposals are due for implementation, microsimulation software should be considered as part of scheme implementation process to fully
appreciate scheme impact on bus and general traffic journey times. This requirement for
micro-simulation modelling to support the s278 will be secured by condition or through the
s106.
7.5.34 Model outputs for the new toucan crossing on the A205 immediately west of the gyratory
indicate potential queuing issues on the eastbound and westbound approach to the
crossing, particularly in relation to queuing on the westbound direction, where impacts will
be further exacerbated should the alternative solution of double cycling is sought. Whilst TfL
agree to the principle of the proposed crossing, the location will need to be revised to
ensure that the queues forming from the crossing stop line do not affect any upstream link
especially circulatory lanes around the A205 gyratory. Future modelling is also sought in
respect of the Clarence Avenue junction to allow a more detailed analysis, given that this is
shown to be brought close to capacity.
7.5.35 Consideration has been given to the need to ensure that the site is fully integrated into the
surrounding highway network, with the same or similar levels of maintenance and design
standards. Wholesale adoption of roads has been considered, but not pursued in this case,
particularly as this would result in the loss of a large number of trees. In practice, adoption is
normally only pursued when the roads are of public benefit e.g. through roads. The only
roads which will be adopted on the estate are two through routes between Kings Avenue
and Clarence Crescent, and the road connecting Tilson Gardens and King’s Avenue. The
fact that roads are not adopted does not preclude the council from implementing and / or
operating parking controls. In any event, public rights of passage through the site will be
secured with ‘permissive path’ status.
7.5.36 Car parking provision
7.5.37 The car parking proposed across the estate in relation to individual sites A-F is detailed in
Appendix 2 of this report.
7.5.38 LLP Policy T7 (Parking) requires development to provide car parking within the maximum
standards in the London Plan, reflecting the public transport accessibility of the development
site, with minimal provision in areas of good public transport accessibility. It also requires
development to be car free, seeking permit-free and permit-capped schemes, particularly in
areas where alternative modes of transport are available and where public transport
accessibility is high.
7.5.39 The comparison of car parking provision across the estate is summarised in the table below.

No. of residential units
No. of car parking spaces
Ratio of spaces to units
No. of permits issued

Provision at
completion of
Section 1
2,409
976
0.41
605 (25% of units)
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Proposed provision

4,077
1,290
0.31
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7.5.40 The proposed development increases the number of parking spaces across the estate by
314, which must be set against the significant increase in dwellings proposed. Assuming
that existing spaces in excess of the number of parking permits currently issued will also be
available, the overall parking ratio will be 0.31. This is a reduction from the current ratio of
0.41.
7.5.41 With regard to the proposed ratio it is considered relevant that: a) only 28% of existing
residents across the estate are currently permit holders and b) there is no certainty that all
occupiers of the 2,409 units will remain on the estate.
7.5.42 The breakdown of the proposed car parking provision is as follows:
Type
Proposed undercroft (off-street) general parking
Proposed undercroft (off-street) disabled parking
Proposed on-street general parking
Proposed on-street disabled parking
Proposed CRC spaces
Existing commercial spaces
Existing across the remainder of the estate
Total

No. of spaces
339
89 (26%)
103
39 (38%)
3
39
634
1246 spaces

7.5.43 It is not considered appropriate to apply the policy requirement for car free development as
a result of the existing poor/moderate public transport accessibility across the majority of the
site and the resulting need to retain an appropriate level of car parking for existing and
future residents across the estate. Rather officers have expressed some concern that the
low level of parking proposed may not meet demand given current levels of car ownership in
the surrounding area which the census shows at a ratio of 0.54. Particularly for new
residents, the number of parking spaces available will be relatively low and therefore
mitigation should be secured e.g. in the form of car club provision.
7.5.44 As noted above, the traffic analysis undertaken for the application indicates that the
surrounding road network has limited capacity to accommodate more traffic. Given these
constraints a relatively low parking ratio, combined with improvements to public transport,
walking and cycling infrastructure is considered appropriate.
7.5.45 The 17 year implementation period for the development is a consideration, as any increase
in car parking demand will be gradual. The decline in car ownership over the past decade is
noted by transport officers as are emerging policies set out in the draft New London Plan.
Officers recognise the length of implementation within the proposed development up to
2034 and consider that further changes in conditions, including behaviour change,
infrastructure investment and improvements to public transport services have the potential
to further influence travel behaviour in the area. The reduction in the car parking ratio at the
estate is therefore considered supportable within this context, in terms of promoting
sustainable travel options and aligning with strategic policy objectives. This also aligns with
recent and future plans to implement CPZs in the area.
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7.5.46 In terms of the proposed development affecting the demand for spaces in adjacent areas,
officers consider this to be a risk. As a consequence, a section 106 contribution towards the
implementation of a proposed CPZ to the south east of the estate as well as any required
changes to existing CPZs is to be secured, in order to contribute towards the mitigation of
any adverse parking impacts on neighbouring areas.
7.5.47 Car parking management
7.5.48 In order to prevent the possibility of overspill parking on public roads it is proposed that
parking permits in the adjacent public CPZs, existing and proposed, will not be available to
residents of the estate and this will be secured within the section 106 agreement.
7.5.49 Consideration has been given as to whether a new CPZ, operating on the same principles
as surrounding public CPZs, should be implemented to cover the estate. However, as a
result of the low parking ratio proposed across the estate it is considered that parking
management can be most effectively undertaken by the applicant via a bespoke CPZ. If a
standard CPZ were to operate the potential number of permits issued could outstrip the
supply of parking spaces. To address this eventuality the applicant has submitted a Car
Parking Management Plan which sets out their proposed approach across the entirety of the
estate.
7.5.50 As set out in their Car Park Management Plan, the applicant is proposing the following
prioritisation for the issue of parking permits:
1) Households with a disabled family member;
2) Those able to demonstrate that ownership and access to a private car is a condition
of employment;
3) Those able to demonstrate that they have no other viable means of travel to a place
of work; or lastly,
4) Issued in accordance with the date of the application.
7.5.51 Officers note that the quantity of parking spaces to be allocated to private units as set out in
the Car Park Management Plan needs further consideration.
7.5.52 Further details and terms of the Car Park Management Plan will be required to be agreed
under the Section 106 agreement. As recommended by TfL, this will include a review
mechanism in respect of demand for disabled spaces, giving an option for the disabled
space provision to be increased if demand is demonstrated (see below).

7.5.53 Disabled parking
7.5.54 The originally proposed quantity of disabled parking spaces was 77 spaces across the
estate, giving 3% of all new dwellings across Sites A to F access to an accessible car
parking space. This was considered unacceptable by officers and by TfL. During the course
of the application, following discussions with officers and TfL, this was increased to 127
spaces, giving 5% of all new dwellings across Sites A to F access to a disabled car parking
space, albeit still falling short of London Plan requirements (10%).
7.5.55 Whilst TfL have agreed to accept a lower disabled car parking provision, they request that
the provision is subject to a review mechanism in the Car Park Management Plan.
Measures detailed within a Car Park Strategy Management Plan should be secured through
the section 106 agreement, TfL request to be consulted on the final version of the Plan.
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7.5.56 Car clubs
7.5.57 The provision of nine car club cars have been agreed to cover the site and support the
needs of those who need to travel by car occasionally and help reduce demand for car
ownership. Metropolitan will provide free membership for new occupants for the first three
years.
7.5.58 Electric Vehicle Charging Points
7.5.59 The applicant is proposing electric vehicle charging points, with 20% active and 20%
passive provision, to be implemented in accordance with London Plan standards. These will
be secured by condition.
7.5.60 Cycle parking
7.5.61 The minimum standards within the London Plan require 1 cycle parking space to be
provided per studio and 1 bedroom unit and 2 cycle parking spaces to be provided per
dwellings which have 2 bedrooms or more.
7.5.62 2,532 new dwellings are proposed, 848 are 1 bedroom units whilst the remaining 1,684
have 2 bedrooms or more. The development therefore results in a policy requirement for
4,216 cycle parking spaces.
7.5.63 This London Plan requirement has been met as provision has been made in accordance
with the above standards.
7.5.64 In terms of visitor cycle parking, 1 space is to be provided per 40 units. The development
therefore results in a policy requirement for 63 visitor cycle parking spaces. This
requirement has been met through the provision of Sheffield stands outside of entrances to
the proposed buildings and through over-provision within the long stay cycle parking within
the internal storage of the building.
7.5.65 The proposed non-residential cycle parking provision is set out below, in relation to the
London Plan requirements, showing that they have been met.
Location

Site C04

Site C04

No.
of
units
1

1

Proposed
uses

Cycle parking
requirement

Community Long stay: 1 space
Resource
Centre
Short stay: 10 spaces
(CRC)
(Class D1) Total: 11 spaces
Office
(Class B1)

On site provision

Long stay:
10x spaces (double stacked)
are provided within a store to
east facing frontage of the
CRC.

Long stay: 11 spaces
Short stay: 2 spaces
Total: 13 spaces

8x spaces (double stacked) are
provided within a store to the
east facing frontage of the
office.
6x Sheffield stands are
provided outside of C04,
providing 12 short stay spaces.
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A total of 24 spaces are
provided, meeting the quantity
required.
Site C07
– Block A

2

A1/A2/A3/B Potential requirement
1/D1/D2
for 1 space if in
B1/D1/D2 uses

Site C07
– Block B

3

A1/A2/A3/B Potential requirement
1/D1/D2
for 1 space if in
B1/D1/D2 uses

Site C08

2

A1/A2/A3/A Potential requirement
4/B1/D1/D2 for 2 space if in
B1/D1/D2 uses

1 space per unit provided, plus
4x Sheffield stands outside,
exceeding the requirement.

Site D –
Block A

2

A1/A2/A3/A 2 spaces required
4

1 space within each unit, 3
sheffield stands externally,
exceeding the requirement.
Total of 37 spaces provided.

Total: 28-34 spaces
required

4 x Sheffield stands outside
C07, giving 8 spaces,
exceeding the requirement.

Table 7.8: Non-residential cycle parking provision

7.5.66 TfL’s cycle hire scheme does not currently extend to the proposed development site. It was
recently extended to Brixton. However, the applicant has safeguarded an appropriate area
of land off Kings Avenue to accommodate cycle hire docking stations should a scheme be
implemented in the future.
7.5.67 Regarding the quality of provision, Transport officers have raised the following concerns
with the residential cycle parking proposals across the estate:









Multiple doors separate the cycle storage areas from building access points;
The corridors leading to the cycle storage areas are in some instances long and narrow,
it is recommended that corridor widths are increased to a minimum width of 2m to allow
for manoeuvring and to allow two way movements for bicycles, pedestrians and
wheelchairs;
Doors along corridors / to cycle storage areas should be a minimum of 1.2m wide and
external doors 2m wide;
Details of proposed security measures for cycle storage should be provided;
Provision of Sheffield stands should be a minimum of 10% for each cycle storage area.
Vertical cycle parking where the cycle must be lifted off the ground is proposed in some
cases.
Inadequate space has been allowed to manoeuvre cycles within the stores in some cases.
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7.5.68 In order to resolve the issues above, corridor widths have been increased across the
development as far as possible to improve manoeuvrability of bicycles. Notwithstanding this,
access to the cycle stores is still considered convoluted in some cases.
7.5.69 Officers consider that the cycle storage provision would be improved if access were to be
provided directly via the undercroft parking areas, utilising the proposed vehicular access
into each relevant plot. The applicant considers that following consultation with Secure by
Design officers, this would be detrimental to the security of the buildings. However, in light of
the Secure by Design officer’s consultation response, officers consider that allowing access
directly via the undercroft parking will maintain security to the blocks, as access to each
residential core will be by a bespoke key fob for each block, with no visibility of cycle storage
from within the undercroft itself. Officers therefore seek to apply a condition to this effect, to
ensure access for cyclists to courtyards is provided to each relevant block, alongside
appropriate security measures for the cycle storage itself.
7.5.70 In respect of doors along corridors, it is noted that some doors are fire doors which are held
open by magnets which allow the doors to close in case of an emergency. This does not
remove all doors, but reduces officers concerns in this respect.
7.5.71 Of the provision:
 188 are vertical stacked (4.4%)
 3730 are double stacked (86.4%) (noting that 1,865 (50%) are accessible at ground level)
 280 are Sheffield stands (6.5%)
7.5.72 Officers acknowledge the design challenges of meeting the quantity of cycle parking
provision required across the estate, however the vertical stacking proposed should either
be modified to a solution where cycles may be wheeled into place, or replaced by Sheffield
stands.
7.5.73 All in all, officers remain concerned by the accessibility of residential cycle storage across
the estate, and that this should be mitigated by the introduction of a condition to relevant
blocks which ensures access from undercroft parking areas. In addition, details of the cycle
parking should be submitted for approval addressing the issues identified above.
7.5.74 Emergency vehicle access
7.5.75 A swept path analysis has been provided demonstrating routes for emergency vehicles
have been accommodated across the estate, giving access in proximity to each block.
7.5.76 Delivery and servicing arrangements
7.5.77 A framework Servicing and Delivery Plan was submitted with the application.
7.5.78 Transport officers have raised concerns in relation to the following:
 Accommodation of 10m rigid HGVs and the impact on two way traffic movements;
 Vehicular swept paths do not demonstrate that two way vehicular movements can be
accommodated along all roads;
 No details of service provision for service yards / service vehicle parking / loading bays
etc; and
 Provision of forward visibility splays of 11m (10 mph) would not be provided at corners
along internal roads within Site A, safety concerns are raised in this respect.
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7.5.79 A detailed delivery and servicing plan is to be required by condition on a site by site basis, to
ensure a satisfactory approach in terms of relevant vehicular movements and stopping
points for service vehicles and loading bays with relevant consideration of road widths, kerb
depths and arboricultural considerations.
7.5.80 The interactions between vehicles, pedestrians and cyclists need to be clarified by further
control measures across the linear park, where the north/south vehicular routes for servicing
and delivery and emergency vehicles in between sites C01, C02, C03 and C04 overlap with
the cycle and pedestrian routes. These details will be sought by the overall Management
Plan for the park under the Section 106 agreement.
7.5.81 Refuse storage & collection
7.5.82 The refuse and recycling storage is described in section 7.4 in relation to Housing
Standards. Veolia have assessed the application from an accessibility point of view and are
satisfied that the bespoke vehicles for the URS system will be able to access them without
causing unacceptable impacts.
7.5.83 Travel Plans
7.5.84 The applicant has submitted a Residential Travel Plan which has been reviewed by the
council’s transport team and considered to ensure that occupants/users of the Development
benefit from sustainable travel options and reduce car trips, through the primary measure of
the provision of car club bays on-site. It has been recommended that conditions are
imposed requiring submission of a detailed Travel Plan, incorporating each phase as it is
built out. The total monitoring period is 19 years based on the intended construction
programme. A Travel Plan monitoring fee is to be secured through the S106 Agreement.
(c) Townscape and Visual Impact Assessment
7.5.85 This is considered in section 7.6 below.
(d) Socio-Economic Impacts
7.5.86 This part of the ES considers the likely socio-economic effects of the proposed Development
on the local and borough-wide economy, on employment and demand on local facilities
(schools, healthcare facilities and other community facilities and infrastructure). Two of the
three components to achieving sustainable development include social and economic
elements.
7.5.87 The proposed development creates a major positive impact through the provision of a net
additional 1,668 dwellings comprising a mix of unit, types and tenures.
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7.5.88 The proposed Development will create a number of temporary construction jobs as well as
deliver opportunities for end-use employment and training. A legal obligation, to be drafted in
close consultation with the Council’s Employment and Skills Team (in accordance with the
Employment and Skills SPD (adopted February 2018)), would secure a proportion for local
labour access to opportunities to seek to address the Borough’s unemployment levels along
with a number of other employment obligations as part of an Employment and Skills Plan. The
unemployment rate in Lambeth in 2015 was calculated at around 6.8% of the Borough’s
working-age population (0.8% increase since the 2011 census). The ES sets out that the
development is expected to provide circa 356 net additional employment (PYE) during the
construction phase. In terms of direct employment, a net operational employment increase of
128 jobs (FTE) following displacement, leakage and multiplier effects is set out as being
expected within the ES.
7.5.89 There will also be further economic activity arising from the development, with increased
expenditure in the locality by the construction workers, as well as associated local
expenditure as a result of those who derive incomes from the direct and supply chain
linkages. The annual expenditure increase from the net additional 1,545 households arising
from the development will also be significant.
7.5.90 It is envisaged that the ‘new residents’ from the Development would generate an additional
332 primary (5-11) and 242 secondary school age (11-16) people to the Borough. In respect
of primary schools, it is expected that the 89 primary schools within 2 miles of the centre of
the site are able to accommodate children from the proposed development, as well as
additional capacity provided by any new provision on Site 4. It is acknowledged that over the
long term, the number of secondary school children will increase as the child population ages,
resulting in a minor negative impact on secondary school provision in the borough. However,
as this relates to a general requirement within the Borough, this can be considered as part of
CIL. The intention to bring forward additional places as part of a new secondary school at
Glenbrook Primary School site is also noted.
7.5.91 With regard to healthcare, the ES Chapter has identified the potential impact of the 8,695
projected residents at the end of the 17-year construction period as being minor negative in
respect of GP surgeries and dentists. Please refer to the land use section of this report where
this is discussed.
7.5.92 With regards to community facilities, the impact on community space provision is considered
to be positive in the long-term, through the provision of a new, expanded facility that will serve
the population generated by the development.
7.5.93 The proposed development is also considered to have minor positive impacts in terms of
deterring criminal activity through provision of a well-designed environment, as is set out in
section 6.6 below in relation to Secure by Design.
7.5.94 The open and play space provided will also create a positive impact for residents across the
estate.
7.5.95 Overall, the socio-economic impacts the Development are considered to result in public
benefits that would otherwise not be achieved in the absence of approving the Development.
The additional demand for social infrastructure is also considered to be met by the existing
provision within the borough and CIL liability.
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(e) Noise and Vibration
7.5.96 The ES describes the predicted noise and vibration impacts associated with the proposed
Development. The chapter considers the potential noise and vibration impacts and likely
effects of the proposed development; specifically, the effects of predicted noise conditions
on the proposed development and the effects likely to be generated by the proposed
development on noise sensitive receptors within the study area.
7.5.97 It is considered that this chapter of the ES has referenced relevant standards and that an
appropriate environmental noise methodology has been adopted, subject to the details
required under conditions referred to below.
7.5.98 Changes in road traffic noise
7.5.99 The predicted future change in generated road traffic noise has been assessed within the
ES. The likely change in road traffic noise as a direct result of the proposed development
has been determined by comparing predicted noise levels for the 2018 future baseline
scenario with the development scenarios at 2026 and 2034. This indicates only negligible
adverse effects up to 2034 (+0.1/0.2 LA10 arising on Brixton Hill, Tierney Road, Poynders
Road and King’s Avenue) and a neutral change in road traffic.
7.5.100 Impacts of construction noise
7.5.101 Four separate locations have been assessed as a baseline position in respect of noise and
vibration:





96 Clarence Avenue – located immediately to the west of Site C01;
Victoria Lodge, King’s Avenue – located immediately to the east of Site D;
35 Poynders Road – to the south of Sites C02/C03 and west of Site C05; and
101 New Park Road – east of Site E and north of Site F.

7.5.102 Officers consider these positions to be satisfactory in terms of giving an indication of where
the most significant noise sources will be picked up across the estate. These locations have
been used to estimate predicted façade construction noise levels resulting from the
development. These results demonstrate that a temporary moderate negative effect on
noise will arise as a result, as is common with construction projects in urban locations.
7.5.103 LLP Policy Q2 makes it clear that proposals should ensure that any adverse impact in terms
of noise and vibration should be reduced and minimised as far as possible to ensure the
amenity of existing and future occupants of neighbouring properties and local businesses
are protected. Furthermore, the policy requires for the adverse impact of noise be reduced
to an acceptable level using attenuation, distance, screening, or internal layout/orientation.
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7.5.104 The applicant has submitted an outline Construction Environmental Management Plan
(CEMP) and an Outline Construction Logistics Plan that set out a number of important
recommendations. However, until the final construction programme has been compiled and
the contractors have been instructed to work on the project it is too early to suggest which
measures would be most suitable for the site. RSS have advised officers that a full CEMP
(secured through a planning condition for each phase) would need to include a number of
measures to minimise the impact of the development, including the following: a description
of the construction programme which identifies activities likely to cause high levels of noise
or dust; and detailed site logistics arrangements and details regarding dust and noise
mitigation measures including identification of sensitive receptors and ongoing monitoring.
The CEMP for the phases relevant to Sites A, B and C05 will be required to have specific
regard to the adjacent schools, being Glenbrook Primary School; Maytree Nursery School
and the Laurels School respectively.
7.5.105 In summary, RSS consider that the CEMP and condition detailed above would be the best
way to control construction impacts.
7.5.106 Impacts on future residential occupiers of the development
7.5.107 RSS note that some noise levels around the site will be significantly elevated and some
balconies facing onto the south circular road will exceed guideline values. However, RSS
and officers agree that there is alternative provision of good quality amenity space within the
development available to residents. In light of the elevated noise levels to balconies, RSS
and officers agree that all residential units should be required to have access to amenity
space within the development where noise levels do not exceed 55dB (to be sought by
condition prior to the commencement of each phase).
7.5.108 The ES chapter notes that standard thermal double glazing will provide a façade sound
insulation performance of 33dB(A). The sound reduction requirements for the proposed
development are defined in the ES chapter (table 8.11) by a drive to meet an adopted target
night-time internal noise level limit of 30 dB for habitable rooms.
7.5.109 RSS recommend a scheme of noise and vibration attenuation for each phase (to be
required by condition), requiring the scheme to meet the habitable and commercial room
standards as detailed in BS8233:2014 with no relaxation for exceptional circumstances and
a requirement to include details of post construction validation. This will need to include the
prescribed noise standards which would need to be met within the residential units.
7.5.110 These measures are considered sufficient to ensure satisfactory impacts on future
occupiers of the development.
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7.5.111 Environmental noise impacts during the operation of the development
7.5.112 The proposed development will incorporate external plant items and commercial elements,
including an energy centre. As the detailed design of the development is not yet finalised,
limiting criteria are set out in the table below, noting that compliance with these will result in
a neutral effect to existing and future residents.

7.5.113 Notwithstanding this, further details will be sought by condition to fully establish impacts
resulting from noise emissions from external plant items and commercial elements,
including the energy centre. These details will require plant layouts and plant noise
assessments to be provided, with further maintenance for fume extraction and filtration as
also relevant to surrounding amenity.
7.5.114 In respect of commercial noise, it is recognised that the exact location of any future
restaurant (Class A3) or bar use (Class A4) use is unknown. Two separate conditions
seeking schemes of noise control for each of these will be secured, prior to occupation of
any such use.
7.5.115 In respect of the Community Resource Centre, the future uses of this are not considered to
be such that significant noise impacts would arise on surrounding development and the
application of conditions limiting the hours of operation are considered sufficient.
(f) Air Quality
7.5.116 Lambeth has a borough-wide Air Quality Management Area. The relevant information within
the application has been assessed by the Council’s Sustainability team.
7.5.117 Construction Impacts
7.5.118 It is noted that demolition and construction is likely to take 16-17 years. The Council’s
sustainability team has requested that the use of a consolidation centre is properly
considered at multiple stages of development to help control construction traffic emissions.
This is proposed to be included in the Construction Environmental Management Plan
(CEMP) condition set out above in relation to noise and vibration, requiring options for a
consolidation centre to be explored at the earliest phase.
7.5.119 It is noted that there is a high potential of dust impacts and impacts on human health from
demolition, earthworks, construction and track out, noting schools as sensitive receptors
within 20m of the site boundary. It is therefore requested that a comprehensive Air Quality
and Dust Management Plan (AQDMP) is provided prior to the commencement of works (to
be required by condition).
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7.5.120 It is stated by the applicant that the vehicular movement strategy will use the existing street
network throughout the duration of the work. In order to establish any impacts on traffic
flows and resulting exhaust emissions should a ‘plan B’ be necessary as a result of existing
road networks being closed, further detail is requested by the sustainability team in any
such an event. This will be sought by condition.
7.5.121 The proposed development is noted by the Council’s sustainability team as being major
development whereby Non-Road Mobile Machinery (NRMM) Low Emissions Zone
requirements are triggered. A condition will be applied ensuring all NRMM meets the
relevant requirements to ensure air quality is not adversely affected.
7.5.122 Operational Impacts
7.5.123 In terms of sustainability, it is noted that the energy hierarchy is followed with a large
number of “be lean” design measures included in the development. In terms of “be clean”
measures, an energy centre at Site C01 is proposed to work to work with the heating plant
room in block C02 and provide heating and hot water for entire development. In terms of “be
green”, solar panels are to be installed across the entire development, resulting in a total
output of 290kW. These measures together account for a carbon reduction of 36%. In order
to ensure air quality is not adversely affected by the proposed CHP plant, further details are
required to be submitted by a condition, requiring the CHP plant to meet the emissions
standards set out in the Sustainable Design and Construction SPG.
7.5.124 The inclusion of green infrastructure across the estate will reduce atmospheric pollution
through increased level of deposition and absorption. The Council’s sustainability team
request that this green infrastructure is prioritised in areas near sensitive receptor locations,
namely neighbouring schools. Officers note that the green infrastructure provision across
the estate is comprehensive through the provision of numerous green spaces including
podium gardens. The quality of the infrastructure provided in terms of landscaping will be
ensured by condition.
7.5.125 Building emissions are proposed to meet air quality neutrality requirements. Transport
emissions are expected to exceed air quality neutrality for PM10 by 91.7kg and NOx by
504.8kg.
7.5.126 However, in terms of mitigation, the reduction in the car parking ratio across the site and the
provision of c. 4,300 cycle parking spaces is noted as encouraging alternative transport.
Policy 6.13 of the London Plan requires developments must ensure that 1 in 5 spaces (both
active and passive) provide an electrical charging point to encourage the uptake of electric
vehicles for both the commercial and residential land uses. The applicants have shown their
intention to meet these requirements and a suitable planning condition is proposed to
ensure that it is implemented. Furthermore, residential travel plans will be required by
condition to further encourage alternative and sustainable means of transport.
(g) Daylight, Sunlight and Overshadowing
7.5.127 In accordance with Local Plan Policy Q2 (Amenity) the application has been accompanied
by two relevant documents. Firstly, a Daylight, Sunlight and Overshadowing assessment
(ES Chapter 7) prepared by Greengage, which addresses the potential impact of the
proposed development on daylight and sunlight access to the surrounding adjacent
properties and potential overshadowing of any associated amenity spaces. Secondly, a
‘Daylight Sunlight Overshadowing Assessment Proposed Development’ (ES Appendix 7.4
Part 2 onwards), prepared by PRP, which considers the daylight, sunlight and
overshadowing within the development.
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7.5.128 The development has been assessed against the Building Research Establishment (BRE)
guidance ‘Site Layout Planning for Daylight and Sunlight’. The Council has sought
independent review of the report findings in respect of possible impacts of the new
development on surrounding sites and within the development itself. This review was
undertaken by CBRE.
7.5.129 The BRE guidelines are not mandatory; they do however act as a guide to help understand
the impact of a development upon neighbouring properties, while acknowledging that in
some circumstances, such as a dense urban environment or where the existing site is only
partially developed some impact may be unavoidable.
7.5.130 The report relating to the surrounding development firstly includes an ‘Initial Baseline’,
showing all existing buildings on the proposed site (in green); cumulative schemes (in
yellow) located in close proximity to the proposed development and all existing buildings
surrounding the site of the proposed masterplan (in grey), as shown below.

7.5.131 The ‘Mid-Point Baseline’, at the Mid-Point stage in the development, in 2026, where several
existing buildings on the site will be demolished and construction will have commenced
(buildings shown in blue, with cumulative schemes shown in yellow). The ‘Second Baseline’
has been assessed against the ‘Initial Baseline’.
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7.5.132 The ‘Full Scheme’ is illustrated below, as anticipated to be completed in 2034 (with
proposed buildings (in blue), cumulative schemes (in yellow) and all the existing buildings
surrounding the proposed buildings at completion stage (in grey)).

7.5.133 The Full Scheme has not been assessed against the Initial Baseline, nor has any
measurement been carried out of any changes to daylight and sunlight levels that will be
experienced by the proposed development between the mid-point baseline (2026) and the
final stages (2034). Officers do not consider these assessments to be necessary, as the
phasing of the scheme allows the methodology described above to assess all potential
impacts of the scheme where they have not already been assessed elsewhere.
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7.5.134 In terms of surrounding dwellings, loss of daylight has been assessed by measuring the
Vertical Sky Component2 (VSC) and the Average Daylight Factor3 (ADF). Sunlight and
overshadowing have then been assessed in respect of Annual Probable Sunlight Hours
(APSH) (i.e. that at least one living room window receives 25% of the APSH, including 5% in
winter).
7.5.135 The baselines described above do not apply to the assessment of the proposed dwellings.
The proposed development has been assessed internally by measuring the Average
Daylight Factor (ADF). Sunlight and overshadowing have then been assessed in respect of
Annual Probable Sunlight Hours (APSH) (i.e. that at least one living room window receives
25% of the APSH, including 5% in winter).
7.5.136 In broad terms the independent review has considered that the studies are acceptable both
in terms of their methodologies and their conclusions.
7.5.137 Summary of Impacts – Surrounding Dwellings and Amenity Spaces
7.5.138 The overall compliance rates are considered to be very high given the size and scale of the
proposed development. There are an isolated number of properties where the natural light
will be affected, however many of these sensitive properties have either low levels of
skylight in the existing condition and therefore any loss of light results in a disproportionate
percentage change. Conversely, a number of these windows or rooms were experiencing
high levels of daylight and sunlight, which could be seen as uncommon in such an urban
setting and their levels are being reduced to be more commensurate with an urban area.
7.5.139 At 2026, of the 1509 rooms assessed, 91% experience Neutral to Minor Negative impacts
on daylight amenity, 7% experience Moderate Negative Impacts and less than 2%
experience Major Negative impacts on daylight amenity as a result of the Mid-Point
baseline. In terms of sunlight at 2026, less than 1% of living rooms experience Major
Negative Impacts.
7.5.140 Of the dwellings experiencing Minor or Moderate Negative impacts, these are not
considered to require a further detailed assessment within this report, as their daylight and
sunlight levels are considered to remain commensurate with the urban setting. The specific
dwellings where Major Negative impacts have arisen are addressed in turn as follows,
highlighting extenuating factors which have contributed to the results.
35-64 Clarence Crescent
7.5.141 These properties fall immediately to the east of Site A and the west of Site B and are a four
storey row of duplexes. Specific commentary from the independent review is as follows:

2

Vertical Sky Component – amount of daylight falling on the outside of a window. Expressed as a percentage,
a window should achieve a minimum of 27% VSC or remain within 0.8 times of its former value in order to meet
the BRE Guidelines (the maximum achievable being 40% for a completely unobstructed vertical wall).
3 Average Daylight Factor – distribution of light within a room. Expressed as a percentage, a 5% ADF is
required where no supplementary lighting is required. Minimum requirements include 2% for kitchens, 1.5% for
living rooms and 1% for bedrooms.
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7.5.142 The major negative impacts to VSC and NSL all occur at the ground and second floors
within this building. There are 17 of the 100 windows assessed within this building that fall
within this bracket. All windows have existing VSC values less than the BRE suggested 27%
(all appear to be in the range of 13-14%). The rooms within the ground and second floors
are kitchens, bathrooms and circulation space. It is only the kitchens that require daylight
amenity, the bathrooms and circulation space can be discounted. We are not able to identify
where the kitchens are located within this building because there are no window maps or
NSL contour plots included within the ES chapter but from an external review of the building,
these could be located beneath the buildings overhanging features. Typically windows and
rooms beneath overhangs will receive lower levels of daylight and sunlight and can become
sensitive to any increase in massing opposite them. The kitchens could be located beneath
these features and this could be a reason why poor daylight levels occur.
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7.5.143 The floorplans of these buildings were requested and received during the assessment of the
application. These show that all units are dual aspect. The single duplexes at the ground
and first floor level are accessed from the west elevation of the building at ground floor level
underneath a recessed external access corridor, where windows to the kitchen and
circulation space are provided. At first floor level, bedrooms are provided which extend
above the external access corridor. The same pattern repeats with the second and third
floor duplexes, with access provided at the second floor to the west elevation, again where
windows to the kitchen and circulation space are provided. This indicates that the major
negative impacts to VSC and NSL occur to kitchens as a result of the overhanging features
and are therefore particularly sensitive to any increase in massing opposite them. The
stairwell to the south also protrudes outwards, reducing light received to adjacent units.
7.5.144 To the opposite side of this block, dealing with the lower level duplexes first, at ground floor
level of these blocks are the living/dining rooms. These receive moderate negative impacts.
It is noted that one window of two serving each living dining room is set back with an
overhang above, therefore resulting in additional sensitivity to any increase in massing
opposite. The bedrooms above have minor negative impacts. The impacts to the upper level
duplexes are less than those to the lower level duplexes. The four living/dining rooms to the
northern part of the block are worse affected and have moderate adverse impacts. Again, it
is noted that one window of two to each living dining room is set back, therefore resulting in
additional sensitivity to any increase in massing opposite. The bedrooms above are
impacted less, with minor negative or neutral impacts.
7.5.145 Overall, the impacts to the west of the block are greater than those to the east.
Notwithstanding this, when looking at individual units, it is considered that there is some
degree of balance between the two sides as a result of the angled orientation of the building
– those to the north of the building which receive greater impacts to the east have fewer
impacts to the west, whilst those to the south of the building which receive greater impacts
to the west have fewer impacts to the east.
75 Clarence Avenue
7.5.146 75 Clarence Avenue is located to the south of Site A and specifically Block G.
7.5.147 There are no windows that would experience major negative impacts in VSC. There is
however one kitchen at ground floor that would experience an NSL alteration that is
considered a major negative impact.
7.5.148 The aspect of this two storey dwelling is mainly east and west, therefore the negative impact
to the dwelling as a whole is considered to be minimal.
89 Clarence Crescent
7.5.149 This is a two storey dwellinghouse located to the north of Block A proposed as part of Site A
and sits within a terrace.
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7.5.150 There is one kitchen window that would experience a major negative impact and this is
because it receives almost no daylight in the existing condition (0% VSC and 7% NSL). In
addition, there is a living room that would experience a major negative impact in NSL
alteration.
7.5.151 The rear of this dwelling is neighboured by extensions on either side of which the extension
to the east partially blocks its south facing aspect, which is considered to contribute to the
existing poor levels of daylight.
Picton House
7.5.152 Picton House is a five storey block of flats located immediately to the east of Site D,
adjacent to Block A.
7.5.153 There is one bedroom and three kitchens that experience major negative impacts. The
windows to these rooms receive very poor levels of VSC in the existing condition (all less
than 1.15% from a target of 27%) and therefore any reduction in these levels results in a
high percentage change. It is however unlikely that an occupier would notice such a small
alteration in VSC. There are an additional four bedrooms located at the lower levels in this
property that would experience major negative impacts in NSL. Overall, eight of the 28
rooms assessed would experience major negative impacts.
7.5.154 The windows in question face to the west towards the proposed Block A, at a distance of 8
metres away. An assessment of the dwellings in question corroborates the independent
assessment above, also noting that the west elevation windows are relatively small and the
dwellings have further aspects.
Rigg House
7.5.155 Rigg House is a four storey block of duplexes located immediately to the east of Site D,
adjacent to Block B.
7.5.156 There are four kitchens located on the ground and first floors within this property that would
experience major negative impacts. The kitchens all have very poor levels of VSC in the
existing condition (between 3-9%) therefore any reduction to these will result in a
disproportionate percentage change. No rooms would experience major negative impacts in
NSL following implementation of the proposed scheme.
7.5.157 The duplexes are accessed from a walkway within the west elevation of the building,
underneath an overhang. This corroborates the independent assessment above in terms of
very poor levels of VSC in the existing condition.
Living room within C2 (part of 2008 OPP)
7.5.158 Whilst this living room experiences Major Negative Impacts in terms of sunlight, it is
considered to experience very high levels of annual and winter APSH.
Mullins Place (H5)
7.5.159 There are two bedrooms (of the 144 assessed) within this property that experience major
negative impacts. The two windows receive 11% VSC in the existing condition, which is well
below the suggested 27% by the BRE guidelines. No rooms would experience major
negative impacts in NSL following implementation of the proposed scheme.
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7.5.160 In terms of amenity spaces, in assessing the initial baseline vs the mid-point baseline, 97%
of the spaces assessed will experience neutral impacts, whilst 1 space will experience
Moderate Negative impacts and 4 spaces (2%) experience Major Negative impacts as a
result of the proposed development.
7.5.161 In assessing the mid-point baseline vs the full scheme, in terms of the amenity spaces, 188
spaces (98%) experience neutral to minor negative impacts, with 1 space (<1%)
experiencing a moderate negative impact and only 2 spaces (1%) experiencing major
negative impacts.
7.5.162 The amenity spaces which experience the major negative impacts are the rear gardens to
58, 89, 90 and 92 Clarence Crescent, as a result of Block A to the south. Each of these
dwellings will retain generous rear amenity space as well as amenity space to the front.
7.5.163 Summary of Impacts – Proposed Development
7.5.164 Dwellings
7.5.165 92% of the proposed rooms achieve the minimum BRE levels for daylight (ADF). It is noted
that where there is an overhanging balcony present, the skylight visibility to the windows
and rooms are usually jeopardised. However, this must be balanced against the benefit of
the improved amenity to the dwelling.
7.5.166 The 8% of dwellings which do not achieve the minimum BRE levels are spread across the
proposed development and is found within 26% or less of the dwellings on each site.
7.5.167 69% of the living rooms achieve sunlight compliance. The lowest performing units are
located in Site E and to a lesser extent, Site B and F.
7.5.168 The blocks within Site E where the deficit in sunlight compliance is particularly notable is
Block E02 A, where the passing percentage is 5%. This is considered to be as a result of
the height of the neighbouring blocks at E01 and E02 B. However, all units are proposed to
have access to balconies, with 50% of units having a view towards the shared podium
amenity space below. Furthermore, over 80% of the rooms meet ADF criteria showing good
compliance in terms of daylight access.
7.5.169 Within the rest of the blocks within Site E, the passing percentage for sunlight increase to
between 30 and 50%. Again, this is considered to be a result of the height of neighbouring
blocks and must be balanced against the access to balconies, views towards shared
amenity space and good compliance in terms of daylight access throughout.
7.5.170 Within Site B, Block B has relatively low sunlight compliance with 55.6% and 63.6%
between blocks A and B respectively. This is considered to be due to the internal courtyard
arrangement, noting that this is mitigated by the compensating factors of the dual aspect
nature of the majority of dwellings and access to private amenity space, and in some cases,
access to a south facing balcony. Furthermore, there is very good compliance in terms of
daylight access.
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7.5.171 Within Site F, sunlight compliance is relatively low in Blocks F01 (A and B), F02 and F03 (A
and B) (at 53%; 50%; 72%; 58%; and 50%). Within Block A of F01 and F03, all units have
access to private amenity space. Within Block B of these two blocks, the living room
assessed is at the ground floor level of the 2 storey dwellings, with a sunken garden to the
rear, therefore whilst the sunlight to the living room is compromised, it is improved to the
remainder of the dwelling in each case. Within F02, the sunlight is likely compromised by
the overhanging balconies, which are a compensating factor in terms of access to private
amenity space.
7.5.172 Amenity Spaces
7.5.173 The proposed amenity spaces have also been assessed. The BRE guide suggest that open
space should have more than 2 hours of direct solar access over at least 50% of the site on
the 21st March (equinox). The results show that 49 out of 53 of the public and communal
amenity spaces comply, with the ones which do not comply being:




A small section of ‘the Hub’ which forms amenity space in between Sites C and D;
The communal amenity space within Site B; and
The podium communal amenity space within Site C02 (considered as two separate
sectons).

7.5.174 Private amenity spaces have been assessed. These include private rear gardens to
dwellings only and does not include balconies. 45 out of 95 (47%) of these comply. Those
which do not comply are;







13 of the 51 rear gardens within Site A;
2 ground floor private amenity spaces facing into the courtyard within Site B;
3 ground floor private amenity spaces within Site C02;
5 of the 8 ground floor private amenity spaces within Site C05;
All 9 of the rear gardens within Site D; and
18 of the 22 rear gardens within Site F.

7.5.175 The deficiencies in direct solar access over the private amenity space is considered to be
compensated by the high levels of compliance to the public and communal amenity spaces,
which are in close proximity to the relevant proposed dwellings.
(h) Urban Microclimate and Pedestrian Comfort (Wind)
7.5.176 LLP Policy Q26 (tall and large buildings) part (vi) supports tall buildings where they do not
have unacceptably harmful impacts on their surroundings, including wind turbulence.
7.5.177 LLP Policy Q2 (Amenity) part (vi) requires adequate outdoor amenity space to be provided
free from wind/downdraught.
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7.5.178 The ES includes a chapter on wind, where the impact of the proposed development on wind
microclimate, hence pedestrian comfort and distress through computational fluid dynamics
(CFD) is used. This is the computer simulation of the flow of oncoming wind around the
buildings in and surrounding the proposed development. The initial baseline is provided by a
computer 3D model of the site in its current condition, including all buildings currently
existing both on the application site and in the surrounding context until the start of 2018,
with consented schemes. The extent of the simulation is at least 10 times the height of the
tallest building in the proposed development. The results of this baseline have been
compared with the results when the proposed buildings are put into place, both mid-way
through the development and on completion, to determine the development’s impact on the
wind environment of amenity spaces and around the surrounding properties. The statistical
likelihood of the wind being in a particular direction and in excess of a particular speed, the
ES calculates the probability of exceedance of various Lawson criteria. These exceedance
values are then compared with the appropriate Lawson criterion for the intended usage at
the receptor sites.
7.5.179 The model excludes both soft and hard landscaping, to represent a worst-case scenario.
7.5.180 The wind assessment has been reviewed by RSS. The assessment demonstrated
unacceptable outcomes in a number of locations, considered by Greengage as the sensitive
receptors across the estate, shown below, where ‘U’ = unacceptable and ‘T’ = tolerable.
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7.5.181 This has been interrogated further by RSS to clarify the full detail of assessment in terms of
outcomes and the extent of any mitigation that may be required.
7.5.182 Impacts on the pedestrian environment
7.5.183 Further clarifications have been provided below, which again demonstrates worst-case
scenario impacts, in terms of excluding any soft and hard landscaping.

7.5.184 This indicates that there is an improvement to the conditions in the majority of areas, or a
minor worsening between 2018 and 2034. However, it is noted that this is not including any
soft or hard landscaping.
7.5.185 The applicant has added further detail which demonstrates that there are anticipated to be
four locations where tolerable (shown in green) or unacceptable (shown in orange)
outcomes remain when trees (assumed mature and in leaf) are included. These are the
areas where officers consider further mitigation may be required in the form of soft or hard
landscaping, to be provided by condition:


Small ‘tolerable’ area of ‘The Park’ play area within the Central Park;
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A small ‘unacceptable’ area and small ‘tolerable’ areas at the southern end of the Green
Avenues to the east of blocks C01 and C02;



A very small area of the eastern arrival point to the Central Park is ‘tolerable’, and lastly;



Small areas of Site E Green Avenue and recreation area (outlined in red) that are
‘tolerable’.
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7.5.186 Officers and RSS consider that the wind assessment is satisfactory in relation to impacts on
the pedestrian environment in identifying areas for further consideration. The areas where a
further detailed scheme of modelling and mitigation are requested (by condition) are the
areas shown in table 2 above.
7.5.187 Officers are satisfied that this will allow sufficient scope for mitigation to be built in where
required in relation to the pedestrian environment. It is also important that if any changes or
modifications to the scheme are proposed the impact on the wind climate should be reassessed. A further condition is therefore recommended for this objective to be achieved.
Impacts to balconies
7.5.188 Greengage have confirmed that impacts to balconies have been carried out qualitatively, as
they were above the plane where the contour plots were captured for the purposes of the
assessment.
7.5.189 From discussions with RSS, officers understand that unacceptable outcomes are not
uncommon within tall buildings in this type of development. The addendum report notes that
proposed balconies are only considered to be of possible concern where building heights
exceed more than 10 storeys high. The tallest buildings in the development are the north
block of Site C07 and the west block of Site C04. The blocks in C04 have a framed structure
with inset balconies – the majority of elevations do not have exposed balconies, with the
exception of one north facing elevation of the building. Within Site C07, the majority of
balconies are exposed, however these are mostly located on the leeward side or are
sheltered by other proposed buildings located in close proximity and are therefore not
considered to have any potential risks when assessing the impacts within the proposed
development. Officers consider that on balance, these considerations reduce any likely
‘unacceptable’ outcomes.
7.5.190 In relation to LLP Policy Q2 which seeks to ensure adequate outdoor amenity space to be
provided free from wind/downdraught, in light of this, officers consider it highly likely that
adequate outdoor amenity space is proposed to be provided elsewhere in the proposed
development for this policy requirement to be met. However, notwithstanding this and the
above in relation to the pedestrian environment, officers consider that the ES chapter and
addendum report identifies that it would be appropriate for further modelling and mitigation
to be carried out in relation to the podium gardens to Sites C01, C02, C03, C04, C05, C07,
E02 and E03. These are also to be requested by condition, in order to ensure impacts are
acceptable in respect of LLP Policy Q2, which seeks to ensure that adequate outdoor
amenity space is provided free from wind/downdraught.
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(i)

Ecology

7.5.191 The ES includes an ecological assessment, assessing the likely significant effects of the
construction and operational phases of the proposed development in terms of ecology. It
incorporates the results of the ecology and arboricultural reports, including a Preliminary
Ecological Appraisal Report, a Bat Survey Report and an Arboricultural Impact Assessment,
Method Statement and Tree Protection Plan.
7.5.192 The chapter refers to 11 non-statutory designated sites (SINCs) within 2km of the site, with
potential impacts from the construction stage of the development to result from air quality,
noise/vibration and dust deposition. However, the distance of the SINCs and their location
within a heavily urbanised area, meaning that they are all already exposed to such impacts,
means that potential impacts are minimised.
7.5.193 In terms of existing habitats, the scattered trees, introduced shrubs and other habitats
across the site are all considered within the ES to have up to a local value for ecology. The
loss of multiple scattered trees and areas of introduced shrubs to facilitate the
redevelopment of the site are acknowledged. However, the larger, mature trees that form
the tree lines along the boundaries of the site, particularly the boundaries along Kings
Avenue and Clarence Avenue, are being retained where possible. Nonetheless, the
reduction of ecological connectivity across the site is noted as a result of tree loss.
7.5.194 In respect of birds, as above, mature trees across the site will be retained. The ES sets out
that these will provide moderate to high potential to support nesting birds.
7.5.195 In terms of bats, the 2018 baseline recorded very low to no bat activity across the site and
no roosting bats. However in the absence of mitigation, the construction of the later stages
of development are likely to have a minor detrimental effect, should the early phases of the
development have potential to improve the site for bats through additional landscaping.
7.5.196 In terms of other rare, notable or protected species, without mitigation, the ES notes the
potential loss of habitats suitable for hedgehogs through the loss of denser areas of scrub.
7.5.197 In terms of an increase in local population, the ES acknowledges the proximity of Palace
Road Nature Garden SINC, approximately a 10 minute walk from the site and potential
impacts.
7.5.198 The relevant chapter therefore highlights the need for appropriate measures to ensure that
ecological impacts referred to above are mitigated. The ES chapter sets out the extensive
landscaping proposals across the site, to include the following as relevant:







A central green park, containing:
o Green edges;
o Extensive tree planting to create shade and tree lines;
o Public lawns;
o Areas of denser planting using native species and/or those with known
ecological value; and
o Community growing plots,
Green streets (tree lined streets with shrub planting alongside managed grassland);
Communal gardens;
Courtyards and podium gardens; and
Living roofs.
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7.5.199 Officers acknowledge that this application represents a significant opportunity for
landscaping to be provided of a far higher quality that that lost, in terms of species diversity,
height and structure, designed to include native species and those known to be of wildlife
value in order to increase its overall biodiversity value whilst retaining amenity value, where
required. The addition of the Central Park is considered an important element of this, giving
an opportunity for a ‘green corridor’ to be provided across the estate.
7.5.200 The final landscaping designs to be sought by condition should endeavour to incorporate
species and habitats which have high ecological value and which can be of benefit to
wildlife.
7.5.201 A condition for detailed designs, plans and planting/maintenance schedules relating to all
areas of green roof proposed for the development will enable the council to assess their
biodiversity value and ensure they offer enhanced habitat opportunities for invertebrates,
bats and birds.
7.5.202 The scheme is proposed to provide bat boxes across the majority of new buildings, to
greatly increase roosting opportunities on the site. Bat boxes will be sought by condition
across all new buildings.
7.5.203 In addition, the scheme is proposed to include bird boxes on the majority of the new
buildings, specifically focussing on species including house sparrow and other local species.
These will be sought by condition across all new buildings.
7.5.204 The required Construction Environmental Management Plan (CEMP) will seek to reduce
dust across the estate during construction, therefore minimising any potential ecology
impacts. Furthermore, the CEMP will also be required to ensure demolition is undertaken
outside of the main bird nesting season as far as possible and set out protocol that
contractors are to follow if any protected species are encountered.
7.5.205 As relevant, a further assessment in terms of trees and landscaping is set out in section 6.6
of this report.
7.5.206 Alongside the considerations set out in section 7.1(f) in respect of open spaces across the
site, the measures set out above are considered appropriate to ensure the proposed
development complies with LLP Policy EN1.
(j) Ground Conditions and Contamination
7.5.207 The ES has included an assessment of the likely significant effects of the construction and
operational phases of the proposed development in terms of ground conditions,
contamination and unexploded ordnance, incorporating the results of a Geotechnical and
Geoenvironmental Desk Study undertaken by Ramboll. This has been assessed by RSS.
7.5.208 Policy EN4 (Sustainable Design and Construction) part (e) requires adequate remedial
treatment of any contaminated land before development can commence. In relation to
Policy EN5 (Flood Risk), part (f) requires basement proposals to incorporate appropriate
mitigation measures to ensure the development is safe from all forms of flooding and does
not increase flood risk elsewhere.
7.5.209 It is acknowledged and accepted by both the applicants and RSS that the site is an
extensive area in an urban environment known for high levels of anthropomorphic
contamination. As a result, RSS recommend that a site investigation, risk assessment and if
necessary mitigation plan will be submitted for each phase of development. This will be
sought by condition.
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7.5.210 In relation to basement impacts, the Basement Impact Assessment submitted with the
application shows there is a low risk of an impact from the basement construction, however
there is discussion in relation to the protection of future occupiers and contamination, as
there may be significant pirched water and recommendations are included that further site
specific information should be collected during the site investigation phase. This will be
sought by condition.
(k) Archaeology and Cultural Heritage
7.5.211 There are no Archaeological Priority Areas within the site. The closest Archaeological Priority
Areas are to the west, running north to south parallel to Abbeville Road and to the east, at the
south end of Brixton Hill surrounded by Morton Road and New Park Road.
7.5.212 A desk-based approach to the archaeological impact assessment has been prepared to assess
the Site, in addition to a site walkover, in line with London Plan Policy 7.8 and LLP Policy Q23.
This covered a 1km radius of the site.
7.5.213 The assessment seeks to incorporate measures that identify, record, interpret, protect and
(where appropriate) present the site’s archaeology.
7.5.214 The ES identifies that the significance of the site in terms of potential remains dating back to
pre-historic, roman and early medieval period/medieval as low.
7.5.215 The ES chapter refers to pre-application engagement that took place with Historic England
(Archaeology), involving their review of the Desk Based Assessment. This identified a
recommendation to secure the Level I recording of the WWII air-raid shelters located within the
site by condition.
7.5.216 In its full assessment, the ES chapter identifies the significance of the site in terms of potential
remains relevant to post-medieval/modern times. This refers to the number of possible air raid
shelters in the following locations:
 One (possibly two) by Tressider House, north of Atkins Road (completely sealed);
 One between Lycett House and Lafone House, north of the South Circular (which has
been opened and photographed from the entrance);
 One between Angus House and Cotton Hose, south of the South Circular (which has
been opened and surveyed); and
 A potential one at Hayes Court on New Park Road.
7.5.217 The ES sets out that based an assessment of the criteria outlined by Historic England, the
Clapham Park air raid shelters do not warrant designation but are considered of local cultural
value.
7.5.218 As to be expected in the late 1930s with another war anticipated, the construction of air road
structures became fairly common. During the war because of limited resources most air raid
shelters were temporary. There are numerous surviving example across the country and when
considered collectively some have greater significance than others. For example in Lambeth
we have a number of deep tube shelters on the northern line which have been given recognition
through statutory listing. Conversely, the Clapham Park Estate shelters on the other hand, from
what is understood by officers from their form and location do not appear to exhibit any features
that might make them worthy of retention.
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7.5.219 Whilst there is high potential for post-medieval remains across the site associated with the early
nineteenth century Thomas Cubitt’s Clapham Park, these are considered of negligible cultural
value.
7.5.220 Historic England’s Greater London Archaeology Advisory Service (GLAAS) has reviewed ES
chapter and the GLAAS advise that the Development is acceptable subject to a condition
requiring a written scheme of investigation and recording of the WWII air-raid shelters located
within the site, prior to any demolition taking place across the site. Officers agree with this
approach and the conclusion.
7.5.221 The ES chapter further notes the significance of heritage assets. These note the following:
 New Park Road Baptist Chapel (Locally listed) - the significance of the chapel resides
primarily with the architectural and historical interest of the building itself, which will
not be impacted by proposed development;
 Christ Church (Grade I) – the TVIA shows limited and distant intervisibility between
the asset and the site;
 Victoria House at no. 84 King’s Avenue (Grade II) - the proposed development is
immediately to the south-west and south of the property, therefore this is sensitive to
change, however the TVIA notes that the views into the property from Kings Road
are largely screened by mature tree lines and the previous phase of development.
The ES notes a negligible contribution to the significance of the listed building;
 126 Atkins Road (Laurel School) (Grade II) – the proposed development will involve
development of the area north-east of the listed building. The TVIA notes that views
into the property from the junction of Atkins and Poynders Road are largely screened
by mature trees which front the property, whilst the view north-east will change, and
a negligible contribution to the significance of the listed building;
 Oaklands Estate conservation area – the TVIA indicates that the proposed
development will make a partial and distance change to the skyline along Poynders
Road from the junction with Cavendish Road. The ES suggests the study area makes
a negligible contribution to the significance of the conservation area;
 Abbeville Road conservation area – the TVIA indicates that the proposed
development will make a partial and distant change to the skyline along Shandon
Road.
The ES suggests the study area makes a negligible contribution to the significance of the
conservation area;
 The Telford Park Estate conservation area – The TVIA indicates that no key views
are noted towards the site and Clapham Park does not contribute to the historical and
aesthetic context of the conservation area, nor will the proposed development have
any physical impact on the conservation area, although a partial change to the skyline
behind Kirstall Road may occur.
7.5.222 The ES chapter concludes that in respect of the setting and significance of the designated
assets of the Grade I Listed Christ Church, Telford Park conservation area and the nondesignated asset of the locally listed New Park Road Baptist Church, the site has been
assessed as making a marginal contribution to their significance of all of these assets and
the proposed development would result in a change to the setting of these assets, however
the resultant effect to their significance would be neutral and would not involve any
meaningful loss of significance. In addition, no direct or indirect effects on the fabric or
setting of any further non-designated heritage assets have been identified. As a result, given
there will be no harm to designated assets, the ES considers that the policy tests regarding
harm in the NPPF are not invoked.
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7.5.223 Officers assessment as relevant to these conclusions are provided in section 7.6 of this
report.
(l) Water Resources, Surface Water Drainage and Flood Risk
7.5.224 The risk of flooding and pollution to and from the proposed Development and the need for
potential mitigation is assessed within this ES chapter. The assessment is accompanied by
a Flood Risk Assessment (FRA) and has been prepared having referred to the Council’s
Strategic Flood Risk Assessment, as well as a drainage strategy.
7.5.225 The FRA identifies that the Site lies entirely within Flood Zone 1a. The EA’s Surface Water
Flood Map indicates that there is a very low risk of surface flooding across the majority of
the site, defined by the EA as having an annual chance of flooding of less than 0.1%.
However, here are some isolated areas of low, medium and high risk of surface water
flooding within the site boundary.
7.5.226 Thames Water has assessed the development and in respect of sewerage infrastructure
capacity, advised that they have no objection. In respect of water, Thames Water originally
noted that the existing water supply infrastructure has insufficient capacity to meet the
additional demands for the proposed development and recommended an impact study be
provided prior to commencement of development, to determine the magnitude of any new
capacity required. An impact study was, however, provided during the course of the
application. On Thames Water’s review of this, they were satisfied that the condition would
not need to be added. Thames Water also requested a piling method statement be provided
before any piling is carried out, to ensure satisfactory impacts on underground local
underground water utility infrastructure.
7.5.227 The Council’s Flood Officer has assessed the submission and notes that in respect of the
FRA and drainage strategy, the applicant will exceed the minimum requirements set out by
the London Plan. The Flood Officer also notes that the proposed development includes a
high portion of green space and green roof area, yet no plan of how this space will be used
to incorporate sustainable urban drainage systems (SuDS) has been submitted. The Flood
Officer also considers that although infiltration at the site has been deemed unacceptable
due to the geology, the amount of underground storage at the site is a concern and
furthermore, no maintenance/management plan for the drainage has been submitted. As a
result, a pre-construction condition is proposed, requiring a final drainage strategy including
details of the implementation, the maintenance and the management of a sustainable
drainage scheme.
(m) Climate Change Adaptation and Mitigation
7.5.228 The relevant parts of the submission, namely the Environmental Statement, Sustainability
Assessment, Energy Assessment, BREEAM Pre-assessments, Overheating Assessment
and the GLA’s sustainable design and construction SPG checklist, have been assessed by
our Sustainability Consultants (Climate Integrated Solutions) and by the Council’s
Sustainability Officer.
7.5.229 LLP Policy EN4 (Sustainable design and construction) requires all new non-residential
development to meet at least BREEAM ‘Excellent’ standards unless it is demonstrated that
it is not technically feasible or viable to do so, in which case proposals should demonstrate a
‘Very Good’ rating with a minimum score of 63 per cent.
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7.5.230 Two separate BREEAM pre-assessments have been provided for the non-residential
development. One shows a worst-case scenario for the office and retail uses, whilst another
shows a worst-case scenario for the community resource centre. For the office and retail
uses, an earlier stage ‘shell and core’ assessment has been provided which demonstrates
that ‘Excellent’ standards can be achieved. A condition will therefore be applied requiring
the next stage assessment of fit-out and refurbishment for each of these elements, prior to
occupation. For the community resource centre, a fully fitted pre-assessment has been
provided, demonstrating BREEAM ‘Excellent’ standards can be achieved and therefore
further assessment is not required.
7.5.231 London Plan Policy 5.2 requires new residential buildings forming part of major development
proposals to be zero carbon. The London Plan Housing Supplementary Planning Guidance
(March 2016) defines zero carbon homes as homes forming part of major development
applications where the residential element of the application achieves at least a 35 per cent
reduction in regulated carbon dioxide emissions on-site (Policy 5.2 part (b)). The remaining
regulated carbon dioxide emissions, to 100 per cent, are to be off-set through a cash in lieu
contribution to be ring fenced to secure delivery of carbon dioxide savings elsewhere (in line
with London Plan Policy 5.2 part (e)). It is noted also that different emission reduction
expectations are set out for residential and non-domestic dwellings.
7.5.232 The submission demonstrate that a 35% reduction in emissions will be achieved for both the
domestic and non-domestic elements, through various measures, set out further below.
7.5.233 The report shows the remaining regulated carbon dioxide emissions resulting from the
development to be offset are 1,809 tonnes. The cash in lieu contribution is to be secured on
this basis (calculated at £1,800 per tonne, which represents £60 per tonne over a period of
30 years). This results in a payment of £3,256,200 to be secured by section 106
contribution. However, the applicant has noted that this can be reduced to 1,554 tonnes
through connection of the CHP to existing buildings, namely adjacent schools. This would
results in a lower payment of £2,797,200. The higher payment (c. £3.25m) will therefore be
secured, with the terms of the section 106 agreement setting out that should it be suitably
demonstrated that the remaining carbon dioxide emissions arising from the residential
development can be reduced through connections to the schemes, the contribution can be
reduced to the lower payment (c. £2.79m).
7.5.234 The applicant has incorporated appropriate climate change adaptation measures, which
includes consideration of the cooling hierarchy, overheating potential and flood risk
mitigation. The overheating assessment has been modelled with three scenarios: a year
with a prolonged period of sustained warmth; a moderately warm summer; and a year with a
very intense single warm spell. This demonstrates that the natural ventilation system should
be capable of mitigating overheating risks without the need for comfort cooling.
7.5.235 In respect of water usage, the applicants have noted that the development will incorporate
measures to achieve a residential water consumption of 105L/person/day. These will be
sought by pre-commencement condition.
7.5.236 Green roofs are also provided across a number of buildings. Further details are sought by
condition to demonstrate that these meet the required standards in terms of biodiversity.
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7.5.237 As required by the London Plan, all major development proposals will be required to
demonstrate how the targets for carbon dioxide emissions would be met within the
framework of the energy hierarchy (‘Be Lean’ - seeking the use of less energy across the
estate; ‘Be Clean’ - supplying energy efficiently; and ‘Be Green’ - using on site renewable
energy). This is considered further below.
‘Be Lean’
7.5.238 Various measures across the residential units are incorporated within the development,
including façade design to promote self-shading; overall glazing percentages of 35% for
residential facades; solar control glazing to reduce heat gain to apartments; balconies to
provide shading to glazing within the main living areas; low U-values to floors, walls, roofs,
windows and doors to ensure heat insulation; all internal lighting to have low energy fittings
and dimmers; low air permeability; and smart metering linked to the occupants energy
display. All properties will also have openable windows in order to mitigate overheating
risks.
7.5.239 In terms of the non-residential spaces, shading installed on facades; chilled water systems;
efficient external lighting; energy efficient lifts; heat recovery ventilation systems;
photoelectric sensors; low flow wash hand basin taps and showers; and low air permeability
again.
7.5.240 This combination of passive design features and energy efficient measures could result in a
site wide reduction in carbon dioxide emissions of 16% for the domestic areas and 3% for
the non-domestic areas.
7.5.241 ‘Be Clean’
7.5.242 There are no existing heat networks for the development to connect to, however the site is
in an area with potential for a heat network.
7.5.243 An energy centre is proposed at the site which provides a Combined Heat and Power (CHP)
system, which is proposed to provide heating and hot water for the entire estate. This could
result in a site wide reduction in carbon dioxide emissions of 24% for the domestic areas
and 2% for the non-domestic areas.
7.5.244 ‘Be Green’
7.5.245 Proposed measures include solar PV panels across the majority of buildings at roof level, as
shown on the proposed plans. These are expected to provide a 2% reduction across the
whole estate, with a 31% reduction for the non-domestic areas.
7.5.246 A pre-commencement condition will be applied which will require implementation with the
measures set out in the Energy Strategy, requiring full design stage calculations to
demonstrate this and that a 35% reduction on carbon dioxide emission will be achieved.
7.5.247 LLP Policy EN7 requires the council to contribute to the sustainable management of waste
in Lambeth. Part (d) is particularly relevant, relating to major development sites where
construction, excavation and demolition (CED) waste should be recycled on-site wherever
practicable and should be minimised through reuse and recycling within London as far as
possible, with disposal into landfill to only take place in exceptional circumstances. This will
be secured through the CEMP by condition.
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7.6

Design and Conservation
(a) Strategic and Local Views

7.6.1

The Site does not fall within the viewing corridor of designated strategic or local views and
as such there would be no impact.
(b) Scale and Massing
Site A

7.6.2

Site A (Morten Close) is located along the eastern side of Clarence Avenue and is currently
occupied by three three storey linear blocks arranged around a central open green. A
vehicular route runs along the perimeter of the open space.
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7.6.3

The scale of development in the immediate vicinity of Site A is mixed between two and four
storeys in height. Proposals for Site A comprises seven buildings ranging from two to five
storeys and include a rectangular open space is proposed at the heart of the development.
The scale of development proposed would fit in comfortably with the surrounding area.

7.6.4

The scale and siting of blocks responds positively to the context. Site A01B and A01E front
Clapham Avenue and comprise two part four and part five buildings creating two ‘gateway
buildings’ into Site A. At four storeys both blocks continue the established building line along
this part of Clarence Avenue and step up in height two storeys adjacent to their two storey
neighbours No.s 59 - 69 and No.s 39 - 49 Clarence Avenue. The fifth storey would be set
well away from these neighbours by 13m. Officers have taken into consideration the building
line, height and mass of A01B and A01E and are satisfied that the building would not
dominate adjoining development or appear dominant in the streetscene. The slightly
elevated height of the gatehouse buildings would signpost the entrance to the sign which
will aid legibility and is welcomed.

7.6.5

Site A01C and A01F are located centrally within the site, facing the proposed open space
north and south boundary respectively. A01C and A01F would be also front estate roads
and stand at one and four storeys. The proposed scale of the buildings would not appear
overbearing or dominant and as such is acceptable. Site A01A and A01G are sited close the
Sites northern and southern boundaries and are three storeys whilst A01D aligns with the
eastern boundary and is proposed at part four and part five storeys. All three buildings face
the estate road and frame the extent of Site A, creating a face fronting perimeter to the Site
results in a small enclave which should foster a sense of place. To conclude the scale and
layout of Site A is considered acceptable.

Verified Views Assessment (View 02) – ‘Clarence Avenue’ Looking towards the ‘Junction of Poynders Road and Clarence
Avenue’. Site C01, C02, C03 and C04 can be seen to the left of the view.
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Site B
7.6.6

Site B is located along the eastern side of Clarence Crescent and lies to the east of Site A
and directly west of Precinct B2. The Site currently contains a four storey block and series of
single storey buildings.

7.6.7

Two Buildings are proposed in Site B; a six storey residential block west of Precinct B2 with
frontages onto Clarence Avenue and a newly formed adopted road between B01A and
B01ABCD. A five storey perimeter block is proposed to the west of Precinct B4 with
frontages onto Clarence Avenue, Fennings Road and Fairbourne Road. The siting and
layout of buildings is heavily influenced by the urban grain, perimeter block typology and
scale established by the 2008 masterplan. The proposed siting and scale of Site B blocks
would fit in comfortably into the network of roads established by the 2008 masterplan and
the scale of neighbouring development which is typically four to six storeys. The proposed
scale and layout is considered acceptable.
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Verified Views Assessment (View 04) – ‘Clarence Crescent North’ B01 seen terminating the south

Site C
7.6.8

Site C lies to the south and west of Site B, and covers a significant portion of the Estate.
The Site has frontages onto Clarence Avenue, King's Avenue and Poynders Road. Several
1970’s post-war housing blocks between three and six storeys currently occupy this Site.
Existing Housing blocks are set within large open plots, set back and angled away from the
street, a network of estate roads wind their way through the housing layout. The irregular
layout and street pattern is at odds with the surrounding character which is a mix of large
and small plots with buildings of varying scales facing the street. Buildings along with soft
landscaped front gardens and forecourts help to define a clear network of streets.

7.6.9

Similar to other estates of this period Clapham Park Estate is laid out without a clear
hierarchy of streets creating issues such as;









No clear network and hierarchy of streets
Lack of clarity of public and private spaces
No defensible space
Poor legibility
Poor levels of overlooking and natural surveillance
Parking dominates the landscape and the heart of the estate
Lack of continuity and enclosure to main arterial routes
Underutilized landscaped areas
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7.6.10 The design aspirations for Site C aims to address current layout failings within the estate
whilst retaining the verdant character and maximising opportunities for vistas towards open
spaces.
7.6.11 Site C contains eight blocks located in three distinct areas; Sites C01, C02, C03 and C04
are located to the west of the new Central Park which links King's Avenue to Clarence
Avenue. To the east of Central Park lies Sites C06, C07 and C08. Block C05 is located on
the southern side of Poynders Road at the junction with Atkins Road.

Site C

Poynders Road & Gyratory
7.6.12 Sites C01, C02, C03 and C04 are perimeter blocks fronting Poynders Road and Central
Park. New streets referred to as 'Green Avenues' are laid out between blocks and set
perpendicular to Poynders Road. Green Avenues provides vehicular access from Poynders
Road to block parking and pedestrian only access to the Central Park. Sites are between
two and fourteen storeys in height. Sites C01 and C02 front onto Poynders Road and are
set back from the pavement edge by approximately 15m. Sites C01 and C02 would be a
maximum of eight storeys in height with the upper two storeys set back from the frontage by
2m. The combined set back at street and upper levels reduces the overall perceived bulk
and mass of the Sites particularly when seen when seen from the street.
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Verified Views Assessment (View 05) – Looking towards the ‘Junction of Poynders Road and Clarence Avenue’. Site C01, C02,
C03 and C04 can be seen to the left of the view.

7.6.13 Sites C03 and C04 also have frontages onto Poynders however both blocks are taller
standing at a maximum of ten and eleven storeys and are set back of between 6m and 8m
from the pavement edge respectively. In officers view increasing the height of buildings
close to and around the gyratory is considered acceptable. The gyratory is wide and as you
move around the gyratory views are framed by trees and buildings are not seen above the
tree canopy. Introducing buildings of height in this relatively open location would not appear
dominant in the setting. Instead taller buildings would create focal points adding interest and
aiding legibility. Although C03 and C04 would be sited closer to the pavement the stepped
massing of buildings and gaps between buildings ensures that there would be no canyon
effect along the street and development would not overwhelm the street. Furthermore the
elevated height of C04 is considered to be appropriate for the buildings civic function and
importance as a community centre which is proposed at ground floor.
7.6.14 Site C05 comprises three buildings linked by a single storey ground floor podium. Part four
and part five storey maisonettes are proposed along Poynders and Atkins Road and a taller
part nine and part eleven building is proposed directly fronting the gyratory. An existing five
storey 1970’s housing block currently occupies the site. Adjoining the site on Atkins Road
are two storey hipped roof houses and adjoining the site along Poynders Road is No.35
Poynders Road a part two, three and four storey flatted block. Both developments are
relatively recent modern building developments. The proposed five maisonettes (no.4 –
C05B1 & C05B2) would be located adjacent to both of these developments. The scale and
siting of the maisonettes would respond positively to the adjacent development and as such
would be acceptable.
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7.6.15 The taller building (C05A) would comprise two interlocking rectangular plan form buildings
nine and eleven storeys high. The eleven storey element would be off-set and located
behind the nine storey element which results in the building appearing as two separate
buildings. The staggered building footprint and stepped massing avoids a homogenous
large mass therefore reducing the overall perceived mass of the building. C05A is orientated
at an angle, away from the plot edge and gyratory which also reduces the buildings
prominence from the street. Although C05A is taller than other buildings within its urban
block the proposed lower scaled maisonettes would effectively mediate between the two
scales of development. As such, C05A would not appear dominant within the existing
setting and would fit in comfortably with the emerging scale around the gyratory. Overall
officers support the proposed u-shaped building layout of C05 which would complete the
existing urban block. Officers also support increased height in this location; the building will
be seen above the dense tree canopy when approaching the gyratory from the west and
east acting as a visual marker aiding legibility and wayfinding.
7.6.16 The impact of the taller building on heritage assets in the view looking east along Atkins
Road is discussed in section (c).
Clarence Avenue
7.6.17 Clarence Avenue is a wide residential road with soft verges and mature trees along both
sides of the road. The existing scale of development along the Avenue is generally low to
medium scale and mostly from the post-war period. There is a mixture of scale and
architectural design which is a key part of the unique character of the road. The exception to
height is the three residential tower blocks within the Clarence Avenue Housing Estate
located towards the northern end of Clarence Avenue. The 12, 14 and 16 storey 1970's
towers designed and built by Lambeth have a pentagonal plan and are set within
landscaped open space. Site C01 is proposed along Clarence Avenue and would be
between six and ten storeys in height with the upper two storey set back from the building
line. The building line along the street would also have deep recesses between blocks so
the building is perceived as a series of individual buildings along the street. The varying
height along the street and regular setbacks within the frontage is very effective when seen
in oblique views the building is not seen as one large homogenous building. C01 is taller in
comparison to other buildings along the road, however officers have taken in to
consideration the generous width of the road, the buildings set back from the street and the
setbacks within the frontage which would not result in an overly dominant building that
would overwhelm the street. In officers view the building would contribute positively to the
varied character of the area.
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View looking north along Clarence Avenue – Site C01.

Green Avenues
7.6.18 There are a total of three Green Avenues located between Sites C01, C02, C03 and C04
connecting Poynders Road to the Central Park. Buildings along the Avenues are between
six and fourteen storeys. As with other roads in the surrounding area the Green Avenues
are wide however these roads have the added benefit of including a large proportion of soft
landscaping and informal communal gardens/spaces. Buildings along the Green Avenues
have recesses in the building footprint and have a varied height so that the building appears
as individual buildings rather than a large block. The upper two storeys are generally set
back from the building line further reducing the visual impact from the street. Overall the
proposed scale and layout would be acceptable.
Central Park
7.6.19 The scale of buildings along Central Park would be between nine and fourteen storeys. The
Central Park is a linear open space with a generous width of 40m. The proposed layout of
buildings and scale would provide a good level of continuity along the street creating
adequate enclosure and framing of the open space. Green Avenues connect to the Central
Park and additional aligning routes connect with The Crescent. The various new routes
would provide regular gaps between buildings, opening up views into and out of the Central
Park. Overall the scale along the Central Park would not result in the hemming in of the
open space and as such is considered acceptable.
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The Crescent
7.6.20 Sites C06 and C08 are eight storey stand-alone buildings whilst Site C07 has a diamond
shaped perimeter block layout and stands at fourteen storeys. All three Sites front on to the
proposed Crescent, a circular green open space located between Site B (Precinct B) and
Site C. Sites C07 and C08 have frontages along King’s Avenue and C06 and C07 have
frontages along Central Park. C06 and C08 are located adjacent to the six storey blocks
within Site B (Precinct C2 and Precinct B6) and would be in keeping with the general scale
of development around The Crescent. Site C07 would be six storeys taller than other
building in the crescent and as such would act as a focal point. A building of fourteen
storeys, due to its location opposite the central open space would not appear dominant and
the chamfered sides of the building which angles away from the park reduces the overall
perceived mass of the building. Overall the scale and siting of buildings would be
acceptable. Also, the buildings would complete and frame the circular open space and the
height of buildings would provide a large definitive enclosure and focal point.

View looking south towards Site S06, S07 and S08 within The Crescent

King’s Avenue
7.6.21 King’s Avenue is a wide predominately residential tree lined road with soft verges and
buildings set back from the road. Site B, Precincts B2, B4 and B6 part of the 2008
masterplan are currently under construction, create an established building line along the
northern side of King’s Avenue. Proposed Sites C06 and C08 will follow the established
building line and together with Site B create a defined street frontage along the road.
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7.6.22 Siting buildings closer to the street would introduce a slightly different character to the rest
of the road where individual buildings stand within individual plots set back from the street.
The change in character is intentional and coincides with the reduced width of the
carriageway to create a pedestrian focused community hub connecting to Site D. It is
important to note that the proposed buildings would still be set back (15m-19m) from the
back edge of pavement and include a generous green verge and trees along the street. This
unifying appearance and character along the street would be retained. The scale of
development would also be higher than the rest of King’s Avenue resulting in increased
visibility. This is welcomed by officers as the larger twelve storey Site C07 with the upper
two storeys set back would address and provide enclosure to the new pedestrian friendly
communal hub. The scale and layout of buildings along King’s Avenue is considered
acceptable and would not appear dominant in the streetscene.

Verified Views Assessment (View 19) – ‘King’s Avenue close to the Sainsbury’s Supermarket. Looking south along
King’s Avenue C07, C08 are on to the right of the view and the balconies of D01A can be seen to the right.

Conclusion
7.6.23 Overall the proposed layout and scale of Site C would be successful in creating a clear and
well-connected hierarchy of streets and public spaces. Buildings are sited to create well
defined streetscapes which is currently lacking. The scale and varied height of blocks adds
interest and character to the street.
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Site D
7.6.24 Site D is located on the eastern side of King’s Avenue directly opposite Site C07 and south
of Eversley House, Kymer House and Parbury House (Precinct H4 and H5). The site
contains a three storey block along King’s Avenue and a four storey residential block facing
a small car park.

7.6.25 Site D is separated into two areas – Site D01A and D01B. A new estate road linking New
Park Road with Tilson Gardens is also proposed. Site D01A is a standalone building with a
C-shaped plan form, seven storeys high fronting King’s Avenue and Notely Place. At seven
storey Site D01A would be of comparable height to Eversley House, Kymer House and
Parbury House and share the same building line and curved front elevation. The proposal
would respond positively to the existing context and as such fit into the streetscene
successfully.
7.6.26 Site D01B is located south of D01A and comprises two buildings; a three storey block
providing three houses and a part two and part three storey block providing six homes D01B
(three houses). D01B is located along King’s Avenue and would continue the building line of
D01A and as such fit in with the emerging character of this part of King’s Avenue. D01 B
(Six houses) is sited directly to the rear of D01B (three houses) and would face the new
estate road. The scale and layout of D01B is considered acceptable and would not appear
dominant in the context. D01B would step forward of No.s 143 and 143a King’s Avenue
front building line by 8m. This is also considered acceptable as the scale of the building
would not overbear or dominate the neighbouring properties.
7.6.27 To conclude, the scale and layout of Site D01 is acceptable as it responds to the existing
context in terms of building line and plan form. Buildings would step down to meet lower
scaled neighbouring properties which is welcomed.
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View looking southeast towards D01A

Site E
7.6.28 Site E is located on the southern side of Poynders Road and has frontages onto New Park
Road. The Site contains several five storey 1930’s London County Council neo-Georgian
housing blocks; two large blocks in U shaped plan fronting Poynders Road and four
standalone blocks located to the rear of the site. A modern three storey housing
development is located between LCC blocks and properties to the west, along King’s
Avenue and is also proposed to be demolished. There is a significant level change across
the site, falling from New Park Road to King’s Avenue. There is no clear network of routes
through the estate and the public realm is particularly poor mainly due to the dominance of
car parking and hard surfaces. A locally listed church and hall is located along New Park
Road.
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Site E

7.6.29 Site E contains three buildings E01, E02 and E03 with three estate roads for vehicular and
pedestrian access. The main routes are orientated north-south between E01 and E02/E03
and east-west between E02 and E03. A route south of E01 and E03 is also proposed. A
MUGA is proposed east of Block E03A. Site E01 is located to the rear of No.s 203 – 217
King’s Avenue and adjacent to No.s 180 to 184 Poynders Road. Development on this part of
the site is sensitive due to these neighbouring lower scale two storey semi-detached and
detached properties. A single U shaped plan building is proposed in Site E01 between three
and six storeys in height. A new estate road would run along the eastern side of E01. The
layout and siting of the building satisfies the design intention to complete the urban block
which is currently partially laid out by the houses in King’s Avenue and Poynders Road.
7.6.30 Along Poynders Road Block E01A is located adjacent to No.184 Poynders Road a detached
two storey period home with hipped roof. Block E01A would be three storeys directly
adjacent to No.184 and sited 6m away. The proposal would be 4.5m higher than No.184
which is considered acceptable. The three storey element is set back 3m from the front
building line of No.184, reducing this part of E01A prominence in the streetscene and the
impact on the neighbouring building. E01A steps up eastward to five storeys, the land levels
rise here (2m) and the buildings building line steps forward. The scale of the building would
not appear dominant within the streetscene and is 14m away from No.184 and as such
would not dominant the neighbouring property.
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7.6.31 Block E01C is located directly east of No. 217 King’s Avenue which is a two storey building
with hipped roof. Block E03C would be sited 13m from No.217 and stand at four storeys.
The proposal would be approximately 1½ storeys higher (6m higher) than No.217 and as
such would not be significantly taller than its neighbour. Furthermore E03C would be set
back 4m from the side elevation of No.217 reducing its visual impact further. The height of
E1C increases by two storeys however this would be some distance from No.217 (21m) and
as such the impact would be limited. Overall officers consider that the transition in height of
E01A and E03C stepping down towards neighbouring buildings to be acceptable. The
proposal would not overbear or appear dominant in the streetscene or context and the
layout is comprehensive, responding to positively to existing development.
7.6.32 Site E02 has frontages onto Poynders Road and New Park Road and comprises three linear
blocks orientated north to south connected by a single storey podium. The blocks are
parallel to each other and stand at eight and eleven storey. Orientating the blocks away
from Poynders Road reduces the number of residential units that fronting the busy South
Circular. It also avoids a relentless wall of development along the street. Instead the
alignment of blocks allows large gaps through the site and the opportunity for podium level
communal gardens between blocks. The ground floor podium level provides a continuous
frontage along the street which ensures that the building does not turn its back on the street
but addresses Poynders Road. The majority of the ground floor would contain car parking,
cycle and refuse stores as well as other services. However residential units would be
located at the east and west end fronting New Park Road and the new estate road provides
an active frontage and natural surveillance. Whilst the ground floor north elevation would not
be active the applicant design team has ensured that the articulation of the ground floor
would not appear as a blank unattractive elevation. The design team have incorporated with
openings creating a rhythm and interest along the street.

View of E02 ground floor looking west along Poynders Road

7.6.33 The central block would stand at eleven storeys and the other two blocks would be eight
storeys. The height would be similar to Precinct M2 M3 (No.s 31 to 43 Streatham Place and
95 to 99 New Park Road) and as such would not appear out of scale in the context. Overall
the blocks would not appear dominant in views or overwhelm Poynders Road or New Park
Road. For this reason the proposed scale and layout is considered acceptable.
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Verified Views Assessment (View 15) – ‘Poynders Road/ New Park Junction’ Looking west E02 can be seen to the left of the
view.

7.6.34 Site E03 is located to the rear of the locally listed church and hall. The site contains two
blocks five and six storey in height orientated north and south and connected by a single
storey podium. The scale and massing of this block is considered to be acceptable. A
MUGA is proposed east of E03A and adjacent to the locally listed church and hall. The
location of the MUGA is appropriately located and would activate the proposed estate road.
The impact on the locally listed church and hall is assessed in section (c).
7.6.35 To conclude, officers are satisfied with the proposed siting and scale of buildings and roads
within Site E. The proposed routes are clear and direct providing good sightlines through the
Site. Buildings front and address the network of roads providing an active edge and natural
surveillance. Where active edges cannot be incorporated there has been an effort to ensure
no blank unarticulated elevations. Parking is integrated into estate roads and there is
increased soft landscaped within the public realm – the retention of the mature tree at the
centre of the Site is welcomed.
Site F
7.6.36 Site F is located on the east side of New Park Road, south of Hayes Court and north of the
Kirkstall Gardens. The Site currently contains a linear two storey residential block along
New Park Road and an L-shaped four storey residential block is located to the rear of the
frontage block. The scale and architecture along New Park Road is mixed comprising two
storey inter-war homes and larger post war residential blocks. Trees and green verges are
another key feature of the street.
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Site F

7.6.37 Site F would comprise four residential blocks; Sites F01, F02 and F03. All four blocks are
arranged around a U shaped vehicular and pedestrian route accessed from New Park
Road.
New Park Road
7.6.38 F01 is located in the northern part of the Site and includes two blocks connected by a single
storey podium. F01A fronts New Park Road and is six storey and F01B is four storeys and
lies perpendicular to F01A, fronting onto the new estate road. F02 is located at the centre of
Site F, south of F01 on the opposite side of the estate road. Site F01 would be one storey
lower in height to the approved Telferscot School which lies to the north of the site. F02
would be seven storeys and share a similar height School. At six and seven storeys both
buildings would not appear at odds with the emerging context and although they share fairly
similar heights the orientation of buildings, staggered set back from the street and generous
gaps between buildings avoids the group of buildings appearing as a solid mass along the
street. The setback of F01 and F02 8m and 18m from the pavement edge respectively along
with soft landscaping lessen the buildings presence in the streetscene.
7.6.39 F03 is located in the southern part of the Site, south of F02 and F04. Site F03 mirrors F01A
plan form and building layout however F03 would have a maximum of four storeys which
takes into account the low scale nature of neighbouring properties immediately south and
southeast of the Site. The scale and layout of Site F03 is considered acceptable. F04 is
located to rear of F02 along the eastern boundary of the Site and is proposed at three
storeys and is considered acceptable.
7.6.40 Overall the varied height of blocks and building setbacks along the southern side of New
Park Road is welcomed and would support the varied and interesting character of the street.
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Verified Views Assessment (View 22) – ‘New Park Road Adjacent to Cameford Court’ Looking south F01 and F02 can be seen
above the tree canopy in the view to the left of the view.

Verified Views Assessment (View 23) – ‘New Park Road’ looking north F02 and F03 are seen to the right of the view.
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Gyratory – Bus Driver Facility
7.6.41 The gyratory contains a single storey brick building with hipped roof, located in the western
part of the green open space. The building is used by TfL drivers and officers understand
that the building is underused and in dire need of repair. A new driver facility is proposed to
replace the existing building. The new facility would be single storey with a rectangular plan
form and located in the same area as the existing. The new building would contain toilets
and a mess room for drivers. The roof would have an angled pitched roof resulting in an
interesting roof form. Overall the scale is modest and its siting reflects the existing condition
and would most be screened by trees. As such the bus driver facility is considered
acceptable.
Summary / Conclusion
7.6.42 In summary, the masterplan offers a range of building typologies of varying scales respond
to the surrounding context positively. The massing of building particularly the stepping down
in mass adjacent to existing neighbouring properties ensures that proposed development
will not appear dominant in the streetscene or overbear neighbouring development. Officers
are confident that the layout of buildings will create a well-connected network of roads aiding
legibility and movement throughout the estate. Building address streets with their frontages
and prominent entrances and internal uses are carefully considered to animate the frontage
and provide natural surveillance. Overall officers welcome the positive changes the
masterplan will bring to the character of the area.
(c) Impact on Heritage Assets
Legislative framework and national policy considerations
7.6.43 This section sets out the legislative and national policy context for the officer assessment of
the impact of the development proposal on the historic environment and its heritage assets.
Legislative framework
7.6.44 The following legal commentary is provided.
7.6.45 Section 66(1) of the Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act 1990
(“PLBCAA”) provides that in considering whether to grant planning permission for
development which affects a listed building or its setting, the local planning authority shall
have special regard to the desirability of preserving the building or its setting or any features
of special architectural or historic interest which it possesses.
7.6.46 Section 72(1) PLBCAA provides that in the exercise, with respect to any buildings or other
land in a conservation area, of any functions under or by virtue of (amongst others) the
planning Acts, special attention shall be paid to the desirability of preserving or enhancing
the character or appearance of the conservation area.
7.6.47 The South Lakeland District Council v Secretary of State for the Environment case and the
Barnwell Manor case (East Northamptonshire DC v SSCLG) establish that “preserving” in
both s.66 and s.72 means “doing no harm’.
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National Planning Policy Framework
7.6.48 Paragraph 17 of the NPPF sets out 12 “core planning principles” that should underpin both
plan-making and decision-taking. Those principles include the following:
7.6.49 “Planning should always seek to secure high quality design and should conserve heritage
assets in a manner appropriate to their significance so that they can be enjoyed for their
contribution to the quality of life of this and future generations”.
7.6.50 The NPPF defines a “heritage asset” as:
“A building, monument, site place, area or landscape identified as having a degree of
significance meriting consideration in planning decisions, because of its heritage interest”.
7.6.51 The definition includes both designated heritage assets (of which, a Listed Building and a
Conservation Area are relevant here) and assets identified by the Local Planning Authority
(including local listing).
7.6.52 “Significance” is defined within the NPPF as being:
“the value of a heritage asset to this and future generations because of its heritage interest.
That interest may be archaeological, architectural, artistic or historic. Significance derives
from a heritage asset’s physical presence, but also from its setting”.
7.6.53 Paragraph 129 of the NPPF requires local planning authorities to identify and assess the
particular significance of any heritage asset that may be affected by a proposal (including by
development affecting its setting), taking account of the available evidence and any
necessary expertise. That assessment should then be taken into account when considering
the impact of the proposal on the heritage asset, to avoid or minimise conflict between the
heritage asset’s conservation and any aspect of the proposal.
7.6.54 Paragraphs 131 and 132 of the NPPF provide as follows:
‘131. In determining planning applications, local planning authorities should take account of:
-

the desirability of sustaining and enhancing the significance of heritage assets and
putting them to viable uses consistent with their conservation;

-

the positive contribution that conservation of heritage assets can make to
sustainable communities including their economic vitality; and

-

the desirability of new development making a positive contribution to local
character and distinctiveness.’

‘132. When considering the impact of a proposed development on the significance of a
designated heritage asset, great weight should be given to the asset’s conservation. The
more important the asset, the greater the weight should be. Significance can be harmed or
lost through alteration or destruction of the heritage asset or development within its setting.
As heritage assets are irreplaceable, any harm or loss should require clear and convincing
justification. Substantial harm to or loss of a grade II listed building, park or garden should
be exceptional…’
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7.6.55 Paragraph 133 of the NPPF deals with substantial harm to, or total loss of significance of
significance, of a designated heritage asset. Paragraph 134 of the NPPF provides that where
a development proposal will lead to less than substantial harm to the significance of the
designated heritage asset, this harm should be weighed against the public benefits of the
proposal, including securing its optimum viable use.
7.6.56 Officers also have regard to the accompanying Planning Practice Guidance to the NPPF in
respect of conserving and enhancing the historic environment.
Approach required
7.6.57 Turning to consider the application of the legislative and policy requirements set out above, the
first step is for the decision-maker to consider each of the designated heritage assets (referred
to hereafter simply as “heritage assets”) which would be affected by the Development in turn
and assess whether the proposed development would result in any harm to the heritage asset.
7.6.58 The decision of the Court of Appeal in Barnwell Manor confirms that the assessment of the
degree of harm to the heritage asset is a matter for the planning judgement of the decisionmaker.
7.6.59 However, where the decision-maker concludes that there would be some harm to the heritage
asset, in deciding whether that harm would be outweighed by the advantages of the proposed
development the decision-maker is not free to give the harm such weight as the decision-maker
thinks appropriate. Rather, Barnwell Manor establishes that a finding of harm to a heritage
asset is a consideration to which the decision-maker must give considerable importance and
weight in carrying out the balancing exercise.
7.6.60 There is therefore a “strong presumption” against granting planning permission for development
which would harm a heritage asset. In the Forge Field case, the High Court explained that the
presumption is a statutory one. It is not irrebuttable. It can be outweighed by material
considerations powerful enough to do so. However, a Local Planning Authority can only
properly strike the balance between harm to a heritage asset on the one hand, planning benefits
on the other if it is conscious of the statutory presumption in favour of preservation, and if it
demonstrably applies that presumption to the proposal it is considering.
7.6.61 The case law also establishes that even where the harm identified is less than substantial (i.e.
falls within paragraph 134 of the NPPF), that harm must still be given considerable importance
and weight.
7.6.62 Where more than one heritage asset would be harmed by the proposed development, the
decision-maker also needs to ensure that when the balancing exercise is undertaken, the
cumulative effect of those several harms to individual assets is properly considered. The
decision-maker might for example conclude that there are adverse impacts on heritage
features, which individually and cumulatively result in less than substantial harm. However, less
than substantial harm does not mean insignificant harm. Considerable importance and weight
must be attached to each of the harms identified and to their cumulative effect.
7.6.63 What follows is an officer assessment of the extent of harm which would result from the
proposed development to the scoped heritage assets provided by the applicant as part of its
submission. Both an individual assessment against each heritage asset as well a cumulative
assessment is provided. This is then followed by an assessment of the heritage benefits of the
proposals.
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7.6.64 Officers have taken into account the design and conservation team’s comments has they have
carried out an assessment of the significance required by paragraph 129 of the NPPF. In these
circumstances, the table below (taken from British Standard document BS7913-2013) is useful
in terms of assessing impact:

Figure 52: Magnitude of impact plotted against value
Statutory Listed Buildings
7.6.65 As per the NPPF and LLP Policy Q20, development should conserve and not harm the
significance/special interest of statutory listed buildings and should not harm the significance
of their setting (including views to and from). There are a number of listed buildings nearby,
the keys ones are assessed below.
Christ Church, Streatham Hill (Grade I)
7.6.66 Christ Church (Grade I Listed) is an early Victorian on Christchurch Road, designed by
James William Wild and built in 1942. The church is constructed in yellow stock brick with
polychrome brick around windows and main entrance. At the south east corner of the
church is an imposing tall campanile with high pyramidal brick roof. The elegant silhouette of
the campanile is seen against clear sky in view looking southeast and northwest along
Christchurch Road. Mature trees lining either side of Christchurch Road enhances the
setting of the church. This view forms part of the setting of the church.
7.6.67 The Site does not fall within the viewing corridor of designated Local Silhouetted View (V)
‘Views NW and SE of Christ Church along Christchurch Road’ (Policy 25 ‘Views’). However
the Site does lie in the distant background. A verified view looking northwest towards the
church is provided within the Verified Views Assessment (ES Appendix 6.1) and
demonstrates that development would not be seen in this view. There would be no impact
on the local designated view or the setting of the Grade I Listed Church.
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Verified Views Assessment (View 16) Designated Local View – Looking northwest towards Grade I Listed Christ Church
Campanile and Pyramidal roof.

126 Atkins Road (The Laurels School) (Grade II)
7.6.68 No.126 Atkins Road is a tall four storey including basement mid C19 villa located on the
southern side of Atkins Road. No.126 has stucco elevations, low pitched hipped roof with
overhanging eaves and is set back significantly from the street (23m approximately). It is
therefore difficult to see the listed building in oblique views along the street, in both
directions. Visibility of the listed building is further reduced due to the dense collection of
mature trees and shrubs along the front boundary. No.126 is glimpsed between through a
break in the green screen looking south directly towards the building. From this viewing
position the six storey Block C05 would not be visible and there would be no change to the
immediate setting of the listed building. In regards to the wider setting, the Verified Views
Assessment provides a view looking east along Atkins Road and indicates that taller
elements of Block C05 would be seen to terminate the vista. However No.126 would not be
seen. Officers consider the immediate and wider setting of No.126 would not harmed.
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Verified Views Assessment (View 12A) – Looking east along Atkins Road.

Victoria House, No. 84 King’s Avenue (Grade II)
7.6.69 Victoria House is a three storey plus basement villa designed by Thomas Cubitt. Built in
1840, the large double fronted villa is the last remaining mansion along King’s Road built by
Cubitt. Located on the western side of King’s Avenue the villa sits in a large plot that
extends to Clarence Avenue. The villa has a low hipped roof, central projecting enclosed
front porch, ground floor canted bay and elevations are stucco with incised lines. The
mansion is set back approximately 23m from the road. Victoria Court, a modern three storey
residential block clad in render and timber is located to at the rear of Victoria House. No.84
is not visible in long views along King’s Avenue due to its set back and extensive trees and
shrubs along the boundary with the road. This is demonstrated in verified view 20 ‘Junction
of King’s Avenue and Roseberry Road’.
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Verified Views Assessment (View 20) – Looking south along King’s Avenue

7.6.70 As you travel closer towards the listed building (north and south) you are able to glimpse the
villa through the vehicular and pedestrian access. In these views the villa is framed by trees
and the listed building is seen against clear sky with Precinct B2 seen at a lower height to
the left of the view. Block B01 is located southwest of No.84 however it would not be visible
in the backdrop (setting) of No.84 when from this view.

View looking southwest towards No.84 Kings Avenue.
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No.89 & 89a King’s Avenue and No.89b King’s Avenue (Grade II Listed)
7.6.71 No. 89 and 89A King’s Avenue are located on the eastern side of street. No.89 and 89A is a
three storey plus basement villa built in 1856 and designed by Charles Aldin. The villa has a
symmetrical appearance and is faced in yellow stock brick with a central classical porch.
No.89B is a mid-19th century two storey yellow stock brick coach house sited just north of 89
and 89A. Both buildings are set back approximately 22m from the street creating a
generous forecourt containing a number of mature trees and shrubs. Views of both listed
buildings are limited when looking south along King’s Avenue towards the Site. This is due
to the buildings being set back and the significant amount of soft landscaping in the
forecourt and mature trees along the street. Indeed this is the case for most buildings along
the leafy avenue. In the majority of views looking north and south along King’s Avenue the
dominant feature in the view is the wide road and numerous trees and soft verges which
creates a verdant green edge on both side of the street. Blocks C04, C07 and C08 would
front King’s Avenue and stand between 9 and 15 storeys. Verified View 20 ‘Junction of
King’s Avenue and Roseberry Road’ indicates that these blocks would be seen in the
distance and would not appear higher than existing trees. Furthermore the trees even in
winter months provide a high level of screening. Officers agree with the views assessment
that there would be no significant change to the character of the leafy, tree lined avenue.
The proposals would not harm the immediate or wider setting of the listed buildings.
Bonneville Junior School, Bonneville Gardens (Grade II Listed)
7.6.72 Bonneville Junior School is located northwest of the site on the northern side of Bonneville
Gardens. The school is a two and three storey stock brick London Board School built
in1905. On the opposite side of the road is a two and three storey late Victorian residential
terrace in red brick. The Site is located some distance away from the school approximately
280m east. When looking south east along Bonneville Gardens in the direction of the site, to
the left of the view the upper portion of the school can be seen behind and above a high
wooden fence and medium sized trees. On the right of the view, mature street and front
garden trees dominate the middle ground, providing heavy screening particularly in spring
and summer and months. 1 to 8 Deauville Court along Elms Crescent, a large four storey
block terminates the view. This view is not within the Verified Views Assessment, however
in officer’s assessment it would be unlikely that the proposal would be seen in this view due
to its distance, large mansion block terminating the view and heavy tree screening. Even if
the proposals are seen its presence in the same townscape view will not harm the setting of
the listed school.
Church of the Holy Spirit, Narbonne Avenue (Grade II Listed)
7.6.73 Impressive brown brick church located on the northern side of Narbonne Avenue close to
the junction with Abbeville Road. Completed in 1913 and designed by Berke Downing the
church has long nave with large wheel window in the southern elevation and off centre small
stone turret. Residential terraces and the Abbeville Road Conservation Area form part of the
immediate setting of the church, and views of the church are orientated northwest to
northeast. As the Site is located to the south and southeast, the proposals on Site will not
impact the setting or views of the church. The proposals would not harm the setting of the
listed church.
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Richard Atkins Primary School (Grade II Listed)
7.6.74 Richard Atkins Primary School is a London board School located at the junction of New
Park Road and Kingswood Road. Built in 1987 by T B Bailey, the school in Queen Anne
Style with red and yellow stock brick and stone dressings. The roofscape is particularly
interesting formed of concave pyramidal roofs, corner turrets and shaped gables, mostly set
against a clear backdrop. Site B and C are located west and northwest of the listed school
and set a lower level to New Park Road. Therefore the Sites would not appear in key views
of the school looking north towards the school at the junction of New Park Road and
Kingswood Road. The school and its impressive silhouette would still be see against clear
sky. There would be no harm to the setting of the heritage asset.
Locally Listed Buildings
New Park Road Baptist Chapel and Church Hall
7.6.75 Built in 1842 the chapel is an attractive two storey pedimented symmetrical building faced in
gault brick fronting onto New Park Road. A one storey pedimented yellow stock brick church
hall adjoins the chapel and was built at a slightly later date to the chapel. The church and
hall have been locally listed due to their architectural and historic interest. Verified view 21
‘New Park Road opposite Cameford Court’ demonstrates that the church and hall are
partially obscured by a tree in the forecourt. Proposed Blocks E02 and E03 would be seen
in the background and would rise above the side elevation of the church. This is not
considered to be harmful as the side elevation does not have any of the architectural
detailing and quality of the front elevation.

Verified Views Assessment (View 21) – Looking north along New Park Road
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7.6.76 As the viewer travels north and closer to the locally listed building the existing forecourt tree
and street tree screens much of the front elevation. The upper two storeys of Block E03B
would be seen between Cameford Court and the church. Block E03B would stand at a lower
height to Cameford Court in the view and is set back from the church between 8.5m and
14.5m. Both of which ensure that the proposal would not overwhelm the listed building.
7.6.77 Views of the church are best appreciated in close range views, in particular directly in front
of the church and hall on the opposite side of New Park Road, and looking southwest
outside of 99 New Park Road. From both positions viewers are able to see the front
elevation of the church and hall. View 1 shows that Block E03B would be visible behind the
hall and it is likely that it would be seen behind both buildings from the opposite side of New
Park Road. Taking into consideration the existing five storey LLC Block located behind the
church and hall, the presence of a new building of comparable scale would result in a similar
visual impact. The highly distinctive church and hall pitched roof form and pedimented
frontage would still be clearly seen. Officers consider there would be no harm to the setting
of the locally listed buildings.
7.6.78 A MUGA is proposed adjacent to the hall and would front a new vehicular route into the Site
E. The MUGA would have a simple fence enclosure which would be visually permeable and
as such would not harm the setting of the church and hall.

View Looking soutwest outside of 99 New Park Road

Conservation Areas
7.6.79 As per the NPPF and LLP Policy Q22, development should preserve or enhance the
character or appearance of the conservation (including views to and from). There are a
number of conservation areas in the vicinity, the key one are assessed below.
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Oaklands Estate conservation area (CA55)
7.6.80 The Oaklands Estate is located at the junction of Cavendish Road and Poynders Road and
is considered a fine example of London County Council Housing of the 1930’s. The estate
covers three acres and consists of two blocks of five stories set within landscaped grounds,
providing 185 flats. Completed in 1936 by the LCC to the designs of E.P. Wheeler, the
estate represents a marked contrast to the more traditional designs that incorporated strong
Georgian references such as sash windows and mansard roofs. The estate has a bold
moderne architectural style with references to the ocean linear style; main elevations are in
alternating bands of coloured brick with red dressings to the windows and the top storey and
curved concrete balconies and are in a cream/white render. The designation report 1999
does not refer to significant vistas or panorama however the estate can be best appreciated
from Poynders Road and Cavendish Road. Verified View 27 ‘Poynders Road at the junction
with Cavendish Road’ looking south east towards the Site demonstrates that the
development and trees in the forecourt would obscure most of Site C Blocks. Even in winder
months the density of tree branches will be equally effective as a screen. Where C Blocks
might be visible through tree branches and canopies they would be seen as part of the
wider townscape. Officers consider that there would be no harm to the conservation area.
7.6.81 Abbeville Road conservation area (CA30)
7.6.82 Abbeville is a long street laid out northeast to southeast, linking Clapham Park Road and
Cavendish Road. Designated in 2003 the conservation area is mostly linear, comprising
mostly 19th century commercial properties (shops with residential accommodation over) in
terraces or parades along Abbeville Road. Buildings within the conservation area have
consistent heights and a select palette of materials which gives a unified general
appearance. Although interest is added by the variety and contrast of detailing between the
blocks. Principal views of the conservation area are looking northeast and southwest along
the street, between Bonneville Gardens and Elms Road. The Proposals would not be seen
in these views and therefore would not affect the setting of the conservation area. Verified
View 26 ‘Shandon Road and Abbeville Road’ provides a view out of the conservation area
towards the Site. View 26 shows that Shandon Road Block C07 would terminate the view
and the upper floors of C07 would be seen above Elms Crescent properties. However whilst
visible the proposal would not appear excessively dominant or distracting in the view. The
view out of the conservation area would not be harmed. Officers conclude that there would
be no harm to the conservation area.
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Verified Views Assessment (View 26) – Looking southeast along Shandon Road

7.6.83 There are a number of other designated and non-designated heritage assets in within the
vicinity of the site including a number of statutory listed, conservation areas and locally listed
buildings/structures. These heritage assets are some distance from the Site and do not
have key views oriented towards the Site which would affect their setting. Officers consider
there would be no harm to the setting of these heritage assets.
Designated Assets
 No.67 & 69 New Park Road (Grade II Listed)
 No.138 & 140 New Park Road (Grade II Listed)
 No.24 Thornton Road (Grade II Listed)
 No.58 Thornton Road (Grade II Listed)
 No. 296 Brixton Hill (Grade II Listed)
 Brashiers Cottage, Wallis’ Cottages (Grade II Listed)
 Octagonal Office at HM Prison, Jebb Avenue (Grade II Listed)
 St James’ Church (Grade II Listed)
 No. 66 & 68 Park Hill (Grade II Listed)
 No.72 Park Hill (Grade II Listed)
 No.121 Park Hill (Grade II Listed)
 Clapham Common Conservation Area (CA1)
 Clapham Park Road and Northbourne Road Conservation Area (CA17)
 La Retraite Conservation Area (CA36)
 Telford Park Conservation Area (CA44)
 Hyde Farm Conservation Area (CA48)
 Rush Common and Brixton Hill Conservation Area (CA49)
 Streatham High Road and Streatham Hill Conservation Area (CA54)
 LB Wandsworth Clapham Common Conservation Area
 LB Wandsworth Dinsmore Road Conservation Area
 LB Wandsworth Old Devonshire Road Conservation Area
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Non-designated Assets
 Crown and Sceptre Public House, 2a Streatham High Road (Locally Listed)
 The Sultan Public House, 37-39 New Park Road (Locally Listed)
 The Hand in Hand Public House, 61 New Park Road (Locally Listed)
 No.146 Dumbarton Court, Brixton Hill (Locally Listed)
 No. 28 King’s Avenue (Locally Listed)
 No.70 Park Hill (Locally Listed)
 No.71 Park Hill (Locally Listed)
 No.73 Park Hill (Locally Listed)
 No.99 Park Hill (Locally Listed)
 No.105 Park Hill (Locally Listed)
 No.111 Park Hill (Locally Listed)
 No.119 Park Hill (Locally Listed)
(d) Public Realm and Landscaping
7.6.84 Officers consider that the proposals have made the most effective use of the site, providing
an appropriate scope for an attractive, uncluttered and co-ordinated public realm that
enhances the setting of and spaces between buildings.
7.6.85 Further details are sought by condition for each phase of the development in order to ensure
the appropriate quality of the public realm and landscaping. These conditions seek the
following:
 Full details in respect of hard and soft landscaping, seeking to minimise unsightly
street furniture/clutter, including the details of the communal growing areas to be
provided; and
 A signage/way-finding strategy which seeks to ensure legibility, permeability and
convenient access via direct routes for all users of the development.
7.7

Arboriculture and Landscaping

7.7.1

This section is split into two parts, the first ‘Arboricultural Impacts’ section assesses the
acceptability of trees to be removed and retained, whilst the second ‘Landscaping’ section
assesses the acceptability of the proposed landscaping scheme.
Arboricultural Impacts

7.7.2

The existing trees that stand to be affected by the development are situated across all of the
project sites, A-F. All sites are located within the wider Clapham Park Masterplan area that
is subject to a Tree Preservation Order (No. 456) made by the council in 2007.

7.7.3

A full arboricultural survey was carried out over the winter months of 2016/17 to collect data
in line with the guidance and recommendations as set out in BS5837:2012 to assist in the
planning process and to inform the layout and design of all precincts. A topographical
survey was also used in conjunction with the arboricultural survey to ensure accurate tree
plotting and records.

7.7.4

The tree survey data and supporting information has been prepared by Greengage
Environmental Consultants and the main summary of landscape and arboricultural impacts
have been summarised in the ‘Arboricultural Impact Assessment, Method Statement and
Tree Protection Plan’ document dated December 2017 (version 4).
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7.7.5

The loss and retention of trees across each site (A-F, noting that this does not include the
wider masterplan area) is summarised in the table below.
Site
A
B
C
D
E
F
Total

Existing Trees
76
17
289
45
51
53
530

Trees retained
24
6
113
22
18
13
196

Trees removed
52 (68.4%)
11 (64.7%)
177 (61.4%)
23 (51.1%)
33 (64.7%)
40 (75.5%)
(63.2%)

7.7.6

Site C contains the largest number of trees, 290 and will involve the largest number of trees
to be removed, 177. Site B contains the least number of trees 17 and 11 of these will be
removed.

7.7.7

A comprehensive table of the tree retention / removal implications for all of the precincts is
set out in Appendix 9 (Table A9.1), included in the submitted Arboricultural Report.

7.7.8

A second table included in Appendix 9 sets out the tree retention / removal implications
based on the landscape value of the trees (Category A being the highest value and
Category U being the lowest value). This table (A9.2) confirms that the majority of trees to
be removed have low landscape value (Category C). The C category trees to be removed
across the 6 no. precincts make up 67% of the total number of trees to be removed to
facilitate the development.

7.7.9

Site C contains the largest number of Category C trees and involves the largest number of
Category trees to be removed – a total of 106.

7.7.10 No high value Category A trees will be removed within sites A, B, D or F.
7.7.11 A third table (A9.3) sets out the tree removal implications in relation to the actual design /
construction impacts for each site. It is clear that the majority of the tree removals for each
precinct is a direct result of the increase in dwelling density and therefore the large scale
development as a whole.
7.7.12 The existing trees to proposed building relationship is set out in Appendix 1 (Tree
Constraints Plan). The Tree Constraints Plan for each site identifies areas of encroachment
into the root protection areas of retained trees and where special engineering techniques or
safeguarding will be required. Site supervision and monitoring will be required within these
areas. This is proposed to be conditioned.
7.7.13 A number of identified trees will also require facilitation pruning to enable development and
the safe movement of plant. This is commonplace in a large scale development and will not
have an adverse impact on the landscape value of the retained trees. The facilitation
pruning will need to be controlled by condition.
7.7.14 A summary of the anticipated tree protection measures for all 6 no. precincts is set out in the
Tree Protection Plans (Appendix 2). Notwithstanding this information, an Arboricultural
Method Statement for each site will need to be submitted to address the following issues:



Changes in levels and construction within the root protection area of retained trees
Treatment of roots within the root protection area of retained trees
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Access facilitation pruning
Arboricultural site supervision and monitoring (to include a pre-start inspection for
each site).

7.7.15 With conditions imposed requiring the above information to be submitted, officers are
satisfied that the proposed development as a whole has been designed to limit to a
reasonable degree any adverse impact on the retained trees. The scheme is therefore
compliant with Policies Q10 of the Local Plan and Policy 7.21 of the London Plan.
Landscaping
7.7.16 The tree strategy proposes the delivery of 914 trees across the estate, 655 of which are
proposed to be provided at ground floor level and 259 of which are proposed to be provided
as podium tree planting. Officers consider this to be an acceptable quantum of replacement
trees and the delivery of this quantum of trees will be required by condition.

7.7.17 Suitable conditions will need to be applied to ensure the landscaping is of an appropriate
quality. Full details of all soft landscaping particulars shall be made a condition of the
planning permission, requiring details of post planting maintenance for 20 years following
completion of the planting programme and will include confirmation that any trees that do
not survive the initial 5 year establishment phase plus a further 5 years (10 in total) shall be
replaced with the following growing season (using a like for like specification). The
arboricultural officer advises that a statement of the rationale for the selection of tree
species and their suitability to the site will be required for the soft landscape scheme for
each precinct, noting particularly that there is a distinct lack of Conifer tree species selected,
which will need to be addressed.
7.7.18 Officers consider the tree strategy proposed in relation to the application to be acceptable,
subject to the conditions noted above.
7.8

Secure by Design

7.8.1

The Design Out Crime Officer at the Metropolitan Police was consulted on the application
and their response notes the applicants desire to achieve Secured by Design (SBD)
accreditation. In summary, the Design Out Crime Officer considers that he cannot see any
reason why the development will not achieve SBD, nor does he believe the development will
have any negative impact on the surrounding community. Some of the key relevant issues
are set out below.
Bicycle theft

7.8.2

This is further considered in section 7.5 in relation to the cycle storage provision across the
estate;
Layouts of roads and footpaths

7.8.3

This includes:




The design and layout of public and semi-private designated space to encourage
good surveillance wherever possible;
Use of existing “desire lines” to enable appropriate permeability and informal
surveillance; and
Conflict between pedestrians, vehicles and cycles.
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7.8.4

Officer’s consider that the measures above have been considered across the estate. In
respect of desire lines, amendments were made to the north elevation of Site C02 during
determination to enable these further. Conflict between pedestrians, vehicles and cycles is
proposed to be addressed public realm management plans which will be required by the
section 106 agreement in relation to the linear park, whilst across the remainder of the site
this is covered by the Stage 1 Safety Review in consultation with TfL and by positive design
measures, including the provision of a cycle route along King’s Avenue. Details of this will
be required by section 278 agreement.
Wayfinding

7.8.5

Good clear visible signage located sensibly is considered by the SBD officer to be a crucial
element to help visitors and residents find their way across the estate. Officers will include
these considerations in conditions where materials and detailed aspect of the scheme will
be further considered, however design and conservation officers consider the scheme has
been designed positively in this respect from the outset.
Landscaping

7.8.6

The details of landscaping as well as their management are important in SBD terms and
should incorporate elements of good surveillance, lighting and CCTV. This, as well as
considerations in relation to the design of street furniture and the provision of soft
landscaping, will be sought by condition.
Graffiti

7.8.7

High quality materials will be required to minimise risks of graffiti.
Lighting

7.8.8

In respect of lighting, a full lighting scheme has been provided with the application.
Notwithstanding this, further details will be sought to ensure the scheme is fit for purpose in
terms of road safety and for pedestrians and residential uses.
Fire and Emergency Access

7.8.9

The SBD officer considers that fire and emergency service access should be specifically
considered for each block. Officers consider that accessibility to the upper floors of each
block to be good, with lifts which are anticipated to be able to accommodate stretchers and
paramedics.
Summary

7.8.10 A condition will be applied which will seek a Crime Prevention Strategy including a Security
Management Plan prior to the occupation of each building. This will set out how the
development will seek to achieve ‘Secure by Design Standards’ including details of a CCTV
scheme, external security, street lighting and landscaping.
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7.9

Planning Obligations and Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL)

7.9.1

Policy and Legislative Context
LLP Policy D4 and Annex 10 sets out the Council’s policy in relation to seeking planning
obligations and the charging approaches for various types of obligation. For contributions
that are not covered by Annex 10, the Council’s approach to calculating contributions is
guided by the Development Viability SPD (adopted 2017) and the Employment and Skills
SPD (adopted 2018).

7.9.2

The planning obligations that are proposed are considered necessary to make the
development acceptable in planning terms, are directly related to the development and are
fairly and reasonably related in kind and in scale to the development. They are therefore
compliant with the requirements of Regulation 122 of the Community Infrastructure Levy
Regulations 2010.

7.9.3

Status of previous Section 106 Agreements
There are already a number of Section 106 Agreements, supplementary agreements and
deeds of variation associated with the Clapham Park Estate development. Those elements
of the existing agreements that relate to Section 1 of the scheme (i.e.
development/refurbishment completed or under construction) will remain in place. The new
S106 Agreement will supersede all previous Section 106 Agreements in respect of
obligations relating to the remaining phases of the development.

7.9.4

Proposed Heads of terms
The proposed obligations to be secured through the S106 Agreement are as follows:
Affordable Housing


Delivery of affordable housing provision as follows:

Tenure
Affordable
/Social rented
Intermediate
Total








Accommodation Schedule
2
3
4

Studio

1

8

423

638

518

211

253

31

634

891

549

8

84

5

Total

4

1,675
495

84

4

2,170

Triggers to ensure timely delivery of affordable homes prior to a percentage
occupation (typically 50%) of market homes within each section.
Definition of social/affordable rented units and rented terms - Decanting tenants
on existing rents with new rented tenants on London Affordable Rents (or other
GLA grant level if available)
Definition of Shared Ownership consistent with current shared ownership
definitions and levels (London Plan/ London Plan AMR). Intermediate definition to
include shared equity units.
Management provisions and nominations agreement
Review mechanisms to be carried out at the following points: If construction
works (excluding demolition) have not commenced within 24 months of the date
of the permission; at a mid-point of the development and prior to completion of
the final phase. Any surplus arising from the reviews would be secured for the
delivery of additional affordable housing on or off-site in agreement with the
Council.
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Skills, Training and Employment


Summarised in the table below:
Area of activity
Local Employment
Apprenticeships
Employment opportunities in
end use
Supported employment
opportunity
Notification of vacancies

Provision of bespoke Pre
Employment and Skills training

Worksmart – employer ledactivity and curriculum support
for education providers


Requirement
25% of workforce to be achieved across both
construction and end-use
254 apprenticeship starts in construction or
end use phases
To be set out within the Employment and
Skills Plan (ESP) alongside the proposed
construction opportunities
One paid supported employment placement
for 6 months
Ensure all vacancies arising from construction
and end use phases are posted on the
Opportunity Lambeth portal
Outline what will be delivered in the ESP Development of pre-employment training
leading to guaranteed interview for agreed
roles arising from the development
(construction and end use)
Programme of activity detailed on Worksmart
template

Financial contributions (delivered in-kind) calculated as follows:
Residential element - “A monetary contribution of £6,500 towards the cost of
vocational training and employment support will be required by the Council for
every 1,000sqm of development (Gross Internal Area) or every 10 residential
units provided” This equates to (2532/10) x £6,500 = £1,644,500
Commercial element - “A monetary contribution will be calculated on the basis
of an assumption about the level of net additional employment generated by a
development” This equates to 2,102 sq.m/12 sq.m x 0.25 x 17.8 x 6500
= £5,066,695.83
The total contributions therefore amount to £6,711,195.83. The financial
contributions will be made through in-kind provision which will be comprised from
the programmes of work listed to provide equal and opposite value over the period
of the build and occupation. The detail of the scale and type of programmes will be
agreed through the ESP.



Employment and Skills Plan to be signed off by LB Lambeth to cover 3, three
year periods (9 years in total). ESP to be in line with following Borough priorities:
a) Provision of dedicated outreach community-engagement services to
support interest in key employment sectors from identified Lambeth priority
groups of geography and need.
b) Provision of dedicated employment support services to support people into
opportunities in growth sectors, provide ongoing in-work support to ensure
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sustainment, and to support their progression into wider and better
opportunities.
c) Provision of paid work experience opportunities for residents aged 18+
engaged from identified priority groups of geography and need.
d) Provision of paid work experience opportunities for Lambeth resident
school leavers from identified key priority groups.
e) Provision of a variety of employment support programmes in response to
identified resident need, in support of successful engagement and
completion of programmes within agreed ESP.
f) Opportunity Lambeth Resident Support - Online Portal Provision
Community Facilities


Delivery onsite of the Community Resource Centre (CRC). Timely delivery of
temporary CRC and permanent CRC on King’s Avenue.

Public Transport – Interchange Connections


Financial contributions comprising of:
- £650,000 bus contribution (reduced from £750,000 as £100k already paid
under earlier S106 Agreement)
- £98,397.36 Bus Stop and Stand upgrades

Highways improvements and traffic management









Works identified on King’s Avenue subject to section 278 agreement and Bus
Drivers Welfare Facility on site.
Redesign of the existing bus terminus at the Atkins Road / Kings Avenue gyratory;
A new pedestrian and cycle crossing across the A205 (location subject to
agreement with TfL);
A new controlled diagonal crossing at the junction of the A205 / Clarence Avenue;
A new signalised pedestrian crossing on Kings Avenue, removal of on-street
parking spaces and provision of cycle lanes;
The junction of Atkins Road and Kings Avenue will be subject to further review with
funding secured by s106 agreement (value tbc) to develop and part fund
improvements, particularly to cycling level of service.
Microsimulation modelling to support the section 278 works to assess scheme
impact on bus and general traffic journey times.

Movement




Securing of key north/south and east/west routes through the estate to be
provided and remain available for pedestrians/cyclists throughout the
demolition/construction period.
Upon completion public rights of passage through the site will be secured with
‘permissive path’ status and/or public rights of way as necessary.

Parking controls


Car Parking Management Plan to demonstrate how the estate parking will be
managed, including, but not limited to; strategy for the allocation of parking
permits to residents/businesses within the estate; review mechanism in respect of
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demand for disabled spaces, giving an option for the disabled space provision to
be increased if demand is demonstrated; how the management of the estate will
work alongside the surrounding Council CPZs; and a two yearly review of the
Management Plan to be submitted to the Council.
CPZ contribution up to £155,000 for consultation and/or implementation of further
Council CPZ in the surrounding area.
No new residents will be eligible to apply for residents/business permits in
Council controlled CPZs.

Cycling


Contribution of £150,000 towards the provision of a cycle infrastructure study and
implementation.

Car Clubs



Up to 12 car club spaces to be provided on-site, with membership for new
occupants for the first three years funded by Metropolitan.
Reasonable endeavours to enable EV/Hybrid car club cars as part of the
provision.

Travel Plan


Residential and commercial travel plans to be prepared and monitored. Carried
across from previous S106 Agreement.

Parks, open spaces and public realm






Phasing Plan of public realm and park delivery to be secured.
Park Management Plan showing how the Central Park and Crescent will be
managed, including maintaining accessibility and routes through. Measures to
control vehicular and servicing vehicles while ensuring safe movement for
pedestrians and cyclists. Provisions for emergency vehicles.
Delivery of the MUGA north of site C01 and within site E.
Contribution of £206k towards Agnes Riley Gardens – prior to first occupation of
block C01.

Culture and Public Art






Public Art Committee (to be formed within 6 months of implementation) – to
include a representative from the Council, Metropolitan and at least one resident
representative;
Either Metropolitan’s Neighbourhood Investment Team will run the process or a
Public Art Consultant will be instructed to develop the Public Art Strategy, under
the scrutiny of the Public Art Committee and involving residents and the wider
community (the cost of either option should be recognised as part of the total
financial sum below);
Public Art Strategy (to be submitted within 1 year of formation of the Public Art
Committee) should be agreed by the Committee and submitted to Lambeth for
approval outlining:
o Resident and Community Involvement in process;
o Proposed locations for Public Art;
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Form of proposed Public Art Work(s) or individualised art and design
solutions incorporated into the fabric of the Development;
o Details/ design of art work(s) (indicative);
o Proposed delivery programme.
Not less than the sum of £700,000* to be spent on developing the Public Art
Strategy, procuring and installing the Public Art (with installation as per delivery
programme to be included in the Public Art Strategy) (with this spend to be in
addition to the existing arts programme spend of £128,000 for Clapham Park
residents as currently undertaken by Metropolitan Neighbourhood Investment);
Not less than £125,000* to be spent on standalone work(s) of public art or
individualised art and design solutions incorporated into the fabric of the
Development at the locations shown on the Art Strategy document (with potential
opportunities to include seating, paving, railings, wayfinding, landscape
structures, lighting; and manifestations to foyers / entrances to buildings);
Delivery of standalone work(s) should be in accordance with the programme
submitted as part of the Public Arts Strategy and should all be installed prior to
completion of the development; and
Provisions to be made for the retention and refurbishment of the ‘stretcher
railings’ surrounding Site E.
o









Reduction in carbon emissions




Contribution of £3,256,200 in lieu of carbon reduction measures to meet zero
carbon requirements. The applicant has noted that this can be reduced through
connection of the CHP to existing buildings, namely adjacent schools. This would
result in a lower payment of £2,797,200.
A further carbon offset assessment will be required at the midpoint to
demonstrate whether further on site carbon reduction measures can be put in
place instead of the relevant portion of the payment in lieu.

Monitoring fee


Amount to be confirmed – not more than 5% of the total financial contributions.

7.9.5

Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL)
If the application is approved and the development is implemented, a liability to pay the
Lambeth Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL) will arise. The site covers two charging areas,
with the majority of the development in Zone C, with the area (comprising sites C05 and E)
to the south of the South Circular (A205) and west of New Park Road in Zone B. The
Lambeth CIL contribution is estimated, on the basis of information supplied with the
planning application, to be circa. £13m (including Mayoral CIL).

7.9.6

Expenditure of the majority of a future CIL receipt will be applied towards Borough
infrastructure needs as contained in the published CIL Regulation 123 List, which defines
what CIL may be spent on. 25 per cent of the CIL receipt will be applied towards local
neighbourhood spend, in the Clapham and Streatham Local Investment Plan (CLIP) areas
in which the development is located. Local neighbourhood funding from CIL may be applied
to infrastructure needs in line with the CIL Regulation 123 List, or to anything else that is
concerned with addressing the demands that the development places on an area.
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7.9.7

Allocation of CIL monies to particular infrastructure projects is not a matter for consideration
in the determination of planning applications. Separate governance arrangements are being
put in place for Borough Infrastructure needs, and locally through the Cooperative Local
Investment Plan initiative.

7.9.8

The London Mayoral CIL would also be applicable. The London Mayoral CIL will be applied
towards the funding of Crossrail.
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8

CONCLUSION

8.1

The proposal as a whole seeks to improve housing stock, neighbourhood centres, local parks,
community facilities, and to make better connections within the area and with its surroundings.
These are all fundamental planning priorities set out within the Lambeth Local Plan, in addition
to the London Plan where in particular Policy 3.3 recognises the pressing need to significantly
boost the supply of housing within London and the NPPF which encourages the effective use of
land by re-using land that has previously been developed, provided that it is not of high
environmental value (para. 111). The extant outline permission has established the
acceptability of the residential-led mixed use redevelopment of this site.

8.2

In this context, the principle of a residential-led mixed use development is acceptable and in
accordance with the objectives of the area.

8.3

Officers are supportive of the approach to deliver sustainable new housing through estate
renewal, in light of the context of the poor quality of the majority of the remaining housing stock
proposed for demolition and the provision of a net addition of 1,668 residential units, of which
529 are to be affordable rented and intermediate tenures. This results in a site-wide provision of
53% affordable housing on completion of the estate. Officers consider this to be acceptable in
creating a mixed and balanced community across the estate, whilst providing acceptable tenure
splits between affordable rented and intermediate tenures and an acceptable mix of unit sizes,
incorporating an appropriate provision of family sized units (3 bedrooms or more). The
provision of a specific block providing appropriate amenities for retirement living is also
supported.

8.4

The proposals have been assessed in accordance with relevant legislation in respect of
heritage and are considered to be acceptable. The masterplan offers a range of building
typologies of varying scales respond to the surrounding context positively. The massing of
building particularly the stepping down in mass adjacent to existing neighbouring properties
ensures that proposed development will not appear dominant in the streetscene or overbear
neighbouring development. Officers are confident that the layout of buildings will create a wellconnected network of roads aiding legibility and movement throughout the estate. Building
address streets with their frontages and prominent entrances and internal uses are carefully
considered to animate the frontage and provide natural surveillance.

8.5

The quality of the residential accommodation is considered acceptable by officers in terms the
space standards; provision of the appropriate quality and quantity of private and communal
amenity space; suitable entrances and approaches to dwellings and active frontages;
appropriate standards of accessibility for disabled residents; refuse and recycling facilities and
appropriately limited shared circulation. Whilst officers have concerns about the quality and
usability of the proposed cycle parking, conditions have been proposed which seek to remedy
this and it is noted that the quantity of cycle parking has been met. Officers also consider that
the residential accommodation is acceptable on the whole in respect of dual aspect provision.

8.6

In terms of amenity, the Development would ensure that levels of privacy and outlook of
adjoining residential uses are maintained and whilst some detrimental impacts to daylight and
sunlight received to properties across the estate are acknowledged, these would not be
received to an unacceptable degree. Furthermore, the construction impact of the Development
has been given careful consideration by officers and conditions are recommended to ensure
that any noise and disturbance can be mitigated through Construction Method Statements, to
include dust mitigation procedures.
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8.7

The approach to social infrastructure provision across the estate is supported, through the onsite delivery of a permanent Community Resource Centre and extensive improvements to open
space and landscaping, including both informal and formal child play space facilities and
sports/recreation facilities. Education provision is also considered acceptable in terms of the
surrounding provision to provide primary education facilities (as per the variation to the 2008
OPP); Glenbrook School to provide secondary education facilities (as currently sought within an
unrelated outline planning application); and through the financial contribution that will come
forward through the CIL receipt arising from this application. A proportionate level of healthcare
provision is also provided, in terms of the relevant CIL contributions which allow existing
facilities in close proximity to be upgraded and brought into use, providing the equivalent of an
additional practice. Furthermore, the relocation of the existing Local Centre at Poynder’s Road
to provide a new Local Centre on King’s Avenue is considered acceptable, given no
unacceptable impacts are anticipated on existing neighbouring Local Centres and no further
suitable locations can be found for the retail provision. The new Local Centre represents an
uplift in the number of units and the balance in terms of the type of uses will be controlled,
applying the policy requirements set out in the Lambeth Local Plan.

8.8

The submitted Environmental Statement (ES) provides the information specified by the EIA
Regulations and its content was informed by the Local Planning Authority. The ES has been
independently reviewed by CBRE. The quality review confirmed that the ES provides the
information required by the EIA Regulations. Clarifications have been provided in response to
the review. The findings of the ES have been considered and assessed. The proposal raises no
environmental, amenity, or transport issues that are not mitigated by the imposition of
conditions to the consent or a Section 106 legal obligation.

8.9

In respect of car parking, the proposals represent a reduction in car parking provision across
the estate and encourage more sustainable modes of transport, including improved cycle
routes across the estate, particularly including a cycle lane along King’s Avenue. Further car
club provision is made as well as public transport improvements, including contributions to
ensure additional bus services and improvements to the relevant infrastructure, including an
improved replacement bus driver facility on the gyratory. Upgrades to the public highway are
also to be secured by a Section 278 agreement.

8.10 The package of Section 106 contributions and clauses for the delivery of the scheme have
been negotiated having full regard to the nature of the Development, to the normal expectations
conferred upon developers by the various planning policy documents, and to the statutory tests
for Section 106 obligations set out in the Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL) Regulations
2010. The applicant has put forward a comprehensive package of employment and training
obligations which is supported. The Development also would be liable for both the Lambeth and
Mayoral CIL.
8.11 Officers consider that the Development would be in general compliance with the development
plan for the Borough and that there are no material considerations of sufficient weight that
would dictate that the application should otherwise be refused. Officers are therefore
recommending approval of the scheme, subject to conditions (including securing Section 106
obligations) in accordance with the presumption in favour of sustainable development conferred
upon Local Planning Authorities by the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF), further to
Stage 2 referral to the GLA.
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9
9.1

PROCEDURAL MATTERS
The application is referable to the Mayor under the provisions of the Town and Country
Planning (Mayor of London) Order 2008. The application has been referred to the Mayor at
‘Stage 1’. Before Lambeth can issue a decision on this application it will need to refer the
application again to the Mayor at Stage 2; at which point the Mayor will have the opportunity to
elect to become determining authority, direct refusal, or allow Lambeth to proceed and issue
the decision in line with its resolution.

10 EQUALITY DUTY AND HUMAN RIGHTS
10.1 In line with the Public Sector Equality Duty the council must have due regard to the need to
eliminate discrimination and advance equality of opportunity, as set out in section 149 of the
Equality Act 2010. In making this recommendation, regard has been given to the Public Sector
Equality Duty and the relevant protected characteristics (age, disability, gender reassignment,
pregnancy and maternity, race, religion or belief, sex, and sexual orientation).

10.2 In line with the Human Rights Act 1998, it is unlawful for a public authority to act in a way which
is incompatible with a Convention right, as per the European Convention on Human Rights.
The human rights impact have been considered, with particular reference to Article 1 of the
First Protocol (Protection of property), Article 8 (Right to respect for private and family life) and
Article 14 (Prohibition of discrimination) of the Convention.
10.3 The Human Rights Act 1998 does not impair the right of the state to make decisions and
enforce laws as deemed necessary in the public interest. The recommendation is considered
appropriate in upholding the council's adopted and emerging policies and is not outweighed by
any engaged rights.
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11 RECOMMENDATIONS
11.1 Resolve to approve the application, subject to conditions, completion of a Section 106
agreement and any direction as may be received following further referral to the Mayor of
London.
11.2 Agree to delegate authority to the Assistant Director of Planning, Transport and Development
to:
-

Finalise the recommended conditions as set out in this report including such amendments,
additions and/or deletions as the Assistant Director of Planning, Transport and
Development (in consultation with the Planning Committee Chair) considers reasonably
necessary; and

-

Negotiate, agree and finalise the planning obligations as set out in this report pursuant to
Section 106 of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990, including adding to, amending
and/or deleting the obligations detailed in the heads of terms as the Assistant Director of
Planning, Transport and Development (in consultation with the Planning Committee Chair)
considers reasonably necessary.

11.3 That if the Section 106 Agreement is not signed within 6 months of this committee the Assistant
Director of Planning, Transport and Development be given delegated powers to consider
refusing the application in the absence of a legal agreement.
11.4 In the event that the committee resolves to refuse planning permission and there is a
subsequent appeal, delegated authority is given to officers, having regard to the heads of terms
set out in the report, to negotiate and complete a document containing obligations pursuant to
Section 106 of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990 in order to meet the requirements of
the Planning Inspector.
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12

CONDITIONS AND INFORMATIVES

1. Commencement date
The development to which this permission relates must be begun no later than three years from the
date of this decision notice.
Reason: To comply with the provisions of Section 91(1) (a) of the Town and Country Planning Act
1990 (as amended by Section 51 of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004.)
2. Approved Plans
The development hereby permitted shall be carried out in accordance with the approved plans and
documents listed in this notice, other than where those details are altered pursuant to the
requirements of the conditions of this planning permission.
Reason: For the avoidance of doubt and in the interests of proper planning.
3. Phasing
(a) Notwithstanding the programme and sequencing of the development set out within
Appendices 3.2-3.4 of the Environmental Statement and as follows:










Phase 1 - Sites A and D
Phase 2 - Site C01
Phase 3 - Site B01
Phase 4 - Site C02
Phase 5 – Sites C03 and C06
Phase 6 - Site C08
Phase 7 - Sites C07 and C04
Phase 8 - Sites C05 and E
Phase 9 - Site F

and in respect of landscaping as indicated on the Landscaping Phasing Diagram (CP-PRPZZZZ-ZZ-DR-L-02105 Rev P2), prior to commencement of any part of the Development, a
Phasing Plan setting out the programme and sequencing of the development shall be
submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority, to include
corresponding details in respect of landscaping.
(b) Prior to the commencement of any Phase, a plan showing the location of that Phase must be
submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority, which plan may be
varied with the prior written approval of the Local Planning Authority.
(c) Subject to Conditions 4 and 5, the Development shall be carried out in accordance with the
phasing programme approved in accordance with part (a) of this condition, and the location
plan approved in accordance with part (b) of this condition.
Reason: To ensure an appropriate sequence to development on site, to ensure a satisfactory
appearance to the development and a suitable environment for future occupiers, and to maintain the
presence of a Local Centre within the estate (Lambeth Local Plan (2015) Policies D1, D3, ED10, S1
and EN1 and The Town and Country Planning (Environmental Impact Assessment) Regulations 2017
(as amended))
4. Revisions to Phasing Programme
(a) No material departure shall be made from the Approved Phasing Plan without the written
approval of the local planning authority which shall be obtained prior to the commencement of
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any Phase and (without prejudice to the exercise of the Council’s statutory discretion as a
local planning authority) no such approval shall be given unless it is demonstrated that any
revision to the Approved Phasing Plan:
a. Is unlikely to give rise to any new or significant environmental effects in comparison to
the Development as approved in this permission and assessed through the
Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) process prior to the grant of this permission
(unless and to the extent that such changes are validly approved by the local
planning authority after being assessed by an environmental statement or additional
environmental information (as appropriate) and an appropriate EIA process); and
b. will secure the comprehensive phased development of the Site in accordance with
the general and site specific policies set out in Lambeth Local Plan (2015) Policies
D1, D3, ED6, S1 and EN1)
(b) Any application approved pursuant to part (a) of this condition shall be accompanied by a
written statement (together with other documents as necessary) which demonstrate that the
revised phasing programme is unlikely to give rise to any new or significant environmental
effects in comparison to the Development as approved in this permission and assessed
through the EIA process prior to the grant for this permission, provided that if the said written
statement concludes that the revised phasing programme is likely to have such effects, then
the application under this condition 4 part (a) shall be accompanied by an addendum to the
Environmental Statement assessing those effects.
Reason: To ensure an appropriate sequence to development on site, to ensure a satisfactory
appearance to the development and a suitable environment for future occupiers, and to maintain the
presence of a Local Centre within the estate (Lambeth Local Plan (2015) Policies D1, D3, ED10, S1
and EN1 and The Town and Country Planning (Environmental Impact Assessment) Regulations 2017
(as amended))
5. Retention of Local Centre
The southern section of Site C01 of the development hereby permitted, including demolition of
Poynders Parade, shall not be commenced prior to the occupation of Sites D and C08.
Reason: To maintain the presence of a Local Centre within the estate (Lambeth Local Plan (2015)
Policy ED10)
6. Flexibility of uses
Notwithstanding the flexibility as specified in the description of development and the requirements of
any further conditions listed in this decision notice, flexibility shall only be permitted as follows in
relation to individual non-residential units, unless otherwise specified within this decision notice:





Site C07 – the 5 ground floor units labelled as ‘commercial’ shall be allowed flexibility
between A1/A2/A3/B1/D1/D2 uses only;
Site C08 – the 2 ground floor units labelled as ‘commercial’ shall be allowed flexibility
between A1/A2/A3/A4/B1/D1/D2 uses only;
Site D – the 2 ground floor units labelled as ‘retail’ shall be allowed flexibility between
A1/A2/A3/A4 uses only’ and
Site C04 – the ‘Community Resource Centre’ at ground floor level shall be permitted as
Class D1 only.
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Reason: To maintain an appropriate mix of retail uses within the Local Centre, to ensure the
community premises is maintained and to ensure appropriate amenity impacts on surrounding
residents (Lambeth Local Plan (2015) Policies ED10, S1 and Q2)
7. A1 floorspace
Of the 7 ‘commercial’ units within Sites C07 and C08 and the 2 ‘retail’ units within site D, at least 4
units or 389 sq.m of retail floorspace, whichever is greater, shall be within retail (A1) use at any one
time. The same units will be required to comply with any relevant future policy forming part of the
Local Plan which supersede the relevant policy in this instance.
Reason: To maintain an appropriate proportion of retail (A1) units to ensure the vitality, viability and
function of the Local Centre (Lambeth Local Plan (2015) Policy ED10)
8. A2 floorspace
Of the 7 ‘commercial’ units within Sites C07 and C08 and the 2 ‘retail’ units within site D, no more
than 1 unit or 146 sq.m of retail floorspace, whichever is greater, shall be within A2 use at any one
time. The same units will be required to comply with any relevant future policy forming part of the
Local Plan which supersede the relevant policy in this instance.
Reason: To maintain an appropriate proportion of A2 units to prevent an over-concentration of such
uses in the centre and an increased perception or likelihood of reduced vitality and commercial
viability in the area (Lambeth Local Plan (2015) Policy ED10)
9. Removal of PD rights (non-residential)
Notwithstanding the provisions of the Town and Country Planning (General Permitted Development)
Order 2015 (or any order revoking and re-enacting that order with or without modification) no
enlargement, improvement, alteration, building, or enclosure permitted by Schedule 2, Part 3, Classes
G, I, M, N, O and PA of the Order shall be carried out or erected without the prior written permission
of the local planning authority.
Reason: To maintain the provision of the Local Centre (Lambeth Local Plan (2015) Policy ED10)
10. Removal of PD rights (residential)
Notwithstanding the provisions of the Town and Country Planning (General Permitted Development)
Order 2015 (or any order revoking and re-enacting that order with or without modification) no
enlargement, improvement, alteration, building, or enclosure permitted by Schedule 2, Part 1, Classes
A, B, C, D, E or F of the Order shall be carried out or erected without the prior written permission of
the local planning authority.
Reason: To safeguard the visual amenities of the area and ensure that the external appearance of the
buildings are satisfactory (policies Q2, Q7 and Q8 of the London Borough of Lambeth Local Plan
(2015)).
11. Construction Environmental Management Plan (CEMP)
The development hereby approved shall not commence (including demolition) until a Construction
and Environmental Management Plan (CEMP) has been submitted to and approved in writing by the
Local Planning Authority. The CEMP shall include details of the following relevant measures:
a)

An introduction consisting of definitions and abbreviations and project description and
location;
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b)
c)
d)
e)

f)
g)
h)

i)

j)

k)
l)

A description of management responsibilities;
A description of the construction programme which identifies activities likely to cause high
levels of noise or dust;
A named person for residents to contact;
Detailed Site logistics arrangements, incorporating the use of a consolidation centre
across the estate, taking into account any alternative plans should road closures occur (in
order for impacts on traffic flows and resulting exhaust emissions to be assessed);
Details regarding parking, deliveries, and storage;
Details regarding dust and noise mitigation measures to be deployed including
identification of sensitive receptors and ongoing monitoring;
A suitably qualified person shall develop separate scheme of noise and vibration
monitoring and management taking due account of all nearby effected sensitive
receptors;
Details of on-site waste management facilities, including details of the recycling of
construction, excavation and demolition (CED) waste on-site, including how any further
CED waste is minimised to ensure no CED waste is disposed of in landfill;
Details demonstrating that as far as possible, no development including demolition will
take place during the main bird nesting season, unless an ecologist confirms the absence
of active nests prior to demolition;
Details of the hours of works and other measures to mitigate the impact of construction
on the amenity of the area and safety of the highway network; and
Communication procedures with the LBL and local community regarding key construction
issues – newsletters, fliers etc.

The construction shall thereafter be carried out in accordance with the details and measures
approved in the CEMP for the related phase, unless the written consent of the Local Planning
Authority is received for any variation.
Reason: Development must not commence before this condition has been discharged to avoid hazard
and obstruction being caused to users of the public highway and to safeguard residential amenity
during the whole of the construction period; to ensure satisfactory impacts in respect of biodiversity;
and to manage and mitigate the impact of the development on the air quality and dust emissions in
the area and London as a whole, to avoid irreversible and unacceptable damage to the environment
(London Plan policies 5.3 and 7.14, London Plan SPGs for Sustainable Design and Construction and
Control of Dust and Emissions during Construction and Demolition; Policies EN1, T6 and Q2 of the
Lambeth Local Plan 2015).

12. Air Quality and Dust Management and Air Quality Monitoring
(a) The development hereby approved shall not commence (including demolition) until three
months following the submission and approval in writing by the Local Planning Authority
of an Air Quality and Dust Management and Monitoring Plan (AQDMP). The AQDMP
shall include:
(i) As a minimum, all mitigation measures listed within the submission, which are based
on the best practices listed in the Control of Dust and Emissions during Construction
and Demolition SPG 2014. The AQDMP shall have regard to the details set out within
the CEMP;
(ii) Details of the equipment to be used for automatic continuous PM10 monitoring and its
exact positioning, as required at all locations in use by sensitive receptors and
construction traffic for the duration of the development, to include every school
identified as a sensitive receptor; and
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(iii) Details of procedures for informing schools of pollution spikes and health advice for
staff and students.
No demolition or development shall commence until all necessary pre-commencement
measures described in the AQDMP have been put in place and set out on site. The
demolition and development shall thereafter be carried out and monitored in accordance
with the details and measures approved in the AQDMP.
(b) Baseline air quality monitoring shall commence at least three months before the
commencement of the demolition phase and shall continue throughout all construction
phases, from the monitoring locations approved within part (a), with data to be made
available for download by the local authority on request. An annual summary report of
continuous monitoring data should be provided to the council for the duration of the
development.
Reason: To manage and mitigate the impact of the development on the air quality and dust emissions
in the area and London as a whole, and to avoid irreversible and unacceptable damage to the
environment (London Plan policies 5.3 and 7.14, and the London Plan SPGs for Sustainable Design
and Construction and Control of Dust and Emissions during Construction and Demolition).
13. Construction Machinery
No non-road mobile machinery (NRMM) shall be used on the site unless it is compliant with the
NRMM Low Emission Zone requirements (or any superseding requirements) and until it has been
registered for use on the site on the NRMM register (or any superseding register).
Reason: To ensure that air quality is not adversely affected by the development (London Plan policy
7.14 and the Mayor’s SPG: The Control of Dust and Emissions During Construction and Demolition)
14. Piling Method Statement
No piling shall take place (within each phase) until a piling method statement (detailing the depth and
type of piling to be undertaken and the methodology by which such piling will be carried out, including
measures to prevent and minimise the potential for damage to subsurface water infrastructure, and
the programme for the works) has been submitted to and approved in writing by the local planning
authority in consultation with Thames Water. Any piling must be undertaken in accordance with the
terms of the approved piling method statement.
Reason: The proposed works will be in close proximity to underground water utility infrastructure,
therefore this condition seeks to prevent any impacts on local underground water utility infrastructure
and any adverse environmental impact upon the community (Lambeth Local Plan (2015) Policies EN5
and EN6)
15. Archaeology
No demolition shall take place within Site C05, Site E and Site F ) until a written scheme of historic
building investigation (WSI) has been submitted to and approved by the local planning authority in
writing. For buildings that are included within the WSI, no demolition or development shall take place
other than in accordance with the agreed WSI, which shall include the statement of significance and
research objectives, and
a) The programme and methodology of site investigation and recording and the nomination
of a competent person(s) or organisation to undertake the agreed works
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b) The programme for post-investigation assessment and subsequent analysis, publication &
dissemination and deposition of resulting material. This part of the condition shall not be
discharged until these elements have been fulfilled in accordance with the programme set out
in the WSI.
Reason: Heritage assets of archaeological interest may survive on the site. The Local Planning
Authority wishes to secure the provision of appropriate archaeological investigation, including the
publication of results, in accordance with Section 12 of the NPPF.
16. Surface water drainage
Prior to the commencement of development (excluding demolition) of each Phase hereby permitted, a
detailed scheme for the provision of surface water drainage shall be submitted to and approved in
writing by the Local Planning Authority. The submitted details shall:
a) Provide a final surface water drainage design to scale showing all SuDS features, and
demonstrating sufficient buffer distance between the below ground SuDS and the basement /
foundations;
b) Provide written confirmation from Thames Water that the site has an agreed point of
discharge and discharge rate;
c) Provide a time table for its implementation and,
d) Provide a management and maintenance plan for the lifetime of the development.
All provisions for surface water drainage must be undertaken in accordance with the details herby
approved, unless the written consent of the Local Planning Authority is received for any variation.
Reason: To minimise the risk of flooding (Policy EN6 of the Lambeth Local Plan 2015).
17. Ground contamination
(a) Prior to commencement of development (excluding demolition) of each Phase hereby
permitted, the following components of a scheme to deal with the risks associated with
contamination of the site shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning
Authority:
i. A site investigation scheme, based on previous findings to provide information for a detailed
assessment of the risk to all receptors that may be affected, including those off-site;
ii. The site investigation results and the detailed risk assessment resulting from i;
iii. An options appraisal and remediation strategy giving full details of the remediation
measures required and how they are to be undertaken;
iv. A verification plan providing details of the data that will be collected in order to demonstrate
that the works set out in iii are complete and identifying any requirements for longer-term
monitoring of pollutant linkages, maintenance and arrangements for contingency action.
The development shall thereafter be implemented in accordance with the details and
measures approved.
(b) Prior to occupation of any part of the development, a verification report demonstrating
completion of the works set out in the approved remediation strategy and the effectiveness of
the remediation shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority.
The report shall include results of sampling and monitoring carried out in accordance with the
approved verification plan to demonstrate that the site remediation criteria have been met. It
shall also include any plan (a “long-term monitoring and maintenance plan”) for longer-term
monitoring of pollutant linkages, maintenance and arrangements for contingency action, as
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identified in the verification plan, and for the reporting of this to the Local Planning Authority.
(c) If, during development, contamination not previously identified is found to be present at the
site then no further development shall be carried out until the developer has submitted, and
obtained written approval from the Local Planning Authority for, an amendment to the
remediation strategy detailing how this unsuspected contamination will be dealt with.
Reason: Development must not commence before this condition is discharged to safeguard future
users or occupiers of this site and the wider environment from irreversible risks associated with the
contaminants which are present by ensuring that the contaminated land is properly treated and made
safe before development. Depending on the outcome of any ground investigation and subsequent risk
assessment, it may be necessary for remediation to be carried out. If this is the case, it will be
necessary to demonstrate that any work has been carried out effectively and the environmental risks
have been satisfactorily managed (policies 5.21 of the London Plan (2015) and EN4 of the Lambeth
Local Plan (2015)).
18. Basement Method Statement and Flood Risk Assessment
No development shall take place in respect of the Phase relevant to Site E until a Basement Method
Statement and Flood Risk Assessment have been submitted to and approved in writing by the Local
Planning Authority. This statement must be written by a suitably qualified person and shall include
details regarding:
(a) Detailed site specific analysis of hydrological and geotechnical local ground conditions;
(b) Analysis of how the excavation of the basement may impact on the water table and any
ground water floor, and whether water perched is present;
(c) Details of how flood risk, including risk from groundwater and surface water flooding has
been addressed in the design, including details of any proposed mitigation measures;
(d) Non-technical summary of measures proposed to mitigate any risks in relation to land
instability;
(e) Demonstration of how cumulative effects have been considered; and
(f) A comprehensive non-technical summary document of the assessments provided and
information submitted against (a) to (e) of this condition.
Reason: Development must not commence before this conditions is discharged to avoid hazard in
relation to land instability and increased flood risk caused by the basement excavation (Paragraph
121 of the National Planning Policy Framework 2012 and Policy EN5 of the Lambeth Local Plan
(2015).

19. Noise and Vibration attenuation
Prior to the commencement of development (excluding demolition) of each Phase hereby permitted, a
scheme of noise and vibration attenuation shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the Local
Planning Authority. The scheme shall achieve the habitable and commercial room standards as
detailed in BS8233:2014 with no relaxation for exceptional circumstances and must include details of
post construction validation. The approved noise and vibration attenuation measures shall thereafter
be retained and maintained in working order for the duration of the use in accordance with the
approved details.
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Reason: To ensure that no nuisance or disturbance is caused to the detriment of the amenities of
future occupiers (Policy S2 of Lambeth's Core Strategy).
20. Residential noise standards – amenity space
Prior to the commencement of development (excluding demolition) of any Phase hereby permitted,
scheme of measures to ensure that all residential units have access to amenity space within the
development where noise levels do not exceed 55dB LAEQ(16 hour) shall be submitted to and
approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority. The scheme shall include details of post
construction validation. Thereafter the development shall be carried out in accordance with the
approved details and a separate validation report shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the
Local Planning Authority 3 months prior to occupation.
Reason: To ensure that no nuisance or disturbance is caused to the detriment of the amenities of
future occupiers (Lambeth Local Plan (2015) Policy Q2)
21. Plant layout / details
Prior to occupation of any Phase of the development hereby approved, full details (including
elevational drawings) of any internal and external plant equipment and trunking, including building
services plant, ventilation and filtration equipment and commercial kitchen exhaust ducting /
ventilation, shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority. All flues,
ducting and other equipment shall be installed in accordance with the approved details prior to the
use commencing on site and shall thereafter be maintained in accordance with the manufacturer's
instructions.
Reason: To ensure that no nuisance or disturbance is caused to the detriment of the amenities of
future residential occupiers or of the area generally (Policy Q2 (Amenity) – Lambeth Local Plan 2015).
22. Plant noise assessment
The operation of any building services plant shall not commence until an assessment of the acoustic
impact arising from the operation of all internally and externally located plant has been submitted to
and approved in writing by the local planning authority.
The assessment of the acoustic impact shall be undertaken in accordance with BS 4142: 2014 (or
subsequent superseding equivalent) and current best practice, and shall include a scheme of
attenuation measures to ensure the rating level of noise emitted from the proposed building services
plant is 5 db less than background. The use hereby permitted, or the operation of any building
services plant, shall not commence until a post-installation noise assessment has been carried out to
confirm compliance with the noise criteria. The scheme shall be implemented in accordance with the
approved details and attenuation measures, and they shall be permanently retained and maintained
in working order for the duration of the use and their operation.
Reason: To protect the amenities of adjoining occupiers and the surrounding area (policy Q2 of the
London Borough of Lambeth Local Plan (2015)).
23. Fume extraction/filtration maintenance details
Prior to occupation of any Phase of the development hereby approved, details of an ongoing
maintenance plan for the fume extraction and filtration equipment have been submitted to and
approved in writing by the local planning authority. The approved fume extraction and filtration
equipment shall thereafter be retained and maintained in working order for the duration of the use in
accordance with the approved details.
Reason: To protect the amenities of adjoining occupiers and the surrounding area (Policy Q2 of the
London Borough of Lambeth Local Plan (2015)).
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24. Opening hours
Prior to occupation of any non-residential uses within the development hereby approved, the hours of
opening of the non-residential uses shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the local planning
authority in advance of the commencement of use of the relevant units. Thereafter the 'A, B and D
Class' Uses shall not operate other than within the opening and closing hours agreed.
Reason: To protect the amenities of adjoining occupiers and the surrounding area (policy Q2 of the
London Borough of Lambeth Local Plan (2015)).
25. Noise Control – Moderate risk non-A4 uses
Prior to occupation of any non-residential use other than Class A4 within the development hereby
permitted, a scheme of noise control shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the local
planning authority. The scheme shall be written by a suitably qualified person and shall specify but not
be limited to;
a)
b)
c)
d)

the noise level at which amplified music will be played;
the frequency with which live music shall be played;
the control measures that will be used; and
a complaint recording and management plan.

The scheme shall not rely on BS4142 as the metric for compliance and must take due account of the
bass frequency characteristics and the likely resulting noise levels within adjoining or close by
residential properties. The approved plan shall thereafter be maintained and adhered to for the
duration of the use.
Reason: To protect the amenities of adjoining occupiers and the surrounding area (policy Q2 of the
London Borough of Lambeth Local Plan (2015)).
26. Noise Control – High Risk A4 Uses
(a) Prior to commencement of construction of any unit which may be used for A4 use in the
development hereby permitted, namely those units at ground floor level within Site C08 and
Site D, a scheme of noise assessment and scheme of mitigation for the area to be developed
must be undertaken as follows and shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the Local
Planning Authority. A suitably qualified independent person must undertake all work. The
scheme shall ensure that operational noise levels from the commercial use do not exceed
NR25 within potentially adversely affected residential or other noise sensitive locations during
typical activities. These activities are considered to include the holding functions and the
playing of amplified music within the development. The scheme must include details of stages
of validation during the construction phase and a post construction scheme of validation and
measurement to demonstrate substantive compliance. Details of the post construction
validation shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority.
(b) Prior to commencement of the A4 use hereby permitted a suitably qualified person shall be
appointed to design and install a multi speaker array with built in noise limiting device setup in
accordance with the recommendations of the scheme of mitigation and validation detailed in
part (a) above. The proposed scheme must be submitted to and approved in writing by the
LPA and the use hereby permitted shall not commence until the approved details are fully
implemented. The use hereby permitted shall thereafter be operated in accordance with the
approved details.
Reason: To protect the amenities of adjoining occupiers and the surrounding area (policy Q2 of the
London Borough of Lambeth Local Plan (2015)).
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27. Extract ventilation details for A3/A4 uses
Prior to the commencement (excluding demolition) of development relating to any A3/A4 uses, details
relating to extract ventilation shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning
Authority. Thereafter, any A3/A4 uses must be operated in accordance with the details agreed. The
details must demonstrate:
a) That all extract ventilation from food premises, must be channelled to a duct running the full
height of the building and discharged above and well away from the highest window of that
building, 1 metre above eaves and 1 metre away from the nearest openable window;
b) Consideration and steps must be taken to prevent the migration of cooking smells through the
fabric of the building to properties in separate occupancy; and
c) All applicants and engineers should have regard for DEFRA guidance when putting forward
any plans and also that due consideration is given to use class order of a premises and what
that entails.
Reason: To protect the amenities of adjoining occupiers and the surrounding area (policy Q2 of the
London Borough of Lambeth Local Plan (2015)).
28. Lighting
Notwithstanding the proposals hereby approved in the Clapham Park Lighting Plan dated July 2017,
prior to commencement of development (excluding demolition) in any given Phase, a scheme of
design and validation must be submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority.
The scheme shall be in accordance with the Institute of Lighting Professional’s Guidance notes for the
reduction of obstructive light and shall meet the necessary requirements for best practice on providing
“sufficient and appropriate lighting for pedestrian passage” as stated in section 2.1 the Clapham Park
Lighting Plan. The scheme must be designed and installed by a suitably qualified person in
accordance with the recommendations for environmental zone E3 in the ILP document “Guidance
Notes for the Reduction of Obtrusive Light GN01:2011. The scheme shall also have regard to impacts
in terms of road safety, impacts on pedestrians and on residential uses.
Before commencement of operation of the approved lighting scheme the applicant shall appoint a
suitably qualified member of the institute of lighting professionals (ILP) to validate that the lighting
scheme as installed conforms to the recommendations for environmental zone E3 in the ILP
document “Guidance Notes for the Reduction of Obtrusive Light GN01:2011”.
Reason: To ensure minimal nuisance or disturbance is caused to the detriment of the amenities of
adjoining occupiers and of the area generally; to ensure good design is being utilised effectively to
ensure community safety; and to prevent detrimental impact on the current and/or future safety of the
transport system (Policies Q2 (Amenity); Q3 (Community Safety) and T6 (assessing impacts of
development on transport capacity and infrastructure) – Lambeth Local Plan 2015.)
29. Wind – additional assessments
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Prior to commencement (excluding demolition) of the relevant Phase and prior to the discharge of
condition 49 in respect of soft and hard landscaping details, a detailed scheme of modelling and
mitigation of the microclimate impacts of the development hereby permitted on ground level
localised wind microclimate shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the local planning
authority. The scheme of modelling and mitigation shall demonstrably address the uncertainties
identified:
-

in Table 2 of the Wind Addendum 02 report dated 12 February 2018; and

-

in relation to first floor level ‘podium’ areas within Blocks C01, C02, C03, C04, C05, C07, E02
and E03;

and shall ensure that all external spaces achieve the relevant standards set out in the Lawson
Comfort Criteria, allowing for cumulative development and including mitigation of any identified offsite impacts. The scheme of mitigation shall be implemented in accordance with the approved
details and mitigation measures, and they shall be fully installed prior to occupation and permanently
retained and maintained for the duration of the use and their operation.
Reason: To protect the amenities of future residential occupiers and the surrounding area (Policy Q2
of the Lambeth Local Plan (2015)).

30. Wind – any variations
Any variation to the layout or built form of the development shall be accompanied by a revised Wind
Microclimate Assessment which details any additional identified adverse wind microclimate impacts.
Any additional steps required to mitigate these impacts shall be detailed and implemented, as
necessary. The revised assessment shall be submitted to and approved by the local planning
authority and the details as approved shall thereafter be permanently retained.
Reason: To protect the amenities of future residential occupiers and the surrounding area (Policy Q2
of the Lambeth Local Plan (2015)).

31. BREEAM - community uses
(a) Within three months of work starting on site a BREEAM UK New Construction 2014 (or such
equivalent standard that replaces this) Fully Fitted Design Stage certificate and summary
score sheet must be submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority to
show that an Excellent rating will be achieved for the community areas of the development.
(b) Prior to first occupation of the building(s) a BREEAM UK New Construction 2014 (or such
equivalent standard that replaces this) Post Construction Review certificate and summary
score sheet must be submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority to
show that an Excellent rating has been achieved for the community areas of the development.
All the measures integrated shall be retained for as long as the development is in existence.
Reason: To ensure that the development has an acceptable level of sustainability (Policy EN4 of the
Lambeth Local Plan September 2015).
32. BREEAM – retail and office uses
(a) Within three months of work starting on site a BREEAM UK New Construction 2014 (or such
equivalent standard that replaces this) Shell and Core Design Stage Certificate and summary
score sheet must be submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority to
show that an Excellent) rating will be achieved for the retail and office areas.
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(b) Prior to first occupation of the building(s) a BREEAM UK New Construction 2014 (or such
equivalent standard that replaces this) Shell and Core Post Construction Review Certificate
and summary score sheet must be submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning
Authority to demonstrate that an Excellent rating has been achieved for the retail and office
areas. All the measures integrated shall be retained for as long as the development is in
existence.
(c) Prior to commencement of the fit-out of the building, unless otherwise agreed in writing, a
BREEAM Refurbishment and Fit-out (Parts 3 and 4) 2014 (or such equivalent standard that
replaces this) Design Stage Certificate, and summary score sheet must be submitted, by the
fit-out contractor, and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority to show that an
Excellent rating will be achieved for the retail and office areas.

Within 3 months of first occupation a BREEAM Refurbishment and Fit-out (Parts 3 and 4) 2014 (or
such equivalent standard that replaces this) Post-Construction Review Certificate and summary score
sheet must be submitted, by the fit-out contractor, and approved in writing by the Local Planning
Authority to demonstrate that an Excellent rating has been achieved for the retail and office areas. All
the measures integrated shall be retained for as long as the development is in existenceReason: To
ensure that the development has an acceptable level of sustainability (Policy EN4 of the Lambeth
Local Plan September 2015).
33. BREEAM – any healthcare use
Notwithstanding the flexibility of uses permitted elsewhere in this decision notice, should any nonresidential unit within the development be converted to provide a healthcare facility, prior to any
change of use taking place a BREEAM Refurbishment and Fit-out (Parts 3 and 4) 2014 (or such
equivalent standard that replaces this) Design Stage Certificate shall be submitted to and approved in
writing by the Local Planning Authority to show that an Excellent rating will be achieved.
Reason: To ensure that the development has an acceptable level of sustainability (Policy EN4 of the
Lambeth Local Plan September 2015).
34. Energy
The development shall be implemented in accordance with the approved Energy Strategy and shall
not commence until full Design Stage calculations under the Standard Assessment Procedure/
National Calculation Method have been submitted to and approved in writing by the Local planning
Authority to show that the development will be constructed in accordance with the approved Energy
Strategy and achieve a 35% reduction in carbon dioxide emissions.
Prior to first occupation of the building(s) evidence (e.g. photographs, installation contracts and asbuilt certificates under the Standard Assessment Procedure/National Calculation Method) should be
submitted to the Local Planning Authority and approved in writing to show that the development has
been constructed in accordance with approved Energy Strategy and achieved a 35% reduction in
carbon dioxide emissions.
Reason: To ensure that the development makes the fullest contribution to minimising carbon dioxide
emissions in accordance with London Plan Policy 5.2 and Lambeth Local Plan September 2015
Policy EN3.
35. Internal residential water use
(a) Within three months of work starting on site evidence (internal water calculations) must be
submitted to the Local Planning Authority and approved in writing that the internal water
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consumption of the development will not exceed 105 L/person/day in line with The Water
Efficiency Calculator for new dwellings from the Department of Communities and Local
Government.
(b) Prior to first occupation of the building(s) evidence (schedule of fittings
and manufacturer's literature) should be submitted to the Local Planning Authority and
approved in writing to show that the development has been constructed in accordance with
the internal water use calculations approved under part (a) of this condition.
Reason: to reduce the consumption of potable water in the home from all sources, including borehole
well water, through the use of water efficient fittings, appliances and water recycling systems in
accordance with London Plan Policy 5.15.
36. CHP
Prior to installation, the proposed Combined Heat and Power (CHP) plant must meet the emission
standards set out in the GLA’s Sustainable Design and Construction Supplementary Planning
Guidance 2014 (or its later versions). Full details of the proposed CHP plant must be submitted to the
Council for approval using Combined Heat and Power System information request form.
Reason: To ensure that air quality is not adversely affected by the development and to avoid
irreversible and unacceptable damage to the environment (London Plan policies 5.3 and 7.14, and the
London Plan SPGs for Sustainable Design and Construction and Control of Dust and Emissions
during Construction and Demolition).
37. Green roofs
(a) No development shall take place until full details of an extensive green roof which shall be
compliant with GRO Green Roof Code 2014 has been submitted to and approved in writing
by the Local Planning Authority prior to the implementation of the relevant part of the
development hereby approved.
The submission must provide/comprise the following information:
i) Details on materials used in the design, construction and installation of the green
roof based on the Green Roof Code and the use of biodiversity based
extensive/semi-intensive soils;
ii) Details on substrate and plants used in the green roof, based on a commercial
brick-based aggregate or equivalent with a varied substrate depth of 80 -150mm
planted with 50% locally native herbs/wildflowers in addition to a variety of sedum
species;
iii) Details on additional features to the proposed green roof, such as areas of bare
shingle, areas of sand for burrowing invertebrates and individual logs or log piles.
iv) An ecological management and maintenance plan including landscape features
and a cross section of the green roof.
The development shall be carried out strictly in accordance with the green roof details
approved, shall be maintained as such thereafter and no alterations to the approved scheme
shall be permitted without the prior written consent of the Local Planning Authority.
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(b) Prior to first occupation of the building(s) evidence that the green roof has been installed in
accordance with the details approved under part (a) of this condition should be submitted to
and approved by the local planning authority prior to first occupation.
Reason: To ensure that the development has an acceptable level of sustainability (Policy EN4 of the
Lambeth Local Plan September 2015).
38. Waste Management
Prior to the commencement of the each Phase of development hereby permitted, details of waste and
recycling storage for the development shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the local
planning authority. The waste and recycling storage shall be provided in accordance with the
approved details prior to the commencement of the use hereby permitted, and shall thereafter be
retained solely for its designated use. The waste and recycling storage areas/facilities should comply
with the Lambeth's Refuse & Recycling Storage Design Guide (2013), unless it is demonstrated in the
submissions that such provision is inappropriate for this specific development.
Reason: To ensure suitable provision for the occupiers of the development, to encourage the
sustainable management of waste and to safeguard the visual amenities of the area (Lambeth Local
Plan (2015) Policies Q2 and Q12).
39. Disabled car parking
No fewer than 127 car parking spaces across the estate shall be provided and retained as disabled
spaces at any time, in the locations indicated on the approved drawings.
Reason: To ensure suitable car parking provision for disabled occupiers of the development (London
Plan Policy 6.13 and Lambeth Local Plan (2015) Policy T7).
40. Cycle parking provision
No fewer than 4,316 cycle parking spaces across the estate shall be provided and retained at any
time.
Reason: To ensure adequate cycle parking provision for residents of the development (London Plan
Policy 6.9 and Lambeth Local Plan (2015) Policy T3)
41. Cycle parking details
Prior to the occupation of each Phase of the development hereby permitted, details of the provision to
be made for cycle parking shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning
Authority, to include:
(a) Specification details and drawings, including the number of cycle parking spaces to be
provided; and
(b) As relevant to blocks where undercroft car parking is provided, details of access to the
internal residential cycle parking via the undercroft car parking for bicycle users.
The cycle parking shall thereafter be implemented in full in accordance with the approved details
before the use hereby permitted commences and shall thereafter be retained solely for its designated
use.
Reason: To ensure adequate cycle parking is available on site and to promote sustainable modes of
transport (policies T1, T3 and Q13 of the London Borough of Lambeth Local Plan (2015)).
42. Delivery and Servicing Management Plan
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Each Phase of the development hereby permitted shall not commence until a servicing management
plan has been submitted and approved in writing by the local planning authority. The use hereby
permitted shall thereafter be operated in accordance with the approved details. The submitted details
must include the following:
(a) frequency of deliveries to the site;
(b) frequency of other servicing vehicles such as refuse collections;
(c) dimensions of delivery and servicing vehicles;
(d) proposed loading and delivery locations;
(e) a strategy to manage vehicles servicing the site;
(f) The hours of deliveries for HGV vehicles and the precautions to be taken to mitigate noise
impacts; and
(g) For Site A only, further forward visibility splays and further details, with a strategy for
visibility improvements.
Reason: To protect the amenities of adjoining occupiers and the surrounding area (policy Q2 of the
London Borough of Lambeth Local Plan (2015) and to limit the effects of the increase in travel
movements (Policy T8 (Servicing) - Lambeth Local Plan 2015)
43. Electric vehicle charging points
At least 89 of the vehicular parking spaces shall be provided and retained thereafter with electrical
charging points for electric vehicles.
Reason: To encourage the uptake of electric vehicles (London Plan Policy 6.13)
44. Tree Retention
No further trees beyond the total of 347 trees in the locations as set out within the ‘Arboricultural
Impact Assessment, Method Statement and Tree Protection Plan’ document dated January 2018
(version 4) shall be removed without prior written approval from the Local Planning Authority.
Reason: To ensure the retention of, and avoid damage to, the retained trees on the site which
represent an important visual amenity to the locality (Policies Q2, Q9 and Q10 of the London Borough
of Lambeth Local Plan 2015).
45. Tree Protection Measures
Notwithstanding the summary of the anticipated tree protection measures for all 6 no. precincts as set
out in the Tree Protection Plans (Appendix 2), prior to the commencement of the development hereby
approved, the following details shall be submitted to the Local Planning Authority for written approval
in respect of each Phase of the development:
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(a) A Tree Protection Plan that accords with Section 7 of BS5837:2012 and relates to all
retained trees on the site;
(b) Details of all proposed Access Facilitation Pruning required to permit the development.
Thereafter, the approved works shall be carried out in accordance with BS3998:2010;
(c) An Arboricultural Method Statement in accordance with section 7 of the BS5837:2012
relating to (i) the demolition and / or removal of existing structures and hard surface material
and construction and / or installation of new surfacing within the root protection area of
retained trees; (ii) the associated lowering or building up of soil levels around the retained
trees; and (iii) the location and installation of all service utilities / drainage routes within the
RPA of any retained tree;
(d) Details of a scheme of Arboricultural Site Supervision and Tree Protection Monitoring for
the duration of construction for each precinct. The details shall include an on-site ‘Precommencement’ inspection meeting to include the Lambeth Council’s Arboricultural Officer as
part of the site induction process. The condition shall only be signed off on completion of all
received inspection reports for the relevant precinct.
The development shall thereafter be implemented in strict accordance with the approved details listed
above. The approved details of the Tree Protection Plan shall be put in place before any machinery,
demolition, materials storage or development commences on the site and all approved Arboricultural
Method Statements shall be implemented at the appropriate construction phase
Reason: To ensure the retention of, and avoid damage to, the retained trees on the site which
represent an important visual amenity to the locality (Policies Q2, Q9 and Q10 of the London Borough
of Lambeth Local Plan 2015)
46. Replacement trees (part 1)
No fewer than 914 trees shall be provided across the estate, with 655 proposed at ground floor level
and 259 as podium tree planting. These shall be appropriately split across the estate and this shall be
demonstrated in the details required under condition 49. The retention of these trees shall be secured
through condition 47.
Reason: In order to ensure an appropriate amount of high quality soft landscaping in and around the
site in the interests of the ecological value of the site; satisfactory landscaping of the site and in the
interests of visual amenity for future residents (Policies Q2, EN1, Q9 and Q10 of the Lambeth Local
Plan 2015).
47. Replacement trees (part 2)
Any trees, shrubs or hedges included in the landscaping scheme for the development hereby
permitted that die, are removed, become seriously damaged or diseased, within fifteen years of
planting, shall be replaced within six months of death, removal, damage or disease.
Reason: In order to ensure long term retention of the landscaping in and around the site in the
interests of the ecological value of the site and in the interests of visual amenity (policies Q6, Q9 and
Q10 of the London Borough of Lambeth Local Plan (2015)).
48. Child Play Space Strategy and Details
(a) Prior to the commencement of the development (excluding demolition) hereby permitted, a
child play space strategy, to include the proposed locations and types of playspace (to include
the proposed MUGAs), to include details of how the playspace provides for the child yield
arising from each Phase of the development, shall be submitted to and approved in writing by
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the local planning authority, which shall inform the details required under part (b) of this
condition; and
(b) Prior to the commencement of any landscaping works on each Phase of the development
hereby permitted, details of the child play space provision shall be submitted to and approved
in writing by the Local Planning Authority. The details shall include the:
a. Location, layout and design of the playspace; and
b. Details of equipment / features.
The play space and equipment / features shall be laid out and installed prior to first occupation of the
development.
Reason: In order to introduce high quality child play space and MUGAs in the interests of visual
amenity and quality for future residents (Policies Q1, Q2 and H5 of the Lambeth Local Plan 2015).
49. Soft and hard landscaping scheme
Prior to the commencement of each Phase of the development hereby permitted, a soft and hard
landscaping scheme shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the local planning authority. The
development hereby permitted shall be thereafter carried out in accordance with the approved details
within 6 months of the date of occupation. All tree, shrub and hedge planting included within the
above specification shall accord with BS3936:1992, BS4043:1989 and BS4428:1989 (or subsequent
superseding equivalent) and current arboricultural best practice. The submitted details are expected
to demonstrate the following:
a) The quantity, size, species, position and the proposed time of planting of all trees and
shrubs to be planted;
b) Details of the rationale for the selection of tree species;
c) An indication of how they integrate with the proposal in the long term with regard to their
mature size and anticipated routine maintenance and protection;
d) Specification of which shrubs and hedges to be planted that are intended to achieve a
significant size and presence in the landscape;
e) All hard landscaping including all ground surfaces, seating, refuse disposal points, signage,
bollards, vehicle crossovers/access points, accessibility details including any ramps or stairs
plus wheelchair access together with finished ground levels and site wide topographical
levels;
g) Details of the communal growing areas;
h) Details of post-planting maintenance for 20 years following completion;
h) Statement of rationale for the selection of tree species;
i) Details of boundary treatments (comprising hard or soft landscaping) to include privacy
screens to ground floor units and between terraces and amenity space and ensuring the
appropriate retention of the ‘stretcher railings’ which surround Site E’; and
j) The proposed specification and location of bird and bat boxes.
This condition is applicable to all external land across the estate, including external, podium and roof
level amenity spaces proposed throughout the development.
Reason: In order to introduce high quality hard and soft landscaping in and around the site in the
interests of the ecological value of the site; to maintain privacy, outlook and visual amenity to existing
and future residents within and surrounding the site; and to ensure a satisfactory landscaping of the
site and high quality child play space and MUGAs in the interests of visual amenity and quality for
future residents (Policies Q2, H5, EN1 and Q9 of the Lambeth Local Plan 2015).
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50. Sample of Materials
Notwithstanding the details shown on the drawings hereby approved, no erection / construction of any
building facades on site relevant to any Phase shall take place until a schedule of materials have
been submitted and a sample panels of all external materials have been erected on site for inspection
by a council officer and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority, unless otherwise agreed
in writing by the Local Planning Authority. The development shall not be carried out otherwise than in
accordance with the samples thus approved.
Reason: To ensure that the external appearance of the building is satisfactory and does not detract
from the character and visual amenity of the area along with the setting of the nearby conservation
areas (Policies Q6, Q7, Q8, and Q22 of the Lambeth Local Plan 2015).
51. Signage and Way-finding Strategy
Notwithstanding the details shown on the drawings hereby approved, prior to commencement
(excluding demolition) of development, a detailed Signage and Wayfinding Strategy shall be
submitted to and approved by the Local Planning Authority. The development shall not be carried out
otherwise than in accordance with the details and drawings thus approved.
Reason: To promote walking through improvements to pedestrian routes, streets and public spaces,
to give greater priority to pedestrians, particularly through improvements to signage and way-finding
(Policy T2 of the Lambeth Local Plan 2015).
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52. Detailing
Notwithstanding the details shown on the drawings hereby approved, prior to the commencement
(excluding demolition) of each Phase, drawings at 1:10 scale (including sections) or at another scale
agreed by the Local Planning Authority showing all external construction detailing of that part of the
development shall be submitted to and approved by the Local Planning Authority in writing. The
drawings shall include details of:
a)
b)
c)

The façade of the building, including details of ground and first floor;
main entrances and doors including canopies and service entrances;
Details of balconies and balustrade designs, including details of drainage and privacy
screens, with an indication of clear or obscure glazing (to include details of obscure
glazing to the south elevation of Site C04 Block A and to windows along vehicular
entrances to blocks);
d) boundary walls;
e) roof and parapet including detailed design of plant and safety systems;
f)
windows (including jamb, head and cill details);
g) The redesign of the internal courtyard facades to Block B;
h) signage (having regard to further details to be agreed by separate Signage and Wayfinding Strategy condition);
i)
rainwater pipes in external elevations;
j)
window cleaning apparatus;
k) solar panels;
l)
refuse storage facilities; and
m) cycle stores.
The development shall not be carried out otherwise than in accordance with the details and drawings
thus approved.
Reason: To ensure that the external appearance of the building is satisfactory and does not detract
from the character and visual amenity of the area along with setting of the nearby conservation areas
(Policies Q6, Q7, Q8, and Q22 of the Lambeth Local Plan 2015).
53. Flues and Louvres
Notwithstanding the details shown on the drawings hereby approved, prior to the relevant part of the
works commencing on site, drawings at 1:10 scale (including sections) or at another scale agreed by
the Local Planning Authority showing all external construction detailing relating to the flues and
louvres to Block C01EF shall be submitted to and approved by the Local Planning Authority in writing.
The development shall not be carried out otherwise than in accordance with the details and drawings
thus approved.
Reason: To ensure that the external appearance of the building is satisfactory and does not detract
from the character and visual amenity of the area along with setting of the nearby conservation areas
(Policies Q6, Q7, Q8, and Q22 of the Lambeth Local Plan 2015).
54. No external paraphernalia
Notwithstanding the details shown on the drawings hereby approved or agreed elsewhere under
further conditions listed in this decision notice, no lights, meter boxes, flues, vents or pipes, and no
telecommunications equipment, alarm boxes, television aerials, satellite dishes or rooftop railings or
‘mansafe’ rails shall be fixed or installed to the external facades or roofs of the buildings, without the
prior approval in writing of the local planning authority.
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Reason: To ensure an appropriate standard of design (Policies Q6, Q8 and PN3 of the Lambeth Local
Plan 2015).
55. Access control systems
All access cores serving 4 or more dwellings should provide an access control system with entry
phones in all dwellings linked to a main front door with electronic lock release. Unless a 24 hour
concierge is provided, additional security measures in the form of audio-visual verification to the
access control system shall be included, where either more than 25 dwellings are served by one core,
or the potential occupancy of the dwelling served by one core exceeds 100 bed spaces, or more than
8 dwellings are provided per floor.
Reason: To ensure appropriate housing standards and appropriate levels of security to the residential
units (Policies Q3 and H5 of the Lambeth Local Plan 2015 and the London Plan Housing SPG
(Standard 13)).
56. Wheelchair accessible dwellings (M4(3))
At least ten per cent of the residential units hereby permitted shall be constructed to comply with Part
M4(3) of the Building Regulations. Any communal areas and accesses serving the M4(3) compliant
Wheelchair User Dwellings should also comply with Part M4(3).
Reason: To secure appropriate access for disabled people, older people and others with mobility
constraints (Policy 3.8 of the London Plan MALP 2016 and Policy Q1 of the Lambeth Local Plan
2015).
57. Accessible and adaptable dwellings (M4(2))
All of the residential units hereby permitted, unless otherwise demonstrated as unachievable within
the Design and Access Statement, shall be constructed to comply with Part M4(2) of the Building
Regulations. Any communal areas and accesses serving the M4(2) compliant accessible and
adaptable dwellings should also comply with Part M4(2).
Reason: To secure appropriate access for disabled people, older people and others with mobility
constraints (Policy 3.8 of the London Plan MALP 2016 and Policy Q1 of the Lambeth Local Plan
2015).
Informatives
1. This planning permission is a phased planning permission which expressly provides for
development to be carried out in phases for the purpose of the Community Infrastructure Levy
Regulations 2010 (as amended).
2. Statutory Wildlife Implications: Wildlife in the United Kingdom is afforded protection under the
Wildlife and Country Act 1981 as amended by the Countryside and Rights of Way Act 2000.
Statutory protection is given to birds, bats and other species that inhabit trees. Tree work
is governed by these statutes and advice should be sought before undertaking any works that
may constitute an offence. For further information on this matter, please contact Natural
England at www.naturalengland.org.uk/
3. For all landscape operations that involve the selection, planting and maintenance of new
trees, the recommendations and guidance set out in BS 8545: Trees: From Nursery to
independence in the Landscape: Recommendations should be strictly adhered to.
Importantly, in the interest of Bio-security, trees should not be imported directly from
European suppliers and planted straight into the field, but spend a full growing season in a
British nursery to ensure plant health and non-infection by foreign pests or disease.
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4. In order to protect public sewers and to ensure that Thames Water can gain access to those
sewers for future repair and maintenance, approval should be sought from Thames Water
where the erection of a building or an extension to a building or underpinning work would be
over the line of, or would come within 3 metres of, a public sewer. Thames Water will usually
refuse such approval in respect of the construction of new buildings, but approval may be
granted for extensions to existing buildings. The applicant is advised to visit
thameswater.co.uk/buildover
5. Thames Water will aim to provide customers with a minimum pressure of 10m head (approx 1
bar) and a flow rate of 9 litres/minute at the point where it leaves Thames Waters pipes. The
developer should take account of this minimum pressure in the design of the proposed
development.
6. The applicant is advised to contact Thames Water Developer Services on 0800 009 3921 to
discuss the details of the piling method statement.
7. There are Thames Water mains crossing the development site which may/will need to be
diverted at the Developer’s cost, or necessitate amendments to the proposed development
design so that the aforementioned mains can be retained. Unrestricted access must be
available at all times for maintenance and repair. Please contact Thames Water Developer
Services, Contact Centre on Telephone No: 0800 009 3921 for further information.
8. There are large water mains adjacent to the proposed development. Thames Water will not
allow any building within 3 metres of them and will require 24 hours access for maintenance
purposes. Please contact Thames Water Developer Services, Contact Centre on Telephone
No: 0800 009 3921 for further information.
9. The London Water Ring Main or a large diameter stored water tunnel is in the area and
special precautions will be required to avoid any damage that may occur as a result of the
proposed development. Please contact Developer Services, Contact Centre on Telephone
No: 0800 009 3921 for further information.
10. Application forms for the Adoption of sewers under section 102 or 104 of the Water Industry
Act 1991 (WIA 1991); Connection to sewers under section 106 (WIA 1991); Diversion of
sewers under section 185 (WIA 1991); Requisition of sewers under section 98 (WIA 1991);
and the building over/close to sewers in accordance with requirement H4 of the Building
Regulation 2000 (as amended), are available on the Thames Water web site:- www.thameswater.com/mainsanddrains or www.developerservices.co.uk
11. No HGV deliveries or waste collections should take place outside the hours of 21:00 hours to
07:00 hours without support of an independent noise impact assessment, carried out by a
suitably qualified acoustic consultant.
12. The written scheme of investigation will need to be prepared and implemented by a suitably
professionally accredited heritage practice in accordance with Historic England’s Guidelines
for Archaeological Projects in Greater London.
13. In respect of the lighting scheme, due to close proximity of adjacent sensitive receptors 3D
modelling will be required where appropriate. The lighting scheme should show consideration
of how adjacent landscaping mitigation is being provided to protect amenity, as sought by
further phase by phase conditions in this decision notice, particularly in respect of the tall
lighting columns to the east of the linear park.
14. The latest Sustainable Design and Construction SPG can be found on the GLA’s website
https://www.london.gov.uk/what-we-do/planning/implementinglondon-plan/supplementaryplanning-guidance.The Combined Heat and Power System information request from can be
found in the Downloads section of Lambeth Air Quality Guide www.lambeth.gov.uk/AirQuality
15. Applicants are reminded that it is their responsibility to ensure that any works that may involve
asbestos are carried out in accordance with the Control of Asbestos Regulations 2012. Where
applicable asbestos survey reports may have to be submitted for review and approval prior to
any works being undertaken.
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16. Reglit is not considered an appropriate material for the internal elevation of block B, where
more variety in the facade treatment is sought.
17. The proposed height of planting at critical areas/corners should ensure appropriate screening
of amenity areas and ground floor units to avoid future residents installing their own screening
devices.
18. Privacy screens between terraces/balconies where proposed shall be frameless opaque
glazing.
19. Roof gardens should be designed for the enjoyment of residents - furniture lighting etc.
20. Any signage shall be integrated into blank walls adjacent to entrances.
21. Applicants are advised to refer to British Standard guidance relating to toilet provision to
ensure that adequate provision is made for staff and for customers where appropriate. A
ventilated lobby is required between toilets and food rooms.
22. Businesses need to allow for the provision of sufficient refuse storage and collection facilities.
23. There should be a covered provision for the hygienic storage and hygienic disposal of the
food and other trade waste.
24. The prospective food business operators should be informed to register the would be food
premise with Lambeth food health and safety team 28 days prior to commence trading.
25. Any white cladding proposed should be off-white.
26. Where black brick is proposed - options for dark brown brick should be submitted as part of
discharge of materials condition.
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Appendix 1 – Documents and Drawings
Documents
Design and Access Statement, prepared by PRP Architects;
Transport Assessment, prepared by RHDHV (July 2017);
Refuse and Recycling Strategy;
Delivery and Servicing Management Plan, prepared by RHDHV (version 1 – July 2017);
Planning Statement, prepared by JLL (version 1 – July 2017);
Affordable Housing Statement, prepared by JLL (July 2017);
Affordable Housing / CIL Financial Viability Assessment, prepared by DS2 (Version 1 – July 2017);
Housing and Decanting Plan, prepared by Metropolitan (July 2017);
Basement Impact Assessment, prepared by Ramboll (version 1 – July 2017);
Car Park Management Plan, prepared by RHDHV (version 1 – July 2017);
Residential Travel Plan, prepared by RHDHV (version 1 – July 2017);
Environmental Statement, prepared by Greengage, including the following chapters, with associated
Technical Appendices and including addendums and additional information where appropriate:
- Introduction, EIA and Methodology
- Proposed development, site context
- Construction Methodology and Programme
- Planning policy and Land Use
- Traffic and Transport
- Townscape and Visual
- Daylight, Sunlight and Overshadowing
- Noise and Vibration
- Air Quality
- Archaeological and Cultural Heritage
- Socio-economic
- Ground Conditions, Land Contamination and Unexploded Ordnance
- Water resource, surface water drainage and flood risk
- Ecology
- Urban Wind, Microclimate and Pedestrian Comfort
- Climate Change, Adaptation and Mitigation
- Cumulative Impacts
- Residual Impacts and Conclusions
- Glossary and Abbreviation
Sustainability Statement, prepared by Greengage (July 2017);
Energy Assessment, prepared by Greengage (July 2017);
Employment and Skills Plan, prepared by Metropolitan (July 2017);
Estate Management Plan, prepared by Metropolitan (July 2017);
Statement of Community Involvement, prepared by PRP (July 2017);
Equalities Impact Assessment, prepared by Greengage (July 2017);
Community Use Management Framework, prepared by Metropolitan (July 2017);
Arboricultural Impact Assessment, Method Statement and Tree Protection Plan, prepared by
Greengage (version 4, January 2018)
Retail Impact Assessment, prepared by JLL (July 2017);
Lighting Strategy, prepared by Hoare Lea (version 1 – July 2017);
BREEAM Pre-Assessment Report (CRC), prepared by Greengage (December 2017); and
Sequential Statement, prepared by JLL (January 2018).
Drawings
Drawing name
Drawing no.
Masterplan drawings (Site Plans)
Red Line Boundary Plan
CP-PRP-ZZZZ-ZZ-DR-A-02000
Proposed Site Plan
CP-PRP-ZZZZ-ZZ-DR-A-02001
Proposed Heights Plan
CP-PRP-ZZZZ-ZZ-DR-A-02002
Masterplan drawings (Tenure Plans)
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Size

Revision

A0
A0
A0

P01
P01
P01
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Ground Floor Plan
CP-PRP-ZZZZ-ZZ-DR-A-02100
First Floor Plan
CP-PRP-ZZZZ-ZZ-DR-A-02101
Second Floor Plan
CP-PRP-ZZZZ-ZZ-DR-A-02102
Third Floor Plan
CP-PRP-ZZZZ-ZZ-DR-A-02103
Fourth Floor Plan
CP-PRP-ZZZZ-ZZ-DR-A-02104
Fifth Floor Plan
CP-PRP-ZZZZ-ZZ-DR-A-02105
Sixth Floor Plan
CP-PRP-ZZZZ-ZZ-DR-A-02106
Seventh Floor Plan
CP-PRP-ZZZZ-ZZ-DR-A-02107
Eighth Floor Plan
CP-PRP-ZZZZ-ZZ-DR-A-02108
Ninth Floor Plan
CP-PRP-ZZZZ-ZZ-DR-A-02109
Tenth Floor Plan
CP-PRP-ZZZZ-ZZ-DR-A-02110
Eleventh Floor Plan
CP-PRP-ZZZZ-ZZ-DR-A-02111
Twelfth Floor Plan
CP-PRP-ZZZZ-ZZ-DR-A-02112
Thirteenth Floor Plan
CP-PRP-ZZZZ-ZZ-DR-A-02113
Roof Plan
CP-PRP-ZZZZ-ZZ-DR-A-02114
Masterplan drawings (Site Elevations/Sections)
ZZZZ West Elevation CP-PRP-ZZZZ-ZZ-DR-A-02200_P02
Clarence Avenue
ZZZZ East-West Elevations CP-PRP-ZZZZ-ZZ-DR-A-02201_P02
Green Avenue 1
ZZZZ East-West Elevatons CP-PRP-ZZZZ-ZZ-DR-A-02202_P02
Green Avenue 2
ZZZZ East-West Elevations South Circular-Green
CP-PRP-ZZZZ-ZZ-DR-A-02203_P02
Avenue 3-Crescent
ZZZZ North-South
CP-PRP-ZZZZ-ZZ-DR-A-02204_P02
Elevations - Central Park
ZZZZ East Elevation - Kings
CP-PRP-ZZZZ-ZZ-DR-A-02205_P02
Avenue
ZZZZ North-South
CP-PRP-ZZZZ-ZZ-DR-A-02206_P02
Elevations - Crescent
ZZZZ South Elevation CP-PRP-ZZZZ-ZZ-DR-A-02207_P02
South Circular Road
Site A
Site Plans
Existing Site Plan
CP-PRP-A01Z-ZZ-DR-A-00200
Proposed Site Plan
CP-PRP-A01Z-ZZ-DR-A-00201
General Arrangement Plans
Ground Floor Plan
CP-PRP-A01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02000_P03
First Floor Plan
CP-PRP-A01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02001
Second Floor Plan
CP-PRP-A01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02002
Third Floor Plan
CP-PRP-A01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02003
Fourth Floor Plan
CP-PRP-A01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02004
Roof Plan
CP-PRP-A01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02005_P02
General Arrangement Elevations/Sections
External West Elevation
CP-PRP-A01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02100_P02
Internal North Elevation
CP-PRP-A01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02101_P02
Internal East Elevation
CP-PRP-A01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02102_P02
Internal West Elevation
CP-PRP-A01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02103_P02
External East Elevation
CP-PRP-A01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02104_P02
Internal South Elevation
CP-PRP-A01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02105_P02
External North Elevation
CP-PRP-A01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02106_P02
External South Elevation
CP-PRP-A01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02107_P02
Block Plans/Elevations/Sections
Block A
A01A Ground Floor Plan
CP-PRP-A01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02200
A01A First Floor Plan
CP-PRP-A01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02201
A01A Second Floor Plan
CP-PRP-A01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02202
A01A Roof Plan
CP-PRP-A01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02203
A01A Elevations
CP-PRP-A01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02204
Blocks B and E
A01BE Ground Floor Plan
CP-PRP-A01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02210_P03
A01BE First Floor Plan
CP-PRP-A01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02211
A01BE Second Floor Plan
CP-PRP-A01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02212
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A01BE Third Floor Plan
CP-PRP-A01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02213
A01BE Fourth Floor Plan
CP-PRP-A01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02214
A01BE Roof Plan
CP-PRP-A01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02215_P02
A01B Elevations
CP-PRP-A01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02216_P02
A01E Elevations
CP-PRP-A01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02217_P02
Block C
A01C Ground Floor Plan
CP-PRP-A01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02220
A01C First Floor Plan
CP-PRP-A01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02221
A01C Second Floor Plan
CP-PRP-A01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02222
A01C Third Floor Plan
CP-PRP-A01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02223
A01C Fourth Floor Plan
CP-PRP-A01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02224
A01C Roof Plan
CP-PRP-A01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02225
A01C Elevations
CP-PRP-A01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02226
Block D
A01D Ground Floor Plan
CP-PRP-A01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02230
A01D First Floor Plan
CP-PRP-A01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02231
A01D Second Floor Plan
CP-PRP-A01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02232
A01D Third Floor Plan
CP-PRP-A01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02233
A01D Fourth Floor Plan
CP-PRP-A01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02234
A01D Roof Plan
CP-PRP-A01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02235
A01D Elevations
CP-PRP-A01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02236
Block F
A01F Ground Floor Plan
CP-PRP-A01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02240
A01F First Floor Plan
CP-PRP-A01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02241
A01F Second Floor Plan
CP-PRP-A01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02242
A01F Third Floor Plan
CP-PRP-A01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02243
A01F Fourth Floor Plan
CP-PRP-A01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02244
A01F Roof Plan
CP-PRP-A01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02245
A01F Elevations
CP-PRP-A01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02246
Block G
A01G Ground Floor Plan
CP-PRP-A01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02250
A01G First Floor Plan
CP-PRP-A01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02251
A01G Second Floor Plan
CP-PRP-A01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02252
A01G Roof Plan
CP-PRP-A01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02253
A01G North-South
Elevations
CP-PRP-A01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02254
A01G East-West Elevations
CP-PRP-A01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02255
Detail Elevations
A01B Detail Elevation
CP-PRP-A01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02300
A01C Detail Elevation
CP-PRP-A01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02301
A01C Detail Rear Elevation
CP-PRP-A01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02302
A01D Detail Elevation
CP-PRP-A01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02303
A01G Detail Elevation
CP-PRP-A01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02304
Site B
Site Plans
Existing Site Plan
CP-PRP-B01Z-ZZ-DR-A-00200
Proposed Site Plan
CP-PRP-B01Z-ZZ-DR-A-00201
General Arrangement Plans
Ground - First Floor Plan
CP-PRP-B01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02000_P03
Second - Third Floor Plan
CP-PRP-B01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02001
Fourth - Fifth Floor Plan
CP-PRP-B01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02002
Roof Floor Plan
CP-PRP-B01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02003_P02
GA Elevations / Sections
B01BC External South and
CP-PRP-B01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02100_P02
East Elevations
B01BC External North and
CP-PRP-B01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02101_P02
West Elevations
B01BC Internal Elevations
CP-PRP-B01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02102_P02
B01BC Internal Elevations
CP-PRP-B01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02103_P02
B01A External North and
CP-PRP-B01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02104_P02
South Elevations
External East and West
CP-PRP-B01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02105_P02
Elevations Block B01A
Block Plans/Elevations/Sections
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B01A Ground and First Floor
CP-PRP-B01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02200_P03
Plan
B01A Second and Third
CP-PRP-B01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02201
Floor Plan
B01A Fourth and Fifth Floor
CP-PRP-B01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02202
B01A Roof Plan
CP-PRP-B01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02203_P02
B01A External East and
CP-PRP-B01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02204_P02
West Elevation
B01A External North and
South Elevation
CP-PRP-B01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02205_P02
B01B Ground Floor Plan
CP-PRP-B01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02206_P03
B01B First Floor Plan
CP-PRP-B01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02207
B01B Second Floor Plan
CP-PRP-B01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02208
B01B Third Floor Plan
CP-PRP-B01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02209
B01B Fourth Floor Plan
CP-PRP-B01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02210
B01B Roof Plan
CP-PRP-B01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02211_P02
B01C Ground Floor Plan
CP-PRP-B01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02212_P03
B01C First Floor Plan
CP-PRP-B01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02213
B01C Secound Floor Plan
CP-PRP-B01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02214
B01C Third Floor Plan
CP-PRP-B01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02215
B01C Fourth Floor Plan
CP-PRP-B01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02216
B01C Roof Plan
CP-PRP-B01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02217_P02
B01BC External East
CP-PRP-B01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02218_P02
Elevation
B01BC External West
CP-PRP-B01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02219_P02
Elevation
B01B External North
CP-PRP-B01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02220_P02
Elevation
B01C External South
Elevation
CP-PRP-B01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02221_P02
B01BC Internal South and
CP-PRP-B01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02222_P02
North Elevation
B01BC Internal East and
CP-PRP-B01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02223_P02
West Elevation
Detail Elevations
B01BC Detail Elevation CP-PRP-B01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02300_P02
South East Corner
B01A Detail Elevation CP-PRP-B01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02301_P02
South West Corner
B01BC Detail Elevation CP-PRP-B01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02302_P02
Lobby Area
B01BC Internal Courtyard
CP-PRP-B01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02303_P02
Elevation
B01A Detail Elevation CP-PRP-B01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02304_P02
Break between buildings
Site C01
Site Plans
Existing Site Plan
CP-PRP-C01Z-ZZ-DR-A-00200
Proposed Site Plan
CP-PRP-C01Z-ZZ-DR-A-00201
General Arrangement Plans
Ground Floor Plan
CP-PRP-C01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02000_P04
First Floor Plan
CP-PRP-C01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02001_P03
Second Floor Plan
CP-PRP-C01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02002_P04
Third Floor Plan
CP-PRP-C01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02003_P03
Fourth Floor Plan
CP-PRP-C01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02004_P03
Fifth Floor Plan
CP-PRP-C01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02005_P03
Sixth Floor Plan
CP-PRP-C01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02006
Seventh Floor Plan
CP-PRP-C01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02007
Eighth Floor Plan
CP-PRP-C01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02008
Ninth Floor Plan
CP-PRP-C01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02009
Roof Plan
CP-PRP-C01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02010_P02
General Arrangement Elevations/Sections
External North Elevation
CP-PRP-C01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02100_P02
External East Elevation
CP-PRP-C01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02101_P02
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External South Elevation
CP-PRP-C01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02102_P03
External West Elevation
CP-PRP-C01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02103_P02
Internal North Elevation
CP-PRP-C01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02104_P03
Internal East Elevation
CP-PRP-C01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02105_P02
Internal South Elevation
CP-PRP-C01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02106_P03
Internal West Elevation
CP-PRP-C01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02107_P02
Block Plans/Elevations/Sections
Blocks A and B
C01AB Ground Floor Plan
CP-PRP-C01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02200_P04
C01AB First Floor Plan
CP-PRP-C01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02201_P03
C01AB Second Floor Plan
CP-PRP-C01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02202_P03
C01AB Third Floor Plan
CP-PRP-C01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02203_P03
C01AB Fourth Floor Plan
CP-PRP-C01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02204_P03
C01AB Fifth Floor Plan
CP-PRP-C01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02205_P03
C01AB Sixth Floor Plan
CP-PRP-C01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02206
C01AB Seventh Floor Plan
CP-PRP-C01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02207
C01AB Roof Plan
CP-PRP-C01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02208_P02
C01AB South Elevation
CP-PRP-C01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02209_P03
C01A East Elevation
CP-PRP-C01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02210_P02
C01B East Elevation
CP-PRP-C01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02211_P02
C01AB North Elevation
CP-PRP-C01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02212_P03
C01A West Elevation
CP-PRP-C01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02213_P02
C01AB West Elevation
CP-PRP-C01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02214_P02
Blocks C
C01C Ground Floor Plan
CP-PRP-C01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02215_P03
C01C First Floor Plan
CP-PRP-C01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02216
C01C Second Floor Plan
CP-PRP-C01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02217
C01C Third Floor Plan
CP-PRP-C01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02218
C01C Fourth Floor Plan
CP-PRP-C01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02219
C01C Fifth Floor Plan
CP-PRP-C01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02220
C01C Sixth Floor Plan
CP-PRP-C01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02221
C01C Seventh Floor Plan
CP-PRP-C01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02222
C01C Eighth Floor Plan
CP-PRP-C01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02223
C01C Roof Plan
CP-PRP-C01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02224_P02
C01C West Elevation
CP-PRP-C01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02225_P02
C01C East Elevation
CP-PRP-C01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02226_P02
C01C South Elevation
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C07D Detail North Elevation
CP-PRP-C07Z-ZZ-DR-A-02303_P02
C07D Detail North-West
CP-PRP-C07Z-ZZ-DR-A-02304_P02
Elevation
C07D Detail South-East
CP-PRP-C07Z-ZZ-DR-A-02305_P02
Elevation
Site C08
Site Plans
Existing Site Plan
CP-PRP-C08Z-ZZ-DR-A-00200
Proposed Site Plan
CP-PRP-C08Z-ZZ-DR-A-00201
GA Plans
Ground - Second Floor Plan
CP-PRP-C08Z-ZZ-DR-A-02000_P03
Third - Fifth Floor Plan
CP-PRP-C08Z-ZZ-DR-A-02001
Sixth - Roof Terrace Plan
CP-PRP-C08Z-ZZ-DR-A-02002
Roof Plan
CP-PRP-C08Z-ZZ-DR-A-02003
GA Elevations / Sections
Ground - Second Floor Plan
CP-PRP-C08Z-ZZ-DR-A-02000_P03
Third - Fifth Floor Plan
CP-PRP-C08Z-ZZ-DR-A-02001
Sixth - Roof Terrace Plan
CP-PRP-C08Z-ZZ-DR-A-02002
Roof Plan
CP-PRP-C08Z-ZZ-DR-A-02003
Block Plans/Elevations/Sections
C08A Ground Floor Plan
CP-PRP-C08Z-ZZ-DR-A-02200_P03
C08A First Floor Plan
CP-PRP-C08Z-ZZ-DR-A-02201
C08A Second Floor Plan
CP-PRP-C08Z-ZZ-DR-A-02202
C08A Third Floor Plan
CP-PRP-C08Z-ZZ-DR-A-02203
C08A Fourth Floor Plan
CP-PRP-C08Z-ZZ-DR-A-02204
C08A Fifth Floor Plan
CP-PRP-C08Z-ZZ-DR-A-02205
C08A Sixth Floor Plan
CP-PRP-C08Z-ZZ-DR-A-02206
C08A Seventh Floor Plan
CP-PRP-C08Z-ZZ-DR-A-02207
C08A Roof Terrace Plan
CP-PRP-C08Z-ZZ-DR-A-02208
C08A Roof Plan
CP-PRP-C08Z-ZZ-DR-A-02209
C08A North Elevation
CP-PRP-C08Z-ZZ-DR-A-02210
C08A East Elevation
CP-PRP-C08Z-ZZ-DR-A-02211
C08A South Elevation
CP-PRP-C08Z-ZZ-DR-A-02212
C08A West Elevation
CP-PRP-C08Z-ZZ-DR-A-02213
C08A Section A-A
CP-PRP-C08Z-ZZ-DR-A-02214
C08A Section B-B
CP-PRP-C08Z-ZZ-DR-A-02215
Detail Elevations
C08 Detail West Elevation
CP-PRP-C08Z-ZZ-DR-A-02300
C08 Detail South Elevation
CP-PRP-C08Z-ZZ-DR-A-02301
Site D01
Site Plans
Existing Site Plan
CP-PRP-D01Z-ZZ-DR-A-00200
Proposed Site Plan
CP-PRP-D01Z-ZZ-DR-A-00201
GA Plans
Ground - First Floor Plan
CP-PRP-D01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02000_P03
Second - Third Floor Plan
CP-PRP-D01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02001
Fourth - Fifth Floor Plan
CP-PRP-D01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02002
Sixth - Roof Floor Plan
CP-PRP-D01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02003_P02
GA Elevations / Sections
East Elevation
CP-PRP-D01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02100_P02
West Elevation
CP-PRP-D01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02101_P02
South Elevation
CP-PRP-D01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02102_P02
Noth Elevation
CP-PRP-D01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02103_P02
South Internal Elevation
CP-PRP-D01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02104_P02
North Internal Elevation
CP-PRP-D01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02105_P02
East Internal Elevations
CP-PRP-D01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02106_P02
West Internal Elevations
CP-PRP-D01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02107_P02
Block Plans / Elevations / Sections
D01A Ground Floor Plan
CP-PRP-D01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02200_P03
D01A First Floor Plan
CP-PRP-D01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02201
D01A Second Floor Plan
CP-PRP-D01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02202
D01A Third Floor Plan
CP-PRP-D01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02203
D01A Fourth Floor Plan
CP-PRP-D01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02204
D01A Fifth Floor Plan
CP-PRP-D01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02205
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D01A Sixth Floor Plan
CP-PRP-D01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02206
D01A Roof Floor Plan
CP-PRP-D01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02207_P02
D01A East Elevation
CP-PRP-D01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02208_P02
D01A West Elevation
CP-PRP-D01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02209_P02
D01A South Elevation
CP-PRP-D01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02210_P02
D01A North Elevation
CP-PRP-D01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02211_P02
D01B Ground Floor Plan
CP-PRP-D01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02212_P03
D01B First Floor Plan
CP-PRP-D01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02213
D01B Second Floor Plan
CP-PRP-D01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02214
D01B Roof Floor Plan
CP-PRP-D01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02215_P02
D01B East-West Elevations
CP-PRP-D01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02216_P02
D01B South Elevation
CP-PRP-D01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02217_P02
D01B North Elevation
CP-PRP-D01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02218_P02
Detail Elevations
D01A Detail Elevation
CP-PRP-D01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02300_P02
D01B Detail Elevation
CP-PRP-D01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02301_P02
Site E
Site Plans
Existing Site Plan
CP-PRP-EZZZ-ZZ-DR-A-00200
Proposed Site Plan
CP-PRP-EZZZ-ZZ-DR-A-00201_P02
Site E01 - GA Plans
Ground, First & Second
CP-PRP-E01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02000_P03
Floor Plans
Third, Fourth & Fifth Floor
CP-PRP-E01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02001_P03
Plans
Roof Plan
CP-PRP-E01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02002_P03
E01 - GA Elevations / Sections
External East Elevation
CP-PRP-E01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02100_P03
External West Elevation
CP-PRP-E01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02101_P03
External North Elevation
CP-PRP-E01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02102_P03
External South Elevation
CP-PRP-E01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02103_P03
E01 - Block Plans / Elevations / Sections
Block A
E01A Ground Floor Plan
CP-PRP-E01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02200_P03
E01A First Floor Plan
CP-PRP-E01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02201_P03
E01A Second Floor Plan
CP-PRP-E01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02202_P03
E01A Third Floor Plan
CP-PRP-E01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02203_P03
E01A Fourth Floor Plan
CP-PRP-E01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02204_P03
E01A Fifth Floor Plan
CP-PRP-E01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02205_P03
E01A Roof Floor Plan
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E01A East Elevation
E01A West Elevation
E01A North Elevation
E01A South Elevation
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E01B Ground Floor Plan
E01B First Floor Plan
E01B Second Floor Plan
E01B Third Floor Plan
E01B Fourth Floor Plan
E01B Fifth Floor Plan
E01B Roof Floor Plan
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CP-PRP-E01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02214
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E01B East Elevation
E01B West Elevation
E01B North Elevation
E01B South Elevation
Block C
E01C Ground Floor Plan
E01C First Floor Plan
E01C Second Floor Plan
E01C Third Floor Plan
E01C Fourth Floor Plan

CP-PRP-E01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02218_P03
CP-PRP-E01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02219_P03
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E01C Fifth Floor Plan
E01C Roof Floor Plan

CP-PRP-E01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02227_P02
CP-PRP-E01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02228_P03
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P02
P03

E01C East Elevation
CP-PRP-E01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02229_P03
E01C West Elevation
CP-PRP-E01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02230_P03
E01C North Elevation
CP-PRP-E01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02231_P03
E01C South Elevation
CP-PRP-E01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02232_P03
E01 - Detail Elevation
E01AC Detail Elevation
CP-PRP-E01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02300_P02
E02 – GA Plans
Ground & First Floor Plans
CP-PRP-E02Z-ZZ-DR-A-02000_P03
Second & Third Floor Plans
CP-PRP-E02Z-ZZ-DR-A-02001
Fourth & Fifth Floor Plans
CP-PRP-E02Z-ZZ-DR-A-02002
Sixth & Seventh Floor Plans
CP-PRP-E02Z-ZZ-DR-A-02003
Eighth & Ninth Floor Plans
CP-PRP-E02Z-ZZ-DR-A-02004
Tenth & Roof Floor Plans
CP-PRP-E02Z-ZZ-DR-A-02005_P02
E02 – GA Elevations / Sections
External North Elevation
CP-PRP-E02Z-ZZ-DR-A-02100_P02
External South Elevation
CP-PRP-E02Z-ZZ-DR-A-02101_P03
External East Elevation
CP-PRP-E02Z-ZZ-DR-A-02102_P02
External West Elevation
CP-PRP-E02Z-ZZ-DR-A-02103_P02
E02 – Block Plans / Elevations / Sections
Block A
E02A Ground Floor Plan
CP-PRP-E02Z-ZZ-DR-A-02200_P03
E02A First Floor Plan
CP-PRP-E02Z-ZZ-DR-A-02201
E02A Second Floor Plan
CP-PRP-E02Z-ZZ-DR-A-02202
E02A Third Floor Plan
CP-PRP-E02Z-ZZ-DR-A-02203
E02A Fourth Floor Plan
CP-PRP-E02Z-ZZ-DR-A-02204
E02A Fifth Floor Plan
CP-PRP-E02Z-ZZ-DR-A-02205
E02A Sixth Floor Plan
CP-PRP-E02Z-ZZ-DR-A-02206
E02A Seventh Floor Plan
CP-PRP-E02Z-ZZ-DR-A-02207
E02A Roof Floor Plan
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E02A West Elevation
E02A East Elevation
E02A North Elevation
E02A South Elevation
Block B
E02B Ground Floor Plan
E02B First Floor Plan
E02B Second Floor Plan
E02B Third Floor Plan
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E02B Fifth Floor Plan
E02B Sixth Floor Plan
E02B Seventh Floor Plan
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E02B South Elevation
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E02C Ground Floor Plan
E02C First Floor Plan
E02C Second Floor Plan
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E02C Fourth Floor Plan
E02C Fifth Floor Plan
E02C Sixth Floor Plan
E02C Seventh Floor Plan
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E02C Roof Floor Plan
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E02C East Elevation
CP-PRP-E02Z-ZZ-DR-A-02238_P02
E02C West Elevation
CP-PRP-E02Z-ZZ-DR-A-02239_P02
E02C North Elevation
CP-PRP-E02Z-ZZ-DR-A-02240_P02
E02C South Elevation
CP-PRP-E02Z-ZZ-DR-A-02241_P02
E02 – Detail Elevations
E02B Detail Elevation
CP-PRP-E02Z-ZZ-DR-A-02300_P03
E02AC Detail Elevation
CP-PRP-E02Z-ZZ-DR-A-02301_P02
E03 – GA Plans
Ground,First,Second & Third
CP-PRP-E03Z-ZZ-DR-A-02000_P03
Floor Plans
Fourth, Fifth & Roof Floor
CP-PRP-E03Z-ZZ-DR-A-02001_P02
Plans
E03 – GA Elevations / Sections
External West Elevation
CP-PRP-E03Z-ZZ-DR-A-02100_P02
External East Elevation
CP-PRP-E03Z-ZZ-DR-A-02101_P02
External North Elevation
CP-PRP-E03Z-ZZ-DR-A-02102_P02
External South Elevation
CP-PRP-E03Z-ZZ-DR-A-02103_P02
E03 – Block Plans / Elevations / Sections
E03AB Ground Floor Plan
CP-PRP-E03Z-ZZ-DR-A-02200_P03
E03AB First Floor Plan
CP-PRP-E03Z-ZZ-DR-A-02201
E03AB Second Floor Plan
CP-PRP-E03Z-ZZ-DR-A-02202
E03AB Third Floor Plan
CP-PRP-E03Z-ZZ-DR-A-02203
E03AB Fourth Floor Plan
CP-PRP-E03Z-ZZ-DR-A-02204
E03AB Fifth Floor Plan
CP-PRP-E03Z-ZZ-DR-A-02205
E03AB Roof Floor Plan
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E03A West Elevation
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E03A East Elevation
CP-PRP-E03Z-ZZ-DR-A-02208_P02
E03B East Elevation
CP-PRP-E03Z-ZZ-DR-A-02209_P02
E03B West Elevation
CP-PRP-E03Z-ZZ-DR-A-02210_P02
E03AB North Elevation
CP-PRP-E03Z-ZZ-DR-A-02211_P02
E03AB South Elevation
CP-PRP-E03Z-ZZ-DR-A-02212_P02
E03 – Detail Elevations
E02AB Detail Elevation
CP-PRP-E03Z-ZZ-DR-A-02300_P02
Site F
Site Plans
Existing Site Plan
CP-PRP-FZZZ-ZZ-DR-A-00200
Proposed Site Plan
CP-PRP-FZZZ-ZZ-DR-A-00201
GA Plans
Ground Floor Plan
CP-PRP-FZZZ-ZZ-DR-A-02000_P03
First Floor Plan
CP-PRP-FZZZ-ZZ-DR-A-02001
Second Floor Plan
CP-PRP-FZZZ-ZZ-DR-A-02002
Third Floor Plan
CP-PRP-FZZZ-ZZ-DR-A-02003
Fourth Floor Plan
CP-PRP-FZZZ-ZZ-DR-A-02004
Fifth Floor Plan
CP-PRP-FZZZ-ZZ-DR-A-02005
Sixth Floor Plan
CP-PRP-FZZZ-ZZ-DR-A-02006
Roof Plan
CP-PRP-FZZZ-ZZ-DR-A-02007_P02
GA Elevations / Sections
External West Elevation
CP-PRP-FZZZ-ZZ-DR-A-02100_P02
External East Elevation
CP-PRP-FZZZ-ZZ-DR-A-02101_P02
External North Elevation
CP-PRP-FZZZ-ZZ-DR-A-02102_P02
External South Elevation
CP-PRP-FZZZ-ZZ-DR-A-02103_P02
Internal East Elevation
CP-PRP-FZZZ-ZZ-DR-A-02104_P02
Internal West Elevation
CP-PRP-FZZZ-ZZ-DR-A-02105_P02
Internal South Elevation 1
CP-PRP-FZZZ-ZZ-DR-A-02106_P02
Internal North Elevation 1
CP-PRP-FZZZ-ZZ-DR-A-02107_P02
Internal South Elevation 2
CP-PRP-FZZZ-ZZ-DR-A-02108_P02
Internal North Elevation 2
CP-PRP-FZZZ-ZZ-DR-A-02109_P02
F01 - Block Plans / Elevations / Sections
F01AB Ground Floor Plan
CP-PRP-F01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02200_P03
F01AB First Floor Plan
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F01AB Third Floor Plan
F01AB Fourth Floor Plan
F01AB Fifth Floor Plan
F01AB Roof Plan
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F01A West Elevation
CP-PRP-F01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02207_P02
F01AB East Elevation
CP-PRP-F01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02208_P02
F01AB North Elevation
CP-PRP-F01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02209_P02
F01AB South Elevation
CP-PRP-F01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02210_P02
F01A East Elevation
CP-PRP-F01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02211_P02
F01AB West Elevation
CP-PRP-F01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02212
F01AB North Elevation
CP-PRP-F01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02213_P02
F01 - Detail Elevations
F01A Detail Elevation
CP-PRP-F01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02300_P02
F01B Detail Elevation
CP-PRP-F01Z-ZZ-DR-A-02301
F02 – Block Plans / Elevations / Sections
F02A Ground Floor Plan
CP-PRP-F02Z-ZZ-DR-A-02200
F02A First Floor Plan
CP-PRP-F02Z-ZZ-DR-A-02201
F02A Second Floor Plan
CP-PRP-F02Z-ZZ-DR-A-02202
F02A Third Floor Plan
CP-PRP-F02Z-ZZ-DR-A-02203
F02A Fourth Floor Plan
CP-PRP-F02Z-ZZ-DR-A-02204
F02A Fifth Floor Plan
CP-PRP-F02Z-ZZ-DR-A-02205
F02A Sixth Floor Plan
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F02A Roof Plan
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F02A West Elevation
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F02A East Elevation
CP-PRP-F02Z-ZZ-DR-A-02209_P02
F02A North Elevation
CP-PRP-F02Z-ZZ-DR-A-02210_P02
F02A South Elevation
CP-PRP-F02Z-ZZ-DR-A-02211_P02
F02 – Detail Elevations
F02A Detail Elevation
CP-PRP-F02Z-ZZ-DR-A-02300_P02
F03 – Block Plans / Elevations / Sections
F03AB Ground Floor Plan
CP-PRP-F03Z-ZZ-DR-A-02200_P03
F03AB First Floor Plan
CP-PRP-F03Z-ZZ-DR-A-02201
F03AB Second Floor Plan
CP-PRP-F03Z-ZZ-DR-A-02202
F03AB Third Floor Plan
CP-PRP-F03Z-ZZ-DR-A-02203
F03AB Fourth Floor Plan
CP-PRP-F03Z-ZZ-DR-A-02204
F03AB Roof Plan
CP-PRP-F03Z-ZZ-DR-A-02205_P02

A1
A1
A1
A1

P02
P02
P02
P02

A1

P02

A1
A1
A1
A1
A1
A1

P03
P01
P01
P01
P01
P02

F03A West Elevation
CP-PRP-F03Z-ZZ-DR-A-02206_P02
F03AB East Elevation
CP-PRP-F03Z-ZZ-DR-A-02207
F03AB North Elevation
CP-PRP-F03Z-ZZ-DR-A-02208_P02
F03AB South Elevation
CP-PRP-F03Z-ZZ-DR-A-02209_P02
F03A East Elevation
CP-PRP-F03Z-ZZ-DR-A-02210_P02
F03AB West Elevation
CP-PRP-F03Z-ZZ-DR-A-02211
F03AB South Elevation
CP-PRP-F03Z-ZZ-DR-A-02212_P02
F03 – Detail Elevations
F03A Detail Elevation
CP-PRP-F03Z-ZZ-DR-A-02300_P02
F04 – Block Plans / Elevations / Sections
F04A Ground Floor Plan
CP-PRP-F04Z-ZZ-DR-A-02200_P03
F04A First Floor Plan
CP-PRP-F04Z-ZZ-DR-A-02201
F04A Second Floor Plan
CP-PRP-F04Z-ZZ-DR-A-02202
F04A Roof Plan
CP-PRP-F04Z-ZZ-DR-A-02203

A1
A1
A1
A1
A1
A1
A1

P02
P01
P02
P02
P02
P01
P02

A1

P02

A1
A1
A1
A1

P03
P01
P01
P01

F04A West Elevation
F04A East Elevation
F04A North & South
Elevation
F04 – Detail Elevations
F04A Detail Elevation
Site BDF
Site Plans
Existing Site Plan
Proposed Site Plan

CP-PRP-F04Z-ZZ-DR-A-02204
CP-PRP-F04Z-ZZ-DR-A-02205

A1
A1

P01
P01

CP-PRP-F04Z-ZZ-DR-A-02206

A1

P01

CP-PRP-F04Z-ZZ-DR-A-02300

A1

P01

CP-PRP-BDFZ-ZZ-DR-A-00200
CP-PRP-BDFZ-ZZ-DR-A-00201

A1
A1

P01
P01
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GA Plans
Ground Floor Plan
Roof Plan
GA Elevations / Sections
External North Elevation
External East Elevation
External South Elevation
External West Elevation

CP-PRP-BDFZ-ZZ-DR-A-02000
CP-PRP-BDFZ-ZZ-DR-A-02001

A1
A1

P01
P01

CP-PRP-BDFZ-ZZ-DR-A-02100
CP-PRP-BDFZ-ZZ-DR-A-02101
CP-PRP-BDFZ-ZZ-DR-A-02102
CP-PRP-BDFZ-ZZ-DR-A-02103

A1
A1
A1
A1

P01
P01
P01
P01

CP-PRP-ZZZZ-ZZ-SH-L-02101
CP-PRP-ZZZZ-ZZ-DR-L-02003
CP-PRP-ZZZZ-ZZ-DR-L-02004
CP-PRP-ZZZZ-ZZ-DR-L-02005
CP-PRP-ZZZZ-ZZ-DR-L-02006
CP-PRP-ZZZZ-ZZ-DR-L-02007
CP-PRP-ZZZZ-ZZ-DR-L-02008
CP-PRP-ZZZZ-ZZ-DR-L-02100
CP-PRP-ZZZZ-ZZ-DR-L-02101
CP-PRP-ZZZZ-ZZ-DR-L-02102
CP-PRP-ZZZZ-ZZ-DR-L-02103
CP-PRP-ZZZZ-ZZ-DR-L-02104
CP-PRP-ZZZZ-ZZ-DR-L-02105

A0
A0
A0
A0
A0
A0
A0
A0
A0
A0
A0
A0
A0

P03
P03
P03
P02
P02
P02
P02
P03
P03
P03
P03
P01
P01

CP-PRP-A01Z-ZZ-DR-L-02000
CP-PRP-A01Z-RF-DR-L-02002
CP-PRP-A01Z-ZZ-DR-L-02100
CP-PRP-A01Z-ZZ-DR-L-02101
CP-PRP-A01Z-ZZ-DR-L-02600

A1
A1
A1
A1
A1

P02
P02
P01
P02
P02

CP-PRP-B01Z-ZZ-DR-L-02000
CP-PRP-B01Z-RF-DR-L-02001
CP-PRP-B01Z-ZZ-DR-L-02100
CP-PRP-B01Z-ZZ-DR-L-02101
CP-PRP-B01Z-ZZ-DR-L-02600

A1
A1
A1
A1
A1

P03
P02
P03
P02
P02

CP-PRP-C01Z-ZZ-DR-L-02000
CP-PRP-C01Z-01-DR-L-02001
CP-PRP-C01Z-RF-DR-L-02002
CP-PRP-C01Z-ZZ-DR-L-02100
CP-PRP-C01Z-ZZ-DR-L-02101
CP-PRP-C01Z-ZZ-DR-L-02102

A1
A1
A1
A1
A1
A1

P02
P01
P02
P01
P01
P01

CP-PRP-C02Z-ZZ-DR-L-02000
CP-PRP-C02Z-01-DR-L-02001
CP-PRP-C02Z-RF-DR-L-02002
CP-PRP-C02Z-ZZ-DR-L-02100
CP-PRP-C02Z-ZZ-DR-L-02101
CP-PRP-C02Z-ZZ-DR-L-02102

A1
A1
A1
A1
A1
A1

P03
P01
P02
P03
P01
P02

CP-PRP-C03Z-ZZ-DR-L-02000
CP-PRP-C03Z-01-DR-L-02001
CP-PRP-C03Z-RF-DR-L-02002
CP-PRP-C03Z-ZZ-DR-L-02100
CP-PRP-C03Z-ZZ-DR-L-02101
CP-PRP-C03Z-ZZ-DR-L-02102

A1
A1
A1
A1
A1
A1

P03
P01
P02
P03
P01
P02

CP-PRP-C04Z-ZZ-DR-L-02000
CP-PRP-C04Z-01-DR-L-02001
CP-PRP-C04Z-RF-DR-L-02002
CP-PRP-C04Z-ZZ-DR-L-02100

A1
A1
A1
A1

P03
P01
P02
P03

Landscaping
General
Tree Planting Strategy Schedule
Tree Retention and Removal Plan 1 of 2
Tree Retention and Removal Plan 2 of 2
Illustrative Landscape Master Plan
Illustrative Landscape Master Plan (1 of 3)
Illustrative Landscape Master Plan (2 of 3)
Illustrative Landscape Master Plan (3 of 3)
Tree Planting Strategy Plan (1 of 3)
Tree Planting Strategy Plan (2 of 3)
Tree Planting Strategy (3 of 3)
Tree Planting Strategy Podium Plan (1 of 2)
Tree Planting Strategy Podium Plan (2 of 2)
Landscape Phasing Diagram
Site A01
General Arrangement Plan – Ground Floor
General Arrangement Plan – Roof
Planting Strategy Plan – Ground Floor
Planting Strategy Plan – Roof
Section AA and BB
Site B01
General Arrangement Plan – Ground Floor
General Arrangement Plan – Roof
Planting Strategy Plan – Ground Floor
Planting Strategy Plan – Roof
Section AA
Site C01
General Arrangement Plan – Ground Floor
General Arrangement Plan – Podium
General Arrangement Plan – Roof
Planting Strategy Plan – Ground Floor
Planting Strategy Plan – Podium
Planting Strategy Plan – Roof
Site C02
General Arrangement Plan – Ground Floor
General Arrangement Plan – Podium
General Arrangement Plan – Roof
Planting Strategy Plan – Ground Floor
Planting Strategy Plan – Podium
Planting Strategy Plan – Roof
Site C03
General Arrangement Plan – Ground Floor
General Arrangement Plan – Podium
General Arrangement Plan – Roof
Planting Strategy Plan – Ground Floor
Planting Strategy Plan – Podium
Planting Strategy Plan – Roof
Site C04
General Arrangement Plan – Ground Floor
General Arrangement Plan – Podium
General Arrangement Plan – Roof
Planting Strategy Plan – Ground Floor
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Planting Strategy Plan – Podium
Planting Strategy Plan – Roof
Non-Residential Cycle Parking
Site C05
General Arrangement Plan – Ground Floor
General Arrangement Plan – Podium
General Arrangement Plan – Roof
Planting Strategy Plan – Ground Floor
Planting Strategy Plan – Podium
Planting Strategy Plan – Roof
Site C06
General Arrangement Plan – Ground Floor
General Arrangement Plan – Roof
Planting Strategy Plan – Ground Floor
Site C07
General Arrangement Plan – Ground Floor
General Arrangement Plan – Podium
General Arrangement Plan – Roof
Planting Strategy Plan – Ground Floor
Planting Strategy Plan – Podium
Planting Strategy Plan – Roof
Non-residential cycle parking
Site C08
General Arrangement Plan – Ground Floor
General Arrangement Plan – Roof
Planting Strategy Plan – Ground Floor
Planting Strategy Plan – Roof
Non-residential cycle parking
Site D01
General Arrangement Plan – Ground Floor
General Arrangement Plan – Roof
Planting Strategy Plan – Ground Floor
Planting Strategy Plan – Roof
Non-residential cycle parking
Sections AA and BB
Site E01
General Arrangement Plan – Ground Floor
General Arrangement Plan – Roof
Planting Strategy Plan – Ground Floor
Planting Strategy Plan – Roof
Section AA
Section BB
Section CC
Section DD
Section EE
Site E02
General Arrangement Plan – Ground Floor
General Arrangement Plan – Podium
General Arrangement Plan – Roof
Planting Strategy Plan – Ground Floor
Planting Strategy Plan – Podium
Planting Strategy Plan – Roof
Section FF
Site E03
General Arrangement Plan – Ground Floor
General Arrangement Plan – Podium
General Arrangement Plan – Roof
Planting Strategy Plan – Ground Floor
Planting Strategy Plan – Podium
Planting Strategy Plan – Roof
Site F01
General Arrangement Plan – Ground Floor
General Arrangement Plan – Podium
General Arrangement Plan – Roof

CP-PRP-C04Z-ZZ-DR-L-02101
CP-PRP-C04Z-ZZ-DR-L-02102
CP-PRP-C04Z-ZZ-DR-L-02103

A1
A1
A1

P01
P02
P01

CP-PRP-C05Z-ZZ-DR-L-02000
CP-PRP-C05Z-01-DR-L-02001
CP-PRP-C05Z-RF-DR-L-02002
CP-PRP-C05Z-ZZ-DR-L-02100
CP-PRP-C05Z-ZZ-DR-L-02101
CP-PRP-C05Z-ZZ-DR-L-02102

A1
A1
A1
A1
A1
A1

P02
P01
P02
P02
P01
P02

CP-PRP-C06Z-ZZ-DR-L-02000
CP-PRP-C06Z-RF-DR-L-02002
CP-PRP-C06Z-ZZ-DR-L-02100

A1
A1
A1

P03
P02
P03

CP-PRP-C07Z-ZZ-DR-L-02000
CP-PRP-C07Z-01-DR-L-02001
CP-PRP-C07Z-RF-DR-L-02002
CP-PRP-C07Z-ZZ-DR-L-02100
CP-PRP-C07Z-ZZ-DR-L-02101
CP-PRP-C07Z-ZZ-DR-L-02102
CP-PRP-C07Z-ZZ-DR-L-02103

A1
A1
A1
A1
A1
A1
A1

P03
P01
P02
P03
P01
P02
P01

CP-PRP-C08Z-ZZ-DR-L-02000
CP-PRP-C08Z-RF-DR-L-02002
CP-PRP-C08Z-ZZ-DR-L-02100
CP-PRP-C08Z-ZZ-DR-L-02101
CP-PRP-C08Z-ZZ-DR-L-02103

A1
A1
A1
A1
A1

P03
P02
P03
P02
P01

CP-PRP-D01Z-ZZ-DR-L-02000
CP-PRP-D01Z-RF-DR-L-02002
CP-PRP-D01Z-ZZ-DR-L-02100
CP-PRP-D01Z-ZZ-DR-L-02101
CP-PRP-D01Z-ZZ-DR-L-02103
CP-PRP-D01Z-ZZ-DR-L-02600

A1
A1
A1
A1
A1
A1

P03
P02
P03
P02
P01
P01

CP-PRP-E01Z-ZZ-DR-L-02000
CP-PRP-E01Z-RF-DR-L-02002
CP-PRP-E01Z-ZZ-DR-L-02101
CP-PRP-E01Z-ZZ-DR-L-02101
CP-PRP-E01Z-ZZ-DR-L-02600
CP-PRP-E01Z-ZZ-DR-L-02601
CP-PRP-E01Z-ZZ-DR-L-02602
CP-PRP-E01Z-ZZ-DR-L-02603
CP-PRP-E01Z-ZZ-DR-L-02604

A1
A1
A1
A1
A1
A1
A1
A1
A1

P03
P03
P03
P02
P02
P02
P02
P02
P02

CP-PRP-E02Z-ZZ-DR-L-02000
CP-PRP-E02Z-01-DR-L-02001
CP-PRP-E02Z-RF-DR-L-02002
CP-PRP-E02Z-ZZ-DR-L-02101
CP-PRP-E02Z-ZZ-DR-L-02101
CP-PRP-E02Z-ZZ-DR-L-02102
CP-PRP-E02Z-ZZ-DR-L-02600

A1
A1
A1
A1
A1
A1
A1

P03
P01
P02
P03
P01
P02
P02

CP-PRP-E03Z-ZZ-DR-L-02000
CP-PRP-E03Z-01-DR-L-02001
CP-PRP-E03Z-RF-DR-L-02002
CP-PRP-E03Z-ZZ-DR-L-02100
CP-PRP-E03Z-ZZ-DR-L-02101
CP-PRP-E03Z-ZZ-DR-L-02102

A1
A1
A1
A1
A1
A1

CP-PRP-F01Z-ZZ-DR-L-02000
CP-PRP-F01Z-01-DR-L-02001
CP-PRP-F01Z-RF-DR-L-02002

A1
A1
A1
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P03
P01
P02
P03
P01
P02
P03
P01
P02
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Planting Strategy Plan – Ground Floor
Planting Strategy Plan – Podium
Planting Strategy Plan – Roof
Section BB
Site F02
General Arrangement Plan – Ground Floor
General Arrangement Plan – Roof
Planting Strategy Plan – Ground Floor
Planting Strategy Plan – Roof
Section AA and CC
Site F03
General Arrangement Plan – Ground Floor
General Arrangement Plan – Podium
General Arrangement Plan – Roof
Planting Strategy Plan – Ground Floor
Planting Strategy Plan – Podium
Planting Strategy Plan – Roof
Sections DD, EE and FF
Site F04
General Arrangement Plan – Ground Floor
General Arrangement Plan – Roof
Planting Strategy Plan – Ground Floor
G01
General Arrangement Plan – Ground Floor
Planting Strategy Plan – Ground Floor
BDF
General Arrangement Plan – Ground Floor
Planting Strategy Plan – Ground Floor

CP-PRP-F01Z-ZZ-DR-L-02101
CP-PRP-F01Z-ZZ-DR-L-02101
CP-PRP-F01Z-ZZ-DR-L-02102
CP-PRP-F01Z-ZZ-DR-L-02600

A1
A1
A1
A1

CP-PRP-F02Z-ZZ-DR-L-01000
CP-PRP-F02Z-RF-DR-L-01002
CP-PRP-F02Z-ZZ-DR-L-01100
CP-PRP-F02Z-ZZ-DR-L-02101
CP-PRP-F02Z-ZZ-DR-L-02600

A1
A1
A1
A1
A1

P03
P02
P03
P02
P02

CP-PRP-F03Z-ZZ-DR-L-02000
CP-PRP-F03Z-01-DR-L-02001
CP-PRP-F03Z-RF-DR-L-02002
CP-PRP-F03Z-ZZ-DR-L-02100
CP-PRP-F03Z-ZZ-DR-L-02101
CP-PRP-F03Z-ZZ-DR-L-02102
CP-PRP-F03Z-ZZ-DR-L-02600

A1
A1
A1
A1
A1
A1
A1

P03
P01
P02
P03
P01
P02
P02

CP-PRP-F04Z-ZZ-DR-L-02000
CP-PRP-F04Z-RF-DR-L-02002
CP-PRP-F04Z-ZZ-DR-L-02100

A1
A1
A1

P02
P02
P01

CP-PRP-G01Z-ZZ-DR-L-02000
CP-PRP-F04Z-ZZ-DR-L-02101

A1
A1

P02
P01

CP-PRP-BDFZ-ZZ-DR-L-02000
CP-PRP-BDFZ-ZZ-DR-L-02100

A1
A1
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P03
P01
P02
P02

P01
P01
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Appendix 2 – Site by Site Residential Mix, Car and Cycle Parking
Site

Site A

Site
Site A

Unit Type

1 bed 2
person
2 bed 4
person
3 bed 5
person
3 bed 6
person
4 bed 8
person
Total
%
Type
Car parking

Cycle parking

Site
Site B

Site
Site B

Tenure
Affordable
Market
Rented
0
4
17

17

0

20

20

4

10

14

0

12

12

4
5.9

63
94

67

On street
Of which are wheelchair spaces for
visitors
Undercroft
Total
Residents (internal)
Visitor (external sheffield stands)
Total

Site C01

On street
Of which are wheelchair spaces for
visitors
Undercroft
Total
Residents (internal and external)
Visitor

Unit Type

1 bed 2 person
2 bed 3 person

12
51
134
2
136

16
60
11
10
97
100

Total
Site

No. of spaces
39
4

Affordable Rented

1 bed 2 person
2 bed 4 person
3 bed 5 person
4 bed 7 person
Total
%

Cycle parking

4

0

Unit Type

Type
Car parking

Total

Affordable
Rented
34
2
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No. of spaces
13
1
5
18
178
2 (1x Sheffield
stand)
180

Tenure
Intermediate

Market

Total

8
0

100
19

142
21
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2 bed 4 person
2 bed 4 person
(wheelchair)
3 bed 5 person
4 bed 7 person
Total
%
Site
Site C01

Type
Car parking

Cycle parking

61
0

0
4

47
24

108
28

63
4
4
1.6

6
0
18
68

51
0
241
7.5

120
4
423

Undercroft
Of which are wheelchair spaces
Total
Residents (double stacked internal)
Visitor
Total

Site

Site C02

Site
Site C02

Unit Type

1 bed 2 person
2 bed 3 person
2 bed 3 person
(wheelchair)
2 bed 4 person
2 bed 4 person
(wheelchair)
3 bed 5 person
Total
%
Type
Car parking

Cycle parking

No. of spaces
66
18
84
704
12 (6x Sheffield
stand)
716

Tenure
Intermediate

Market

24
4
0

83
12
0

107
20
14

10
0

28
0

83
8

121
8

38
66
20.4

5
61
19

10
196
60.6

53
323

Affordable
Rented
0
4
14

Undercroft
Of which are wheelchair spaces
On street
Of which are wheelchair spaces
Total
Residents (double stacked or
Sheffield stands internal)
Visitor

Total

No. of spaces
47
16
9
5
56
540
8 (4 Sheffield
stands)
548

Total
Site

Site C03

Unit Type

1 bed 2 person
2 bed 3 person
2 bed 3 person
(wheelchair)
2 bed 4 person
2 bed 4 person
(wheelchair)
3 bed
Total
%

Tenure
Intermediate

Market

13
4
0

84
14
0

108
28
14

24
0

9
0

50
4

83
4

33
92
32.3

3
29
10.8

12
164
57.5

48
285

Affordable
Rented
11
10
14
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Total
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Site
Site C03

Type
Car parking

Cycle parking

No. of spaces
24
11
6
3
30
462

Undercroft
Of which are wheelchair spaces
On street
Of which are wheelchair spaces
Total
Residents (double stacked or Sheffield
stands internal)
Visitor

8 (4 Sheffield
stands)
470

Total
Site
Site C04

Site
Site C04

Unit Type
1 bed 2 person
2 bed 3 person
2 bed 3 person
(wheelchair)
2 bed 4 person
3 bed 5 person
Total
%
Type
Car parking

Cycle parking

Tenure
Intermediate
6
2
3

Total
Market
49
12
25

7
3
21
6.1

55
14
28

61
28
175
89.3

Undercroft
Of which are wheelchair spaces
On street
Of which are wheelchair spaces
Total
Residents (double stacked or
Sheffield stands internal)
Visitor

68
31
196

No. of spaces
8
2
3
1
11
338
18 (9 Sheffield
stands)
356

Total
Site

Site C05

Unit Type

1 bed 2 person
2 bed 3 person
2 bed 3 person
(wheelchair)
2 bed 4 person
3 bed 5 person
Total
%

Affordable
Rented
0
0
0
0
16
16
32.3
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Tenure
Intermediate

Market

Total

9
11
3

14
17
5

23
28
8

12
0
35
10.8

24
0
60
57.5

36
16
111
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Site
Site C05

Type
Car parking

Cycle parking

Undercroft
Of which are wheelchair spaces
Total
Residents (vertical stacked, double
stacked or Sheffield stands internal)
Visitor

No. of spaces
19
6
19
198
4 (2 Sheffield
stands)
202

Total
Site
Site C06

Site
Site C06

Unit Type

Affordable Rented

1 bed
2 bed 3 person
2 bed 4 person
Total
%
Type
Car parking

Cycle parking

45
38
24
97
100

On street
Of which are wheelchair spaces for
visitors
Total
Residents (double stacked internal)
Visitor

No. of spaces
5
0

Total
Site

Site C07 –
Blocks A and
B

Site
Site C07 –
Block C

Site
Site C07 –
Block D

Unit Type

1 bed 2 person
(wheelchair)
2 bed 3 person
2 bed 3 person
(wheelchair)
2 bed 4 person
(wheelchair)
Total
%
Unit Type
1 bed 2 person
2 bed 3 person
2 bed 4 person
3 bed 5 person
Total
%
Unit Type
1 bed 2 person
2 bed 4 person

Tenure
Affordable
Rented
56

Total
Market
22

78

0
0

10
32

10
32

0

13

13

56
42.7

77
58.7

133

Tenure
Intermediate
9
2
1
1
13
16.8

Market
32
16
8
8
64
83.2

Tenure
Intermediate
1
5

Market
0
72
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5
168
4 (2 Sheffield
stands)
172

Total
41
18
9
9
77

Total
1
77
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Total
%
Site
Site C07

Type
Car parking

Cycle parking

6
7.7

72
92.3

Undercroft
Of which are wheelchair spaces
On street
Of which are wheelchair spaces
Total
Residents (double stacked internal)
Visitor
Total

Site
Site C08

Site
Site C08

Unit Type

Cycle parking

7
21
7
14
49

On street
Of which are wheelchair spaces
Total
Residents (double stacked internal)
Visitor
Total

Site
Site D

Site
Site D

Unit Type

Cycle parking

Site
Site E01

No. of spaces
3
2
3
80
10 (x Sheffield
stands)
9

Affordable Rented

1 bed 2 person
2 bed 4 person
3 bed 5 person
4 bed 8 person
5 bed 8 person
Total
Type
Car parking

No. of spaces
62
7
11
6
73
444
22 (X Sheffield
stands)
466

Market

1 bed 2 person
2 bed 3 person
2 bed 4 person
3 bed 5 person
Total
Type
Car parking

78

11
12
18
6
3
50

On street
Of which are wheelchair spaces
Total
Residents (vertical stacked and
double stacked internal)
Visitor
Total

Unit Type

Affordable Rented

1 bed 2 person
2 bed 4 person

7
47
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No. of spaces
9
2
9
90
8
98
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3 bed 5 person
4 bed 6 person + 4
bed 7 person
Total
Site
Site E01

Type
Car parking

Cycle parking

Site

Site E02

Site
Site E02

Site E03

Site
Site E03

97

On street
Of which are wheelchair spaces for
visitors
Total
Residents (double stacked and
Sheffield stands internal)
Visitor
Total

Unit Type

1 bed 2 person
2 bed 3 person
2 bed 3 person
(wheelchair)
2 bed 4 person
3 bed 5 person
Total
%
Type
Car parking

Cycle parking

Site

26
17

Affordable
Rented
14
0
22
0
23
59
30.9

4
192
Total

67
45
22

24
10
132
69.1

24
33
191

No. of spaces
73
14
73
316
6
322

Affordable Rented

1 bed 2 person
2 bed 4 person
3 bed 5 person
Total

Cycle parking

20
188

53
45
0

Undercroft
Of which are wheelchair spaces for
visitors
Total
Residents (double stacked internal)
Visitor
Total

Unit Type

Type
Car parking

Tenure
Intermediate

No. of spaces
15
5

24
18
42
84

Undercroft
Of which are wheelchair spaces for
visitors
Total
Residents (double stacked and
Sheffield stands internal)
Visitor
Total
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No. of spaces
47
5
47
144
2
146
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Site
Site F01

Site
Site F01

Unit Type
1 bed 2 person
2 bed 3 person
2 bed 3 person
(wheelchair)
3 bed 5 person
Total
%
Type
Car parking

Cycle parking

Site
Site F02

Site
Site F02

Site
Site F03

Unit Type
1 bed 2 person
2 bed 3 person
2 bed 4 person
Total
%
Type
Car parking
Cycle parking

Tenure
Intermediate
39
5
5
0
49
86

Total
Market
0
0
0
8
8
14

Undercroft
Of which are wheelchair spaces for
visitors
Total
Residents (vertical stacked, double
stacked and Sheffield stands
internal)
Visitor
Total
Tenure
Intermediate
16
2
1
19
31

Market

1 bed 2 person
2 bed 3 person
2 bed 3 person
(wheelchair)
3 bed 5 person
Total

25
3
3
8
39
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8
57

No. of spaces
33
5
33
112

2
114
Total

Market
32
5
5
42
69

On street
Residents (vertical stacked, double
stacked and Sheffield stands
internal)
Visitor
Total

Unit Type

39
5
5

48
7
6
61

No. of spaces
4
0

2
6
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Site
Site F03

Type
Car parking

Cycle parking

Site
Site F04

Undercroft
Of which are wheelchair spaces for
visitors
On street
Of which are wheelchair spaces for
visitors
Total
Residents (vertical stacked, double
stacked and Sheffield stands
internal)
Visitor
Total

Unit Type

Market

2 bed 4 person
Total

7
7
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No. of spaces
28
5
4
3
32
88

2
90
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PLANNING APPEAL DECISIONS RECEIVED BETWEEN 01/11/2017 AND 30/11/2017
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16/03675/FUL

Refusal - Town
Planning

Workshop
Rodmill Lane
London

Demolition of existing site buildings and the
erection of 3 storey building to provide a terrace
of 7 dwellings (Use Class C3), with the provision
of refuse and recycling storage and cycle parking.

Delegated
Decision

Refuse Permission

17.11.2017

Appeal
Allowed

The Inspector considered that the main issues for assessment was the suitability of the site for ongoing business use, the impact on highway safety and the impacts of the proposal on
residential amenity and anti-social behaviour and parking stress.
The Inspector considered the large industrial building on site was in need of repair, although no marketing evidence was submitted with the planning application the Inspector accepted
marketing evidence submitted with the appeal. The report identified reasons why the site was unsuitable for continuing commercial use and demonstrated that ongoing marketing since
2015 had not elicited any serious offers. The Inspector cited the NPPF in regard to it stating that applications for changing commercial builds to residential use should be approved where
there is an identified need for housing in the area and noted Lambeth's ambition to maximise the supply of additional homes to meet and exceed the annual housing target. The Inspector
observed that, due to the constraints of the site that the building is unsuitable for ongoing business use.

The Inspector noted the window designs overcoming overlooking and loss of privacy issues with neighbouring occupiers and would provide lighting and natural surveillance along Rodmill
Lane. The Inspector allowed the appeal

Refusal - Town
Planning

133 Stockwell Road
London
SW9 9TN

Part change of use of the existing restaurant and
erection of a 3 storey extension to the rear of the
existing building to provide 1 No. self contained
two bedroom four person Flat, 2 No self
contained one bedroom two person Flats and a
roof top communal amenity space.

Delegated
Decision

Refuse Permission

14.11.2017

Appeal
Dismissed

The main considerations of the appeal were: whether it would provide acceptable living conditions for future residents having regard to internal and outdoor space: - make adequate
provision for waste and recycling facilities; - the effect of the proposal on the character and appearance of the host building and the surrounding roofscape; and - whether it would
compromise the future development of the neighbouring site at 117-131 Stockwell Road.
The Inspector considered that due to the orientation of the windows to the main living area and bedroom 1 of flat A, it would receive a restricted amount of natural light and feel very

1

Agenda Item 3

16/06381/FUL
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The Inspector stated that the proposal would benefit from the public realm works included in the proposal and accepted the appellants transport statement which, indicated that the
proposal would result in a reduction of traffic movements of around 23 trips. The Inspector concluded that the benefits would outweigh any harm that non-compliance with some aspects
of Lambeth Local Plan policy T7. However, the Inspector stated that occupiers of dwellings on Sulina Rd and on the south and east side of Rodmill Lane would be by affected by activities
on the site, regardless of the use and leaving the site undeveloped creates the opportunity for anti-social behaviour.
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gloomy. He also noted that the outdoor space would be significantly overshadowed and not provide a comfortable space which to sit out. The living conditions for the occupiers of Flat A
would be unacceptable in terms of light and outlook. He noted that the proposed accommodation within flats B and C are acceptable, the overall amount of amenity space is adequate
but, the poor quality of space for flat A and contrived arrangement of the communal amenity space indicates a general inadequacy of amenity space.
The Inspector considered that due to the lack of information submitted and the number of waste/recycling receptacles necessary to serve all of the flats proposed - a condition would not
be suitable in this instance, as it is considered that the provision of sufficient waste/recycling facilities would materially alter the scheme. Notably, the Inspector considered that the
proposed development would accord with the general character of other nearby flatted residential development and would not conflict with the objectives of policy Q11.
With regards to any future development at 117-131 Stockwell Road, the Inspector concluded that the proposal would not necessarily compromise any future development on this site and
not conflict with policy Q2 or Q5. The appeal was dismissed.
16/04965/FUL

Refusal - Town
Planning

Demolition of the existing buildings and
redevelopment of site with the erection of a 6
storey building with a basement level to provide,
office accommodation (use class B1 and flexible
B1/D1) at basement, ground, and first floor levels
together with 28 residential units above (Use
Class C3). Provision of refuse and cycle parking.

Delegated
Decision

Refuse Permission

20.11.2017

Appeal
Dismissed

The Inspector considered the main issues of this appeal to be (a) the effect on the character and appearance of the CA and adjacent buildings; (b) its effect on the long term viability of the
adjacent KIBA and other commercial uses; (c) living conditions for the scheme's occupiers in terms of noise and single aspect units; and (d) whether the highway, parking and servicing
arrangements provided off the site could be secured.
On issue (a), the Inspector noted that the proposal competed with the adjacent pump house and locally listed pub (both positive contributors), diminishing their imposing effect on this
part of the CA. As a key feature of the CA's significance, the dominant visual effect of the proposal would create unacceptable harm to the CA, albeit less than substantial. On issue (b), the
Inspector noted that noise mitigation could be secured by condition, as long as there is also a scheme of ventilation. The Inspector felt that inclusion of openable windows would not be
likely to give rise to noise complaints (thereby threatening the viability of the KIBA), as people would be likely to just close their windows. On issue (c), the Inspector felt noise impact
could be mitigated through a condition. Issues including site limitations (a linear site) and no north-facing single-aspect units were "exceptional circumstances" in the context of policy H5
and so the scheme accorded with policy. On issue (d) the Inspector noted that off-site works or actions that had some prospect of occurring could be secured by a condition prior to
commencement.
The Inspector concluded that the public benefits did not outweigh the significant weight attached to the limited harm to heritage assets, and dismissed the appeal.

17/00636/FUL

Refusal - Town
Planning

5 Floris Place
London
SW4 0HH

Construction of a loft conversion with the
erection of a front and rear mansard roof
extension,

2

Delegated
Decision

Refuse Permission

23.11.2017

Appeal
Allowed
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5 - 6 Waterworks
Road
London
SW2 1SE
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The main issue considered was the effect of the development on the character and appearance of the host building and the surrounding area, and on the setting of a listed building and
the adjacent Clapham Conservation Area.
The Inspector acknowledges the SPD as a material consideration that proposals must comply with, however he notes that the proposed roof extension would unlikely be visible from the
ground level within Floris Place, and only partially visible from the far side of North Street and from the entrance to Charlotte Row.
The Inspector notes that the criteria within the SPD is prescriptive with little scope for deviation and that the proposal design does not comply with the SPD's design guidance for mansard
roofs. However, the Inspector notes that the examples shown within the SPD are not comparable to the appeal site and highlights paragraph 4.28 of the SPD which seeks to ensure that
such extensions are well integrated with the main building and are clearly subordinate.
As such, the Inspector concludes that due to the very limited visibility of the proposed roof extension and being clearly subordinate to the host building - it would have no harmful impact
on the character and appearance of the area. he concludes that the development would have no harmful effect on the setting of heritage assets and comply with paragraph 131 of the
NPPF and policy Q22 of the Local Plan.

16/06577/LDCP

Certificate 4
Lawful
Development
Appeal

138 Kings Avenue
London
SW12 0BB

Application for a Certificate of Lawful
Development (Proposed) with respect to the
replacement of an existing outbuilding at the
rear garden for a self-contained gym.

Delegated
Decision

Refuse Permission

30.11.2017

Appeal
Dismissed

The main issue considered was whether the decision to refuse the grant of the certificate was well founded and the proposed outbuilding in the rear garden would have amounted to
permitted development at the time of the application.
The Inspector noted the varying planning history of the appeal site and stated that he found nothing 'unusual' about the size of the outbuilding relative to the size of the host property and
garden. However, the Inspetor agreed with the Council's concern with the term "self-contained gym" and that the use may not be ancillary to the main dwelling - given the inclusion of a
changing room and fully fledged bathroom - with access from Parkthorne Road - and potentially used separately from the house.
The Inspector reinforced the Council's concerns with the lack of information provided about the use of the gym rooms or the bathroom and states that the appellant fails to justify a
genuine and reasonable family need, with no information provided as to the type of equipment that would be installed, including the space that would be needed for such equipment.
The Inspector concludes that the replacement ofexisting structures with an elaborate scheme does not justify the proposal and states that the appellant has failed to discharge the burden
of proof and that on the balance of probabilities the proposed replacement outbuilding would not benefit from permitted development rights within Class E of the GPDO.
The Inspector subsequently dismissed the appeal.

3
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The Inspector allowed the appeal, subject to conditions.
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16/06726/FUL

Refusal - Town
Planning

Camel And Artichoke
121 Lower Marsh
London
SE1 7AE

Refurbishment of the property involving the
retention of the existing pub at ground and
basement level including replacement of flue
extraction and conversion of upper floors to
provide 3 self-contained flats, together with
erection of rear extension at first floor level with
roof terrace and provision of cycle and bin
storage at the rear.

Delegated
Decision

Refuse Permission

10.11.2017

Appeal
Allowed

The Inspector noted that the loss of seating area would unduly restrict the future of the business and the optimum amount and layout of seating in a public house must primarily be a
matter for the operator who in this case has opted for reduced floorspace. He noted that by implementing the measures set out in the acoustic design review and noise impact
assessment, the appropriate noise standards within the flats would be met and given the constraints of the building in this case the lack of external amenity space for the flats is not a
sufficient reason to withhold permission for either scheme.
Relating to Appeal A only, the Inspector noted that harm would be limited, much less than substantial, and outweighed by the public benefit of securing the optimum layout for the three
flats. He considered the proposed extension would protect the visual amenity of adjoining sites and adequate outlooks, avoiding any undue sense of enclosure.
The Inspector subsequently allowed the appeal subject to conditions.
16/01120/FUL

Refusal - Town
Planning

Twenty Lock Up
Garages
Charwood
Leigham Court Road
London

Retrospective application for the change of use
of the garages for storage of building materials
and tools to include the restriction on vehicles
over 3.5 tonnes and use between 7:30am and
6:30pm.

Delegated
Decision

Refuse Permission

10.11.2017

Appeal
Dismissed

The Inspector considered the main issues of this appeal to be the effect on the living conditions of nearby residents with regards to noise and disturbance, parking and highway safety.
The inspector noted the estimated vehicle movements from the lorries are between 4 -10 per day and they are over and above that domestic level of activity. Residential dwellings are

4
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The Inspector considered the main issues of these appeals to be whether the first floor seating area should be retained as part of the public house use and whether the proposed flats
would provide acceptable living conditions for their occupiers in relation to noise and disturbance and outdoor amenity space. In addition, in relation to Appeal A only - the effect of the
extension on the character and appearance of the locally listed building and the area generally, including the effect on the Lower Marsh Conservation Area and the effect of the extension
on the living conditions of the occupiers of No 122 Lower Marsh in relation to outlook and daylight.
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located adjacent to the garages, along the access road and on neighbouring land next to the garages and they are vulnerable to the impact of the business use. The use results in frequent
movements of commercial vehicles in the week causing increased noise and disturbance that has a significant adverse impact on the nearby residents.
The inspector considered the site has a poor transport rating and likely to be more reliant on private transport, but noted the current arrangement appeared to accommodate on-site
demand for parking and is not exacerbating on street parking. He noted an apparent conflict between commercial lorries using the site and pedestrians and vehicles in the vicinity during
the peak time school run and rush hours for work as the site is located opposite a school, next to a bus stop and off a main road. The Inspector concluded that the conditioning of a
highway management plan would appropriately address concerns and no S106 agreement to secure safety measures was submitted.
However, the Inspector considered the matters in favour of the development did not outweigh the harm, in terms of the first and third issue and subsequently dismissed the appeal.

17/02342/FUL

Refusal - Town
Planning

Camel And Artichoke
121 Lower Marsh
London
SE1 7AE

Delegated
Decision

Refuse Permission

10.11.2017

Appeal
Allowed

The Inspector considered the main issues of these appeals to be whether the first floor seating area should be retained as part of the public house use and whether the proposed flats
would provide acceptable living conditions for their occupiers in relation to noise and disturbance and outdoor amenity space.
In addition, in relation to Appeal A only, the Inspector considered the effect of the extension on the character and appearance of the locally listed building and the area generally,
including the effect on the Lower Marsh Conservation Area and the effect of the extension on the living conditions of the occupiers of No 122 Lower Marsh in relation to outlook and
daylight, and noted that harm would be limited, much less than substantial, and outweighed by the public benefit of securing the optimum layout for the three flats. The Inspector noted
that the loss of the seating would unduly restrict the future of the business and, the optimum amount and layout of seating in a public house must primarily be a matter for the operator
who in this case has opted for reduced floorspace.
The Inspector noted that by implementing the measures set out in the acoustic design review and noise impact assessment, the appropriate noise standards within the flats would be met
and given the constraints of the building in this case the lack of external amenity space for the flats is not a sufficient reason to withhold permission for either scheme. He considered that
the proposed extension would protect the visual amenity of adjoining sites and adequate outlooks, avoiding any undue sense of enclosure.
The Inspector went on to allow the appeal subject to conditions.

16/02943/FUL

Refusal - Town
Planning

Land Adjacent To 1
Auckland Hill
London

The redevelopment of site involving the erection
of part 2, part 3 storey building to provide 5
residential units (3 x 1 bed and 2 x 2 bed) with

5

Delegated
Decision

Refuse Permission

30.11.2017

Appeal
Dismissed
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Retention of public house at basement and
ground floor including replacement of flue
extraction and conversion of the upper floors to
provide 3 self contained flats, together with
provision of refuse and bike storages at rear.(Resubmission).
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associated landscaping, refuse and cycle stores
and other alterations (revised plans) at land
adjacent to 1 Auckland Hill.
The Inspector considered the main issues of this appeal to be whether: the development provides appropriate and balanced mix of unit sizes; have an acceptable visual appearance within
the streetscene; create acceptable living conditions for its future occupiers; provide sufficient on-site landscaping and compensate for the five trees to be lost at the adjoining Site of
Importance for Nature Conservation (SINC) and, if replacement tree planting could/should take place at the adjoining SINC without prejudicing the safe operation of the adjoining train
line.
The Inspector was presented with evidence that the internal layout of the proposed building could be altered to provide family sized units. He considered that, given the location within a
predominantly residential area with easy access to a district centre, the appeal site lends itself to supporting family living. He concluded that the proposed development would not provide
an appropriate and balanced mix of unit sizes to help meet the Council's current and future housing needs.

The inspector went on to dismiss the appeal.
16/02853/FUL

Refusal - Town
Planning

1 St Alphonsus Road
London
SW4 7BA

Demolition of existing community hall (Use Class
D1) and erection of a four storey building with
raised podium to provide a community centre
with ancillary café (Use Class D1), gym (Use Class
D2) at ground floor level and 14 new dwellings
(Use Class C3) on the upper floors comprising 6 x
1-bed flats; 1 x 2-bed flat; 6 x 2-bed duplex and 1
x 3-bed duplex, together with associated
landscaping, amenity spaces and cycle parking.

Delegated
Decision

Refuse Permission

14.11.2017

Appeal
Dismissed

The Inspector considered the main issues of this appeal to be 1) effect of the proposal on the living conditions of the occupiers at 9 St Alphonsus Road & at 12, 14, 16, 18, 20 & 22 Clapham

6
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The Inspector noted the projection of built development beyond the existing building line along the western side of Auckland Hill would, be out of keeping with the prevailing pattern of
development in this area. The windows and balconies positioned directly onto the pavement would not reflect frontages of the existing development in the area. He shared officers'
concern that an area of the existing site, though forming part of the appeal site area, had not been incorporated into the development of the site which would become poorly maintained
and likely have a negative visual impact on the streetscene. He agreed that the proposed cycle store would appear cramped and concluded that the development would not have an
acceptable visual appearance within the streetscene. Future occupiers may likely experience a sense of enclosure due to the lack of defensible space to the front, requiring privacy screens
- restricting outlook. Planting at the adjoining SINC, along the south west boundary, would obstruct and reduce daylight to the ground floor flats. He considered the proposal contrary to
Policies H5 and Q2. Without the mitigation measures requested by the council, there would be a loss to nature conservation interest at the SINC and, there would be significant harm to
nature conservation or biodiversity value of an open space which is contrary to policy EN1. The Inspector also agreed that a legal agreement would be required to secure the safe removal
of the trees on the adjoining SINC site.
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Park Road in respect of outlook, daylight & sunlight, & 2) whether an acceptable standard of living conditions would be provided to the new dwellings (amenity space). The Inspector
noted that the reason for refusal with regard to affordable housing was rescinded by the Council at the hearing, due to additional information provided by the appellant with regard to the
Existing Use Value of the site.
The Inspector noted that the appellant had applied the concept of mirror massing as an attempt to identify an alternative standard which would be more befitting of an urban location (to
9 St Alphonsus Road scheme). As the adjacent development is in close proximity to the boundary of the appeal site, the appellant argued that the 9 St Alphonsus Road scheme was taking
more than its fair share of light. The Inspector gave little weight to this argument concluding that the site characteristics differ & that it would be a reasonable pre-requisite that the
presence of a mirrored building would at least need to be a conceivable prospect for a mirror massing assessment to be accepted & in this case it was not a conceivable prospect.
Given the number of impacts the Inspector upheld the appeal on this reason for refusal, noting impacts on 9 St Alphonsus Road (Units 2, 3, 4 and 5-daylight & outlook), 18 Clapham Park
Road (outlook), 20 & 22 Clapham Park Road (daylight, sunlight & outlook). In addition, the Inspector concluded that the decked landscaped areas couldn't be defined as communal
amenity space for the purposes of policy H5. He noted that the Council hadn't demonstrated what the local conditions were to require the greater amount of amenity space when
compared to London Plan policy noting the nearby Clapham Common.

Refusal - Town
Planning

49 St Luke's Avenue
London
SW4 7LG

Erection of a single storey ground floor rear
extension, together with the installation of a side
door to flat 1.

Delegated
Decision

Refuse Permission

28.11.2017

Appeal
Dismissed

The Inspector considered the main issues of this appeal to be 1) the character and appearance of the host building and the area, 2) the living conditions of the occupants of the
neighbouring properties with particular regard to outlook and enclosure.
The inspector noted whilst not a large extension, it would occupy the bulk of the existing garden area at the rear of the property leaving only around a 0.5m gap between the extension
and the rear wall of the garden - though there would be some amenity space remaining at the side of the property. The extension would appear bulky, cramped and it would not
complement or be subordinate to the host building. It was concluded that the proposed development would be harmful to the character and appearance of the host building and the
area.
The Inspector considered the development would lead to poor outlook and create a sense of enclosure for the occupants of the immediately adjoining property, from within their garden
and would therefore be harmful to the living conditions of the occupants of the immediately adjacent property.
The Inspector went on to dismiss the appeal.

16/06342/FUL

Refusal - Town
Planning

110 Greyhound Lane
London
SW16 5RN

Subdivision of existing commercial unit on the
ground floor to provide a studio flat involving
alterations to the front, rear and side elevations.

7

Delegated
Decision

Refuse Permission

09.11.2017

Appeal
Dismissed
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The Inspector considered the main issues of this appeal to be 1) the living conditions of future occupiers with respect to light, outlook and layout of the proposed unit and 2) the effect of
the proposal upon carbon emissions
The Inspector noted that the unit would exceed the minimum size standard for a studio flat and the external space would meet the size required by Policy H5. Rooflights would allow for
natural light within the unit and external structures would be removed. He considered that the external space would be tightly enclosed by surrounding buildings which would restrict
daylight and sunlight, as well as, significantly affecting the outlook. The Inspector considered that occupiers would feel "hemmed in" by surrounding structures. He considered the sense of
enclosure to be detrimental to the enjoyment of both the internal and external spaces and that this would not be improved through the use of planting. The nearby activity and noisy
ventilation systems would reduce the enjoyment of the rear external space and concluded these issues would not be offset by exceeding minimum internal space standards.
The Inspector considered that, owing to the small size of the development within a very restricted position, it would be unlikely to cause any significant impact upon carbon emissions or
undermine the aims of relevant sustainability policies. He stated that the lack of compliance with procedural requirements of the policies does not significantly weight against the
proposal.

16/05885/FUL

Refusal - Town
Planning

16 Ferndale Road
London
SW4 7SF

Erection of a two storey lower ground floor rear
extension including Juliette balcony along with
external terrace and the installation of external
steps.

Delegated
Decision

Refuse Permission

09.11.2017

Appeal
Allowed

The main issue is whether the proposed extensions would preserve or enhance the character or appearance of the Ferndale Road Conservation Area.
The Inspector noted that many of the fronts of buildings along the street are embellished with elaborate ornamentations and are unified - significant to the conservation area, but notes
that the rear elevations of the appeal site and many others are plain and varied and have been substantially altered. Therefore, they are not significant to the overall character and
appearance of this group of buildings of the wider conservation area.
The Inspector considered that the proposed development would be subordinate to the host building and its distinctive features and wider terrace with the conservation area would be
unaffected. As such, the proposal would preserve the character and appearance of the conservation area, complying with Local Plan policies Q5, Q8, Q11 and Q22, in addition to section
12 of the National Planning Policy Framework, requiring the conservation and enhancement of the historic environment.
The Inspector allowed the appeal, subject to conditions.
16/06288/FUL

Refusal - Town
Planning

21 Garrad's Road
London
SW16 1JY

Alterations to front boundary walls and gates.

8

Delegated
Decision

Refuse Permission

06.11.2017

Appeal
Allowed
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The Inspector dismissed the appeal.
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The Inspector considered the main issue of this appeal to be whether the development preserves or enhances the character or appearance of the Streatham Park and Garrads Road
Conservation Area (CA).
The Inspector noted that the development is set within an eclectic mix of boundary treatments in the Conservation Area. He considered that the front boundary structure preserves the
character and appearance of the Conservation Area, and it would comply with policies Q2, Q11, Q15 and Q22 of the Lambeth Local Plan 2015.
The Inspector allowed the appeal.

17/01021/G24

Refusal - Town
Planning

Telephone Kiosk On
Pavement Outside 91
Waterloo Road
London

Application for prior approval for the installation
of 1 public call box.

Delegated
Decision

Prior Approval Refused

20.11.2017

Appeal
Dismissed

The Inspector considered that the siting and appearance of the development would have a harmful effect on the character or appearance of the surrounding area creating a visual clutter
of street furniture in this part of Waterloo Road. As a result, the proposal would be contrary to policies T10 and Q6 of the Lambeth Local Plan 2015. Combined, these policies seek to
ensure that telecommunication proposals do not cause unacceptable harm to the character or appearance of the area or create unacceptable clutter and provide an attractive and
uncluttered and coordinated public realm.
However, the Inspector considered that the proposal would have no adverse impact upon the setting of the listed building nor upon the Lower Marsh Conservation Area. In addition, he
states that the proposal would have no harmful effect on highway or pedestrian safety, thus complying with policies Ti, T2, T6 and T10 of the Local Plan.
The Inspector dismissed the appeal as he considered that the harm identified in relation to the character and appearance of the surrounding area, would not be outweighed.

17/01107/FUL

Refusal - Town
Planning

Crozier House
17 Wilkinson Street
London
SW8 1DQ

Replacement of existing white timber framed
single glazed windows and doors with new white
UPVC double glazed windows and doors to match
the existing design.

Delegated
Decision

Refuse Permission

22.11.2017

Appeal
Dismissed

The Inspector considered the main issue of this appeal to be whether the proposal preserves or enhances the character or appearance of the Albert Square Conservation Area (ASCA).

9
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The Inspector considered the main issues to be: the character and appearance of the surrounding area including the setting of the Grade ll listed building and on the nearby Lower March
Conservation Area, and, highway and pedestrian safety.
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The Inspector considered that, although the appeal building is comparatively modern in design and considered as a negative contributor to the Albert Square Conservation Area, its use of
timber doors and windows complement the slender timber framed counterparts at the surrounding Victorian terraces. This would result in non-traditional material doors and windows in
close proximity to adjoining Victorian terraced properties. Whilst it is noted that the Inspector considered that the harm to the conservation area would be less then substantial, it was
considered that it would not outweigh the public benefits (e.g. the proposal would improve the energy efficiency, sound insulation, occupant life quality and replace openings in need of
repair with recyclable windows and doors that would be durable and maintenance free in the long term).
The Inspector concluded that the proposal would not preserve nor enhance the character or appearance of the conservation area and would be contrary to paragraphs 131 - 134 of the
NPPF and the Policies Q5 and Q22 of the Lambeth Local Plan 2015, and subsequently dismissed the appeal.

17/01540/FUL

Refusal - Town
Planning

Erection of a rear mansard roof extension with
dormer windows and installation of 2 x rooflights
to the front roofslope (second floor flat)

Delegated
Decision

Refuse Permission

27.11.2017

Appeal
Dismissed

The main considerations were the effect of the proposed development on the character and appearance of the area and, the living conditions of future occupants with particular regard to
potential noise and odours from the existing flue on the rear of the property.
The Inspector noted examples of mansard roofs on similar blocks nearby and stated that the proposed development does not comply with the set criteria of the SPD for mansard roof
extensions. He also noted that the design of the proposed dormer windows do not match the sash design of the windows on lower floors and concludes that the proposed development
would be harmful to the character and appearance of the area, contrary to policies Q5, Q11 and Q8 of the Local Plan, as well as the guidance on mansard roof designs set out in the SPD.
In terms of the impact of the existing flue upon future occupants, the Inspector concluded that the proposal would be harmful to their living conditions in terms of noise and odours,
contrary to policy Q2 of the Local Plan. As a result, the Inspector dismissed the appeal.
17/01310/G24

Refusal - Town
Planning

Telephone Kiosk
Outside Clapham
Common
Underground
Entrance
Clapham Common
South Side
London

Application for prior approval for the installation
of a solar powered telephone kiosk.

10

Delegated
Decision

Prior Approval Refused

07.11.2017

Appeal
Dismissed
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9 Killyon Terrace
Killyon Road
London
SW8 2XR
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The Inspector considered that main issues of this appeal to be 1) on the character and appearance of the area, including would the proposal preserve or enhance the character and
appearance of the Conservation Area and its effects on the setting of a listed structure, and 2) on pedestrian safety.
The Inspector considered that the kiosk would add to existing street clutter, contrary to policy T10 of the Local Plan, having an adverse effect on its character and appearance. He noted
that the appeal site is within the Clapham Conservation Area and within close proximity of the boundary of the Clapham High Street Conservation Area - highlighting the Grade II listed
clock tower and underground station building being close to the appeal site. He concludes that the proposal would be overly dominant and incongruous, having an adverse impact upon
the character and appearance of the area, failing to preserve or enhance the character or appearance of the conservation area and, harmful to the setting of the listed structure.
The Inspector considered that the proposal, being located in an area of high pedestrian footfall would have a notable impact on pedestrian flows which in turn would be harmful to
pedestrian safety - contrary to policies T10 and T2 of the adopted Local Plan.
The Inspector dismissed the appeal.
17/01311/G24

Telephone Kiosk
Opposite 8
The Pavement
London

Application for prior approval for the installation
of an solar powered telephone kiosk.

Delegated
Decision

Prior Approval Refused

07.11.2017

Appeal
Dismissed

The Inspector considered that main issues of this appeal to be the impact of the proposal on the character and appearance of the area, including would the proposal preserve or enhance
the character and appearance of the Conservation Area and its effects on the setting of a listed structure, and, on pedestrian and highway safety.
The Inspector considered that the development would result in creating a cluttered public realm and overly dominant contrary to policies T10 and Q6 of the Local Plan, failing to preserve
or enhance the character and appearance of the conservation area, thereby interrupting the open views across the green space and would be harmful to the setting of the listed structure.
The Inspector noted that the proposal would occupy a sizable area of pavement and with its prominent position, would limit the area for pedestrians to walk. Therefore, he concluded
that the lack of harm found to highway safety does not outweigh the harm to pedestrian safety as result of the kiosk being an obstruction to pedestrians because of its siting.
The Inspector dismissed the appeal.

17/01313/G24

Refusal - Town
Planning

Telephone Kiosk
Outside Boots 172
Clapham High Street
London

Application for prior approval for installation of
an electronic communications apparatus.

11

Delegated
Decision

Refuse Permission

07.11.2017

Appeal
Dismissed
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The Inspector considered the main issue of this appeal to be the effect of the proposal on 1) the character and appearance of the area, including whether or not it would preserve or
enhance the character and appearance of the Clapham High Street Conservation Area and 2) highway and pedestrian safety.
The Inspector considered that ''being an item of street furniture, the proposed kiosk would not be out-of keeping with the commercial character of the area at street level. Together with
the limited contribution the appeal site makes to the character and appearance of the conservation area, the development would have a neutral effect on the character and appearance
of the conservation area, that is to say one of preservation.'' He concluded that the proposal would preserve the setting and the character and appearance of the conservation area.
However, the Inspector noted that the submitted plans show an unobstructed pavement width less than 2 metres, as per TFL recommendation. He noted that the pavement is well used
by pedestrians, and considered that the development would further interfere with and therefore adversely affect pedestrian flows. But, he noted that the kiosk would be a sufficient
distance from the kerb and would not interfere with the movement of vehicles.

17/01316/G24

Refusal - Town
Planning

Telephone Kiosk
Outside Sainsburys
33
Clapham High Street
London

Application for prior approval for installation of
an electronic communications apparatus.

Delegated
Decision

Refuse Permission

15.11.2017

Appeal
Dismissed

The main considerations of the proposal were the effects upon: (a) the character and appearance of the area, including whether it would preserve or enhance the character and
appearance of the Clapham High Street Conservation Area, and (b) highway safety.
The Inspector noted that the appeal site is an important part of the setting to no. 35 Clapham High Street and therefore contributes positively to the character and appearance of the
conservation area as a whole. The Inspector considered the proposal as an overly dominant and incongruous development that would detract from the sense of spaciousness to the front
of No. 35 and thusly, be harmful to the character and appearance of the conservation area overall.
Given the proximity of the proposal to the junction of Cato Road and its prominent position near the highway, the Inspector considered that the proposal would obstruct a driver's
visibility of oncoming vehicles when exiting onto the High Street - creating a risk of collision. as such, the Inspector determined the proposal as harmful to highway safety and dismissed
the appeal.
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The Inspector dismissed the appeal.
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17/01503/FUL

Refusal - Town
Planning

6A Christchurch Road
London
SW2 3EX

Erection of front, rear and side dormer roof
extensions to first floor flat.

Delegated
Decision

Refuse Permission

27.11.2017

Appeal
Dismissed

The Inspector considered the main issues of this appeal to be (a) the effect of the proposal on the character and appearance of the host building and the wider area.
In the first instance, the Inspector noted that the appeal property does not have any particular architectural merit but contributes to the character of the street scene by its symmetry and
the way it relates to the detached properties either side. The Inspector noted that the proposed front dormer extension would match the design, size and location within the roof of the
proposed rear dormer extension. However, the front dormer would be extremely prominent in the street scene and would interrupt the existing clean roofline of the semi-detached pair
and unbalance the appearance of the properties unduly, thusly harm the symmetry of the building which is currently part of its overall character. The proposed side dormer extension
would be narrower than those proposed on the front and the rear, and, given the slope of the roof, would extend out a considerable distance.

The appeal scheme was considered to be contrary to Policies Q5 and Q11 of the Local Plan and with the guidance as set out within the SPD.
The Inspector subsequently dismissed the appeal.

17/01312/G24

Refusal - Town
Planning

Telephone Kiosk
Outside 22
The Pavement
London

Application for prior approval for the installation
of a solar powered telephone kiosk.

Delegated
Decision

Prior Approval Refused

07.11.2017

Appeal
Dismissed

The main issues considered were the effect of the proposal on: (a) the character and appearance of the area, including whether it would preserve or enhance the character of the
Clapham Conservation Area, and (b) pedestrian safety.
The Inspector noted that the appeal site and its surrounding area is open in character and enjoys a sense of spaciousness. He subsequently considered that the proposal would appear
overly dominant and incongruous within its prominent position. Furthermore, the Inspector considered that the development would result in visual clutter and consequently failing to
preserve or enhance the appearance of the conservation area.
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The Inspector considered that the combination of the proposed side and front dormer extensions would not appear subordinate to the property as a whole. They would dominate and jar
with, the unaltered, parts of the building. He noted that the appeal property is on a busy road which is also a bus and pedestrian route and the development would be very visible and be
harmful to the character and appearance of the street scene.
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The Inspector also noted that the proposal would occupy a sizable area of the pavement - impeding pedestrian movement and restricting access to premises nearby. Notably, the
Inspector highlighted No. 22 The Pavement who, have a licence to place tables and chairs in front of the premises - which, would further limit the space available to pedestrians.
The Inspector dismissed the appeal, accordingly.
16/07045/FUL

Refusal - Town
Planning

54 Clapham Common
South Side
London
SW4 9BX

Erection of rear extension at first floor level.
(Town Planning and Listed Building Consent
16/07046/LB)

Delegated
Decision

Refuse Permission

27.11.2017

Appeal
Allowed

The Inspector considered the main issue for both appeals is effect of the proposal on the special interest of Lynton House which is listed grade II, and on the character and appearance of
the building and Clapham Conservation Area.

In terms of the conservation area, The Inspector stated that given the existing extensions and their effect on the rear elevation of the building, the extension would not be
disproportionate or incongruous for similar reasons. The architectural quality of the building alongside its neighbours, and the visual relationship with Clapham Common would be
sustained.
The Inspector concluded and allowed the appeal, stating that the proposal would have an acceptable effect on both the special interest of the listed building and the character and
appearance of the building and Clapham Conservation Area. The proposal would sustain the significance of the listed building and the conservation area and ensure their conservation as
required by paragraphs 131 and 132 of the NPPF and would accord with Policies Q11, Q20 and Q22 of the Lambeth Local Plan 2015.

16/07046/LB

Refusal Listed Building

54 Clapham Common
South Side
London
SW4 9BX

Erection of rear extension at first floor level.

Delegated
Decision

Refuse Permission

27.11.2017

Appeal
Allowed

The Inspector considered the main issue for both appeals is effect of the proposal on the special interest of Lynton House which is listed grade II, and on the character and appearance of
the building and Clapham Conservation Area.
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On this issue, The Inspector considered that in the case of Lynton House, the rear elevation has been greatly added to and altered, making it harder to appreciate the earlier building in
rear views across from Shaftesbury Mews or Elms Road. In comparison to the existing extensions, the The Inspector considered that the proposal would be modest in scale and design and
that it would utilise sympathetic materials and have a lightweight and subordinate appearance. As such, it would be an acceptable addition to the listed building. In addition, given that
the principal front elevation of the building would remain unaffected, as a consequence, the special interest of the listed building would be preserved and there would be no harm to its
significance. The Inspector considered that the character and appearance of the building would equally be safeguarded.
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On this issue, the Inspector considered that in the case of Lynton House, the rear elevation has been greatly added to and altered, making it harder to appreciate the earlier building in
rear views across from Shaftesbury Mews or Elms Road. In comparison to the existing extensions, the Inspector considered that the proposal would be modest in scale and design and that
it would utilise sympathetic materials and have a lightweight and subordinate appearance. As such, it would be an acceptable addition to the listed building. In addition, given that the
principal front elevation of the building would remain unaffected, as a consequence, the special interest of the listed building would be preserved and there would be no harm to its
significance. The Inspector considered that the character and appearance of the building would equally be safeguarded.
In terms of the conservation area, the Inspector stated that given the existing extensions and their effect on the rear elevation of the building, the extension would not be
disproportionate or incongruous for similar reasons. The architectural quality of the building alongside its neighbours, and the visual relationship with Clapham Common would be
sustained.
The Inspector allowed the appeal, concluding that, the proposal would have an acceptable effect on both the special interest of the listed building and the character and appearance of
the building and Clapham Conservation Area. The proposal would sustain the significance of the listed building and the conservation area and ensure their conservation as required by
paragraphs 131 and 132 of the NPPF and would accord with Policies Q11, Q20 and Q22 of the Lambeth Local Plan 2015.

Refusal - Town
Planning

16 Electric Avenue
London
SW9 8JX

Extension of the existing rear closet return,
creation of roof terrace and the installation of 1
conservation grade rooflight to the rear roof
slope (Flat 16B).

Delegated
Decision

Refuse Permission

14.11.2017

Appeal
Allowed

The Inspector considered the main issues of this appeal to be 1) the character and appearance of the Brixton Conservation Area and the locally listed building; and 2) the living conditions
of the occupiers of neighbouring properties with particular regard to overlooking.
The Inspector considered the proposal to be of modest scale which would be seen in context with the varied architectural styles at the rear of the host building and would therefore have
a limited impact on the streetscene. He considered that the materials would not be excessive or out of place against an industrial landscape at the rear of the property, allowing for an
appropriate degree of subordination to the host building. Thereby, the Inspector concluded that the development would not adversely affect the character and appearance of the
conservation area and locally listed building.
The Inspector noted that the proposal would be set back from the nearest windows to the habitable rooms at the side of No. 14 and would be separated by the solid wall of the proposed
extension and the 1.4m high obscured glass balustrade side panel of the proposed terrace. Some overlooking is acknowledged, but concludes that the development will not harm the
living conditions of the occupiers of the neighbouring properties.
The Inspector allows the appeal subject to conditions.
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16/07031/FUL

Refusal - Town
Planning

12B Gubyon Avenue
London
SE24 0DX

Erection of two rear dormer extensions to
provide a self-contained unit including
installation of 4 front rooflights

Delegated
Decision

Refuse Permission

14.11.2017

Appeal
Dismissed

The Inspector considered the main issue of this appeal to be the effect of the proposal on the character and appearance of the host property and the area.
The Inspector noted that the roof extension would be contrary to the criteria set out in the SPD and therefore would result in a material alteration to the property’s roof which, when
viewed from the rear of the building, currently makes a positive contribution to the roofscape of the semi-detached properties and the character and appearance of the area. The rear
mansard extension, when combined with the proposed dormer rear windows, would result in substantial bulk being added to the roof plane and would overlap the rear return of the
property.

As such, the Inspector dismissed the appeal.
17/01422/FUL

Refusal - Town
Planning

30 Dulwich Road
London
SE24 0PA

Erection of a closet rear extension at Upper
Ground Floor level.

Delegated
Decision

Refuse Permission

16.11.2017

Appeal
Dismissed

Erection of a single storey rear extension at lower
ground floor and installation of a rear rooflight,
along with other associated works - as approved
under ref 16/06635/FUL

The Inspector considered the main issues of this appeal to be the effect the proposed development on the character and appearance of the host property, adjacent properties and the
Brockwell Park Conservation Area.
The Inspector noted, whilst there have been some alterations, the main vertical, flat body and design of the rear elevations, including that of the appeal property, remain substantively
intact and largely as originally built. There are no obvious extensions or significant projections certainly at upper ground floor level or above. The rear elevations exhibit an attractive
uniformity of structure and design which makes a positive contribution to the character and appearance of BPCA. Given that context, although modest in size, a box -like closet extension
at upper ground floor level protruding from the original flat vertical rear elevation would introduce an alien feature, uncharacteristic of the appeal property and neighbouring properties
along the road.
The Inspector therefore concluded that the proposed development would harm the character and appearance of the host property, adjacent properties and the BPCA and subsequently
dismissed the appeal.
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As such, the Inspector considered that the proposed development, by virtue of its scale, form and design, would result in an incongruous and out of keeping addition that would adversely
harm the character and appearance of the host property and the area. The Inspector did not consider the other matters necessary to look at, given that the design of the proposed is
unacceptable.
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17/01232/ADV

Refusal Advert

513-515
Wandsworth Road
London
SW8 4NY

Internally Illuminated Advertising Display
Measuring 3.2 x 4.8m x 0.30m

Delegated
Decision

Refuse Permission

07.11.2017

Appeal
Dismissed

The Inspector considered the main issue of this appeal to be effect of the advertisement on the visual amenity of the area, including its effect on the adjacent Wandsworth Road
Conservation Area.
The Inspector noted the residential character of Killyon Road which is distinct from the commercial character of retail uses along this section of Wandsworth Road. He considered that the
proposed advertisement would have a harmful prominence in contrast to the confined commercial character of the at Wandsworth Road, as well as, harm the residential character
prevalent along Killyon Road and the upper storeys of Wandsworth Road.
The Inspector concludes that the advertisement would have a harmful effect on the visual amenity of the area and upon the adjacent Wandsworth Road Conservation Area. The appeal is
subsequently dismissed.

Refusal - Town
Planning

Telephone Kiosk
Outside 98
Clapham High Street
London

Application for prior approval for the installation
of a solar powered telephone kiosk

Delegated
Decision

Prior Approval Refused

09.11.2017

Appeal
Dismissed

The Inspector considered that main issues of this appeal to be 1) on the character and appearance of the area, including would the proposal preserve or enhance the character and
appearance of the Conservation Area, and 2) on pedestrian and highway safety.
The Inspector noted that, whilst the development would not be out-of-keeping with the commercial character of the conservation area at street level, its overly dominant presence would
draw the eye away from the architectural merits of buildings at first floor level which in turn would be harmful to the appearance of the conservation area and its significance. He
concludes that the public benefit of the proposal does not outweigh the harm that would be caused to the character and appearance of the conservation area, and that, the proposal
would fail to preserve and enhance the character and appearance of the conservation area.
The Inspector notes that The kiosk would be within the line of existing street furniture does not interfere with the movement of pedestrians along the high street and therefore nor would
the kiosk and concludes that the appeal proposal would not cause harm to highway or pedestrian safety.
However, the Inspector concludes that the harm caused by the proposal, to the character and appearance of the development are outweighed and dismisses the appeal.
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17/01309/G24
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17/01521/FUL

Refusal - Town
Planning

150 Clapham Manor
Street
London
SW4 6BX

Erection of a mansard roof extension with 2 front
and 2 rear dormers together with the erection of
a first floor rear extension, alteration to existing
basement and associated works

Delegated
Decision

Refuse Permission

15.11.2017

Appeal
Dismissed

The main issues were the effect of the proposal on the character and appearance of the Rectory Grove Conservation Area and local area, with particular regard to the mansard roof and
lightwell proposed and, the effect of the proposed on the living conditions of neighbouring and future occupiers with particular regard to outlook, light and ventilation.
The Inspector considered that the appeal site contributes positively to the character and appearance of the conservation area and the existing parapet wall and London roof are
characteristics of the conservation area. He concludes that the proposed mansard roof would result in the loss of a 'London' roof which would be harmful to the architectural and
historical quality of the host building and character of the Rectory Grove Conservation Area, contrary to policy Q11 of the local Plan and the SPD.

The Inspector notes the existing basement at the appeal site, but considers the absence of windows would create a poor quality living environment, contrary to policies H5 and Q2 of the
Local Plan and the SPG and SPD. The Inspector dismissed the appeal.
17/00068/LDCP

Certificate 4
Lawful
Development
Appeal

8 Silk Mews
London
SE11 4BA

Application for a Certificate of Lawful
Development (Proposed) to change of use of
lower ground floor level from office (Use Class
B1) to a residential unit (Use class C3)

Delegated
Decision

Refuse Permission

Appeal withdrawn.

Allowed

Dismissed

Mixed

Month total

9

22

0

Financial year to date

47

91

1

18

29.11.2017

Appeal
Withdrawn
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However, the Inspector disagreed with the council in that, the roof would be partially screened from local views by the parapet wall and would be subservient in form and scale to the
host building. Though, the Inspector notes that irrespective of whether the roof is visible or not - it does not mean that it is not important. he concludes that the proposed lightwell would
not be an uncharacteristic feature of the streetscene and therefore acceptable, but does not overcome the harm found as a result of the mansard roof proposal and contrary to paragraph
132 of the NPPF, Q5, Q11 and Q22 of the Local Plan and SPD.
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